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INTRODUCilON

The sixth general meeting of the Committee on Earth Observation Satellites

(CEOS) Subgroup on SAR Calibration was held at the ESA/ESTEC Conference

Centre in Noordwijk, The Netherlands during the week of September 20 to 24

1993.The meeting was co-hosted by the ESA Technical Directorate and the ESA

Directorate of Observation of the Earth and its Environment.

The workshop, attended by approximately 120 participants from ESA member

states, Canada, USA, Japan, Russia, consisted of 9 serial plenary sessions in which

three selected formal presentations where made to all participants followed by

two times 4 parallel working group meetings starting with shorter formal

presentations. This structure facilitated everyone to get an overview and identify

the issues which needed further discussion.

The smaller more specialized working groups for which "Seed questions" were

prepared in advance, could carry the discussion further and draw conclusions, an

action plan and recommendations. Each working group was asked to present to

the plenary a summary of its findings on the last day of the workshop.

This volume brings together the results presented at the workshop through the full

length papers, the seed questions prepared for the working groups, the summary

reports of the 8 working groups and finally the recommendations brought up to

the CEOS Calibration/Validation Working Group.

As a result of this fruitful and productive meeting significant progress has been

made in our understanding of Synthetic Aperture Radar Calibration/Validation

issues for the benefit of the worldwide community.
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CEOS CALNAL WORKING GROUP

SAR CALIBRATION SUB GROUP

A Word from the Chairman:

The latest in the series of workshops held by the SAR Calibration Subgroup was,

for me, enormously successful. This was mainly due to the efforts of the

organizers at ESTEC, particularly Yves-Louis Desnos, to whom we should offer

our special thanks.

The SAR Calibration Workshops have evolved into a forum for technical

interchange at the highest level in the SAR System Engineering field: for setting

up joint projects and experiments; for resolving key technical

arguments/ questions; for setting requirements for radar system calibration; and

for helping define future radar instruments and their performance. There are still

questions to be resolved in this area and the sub-group will continue to meet on

an annual basis to address them.

I would also like to take this opportunity to thank the attendees for all their

efforts in making this workshop a great success. I look forward to seeing all of you

again at the next workshop.

Anthony Freeman
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APPLICATION ORIENTED REQUIREMENTS TO SAR-DATA CALIBRATION
THE SOIL MOISTURE CASE

M. Rombach, J. Kellndorfer, W. Mauser

Institute of Geography, University of Munich
LuisenstraSe 37, D-80333 Miinchen

phone: +49-89-5203-335
fax: +49-89-5203-321

ABSTRACT

From August to December 1991 28 SLC-images of the Frei
burg test-site (upper Rhine valley. Germany) have been
collected during the Commissioning Phase of ERS-1. At
the same time an extensive ground truth campaign on this
test site took place (continuously recorded soil-moisture,
JAi (weekly), plant height (weekly), wet and dry biomass
(weekly), vegetation cover (weekly) a. o.).

This made it possible, to carry out investigations on the
determination of soil-moisture with SAR-DATA. Correla
tions were calculated between soil-moisture and the aver
,1gl' backscatter from the five test fields (three corn and
two harvested barley fields) under investigation (correla
tion-rocfficient >0,8). Furthermore the results of these ana
lrl'S provide a good feed back for the necessary accuracy
nf different calibration parameters.

I. Introduction

lhe 199I campaign (sponsored by DARA) took place to
validate and calibrate ERS-1 data and to apply this data
for different geoscientific issues. In this context soil-mois
ture estimates are of great importance for the hydrological
L·ydl•within soil-plant-atmosphere models. To understand
more frequent changes in this continuum, soil-moisture
detection is one of the keys for explanations. Models are
working on micro-scale level with ground truth but our
aim is the meso-scale where no ground truth is available.
Therefon- remotely sensed soil-moisture values are necess
ary.

2. Ground Truth Measurements

The Freiburg test site has an extension of 6 • 8 km2 and is
almost flat. The climate in the Upper Rhine Valley is char
acterized by high temperatures and low precipitation. The
soil consist of loamy to gravelly sand with a low clay con
tent. This indicates that at least corn as the main agricultu
ral crop must be irrigated, which in fact is done. Corn
covered almost 30% of the whole test area in 1991.

Field measurements were carried out on 7 test fields (3
corn fields, 3 cereals and one fallow land) spread over the
whole test sill' (soil moisture was only monitored on 3
corn and 2 harvested barley fields). Field sizes varied be
tween one and three hectares. A digital soil type and ac
tual land use map of the area supports the ground truth
data of the selected single fields.

Measurements of plant parameters were carried out from
May to October. Leaf area index (Fig. 1), wet and dry
weight of the plant leaves, stem and fruit, wet and dry
biomass, plant height and (Fig. 2) vegetation cover were
sampled every week during the growing season on all test
fields.
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Surface soil moisture (0-5 cm) was recorded continuously
on an hourly basis at 4 different depth on 5 test fields from
the beginning of August to the end of October (Fig. 3).
These measurements are difficult by nature. The accuracy
of these measurements is limited by the knowledge of the
relation between soil suction and soil moisture for the
given soil and the variable soil moisture gradients within
the top soil layer. It is estimated to be within a 5% range.
The methods used were tensiometric (soil suction), gyp
sum blocks (electrical conductivity) and gravimetric (only
once a week).
In addition several meteorological and pedological par
ameters were acquired during this campaign.
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3. ERS-1 SAR-DATA Calibration

Although a first attempt to derive soil moisture informa
tion from SLC-derived power values showed promising
results (Demircan, 1992) it is expected, that the correlation
between AMI-backscatter and soil moisture can be some
what improved by calibrating the SLC-Data.
The SAR-data research started with several attempts to
convert ERS-1 SLC-data into backscattering coefficient (~0

jdBI 0~0 • sinO = <T0; sinO: local incidence angle; 0°\dBJ:
final c.11ibratedbackscattering coefficient including terrain
corrections).
Programms for calibrating the complex pixel values into
backscattering coefficient (3°in dB were developed, includ
ing correction of the antenna pattern, determination of the
incidence and look angle at each pixel, compensation of
range spreading loss and correction of the PAFdependent
calibration constant, using header information and the
GEM6 ELLIPSOID.(Kellndorfer, 1993)
The calibration of the SLC-data was carried out on the
original 16 bit values after conversion of the in
phase/quatrature component data into power values. The
calibration program was developed at the Institute of Geo
graphy of the University of Munich. All calibrations were
done in slant range, which ensures the highest possible
information in each pixel. For the calibration the following
algorithm (Laur, H. 1992) was applied to the power
values:

f30 _ ill_ * _sinu * _!\2_ *
K sin« ref Rr<'f g2(0 )

(fq.1)

and

f3°(dB) • 10* logrn I~0 (£q.2)

(1)
K

intensity at any pixel (power)
PAFrelated calibration constat
incidence angle at any pixel
reference incidence angle
slant range distance at each pixel
reference slant range distance
in-flight ERS-1antenna pattern

sinu
sinuref
R3

R3ref
g2(0)

The actual altitude and local look angle for each pixel
were introduced in the calibration procedure. The in-flight
antenna pattern is provided by ESA. (Laur, 1992; Zink,
1992)
Since the K-value of equation 1 was subject to some dis
cussion and has now obviously stabilized to K = 65026
(except D-PAF,which used K = 186618before 15.11.92),
these values were used for the final calibration.
Values like zero-Doppler range time at the first pixel, the
incidence angle at the first pixel, geodetic latitude and
others, were taken from header information. The precision
of these header values is somewhat unstable, because of
the changes in the number of digits of some values from
orbit to orbit. The zero-Doppler range time in fact, varies
only because the number of digits has been raised to seven
in the header annotations at the beginning of 1993.
Calibrated intensity images of 28 overflights were then
produced. The locations of the test fields were determined
and the average test field intensity calculated. As the test
fields were almost flat, a calculation of the local incidence
angle was not necessary. Figure 4 shows the influence of
the calibration on test field 3. The slope direction of the
two curves is only changed twice (between day 241, 247
and 253, 259). The slope of the curves itself differs in al-
most any case.

!
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4. Results

After calibration and removal of obvious artefacts in the
soil moisture data the backscatter and soil moisture curves
were compared. Figure 5 shows the course of soil moisture
and backscattering coefficient averaged over one corn
field. The strong and direct influence of the water content
1)f thl' soil on the surface-scattering behaviour of high fre
qul'ncv microwaves is easily visible.
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Course of backscattering and soil moisture over
one corn field (Aug. 8 - Oct. 25, 1991)

hg.5:

The change of soil surface random roughness (RMS)dur
ing this champagne on the monitored fields, was negli
gibly small since the corn plants were harvested after the
measurements were taken. The surface roughness was
considered as continuously medium during soil moisture
measurements with a tendency to smooth, which implies
that backscatter is independent from surface roughness
(Ulaby 1982,Vol.II,Chap. 11).Therefore no corrections on
the soil moisture backscatter regression line was applied.
Plant row direction (eq. soil row direction) of the corn
fields with continuous soil moisture measurements is con
-t.mt,
Looking at Fig. I and 2, one can see that the leaf area index
of the corn fields were on its maximum already at the start
of the commissioning phase. The green leaf area index de
creased to 0 during the first phase, which is due to the
maturity of the plants. Nevertheless the plant height did
not change at all after launch of ERS-1 until the end of
moisture measurements.
The barley fields were all harvested already at the begin
ning of the measurements and were ploughed after the
end of the measurements. The harvested barley fields
were covered with some irregularly spread weeds
together with dried up and half-cut barley stems. Surface
roughness was as stable as at the corn fields. The backscat
ter behaviour was therefore similar, only depending on
different soil moisture content due to different precipita
tion and transpiration. All this guarantied a stable surface
geometry over the whole measurement period.
Combining the measurements of soil moisture and back
scattering coefficient 0°, the regression line in Fig. 6 was
retrieved. As it is necessary to estimate soil moisture
values with an accuracy of at least :t5,0 Vol. % to be
meaningful for input and calibration of hydrological
models, the accuracy of the total calibration of the back
scattering coefficient 0° have to be better than 0,72 dB (if

the testsite is flat !). Including additional errorsthat add to
the precision of SAR-DATAcalibration, (field boundaries,
errors in soil moisture measurements a.o.) the requirement
for the total SAR-data calibration increases to a recom
mended accuracy of better than 0.5 dB.
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Fig.6: Correlation of all field (soil moisture vs. backscat
tering).

As a result it can be stated that the ERS-1microwave con
figuration is well suited for soil moisture measurements in
the top soil layer. Taking into account the inaccuracies in
the determination of the surface soil moisture it can be
stated that the accuracy of the ERS-1data for the determi
nation of soil moisture is at least 5% in our case. This cam
be considered to be sufficient for numerous practical ap
plications in hydrology and agriculture. The spatial resol
ution of nominally <10x <lOm and pixel spacing of about
3.9 x 7.9m respectively in azimuth and slant range (ERS-1
SLC-data) is sufficient for the fields, which were con
sidered.

5. Outlook

As consequence of these results, the accuracy of the deter
mination of surface soil moisture has to be improved to be
able to reach the limits of microwave sensing systems.
This will be one of the aims of ongoing ground truth cam
paigns in testsites now situated near Munich using ERS-1,
ERS-2,JERS-1and the airborne DLRE-SARsystem.
For future studies it is necessary to conduct interferome
tric analyses. This is necessary to derive DEMs from SAR
data which allow the calibration of SLC-images also on
sloping testsites. This, together with multitemporal and
multifrequency SAR-data may enable the production of
reliable soil moisture maps over larger areas. To reach this
goal a commissioning phase of ERS-2with a similar tem
poral resolution to the one of ERS-1is necessary.
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SAR CALIBRATION REQUIREMENTS
FOR CROP AND SOIL STUDIES

M.G.Wooding,A.D.Zmuda&G.H. Griffiths
Remote SensingApplications Consultants,

Merlin Court, 82Alexandra Rd., Farnborough,Hampshire. GU14 6DD, UK.

ABSTRACT

Multi-temporalERS-1 backscattermeasurementsfora variety
of croptypes are being analysed aspart of the UKCalibration
and Crop Backscatter Experiment, to investigate the effects
of crop growth and soil moistureon backscatter.

111ispaper describes the type and magnitude of dijfe'fl!nt
sources of error that affect the accuracy of backscatter
measurements for a variety of crops and soil moisture
conditions. Thesepotential errorsarisefrom the difficulties
involved in achievingpreciseabsolute calibration, estimating
meanfield backscatterand accountingfor thedisturbingeffect
of meteorological events.

Examples of each of these types of error,determined from
measurementsof corner reflectorradarcrosssectionandfrom
multi-temporal ERS-1 backscatter measuements for a large
number of agriculturalfields, arepresented. The importance
of absolute calibration accuracy and the effect of speckle
statistics and meterological conditions is discussed in the
context of crop discrimination and soil moisturemonitoring.

1. INTRODUCTION
This paper addresses aspects of backscatter measurement
accuracy from the perspective of a user with interest in crop
and soil studies.The resultspresentedhavebeenderivedfrom
research beginning in 1991, on the backscatter properties of
soil and crops as part of the UK Calibration and Crop
BackscatterExperiment (Birdet al., 1992,Woodinget al, 1993
(a), 1993 (b)).

2. CALIBRATION REQUIREMENTS
Accurate absolutemeasurementsof backscatterare necessary
to understand the backscatter properties of crops and soil and
to develop techniques for mapping crop typeandmonitoring

soil moisture. Without accurate measurements it is difficult
to gain a precise understandingof the nature of crop and soil
backscatter for a range of environmental conditions and to
compare data-sets from dilferent instruments with varying
sensor characteristics.

The sources of error which affect the reliable calibration of
ERS-1 SAR imagery are many and include errors associated
with propogation, orbit and sensor parameters, processing
and calibration device. This paper is not intended to be a
detailed examination of such error but a summary of the
experience gained during the UK Calibration and Crop
Backscatter Experiment in determining acceptable levels of
accuracyforcropdiscriminationand soilmoisturemonitoring.
Three calibration aspects covered include, the problems of
absolute calibration, the statistical problems associated with
estimating mean backscatter per field and the effect of
meteorological variables, especially rainfall.

2.1ABSOLUTE CALIBRATION
Results froma number of studieshave demonstrated (Laur
1992) the highly stable nature of the ERS-1 SAR. For
example, thepublished calibration constant (K) delivered for
ESA products remained the same for the period September
1991 to endAugust 1992. This contrasts with the problems
encounteredin calibratingmulti-frequencymulti-polarisation
airborne SAR data (ESA/ESTEC, 1992).

Although the ERS-1 SAR provides radiomettically stable
measurements of backscatter, errors introduced during
processingmay reduce thereliabilityof the calibration. Two
examples of processing problems encountered during the
experimentandwhichresultedin significantcalibrationerrors,
are presented.
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Figure 1 shows two temporal backscatter profiles for shingle,
an unveget.ated surface of water worn pebbles distributed along
a stretch of the south coast of England at Dungeness. The
unvegetated nature of this mostly dry surface means that its
backscatter properties are extremly stable in comparison to
agricultural fields. The first profile in Figure 1 (a) is based on
a calibration factor (K) calculated from the measurement of
mainlobe power for a comer reflector deployed close to the
shingle area on 19th August 1991. The profile displays an
unexpected increase in backscatter of approximately 2dB
between August 25 (day 237) and October 15 (day 288). This
was attributed to the replica power varying independently of
the transmitted power; thus spurious replica power values were
used for image normalisation resulting in the observed
variation in comer reflector response (Bird et al., 1992).

The second profile (b) is derived from individual
measurements of comer reflector radar cross section (RCS)
obtained from each of the 18 ERS-1 scenes acquired between
13 August and 29 November A different calibration factor
was subsequently applied to each ERS-1 scene to compensate
for the observed differences in mainlobe power caused by
variations in the replica power signal. The result is a much
flatter profile with a dB deviation about the mean value of±
0.5dB, an acceptable error given the stable nature of the shingle
surface.

In this example the RCS measurements of comer reflectors at
each overpass date enabled the processing error to be detected
and corrected. The consequences of not correcting for errors
of this type are illiustrated in Figure 2.The relationship betwen
volumetric soil moisture (Mu) and the backscattering
coefficient (a<>)for a single field of bare soil for which soil
moisture measurements were obtained on nine dates, is shown
for backscatter data calibrated using a single date calibration
factor (August 13) and for data calibrated separately for each
date. The slope and intercept of the linear regression line for
the single date calibrated data are dilferent to the more reliable
multi-date calibrated data, indicating the magnitude of the
systematic processing errors.

-s.oo~-----------------~

-8.00

·9.00 (a) Single date calibration
(b) Multi-date calibration

-10.00+---..--r-r-~~-,-~~~~~~~-,-~~~.,.--j
220 240 260 280 300

Julian Day
320 340

Figure 1. Comparison of backscatter for shingle surfaces
based on single and multi-date calibration factors. (Romney
Marsh Test Site, UK Calibration and Crop Backscatter
Experiment 1992).
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Figure 2. The relationship between volumetric soil
moisture (Mu) and a° for backscatter data calibrated using a
singledate calibrationfactorandmulti-datefactors. (Romney
Marsh Test Site, UK Calibration and Crop Backscatter
Experiment, 1992).

In the second example, ERS-1 SAR PRI products processed
by the UK-PAPin the period September 1992 toApril 1993,
were found to contain systematic errors caused by incorrect
application of the elevation antenna gain pattern. The
magnitudeof the error varies as a functionof image mode (3/
35 day repeat), latitude of acquisition and swath position
(Figure 3). The error, which resulted in a maximum
miscalibrationof -1.55dBfor sites monitoredduring the 1993
UK Calibration and Crop Backscatter Experiment was
detected from RCS measurements of corner reflectors
deployed at the test site in E.Anglia

Latitude

0
dB
-1

-2

·1 0 1
Relative LookAngle

4

Figure 3. Intensity correction for a selection of latitudes
during the 35 day repeat cycle (Source:UK 9\FERS-1 SAR
HealthReport, 1993).
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2.2 ACCURACY OF FIELD BACKSCATTER
MEASUREMENTS

Speckle within a SARimageaffectsthereliability withwhich
the mean intensity value for an extended truget,such as a
field of crops, can be estimated.

An empirical approach was used in this study based on
measurements of backscatter for random pixels to determine
the minimum number of samples that are required to give a
reliable estimate ofmeanbackscatterper field.Alargesample
(n >200) of pixels within a field was taken and randomised.
The mean, standard deviation (S.D.) and standard error (S.E.)
was calculated for samplesizes from 1-nand plotted for fields
containing different crop types. The results for three potato
fields are shown in Figure4 and demonstrate that a minimum
of 60 pixels are required togivean estimateof themeanwhich
is within ±0.4dB of the true mean. Although the mean
backscatter profiles for these three fields is very diferent,
their speckle properties are similar and the same number of
samples is required in each case to obtain an accurate mean
value.
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Figure 4. Effects oflncreasing Sample Size onMeasure
ment Accuracy for Potato Fields. (Terrington, Norfolk, UK
Calibration and Crop BackscatterExperiment, 1993).

For practical purposes most fields are sufficiently large (>
Iha) such that simple averaging of backscatter within a field
for the 3-look PRI SAR data, provides a useable estimate of
the backscatter.

2.3 METEOROLOGICAL EFFECTS
Aformofnon-systematicor randomnoise in thedata is caused
by the unpredictability of meteorological events, especially
rainfall. The random nature of this variablemakes it difficult
toestablish temporalprofiles for a cropwhich candefinitively
be attributed to crop phenology.

In Figure 5 the temporal backscatter profile for winter wheat
at a site in the Fenland Region of Eastern England, is
superimposed onto the daily rainfall records for the same
region. Thestrongdip in thewheatprofileat day 170coincides
witha prolongeddryperiodwhichbegan onday 158. It might
be concluded that the dry conditions were inducing the
decrease in backscatter but other evidence, notably from the
establishmentof similar winterwheatbackscatter profiles for
the following season (1993), indicates that this decrease in
backscatter is phenological and relates to the period of
maximum crop productivity (anthesis).
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25-·····················································~···········•·························
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Figure 5. Variation in Rainfall and Winter Wheat
Backscatter. (Terrington,Norfolk, UK Calibration and Crop
Backscatter Experiment, 1993).

The effect of rainfall may make it difficult to compare
measurements both on short term time-scales,e.g. within and
between seasons. This may adversely affect the statistical
separation between the mean backscatter for diJferentcrops
andreduce thepotential foraccuratediscrimination. However
with sufficient number of measurements over long time
periodsitmaybepossibleto isolatestatisticallymeteorological
effects on backscatter trends displayed by the crop profiles.
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3. DISCUSSION

Furtherwork is required to quantifythemagnitudeof theerrors
introduced by calibration problems, speckle statistics and
meteorological effects and to consider their impact on crop
discrimination and the measurement of soil moisture.

Methodologicalproblemsinvolvedin separtingthepredictable
effects of crop growth on backscatter from short-term and
unpredictable meteorological effects, can be addressed by
establishing temporal profiles for a variety of crops across
seasons for a range of meteorological conditions. Figure 6
compares the winter wheat temporal profile for 1992 (see
Figure 5) with the 1993 temporal profile of this crop.The
similarity in the shape of the two profiles at the beginning of
the growing seasonreinforces the conclusionthat theobserved
decrease in backscatter is attributable to crop phenology and
not to the prolonged period of dry weather in 1992 which
coincided with maximum productivity in the crop cycle.
However, the deviation of the 1992winter wheatprofile from
the 1993profile can probably be attributed to a higher rainfall
on day 150, clearly seen in Figure 5.

-2-····-······· -0- W.Wheat1992

-4--···········
---- W.Wheat1993

-6------····-·-······----------·······-···-·---------·-·····-······-···---
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-16

-18------·----·----·--------·········-------·--·--················-··--···-

100 1~ 1~ 100 100 200 2~ 2~ 200
Day number

Figure 6. Comparison of winter wheat profiles for the
1992/1993 growing seasons. (Ierrington, Norfolk, UK
Calibration and Crop Backscatter Experiment, 1993).

Furtherwork is also required todeterminetheef ectof speckle,
especially at field edges, on the true estimate of the mean
backscatter for fields of differentcrop and soil conditions.A
related problem is the effect of resampling the ERS-1 SAR
imagery to a specific map projection, on the radiometric
properties of the data.

Finally a monitoring programme based on backscatter
measurements of corner reflectors, should be continued for a
range of crop types and conditions to ensure that processing
errors are detected and can be corrected. Further work is

required to determine the effectof absolute calibration errors
on crop discrimination and the accuracy of soil moisture
retrieval,and todefineacceptableminimumlevelsof accuracy
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Abstract

In order to meet the user requirements for retrieving geo- and bio-physical parameters using
SAR images, it is necessary to carefully estimate the errors arising from the quality of the SAR
data, their calibration, and the accuracy of the applied retrieval algorithms. For land targets
such as forests and bare soils, a retrieval accuracy of 20 to 40 tons/ha is desirable by the user
community for forest biomass while, for surface soil moisture, an accuracy of 5% between a
range of 10 to 40% might be accepted. This paper investigates how these users requirements
can be met with the current existing retrieval algorithms and what are the implications on the
calibration requirements for the SAR images. Examples of these requirements are illustrated
using SAR data from ERS-1, JERS-1, and the NASA-JPL AIRSAR airborne polarimetric radar.
A sensitivity analysis of the models to predict the forest biomass and the surface soil moisture
is performed in order to determine the variation range of the backscattering coefficient and,
consequently, the requirements of the calibration of the SAR images.

1 Introduction

This paper is divided in two parts. The first one will concentrate on the forest biomass and the
implication of the accuracy of a0 on the retrieval of that parameter. The second part looks at
the surface moisture for bare soils and used validated theoretical models to derive requirements
for the backscattering coefficient.

2 Forest biomass

In recent years, there has been an increasing interest in the use of radar data for the retrieval of
forest biomass. From regression analysis using airborne SAR data, it was demonstrated that the
intensity in a SAR image at L-band was highly related to the above-ground biomass or related
characteristics (tree age, height, diameter) of pine forests [1, 2]. Beaudoin et al.[3] confirmed
the correlation and sensitivity of L-band HH (both transmitted and received polarizations are
horizontal) to biomass. Even better correlation and sensitivity to forest biomass was obtained
at the lower frequency of P-band [4, 5]. The cross-polarization factor (HV) was foundto have
the highest correlation to forest biomass, compared to HH or VV. Similar results were obtained
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by Dobson [6] on two different pine forests: maritime pine at Les Landes forest in France and
loblolly pine at Duke forest in the USA.
Therefore, it is possible to estimate forest biomass with a simple statistical law, using either
spaceborne JERS-1 data at L-HH 35° or airborne P-HV 45° , which should be validated by
theoretical modeling. This validation assesses the use of the statistical law valid at least for pine
forests and other excurrent types of coniferous trees on flat terrain [3, 6]. However, for practical
applications, the impact of these empirical relations along with backscattering coefficient a0
accuracy from SAR sensors must be matched to user's requirements concerning biomass retrieval.
Timber volume estimates, often related to trunk biomass and total biomass, requires accuracy
of the order of or better than 20 tons/ha, whereas for regional and global studies such as
atmosphere/vegetation exchange, 40 tons/ha are sufficient. The goal of this section is to specify
which accuracy of CTo is necessary to enable biomass retrieval within such limits.
In previous paper, biomass estimate was expressed as a linear function of a0 expressed in natural
units [3]. However as accuracy is usually expressed in dB, a biomass estimate as a function of
CTo in dB is preferred and the empirical law derived from regression analysis takes the following
form:

(1)
where fJ is the total biomass estimate, a and b are empirical coefficients, and CTo is the backscat
tering coefficient expressed in [dB]. Table 1 lists the values of the coefficients a,b along with
model RMS error, saturation level and dynamic range for P-HV (optimal configuration) and
L-HH configurations.

I P-HV 45° (Airsar) I L-HH 35° (JERS-1) I
a 8852.8 503852
b 0.27 0.85
R"J. 0.94 0.79

RMS error on tiB (tons/ha) 14.9 21.0
Saturation level (tons/ha) 120 100

Dynamic range (dB) 15 2.5

Table 1: Parameters extracted from AIRSAR and JERS-1 data
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Figure 1: Biomass retrieval using AIRSAR data at P-band (left) and JERS-1 at L-band (right)

Fig. 1 features these empirical laws along with observations, respectively for L-HH and P-HV
configuration. Correlation coefficient of 0.94 is achieved with P-HV, with an RMS error of
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(2)

15 tons/ha while a lower correlation coefficient of 0.79 with an RMS error or 21 tons/ha is
obtained for L-HH. At this step, it is already clear that P-HV is significantly better than L-HH
for biomass retrieval. Nevertheless, L-HH should be investigated to find if it can meet partially
user's requirements.
To estimate the impact of cr0 accuracy on biomass retrieval, the following equation is used:

where 8 is the total biomass, fJ is the biomass estimate from empirical relation, b.81 is the
RMS error due to the empirical relation, and se, is the RM°Serror due to the variation of the
backscattering coefficient b.cr0 (assumed to be known or given by system specification). It must
be stressed that tl.82 depends on the level of cr0 as it can be derived from Eq. 1:

(3)

Fig. 2 illustrates the biomass RMS error (tons/ha) as a function of cr0 for three levels of tl.cr0
accuracy: 0.5, 1.0, and 1.5 dB, respectively for L-HH and P-HV configuration.

Figure 2: Error on the retrieval of the biomass with AIRSAR data (left) and JERS-1 data (right)

For P-HV, it is found that an accuracy of 1 dB on cr0 is sufficient to meet biomass estimate
accuracy necessary for timber inventories (<20 dB), except for high biomass values (cr0 > -19
dB). At L-HH, due to lower saturation level and sensitivity to biomass, the biomass RMS error
is higher and increases rapidly with cr0 level. The best cr0 accuracy of 0.5 dB that can be
achieved in practice gives RMS error up to 60 tons/ha. Therefore, L-HH should be used only
for regional/global studies with lower requirements on biomass accuracy, if the accuracy of 0.5
dB can be achieved.

An important parameter to be retrieved from SAR data is the volumetric soil surface moisture.
In this paper, only bare soils are considered and the effect of surface roughness compared to
soil moisture can be identified using models to predict the backscattering coefficients cr0 . The
requirements for soil surface moisture have been identified [7, 8] and show that an accuracy of
5% between a range of 10 to 40% might be accepted by the user community. In order to see the
impact of this requirement on the soil moisture, theoretical models based on Maxell's equations
are applied [9, 10, 11].
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Using a statistical description of a rough surface, an RMS height a (roughness factor) and
an correlation length l (lateral direction) are introduced. Furthermore, the volumetric soil
moisture is converted in a corresponding permittivity value [12] required as input for the models.
Depending on the values of <7and l with respect to the wavelength, different approximations are
used to solve Maxwell's equation. For very rough surface, the geometric optics (GO) is used or
physical optics (PO) for less rough terrains. The backscattering coefficient of smooth surfaces
is derived by applying the small perturbation method (SMP). These three input parameters are
used in the models to predict u0 and an example of model output is illustrated in Fig. 3.

36.4 36.8 36.2
angle or incidence [deg)

0
<1pq[dB)

35.4 35.B 38.2
angle or incidence [deg]

Figure 3: Data from Maestro'89 for bare soil at L-band, field 114 with SPM model

<7hh, <1vv, and <7hv are shown in function of the incidence angle. The model used is SMP and two
limiting curves are displayed depending on the maximum and minimum values of the permittivity
f. and lateral correlation length measured parallel or perpendicular to the flight direction. The
data comes from the NASA-JPL AIRSAR and were collected during the Maestro'89 campaign
[13]. Either a single sample or an average of 9x9 pixels is shown. A good comparison can be
seen between theoretical prediction and the data measured. Based upon this model and input
parameters, a variation of the soil surface can be performed in function of the value of u0 as
illustrated on the left of Fig. 4.

Figure 4: Surface moisture error as a function of u0 for field 114, SMP model at L-band and
35° of incidence angle

Taking the derivative of the soil moisture in function of the backscattering coefficient, a sensi
tivity analysis can be performed as a function of the value of u0 • This is shown on the right
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t.Mv = Ht.a

side of Fig. 4. Depending on the accuracy on cr0 (0.5, 1 , or 2 dB), the corresponding accuracy
on the surface moisture is shown. As example, an error of 0.5 dB on cr0 will produce an error
most of the time smaller than 5% for the soil moisture retrieval (except for higher values of cr0
). A similar result can be obtained using data from ERS-1 as illustrated in Fig. 5.

Figure 5: Surface moisture error as a function of cr0 for ERS-1 data taken on 1 June 1993 at
C-/Jand and 23° of incidence angle compared to PO model

Due to the different values of ground parameters (roughness and moisture), the GO (geometric
optics) model is used in Fig. 5 to describe the variation of the surface moisture in function of cr0
. Interesting enough, though the frequency, incidence angle, and model are different, a similar
value of 5% of error on the retrieval of the surface moisture for an accuracy of 0.5 dB on cr0 can
be observed.
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P-HV can be used for biomass retrieval for forest with biomass level <150 tons/ha (temperate,
boreal or regeneration areas) if accuracy of 1 dB is achieved, giving a minimal biomass error
off the order of 20 tons/ha. On the other hand, better accuracy of the order of 0.5 dB should
be realized to use L-HH data for regional/global studies, for low biomass forest, with minimal
RMS error of 30 tons/ha. In this case, L-band data should be used for classification in larger
biomass classes (when biomass <100 tons/ha) instead of data inversion using empirical law.
For the soil surface moisture, a requirement of 5% of the retrieval of the soil surface moisture
implies an accuracy of 0.5 dB on the value of the backscattering coefficient.
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contains contributions from all possible sources. For the
internal calibration of the instrument the two gain terms
Kn and Ks should be equal unity.
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ABSTRACT

Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) data can
presently be calibrated with an accuracy approa
ching ± l dB. However, relief induced geometric
distortions strongly affect the backscattered signals
through variations in the local resolution as well as
the local incidence angle. In order to derive the radar
cross section per unit area a0 (or normalized radar
cross section) and therefore to retrieve geophysical
parameters, the effect of the changing size of the
resolution element on the ground must be removed
by using a high resolution Digital Elevation Model
(IO x IOm). This paper demonstrates the importance
of deriving an accurate estimate of o", and that geo
metric calibration is a fundamental requirement for
a correct radiometric calibration. As an example,
ERS-1 magnitude data in a mountainous region have
been selected for use in snowcover determination.
Results show, that despite the extreme geometric and
radiometric distortions some thematic information
remains and can be extracted if an appropriate cali
bration procedure is carried out. The poor local spa
tial resolution in sloped areas limits the accuracy of
the geophysical parameters. In rugged terrain, layo
ver effects make it mandatory that images from at
least two crossing orbits be used.

Keywords: Normalized radar cross section, geometric
and radiometric calibration, value added pro
ducts, optimal resolution approach, snowcover
determination.

1. INTRODUCTION

A SAR system is an active microwave sensor ca
pable of measuring the radar reflectivity of a surface.The
SAR image formation process can be described as fol
lows [l ]:

E { P (x, y) } = K o (x, y) ® h (x, y) + K o (x, y)
s pq n n

where E{P(x,y)} is the expected value of square-lawde
tected data, x and y are the spatial coordinates, h is the
system impulse response function, O'pq is the radar cross
section for the receive (q) and transmit (p) polarizations,
O'n is the additive noise present in the backscatter measu
rements, Kn is the radar gain term for the noise, and Ks

The largest obstacle in developing a consistent set
of SAR calibration specifications is that the calibration
measures are referenced to individual elements of the
system and not to the end product. When reference is
made to radiometric calibration of a sensor, it typically
refers to the various types of internal calibration signals
to measure transmitter power or receiver gain. In other
cases, it refers to external calibration (estimate of the cal
ibration relations frommeasurements of external targets)
or absolute calibration (a calibrationwherein the physical
property has been measured in units relatable to accepted
physical units of mass) or relative calibration (a calibra
tion which is not related to physical units) [2,3].

However, the concept of the radiometric calibra
tion has a wider meaning. It implies requirements con
cerning the accuracy and the precision of each calibration
parameter, which are hightly application-dependent. In
addition to these standard requirements, further prerequi
sites, often neglected or only approximated, are the geo
metric calibration and the Digital Elevation Model
(DEM) accuracy. When the exact area of the pixel pro
jected onto the groundA and the local incidence angle 0;
at the scattering surface are known, the normalized radar
cross section a 0 and y can be derived from O'pq•

pq pq
namely [3]:

0 0 =
pq

0
pq

A

and:
00

pq

cose.
I

Normally, a flat or curved earth is assumed when
calculating the normalized radar cross section o 0

• But
this is not adequate when imaging a surface evgri with
moderate terrain height variations. In terrain with relief
variations active radar signals are strongly distorted, ex
hibiting extreme changes in local mean intensity, while
layover and radar shadow produce signals lacking inter
pretable geophysical information. The goal of this paper
is to point out the importance of deriving an accurate es
timate of a°, for the retrieval of geophysical parameters
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(e.g. snowcover), and to show that geometric calibration
is a fundamental requirement for a correct radiometric
calibration. As an example, ERS- l magnitude data in a
mountainous region have been selected.

After the speckle reduction, radiometric distor
tions caused by the relief arc removed using value added
products such as local incidence angle and local resolu
tion maps. These products are calculated directly from
the DEM by reconstructing the original illumination geo
metry for each individualbackscatter element. This infor
mation is transformed into the initial SAR geometry
(Ground Range Geometry) and used to calculate the nor
malized radar cross section a0 (Figure l).

SAR image

grmmdcontrol poirs
image/map

range-Doppler
functionfiltering

value added productsgcocoding
- resampling
- pixel spacing

- Cartographic Reference System
- Ground Range Geometry

cf' in CRS and ORO

radiometrically calibrated
imaae inGRG

l;cometrically and radiometricall
calibrated imaee in CRS

Figure 1: Derivation of the normalized radar cross sec
tion (cf' ory).

Due to severe foreshortening and layover effects
images from two crossing orbits are used. The normali
zed radar cross section values of both orbits are trans
formed into the cartographic reference system and
combined using an optimal resolution approach. In the
resulting synthetic image the normalized radar cross sec
tion is taken from the orbit with the higher spatial local
resolution.

-
P (Xm,Ym,h)

Map coordinates

l l geometric
resampled parameters,

values additional information

Ephemeris
Data

2. RIGOROUS DERIVATION OF a<'
A. Speckle Reduction

It is assumed that speckle has the characteristics
of a random multiplicative noise (i.e. noise level increa
ses with the average gray level of the local area). A
requirement for its filtering is adaptivity: homogeneous
areas must be smoothed, while edges and structuresmust
be preserved, all with a minimal information loss. In pre
vious works [4,5], it was shown, that the Frost filter [6]
allows a good preservation of the information. One
should note that no texture model is applied in this filter.

B. Range-Doppler Approach and Generation of
Value Added Products

The removal of relief induced radiometric distor
tions requires a high precision geocoding of the image in
formation. This geometric correction has to consider the
sensor and the processor characteristics and therefore
must be based on a range-Doppler approach [7].For each
picture element the following two relations must be ful
filled:

R5 = J(S-P) (S-P)

where: R3 = slant range
S, P = spacecraft and backscatter

element position
vs• vP = spacecraft and backscatter

element velocity
fo = carrier frequency
c = speed of light
fo = Doppler frequency

Using these equations the spatial relationship be
tween the sensor, each single backscatter element, and
their related velocities are calculated and therefore not
only the illuminating geometry but also the processor
characteristics are considered. Through this complete re
construction of the imaging and processing geometry the

-
z:

~'X'
P (X', Y', Z')

Cartesian coordinates
(local datum)

~

p (A., <p, h)
Geographic coordinates

Range·Doppler
Function

P (X, Y, Z)
Cartesian coordinates

(~GS·B4L

Figure 2: Rectificationprocedure and its inverse functionality.

P (column, row)
Image coordinates
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primary topographic effects (foreshortening, layover) as
well as the influence of earth rotation and terrain height
on the azimuth geometry are calculated. Figure 2 summa
rizes the rectification procedure and its inverse function
ality.

Resampling algorithms, as they are applied during
geometric rectification, are only approximations of the
sine-function and cause radiometric and geometric di
stortions of the radar signal. As shown in (5,8] the geo
metric and radiometric distortions of the backscatter
element can be minimized by selecting an appropriate re
sampling method and pixel spacing. Figure 3 shows the
mean-to-standard deviation ratio as a function of the re
sampling and pixel spacing for a forest sample. Note that
the bold lines at the rear of the diagram indicate the level
of the corresponding value of the same area in the origi
nal SAR geometry.

Figure 3: Mean-to-standard deviation of a forest sample.
NN = Nearest Neighbour, CC = Cubic Convolu
tion, BS = Bicubic Spline Interpolation, LP = Lag
range Polynomial, BI = Bilinear Interpolation.

Instead of the resampling procedure and in order to
avoid radiometric and geometric distortions, any geome
tric parameters such as the local resolution, the local in
cidence angle and layover areas can be calculateddirectly
from the DEM.These results can be stored in the same re
ference geometry as the DEM and at the calculated azi
muth and range coordinate in a frame buffer of the same
size, location and orientation as the original SAR image.
To avoid gaps in this new data matrix four slant range
coordinates, corresponding to four neighbouring DEM
points, define the orientation of a backscatter element.
They are combined and, if necessary, the area between is
filled with the selected parameters. For that purpose a po
lygon-fill algorithm is used. The contents of the frame
buffer then is stored in a data set and directly combined
with the original SAR image, which is the basis for all
subsequent radiometric calculations. We have to consi
der, that while the backscattered signals are preserved,
the accuracy of the value added products is reduced, and
therefore affecting the quality of the subsequent radiome
tric corrections.

For the retrieval of geophysical information in are
as with severe terrain variations it is very important to

have detailed knowledge of the backscatter behaviour.
For example, layover disqualifies some areas from image
interpretation, particularly if the depression angle of the
sensor is large. A further limitation in mountainous areas
is the local spatial resolution. It is defined as the area on
the earth that is equivalent to a processed pixel in the
SAR slant range image. Due to the properties of the SAR
system one should distinguishbetween the local range re
solution and the local azimuth resolution. The local reso
lution in cross-track direction corresponds to the
projection of the nominal range resolution onto a cross
track profile. It is the dominant factor, causing the grea
test radiometric variations in hilly andmountainous areas
(Figure 4A). The local resolution in flight direction is de
fined by the nominal processed azimuth resolution onto
an along-track profile at the targets position (Figure 4B).
Although the nominal resolution of the ERS-1 SAR sy
stem is about 20 m2, the local spatial resolution near la
yover areas can amount to several thousand square
meters. As a result the geophysical interpretation will be
dramatically reduced. A further required value for the
calculation of the normalized radar cross section y is the
local incidence angle Oi. It is defined as the angle between
the surface normal of the backscattering element and the
incoming radiation (Figure 4C).

s
A

._.'::·:.< :e_ct~~I~lf!~h~i~.

Local range resolulion

B

Azimulh profile_..e:
···········:;:4'1'·

Local azimuth resolution

c

Figure 4: Local spatial resolution in range (A) and azi
muth (B) , and local incidence angle (C).

Figure 5 shows layover and local resolution maps
of the testsite (for ascendingA-D) and for descending or
bits (E-F) in the cartographic reference system. Layover
areas are black, while local resolution is gray and split
into four classes. Due to the large depression angle of
ERS-1 SAR, about 28% of the ascending and 45% of the
descending image are layover areas for the scene. The lo
cal resolution decreases strongly in regions near layover:
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Figure 5: Layover and local resolution maps of the test
site (Grison, Switzerland) for the ascending (A-D)
and for the descending orbit (E-H) in the cartogra
phic reference system, while I and J show the geo
coded images from ascending and descending orbit
(acquistion dates April 27th and April 30th, 1992).
Note, that the images I and J have not yet been
radiometrically calibrated.

theoretical values up to 70'000 m2 are computed. The
mean local resolution (layover areas excluded), was com
puted to be 209 m2 for the ascending image and 337 m2
for the descending image.

Figure 6 shows the local incidence angle in the car
tographic reference system (A and B) as well as in the
original SAR geometry (C and D). The gray tones corre
spond to the cosine of the local incidence angle, and reach
their brightest values in areas close to layover.

·~··

Figure 6: Local incidence angle maps of the testsite for
the ERS-1 ascending (A and C) and descending
orbit (B and D).

C. Derivation of the Normal Radar Cross Section and
Optimal Resolution Approach

Due to the low signal-to-noise-ratio and the strong
modulation in radar signals, the intrinsic spatial variabil
ity, called intrinsic texture, is difficult to detect in space
bome SAR images. After [9,11] it was demonstrated, that
the tonal information (e.g. the local mean backscattering)
for spacebome SAR systems, contains without question
almost all of the useful information. For this reason tex
tural analysis is not pursued further here.

Since the local spatial resolution as well as the lo
cal incidence angle for each backscattered element is
known, <J0 and y can be derived. To avoid geometric and
radiometric distortions of the radar signal, the normalized
radar cross section y is calculated in the original SAR ge
ometry. Figure 7 shows the resulting yvalues. Note, that
the white areas in the images correspond to layover,
which are omitted from the analysis.

The crossing images can now be combined to pro
duce a synthetic product containing better geophysical
information. To avoid radiometric changes and to mini
mize geometric distortions, a nearest neighbour resam
pling method with a pixel spacing of 25 m was used.
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Figure 7: y values of the testsite for ascending orbit (A)
and descending orbit (B). B

A

B

The new synthetic image was obtained from the
two geocoded images by applying an optimal resolution
approach: the normalized radar cross section y was taken
from the orbit with the better local resolution. The result
is shown in Figure 8.While Figure 8A represents the new
synthetic y-map in the cartographic reference system,
Figure 8B indicates the data source used for each area of
the scene. The unusable layover area could be reduced to
only 5% and the resulting mean local resolution im
proved from 273 m2 to 127 m2. 56% of the geophysical
information is derived from the ascending orbit, and 39%
from the descending orbit.

A

•layover (5%)

•from ascending (56%)

lillllJ fromdescending (39%)

Figure 8: y values [dB] in the cartographic reference
system after optimal resolution approach (A) and
data source of the synthetic product (B).

3. SNOWCOVER MAPPING ANDDISCUSSION

A snowcover segmentation using a simple threshol
ding of the normalized radar cross section was carried
out and compared to the previously segmented TM ima
gery [9]. The results are compared in Figure 9.

A

Figure 9: Snowcover discrimination based on y values
(A) and on TM image (B).

Snowcover determination using TM image (Figure
9B) clearly provides the better result. The snow discri
mination of the TM image is applied using only band 4
(0.76 - 0.90 µm). For the ERS-1 SAR data (Figure 9A) a
coarse snowcover discrimination could be achieved. But
several limitations must be taken into account. Omitting
the layover areas from the evaluation three considerati
ons can be made: a) Regions near layover areas are
generally not correctly classified. The reason lies in the
poor local spatial resolution despite of the optimal reso
lution approach. b) Between snow-covered and snow
free zones a few areas are erroneously classified as
snow-covered.This confusion may be caused by wet soil
conditions and has already been observed and reported
in [10]. c) Due to the vegetation, which dominates the
backscattered energy, only snow determination in wide
open areas can be made. This result confirms the work
reported in [11].

What has to be clarified now is the potential of a
synergism between the two sensors. Since the TM image
reveals a very good snowcover discrimination, the resul
ting snow mask can be superimposed to the derived y
values to determine the statistical distribution of the nor
malized radar cross section. Figure 10 shows the snow-
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cover distribution of the y values linearly scaled. The
values are normally distributed. This confirms together
with the spatial distribution of they values in Figure 8A,
that no additional information concerning the snow con
ditions could be extracted from the ERS-1 SAR data.

O.~-,-----------~

0.4

g
c-, O.J
uc.,
:l 0.2CT.,
it

0.1
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Figure 9: Statistical distribution of snowcover, y values
in [dB], linearly scaled.

4. CONCLUSIONS

In a case study it could be demonstrated, that geo
metric calibration is a fundamental requirement for a cor
rect radiometric calibration. Furthermore the accuracy of
the radiomentric calibration depends upon the DEM ac
curacy. This was previously reported in [12].

A comparison of SAR derived normalized radar
cross section with optical imagery and with ground truth
information leads to the following conclusions. A coarse
snowcover discrimination using ERS-1 SAR magnitude
data can be made but several limitations have to be taken
into account: a) no discrimination between wet soil and
wet snow is possible, b) the detection of snow can be car
ried out only in wide open areas. In addition, in rugged
terrain, layover effects lead to a requirement for images
from at least two crossing orbits. The optimal resolution
approach, combining ascending and descending orbits,
reduce layover areas and enables a better mean local spa
tial resolution as well as an improved geophysical infor
mation extraction. The result is a snowcover map taking
into account two different acquisition times and therefore
two different snow type conditions. For this reason addi
tional information, i.e. meteorological data (such as tem
perature, wind, humidity, radiation, cloud cover) is
required.

The poor local spatial resolution in sloped areas
also limits the accuracy of the snowcover discrimination.
In this paper it also could be shown, that in mountainous
regions with wet snow conditions the ERS-1 SAR sensor
is not the most suitable remote sensing system. The ad
vantage of ERS-1 SARdata compared to optical imagery
is to acquire time independent data. Because spacebome
SAR images are often the only input for snowmelt runoff
models, due to the cloud coverage in optical images,
ERS-1 can be used as a complementary information
source.
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successively tested in a second site comparing
measured soil dielectric constant with estimated value
from SAR images.
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ABSTRACT

The knowledge of soil dielectric behaviour is of
great importance when interpreting SAR backscattering
data for surface soil water content detection.
Preliminary investigations carried out during Mac
Europe '91 experiment in Montespertoli are presented.
In-situ non destructive measurements of soil dielectric
characteristics have been performed on bare soil plots
by using Time Domain Reflectometry (TORI in
coincidence of a JPL-AirSAR flight over the test site.
Measured values of dielectric constant are used to
calibrate an empirical inversion model of SAR
backscattering at radar resolution on a basin spot.
Results from calibrated model are discussed and
compared with TOR measurements.

Keywords: soil water content, JPL-AirSAR,
backscattering, dieletric constant, TOR.

1. INTRODUCTION.

The possibility of detecting surface soil water
content by means of active remote sensing is very
attractive in many hydrological studies. Due to the role
played in the energy balance, soil water content is
recognised as one of the most important variables in
the hydrological cycle for its implication on climate.

The availability of spaceborne active sensors
may provide a powerful and cost-effective tool for the
estimate of spatial distribution of soil water content
over large areas. Several studies have shown how
water content influences soil dielectric behaviour and
as a consequence its response to microwave
backscattering phenomena (Ref.11 ). Nevertheless,
retrieval of soil water contents from backscattering
coefficients is not a straightforward procedure and in
most cases it does not take into account of soil
physical properties. This approach may lead to large
uncertainity of results, especially when soil variability
conditions occur. On the other hand, the areal
distribution of soil water content can be derived from
the knowledge of corresponding value of dielectric
constant and different soil physical characteristics may
be considered (Ref. 71. Moving from this consideration,
soil dielectric behaviour has been investigated by
means of Time Domain Reflectometry in coincidence of
JPL-AirSAR flight during MAC-Europe '91 experiment
carried out in Montespertoli (Italy). The dielectric
measurements have been used to calibrate the
inversion model of SAR backscattering signals proposed
by Oh et al. (Ref.6). The resulting relationship has been

2. THEORY AND DEFINITIONS

2.1 TOR operating principles.

The development of Time Domain Reflectometry
-shortly TOR- for detection of impendance mismatching
in long cables has made available reliable and portable
instrumentations for the measurement of dielectric
properties of materials. Since 1980, this technique has
been intensively used for in-situ non destructive soil
water content determinations in hydrological studies
and agricultural applications. Multiple regressions of
experimental data (Refs. 9-101 has led to the definition
of a commonly accepted relationship between the soil
dielectric constant E, as determined by TOR, and the
volumetric soil water content 9 for all mineral soils:

6=(-530+292e-5.5e2+0.043e3)10""" (11

Whenanaccuracy better of 5% is asked, a soil specific
calibration is required.A morephysical interpretation of
E-9 relationshiphasbeentried out by applying Maxwell
equation to homogeneousmixtures of four-component
system having differentiated dielectric properties
(Ref.1). A comparison of this approach with Eq.1 and
other empirical models has been investigated by
Dirksen and Dasberg (Ref.21.

The TORtechnique is based on the measureof
time propagation T of a pulse travelling along a
transmission line of lenght L, formed by two metallic
conductors, embedded into the soil which is the
dielectric medium.A step pulseof 300 mVwith a rising
time of 0.2 ns and width of 25 ns is sent through the
transmission line by the TORapparatus, consisting of
a commercially available coaxial cable tester. At the
end of transmission line, the pulse is reflected back to
the tester, where it is sampledand recorded.Although
it is inappropriate to give frequency specifications in
the time domain, it is possible to relate the pulse rise
time and width to the frequency band limits of TOR,
thus correspondingapproximately to 25 KHzand 1.75
GHz (Ref.4).

The dielectric constant of bulk soil E can be
expressed by a complex function of d.c. electrical
conducibility y, frequency f and permittivity µ0

(8.854x 1012 F/m):

I I( "+ _y_)e =e - e 2Kfµo (2)
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When operating above 100 MHz frequency range, as in
this application of TOR, the complex term of dielectric
constant can be neglected and f=f' is assumed
(Ref.4). The TOR pulse speed along the transmission
line, given by:

V= 2l
T

(3)

is related to the dielectric characteristics of the medium
by means of the function (Refs.1,3):

v=c/(e' 1 +(1 +tana2)1/2)112 141
2

where the tangent loss tane is given by the ratio of
complex and real part of dielectric constant:

tana =(e11+-v-)/e'
i..>J.lo

(5)

Under the assumtions made and with reference to soil
measurements, Eq.4 may be rewritten in the following
form:

(6)

thus giving:

(7)

which is the fundamental relationship for the
measurement of dielectric constant by means of Time
Domain Reflectometry.

The travel time T can be read on the display of
TOR tester, which shows a waveform similar to that
illustred in fig. 1.
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Fig.l: TDRwaveform display.

The time T is given on graph abscissas and pulse
amplitude (V) on vertical axis; point A represents the
entrance of the pulse into the soil, while point B
corresponds to its reflection at the end of transmission
line. Thus, the interpretation of TORdisplay allows for
travel time determination which can be entered into
Eq.7. for the calculation of dielectric constant. The
measure can be considered as the average value along
the transmission line of length L. The value of travel
time T may be directly used for the calculation of
Fresnel reflectivity index f(a), which at nadir is given by
the known expression: cT

1--
ro=11-f!12=1~12 181

1+/e 1+cT
2L

2.2 Estimation of soil dielectric constant
from backscattering data.

Radar backscattering phenomenon over soil
surface can be formulated in different ways (Small
Perturbation, Physical-Optical and Geometrical-Optical
models; Ref.11). In most cases, backscattering
coefficients are mainly related to the incidence angle a,
the reflective index of surfacer. which is a function of
dielectric constant e, and the soil surface roughness J<..
The theoretical models available still show many severe
constraints for their inverse solution, as required when
retrieving soil dielectric constant from backscattering
data. At present moment, it seems that this task may
be achieved more easily by means of empirical models,
as recently proposed by Oh et al. (Ref.6), based on L-,
C- and X-band backscattering measurements. In brief,
according to this model, the co-polarized and cross
polarized ratios (p,q) of backscattering coefficients can
be expressed as follows:

(9)

0
ahv A fT1q=0 = ""V£ 0(1-exp(-kJ]
Ow

(10)

where A and B are empirical coefficients depending on
soil characteristics. By eliminating k, from Eq.9 and 10
the following equation can be obtained:

1

(2cx)'4"o[1 __q__)+{/j+1 =0 (11)
1t B..ft'o

If dielectric measurements are available, parameters A
and B may be derived for the specific site conditions;
successively, Eq.11 may be used for retrieval of
dielectric values from backscattering ratios.

This approach has been attempted here, by
applying the model at pixel scale for the given sites on
the basin surface utilizing the radar backscattering
coefficients for the three polarizations (hh,vv,hv).

3. EXPERIMENTDESCRIPTION.

The MAC-EUROPE1991 italian experiment was
carried out in Tuscany over the Virginiolo basin. This is
a first order basin of the Arno river with a drainage area
of 4.5 km2 and it shows the typical hilly landscape of
the central Italian Apennines. The basin appears as one
elongated valley through which a small stream flows
northwards. A digital elevation model at a resolution of
30m was available. The climate of this area is classified
as Mediterranean with dry summers and an average
annual precipitation of 1000 mm. The flight route of
NASA JPL-Airsar carrier (Jet Propulsion Laboratory)
was fixed in 275 W-degrees so that the direction of
radar illumination was practically aligned in the valley
direction. This avoided the local incidence angle being
affected differently by the local topography on both
sides of the valley.
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Fig.2: SAR image L-band (hh pol.) of test site area.

Airborne SAR data were acquired over the sites
on dates June 22nc1and 29th for thee bands C, L, P
corresponding to the frequencies f = 5.33 Gz, f = 1.25
GHz, and f = 0.44 GHz respectively at an incidence
angle of 25 degrees with hh, vv, hv polarization (fig.2).
The slant range and azimuth resolution were 3.3 m and
6.1 m. The radar data were processed using the JPL
AirSAR processor 3.55 (Ref.12) and were calibrated
using trihedral corner reflectors located on sites 8 and
C. To ensure that each pixel of the analyzed images
refers to the same ground measurements locations,
SAR image was georeferenced by using the basin DEM.
For more comment on signal analysis we refer to Lin et
al. (Ref.5).

In coincidence of SAR acquisition, dielectric
measurements with TDR were performed in two
different test sites, A and C, with a mean slope of
about 25% characterized by tilled bare soil. Soil
texture, classified as sandy clay, was determined by
the granulometric curves made for each site to a depth
of 40 cm. Some gravels were also visible on the ground
surface. Measurements were taken along prefixed
transects at a distance of 20 meters approximately
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Fig.3: Measurement grid on site A.

(fig.3). The transects were set for each test-site

orthogonally to the stream direction and at an
interdistance of about 70 meters. TORTektronix cable
tester 1502 8 with built-in printer has been used. The
transmission line was consisting of a three rods coaxial
hand probe (Ref.13); the electrical probe lenght, which
also determines the investigated soil volume, was 14
cm with rods interaxis of 4 cm. The probe was gently
pushed vertically into the soil, after having flattened its
surface by taking away the first 2-3 cm of soil.

4. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS.

The application of inversion technique of Oh
model has been performed according to a two steps
procedure: in first instance, A and 8 parameters of Eq.9
and 10 had to be estimated for the site C conditions by
using the measured values of E from TOR; secondly,
retrieval of dielectric constant from Eq.11 has been
tried out refering to site A and resulting values have
been compared with measured TORdielectric constant.
In order to consider meaningful value of backscatter in
correspondance of each TOR measurements along the
transects, a set of contiguos pixel of georeferenced
SARimage has been selected around each TOR location
and their average backscattering coefficient has been
determined for further elaborations. This sampling
procedure allowed for minimizing possible errors of
transect position in the SAR georeferenced image.
Signal variance with respect of different pixel
aggregation windows has been examined.

Backscattering coefficients in L-band along the

-5
m
~ -101:
CD
(; ·15

1~
CJ)c:

I:
~ -35

0

SITE C: Transect C3

50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400
Distance along transect (m)

Fig.4: Backscattering coefficients u0 along a transect on site
c.

transect C3 are shown in fig.4: values of backscatter
refer to full co-polarizations hh and vv and cross
polarization hv. Considering the frequency bandwidth
of TOR measurements and the length of hand probe
used, backscattering signal in L-band has been
considered as the most suitable for the present
analysis. In this case, the dielectric constant value
retrieved from L-band backscatter is expected to be the
closest to that given by TOR either for the frequency
range and for the volume of the soil investigated.

Correlation between parameters A and 8 (Eq.9-
10) and backscattering ratios p and q (as derived from
SAR L-band values for site C) has been investigated. In
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Fig.5: Linear interpolation of B parameter values with ratio
q on site C.

the first case, parameter A resulted to be indipendent
from the value of backscatter and its constant value
has been set to 3, as given by Oh (Ref.6). Diversely,
evident correlation has been found between the value
assumed by the parameter B and corresponding
measuredvalues of cross-polarizedbackscatter ratio q
(fig.5); parameter B has been found ranging from 1.2
and 2.3, one order of magnitude larger than Oh
empirical value (0.23). Introducing this relationship in
Eq.11, the latter has been solved with respect to r0
with an iterative algorithm (tollerancy less than 10"3),
from which soil dielectric constant values have been
derived.

Thebackscattering coefficients usedto calculate
the ratio q and p for the transect A1 of site A are
shown in fig.6.
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Fig.6: Backscattering coefficients u0 along transect
Al.

The comparison between TOR values and those
resulting from the solution of Eq.11 is depicted in fig.7.
Dielectric constant values retrieved from backscatter
data are characterized by abrupt variations, which are
not confirmed by field measurements. Indeed, the
regressionof E"rnH versus E"sAH given in fig.8 is not very
encouraging. If data are averaged at grid level, the
agreement between mean value of SAR dielectric

constant over the site (E"sAH= 14.22) and TORtransect
average (E"nJH=12.20) is quite satisfactory.
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Fig. 7:Dielectric con.flllnt values determined with TDR
and SAR along transect Al.
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Fig.8: Measured diel.ectricconstant (TDR) versus SAR
derived value.

5. CONCLUSIONS.
200

The methodology proposed in this study
indicates a possible way for the retieval of soil
dielectric constant from SAR backscattering
measurements.TORtechniqueoffers the attractiveness
of in situ non destructive measurements of soil
dielectric properties, from which water content can be
easily derived. The analogy of physical principles
between TORand SAR can bring new perspectives in
the geophysicalcalibration of active microwave remote
sensing.Theuseof inversionmodelingalgorithms, such
as that one adopted in this study, allow for a more
physically sound approach for SAR data analysis. The
results presented here have shown the possibility of
retrieving the averagevalue of dielectric constant over
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a plot, by applying the inversion model of SAR data to
a grid of pixels. Further investigations are needed for
searching other formulations which do not rely on
empirical basis.

The outcome of this research issuemay turn into
useful indications for the use of SAR digital products in
many application of hydrology and water resources
management.
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list of symbols.

A,B : calibration parameter (-)
c : e.m. celerity (3x 108 m/s)
f : frequency (Hz)
k, : roughness coefficient (-)
l : transmission line lenght (rn)
p : co-polarized backsc. ratio (-)
q : cross-polarized backsc ratio (-)
T : pulse travelling time (s)
v : e.m.propagation speed (m/s)
a ; SAR incidence angle (rad)
y : d.c. conductivity (S/m)
r : Fresnel reflectivity index (-)
o : dielectric loss angle (-)
E : dielectric constant (-)
µ0 : air permittivity (F/m)
a0 : backscattering coefficient (dB)
(J : volum.soil water content (-)
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ERS-1 C-Band Transponders

ESTEC RF SYSTEMS DIVISION SAR CALIBRATION ACTIVITIES

B.Jackson, J.Kleijweg, A.Woode

Introduction

ESA-ESTEC has built up considerable
experience in SAR calibration with the
design, construction and deployment of
ground transponders for the calibration
and validation of the ERS-1 SAR. The
three ERS-1 C-band transponders are
deployed in Flevoland in the
Netherlands. Test and analysis suggest
that the long term stability of these
units is < 0.1 dB and calibration
accuracy of < 0.2 dB. Both figures
fulfilling the original specification.
In early 1993 an L-band transponder,
for calibration of the Japanese JERS-1
satellite, was also deployed at the
Flevopolder test site. This unit having
similar stability but slightly worse
absolute calibration accuracy <O.S dB.

Future activities planned are
calibration of the ERS-2 satellite,
being launched in 1995 and for the
ENVISAT ASAR to be launched in 1998. In
the shorter term it is planned to
support the SIR-C shuttle SAR campaign
and hopefully to achieve cross
calibration between this mission and
the two satellite borne SAR
instruments.

It is important for ESTEC that the
calibration standards achieved with
the current range of transponders are
continued with new applications such as
dual polarisation or interferometry.
Both creating their own problem of
achieving good stability and accuracy.

COUJ.>tl:R Al OCK DONNIJNK
PONt: n MONITOH

I j, I

Fig. 2 ERS-1 TRANSPONDER BASED IN FLEVOLAND

The design and operation of these
precision transponders has been well
documented (1), (2) so will not be
fully described here. The simplified
block diagram Fig 1 shows the principle
of operation. An injected calibration
pulse is sampled at the diode detector
Dl and also sampled after amplification
and delay in the electronics unit. Any
unbalance between these two signals
causes the control unit to increment
the digital attenuator.
A key component for good stability is
the optical delay line, this reducing

I __ I
POS 1 = D/LANTENNAPATTERN

SWITCH

Fig. 1 SIMPLIFIEDSCHEMATIC OF A SARTRANSPONDER

POS 2 = AGC & D/l POWER
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errors caused through antenna leakage
and coherent feedback within the
electronics. It also allows single
point sampling to be used. An
additional and sometimes important
advantage is that it displaces the
image within the swath, so by the
choice of delay used the transponder
image can be placed in an area of low
background return. The delay of the c
band transponders was chosen as 1.5
µsec.

Operation of the transponders has been
continuous since the launch of ERS-1,
in August 1991, Fig 2 shows one at
Lelystad in Flevoland. During the first
month of operation it was necessary to
reduce the radar return of the
transponders from 65 dBm2 to 58 dBm2 to
avoid saturation of the processed data.

As shown in Fig 3, the combined
instrument processing and transponder
stabilities for ERS-1 were believed to
be about 0.4 dB. Recent work in ESRIN
to correct for small a.d.c. non
linearities has now reduced this
uncertainty to 0.2 dB (3).

8-+-----

-a -- -··- ----··---·· - -··----- ------·-
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130
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1a&1
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JULIAN DAY

Fig. 3 ERS-1 SAR RADIOMETRIC STABILITY SINCE LAUNCH
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An operational summary of the three
transponders is given in Table 1, this

Table 1 OPERATION SUMMARY OF THE

THREE ERS-1 TRANSPONDERS

413 TOTAL OVfRPASS[S

24
40

349

SAR not detected (*)
Missed due to deployment and calibration

CALIBRATION OPPORTllNITIES

30 Lost due to ARC failures: (*2 coincide)
18 Software crashes or timing errors
5 Positioner failures
3 Rf electronics fdilure
2 Prime power failures
2 Operator error

321 SUCCESSFUL
(Launch to 31/8/03)

shows that taking all failures into
account the success rate is >90\. Being
fully automatic, operation of the
transponders is routine and requires a
minimum of manpower.

FLEVOLAN>

PHASEC

180 280 330 1
1""3
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As Principal Investigator in the JERS-1
System Verification Program, ESTEC has
built an active L-band transponder and
deployed it in Flevoland in February
1993 (4). The design of this
transponder was more versatile than
those built for calibrating ERS-1,
including the capability for dual
polarisation and downlink power
monitoring, the basic schematic as (Fig
1)• In operation the fundamental
microwave frequency was 1.26 GHz and
the delay used was Sµsec. Horn antennas
were used in place of parabolic
reflectors and designed to use either
V or H polarisation, if required.

With reference to Fig 1, downlink power
monitoring is a combination of
measurements made both before and after
the delay line. The measurements made
after the delay with detector Dl are
the most accurate, being within the
gain loop, they are however limited in
dynamic range due to the high intrinsic
noise level of the delay line. The
highest sensitivity is achieved by
measurements made before the delay line

25 30 35
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Fig. 4 JERS-1 DOWNLINK FLUX DENSITY MEASUREMENT
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with detector D2. The downlink power
flux is extracted from these two data
sets and approximately 18 seconds of
data can be stored. Figure 4 gives an
example of the JERS-1 transmit flux
density.

Testing and Calibrating the JERS-1
Transponder

The test program for the JERS-1
transponder follows the same principle
as that established for the ERS-1
transponders [l], [2]. The RF and
Electronics unit was temperature cycled
between -15° and +35°C while measuring
the gain stability, Fig 5 shows the
overall stability obtained.
The calibration method used is a novel
one, being fully described in [l] &
[2]. The transponder is set up in an
outside range at a distance from a
large metal plate. The transponder
transmits a series of calibration
pulses, which are reflected from the
plate and received back by the
transponder. The Sµsec delay in the
electronics unit allows the
transmitted, the received and re
transmitted pulses etc, to be displayed
as a decaying series. From the range
parameters, the plate RCS and the
difference between pulses the RCS of
the transponder can be derived.

The flat plate is an accepted standard
of RCS provided correct dimensional and
alignment accuracies are achieved. The
reference plate was of bonded honeycomb
construction with the dimensions of
2.5 x 2.5 m2 and a specified flatness
of ±2mm, Fig 6. To minimize edge

Fig. 6 CALIBRATION PLATE USED FOR JERS TRANSP.

diffraction the plate was X/4 thick and
the edges coated with a microwave

absorbing compound. correct alignment
was obtained by a telescope mounted
through the centre of the plate which
was removed once aligned.
The calibration routine included the
estimation of multipath effects, but no
significant contributions were found.
The main contribution to calibration
error were background reflections

Table 2 JERS TRANSPONDER STABILITY AND
OVERALL CALIBRATION ERROR

ABSOLUTE
CALIBRATION
ERROR idlJ"

NOTESSOURCE STABILITY
!dBi"

11)

ANTENNA POINTING Sud~~
,.,th JERS•ack ""'"+-I km <0.001" <1l.CC2""

+·5km <0.002·· <0.002""

21 THERMALSTABILITY
0.005 1ERA reocet 90-02: 10.005Antenno

E!ec:troNcs 0.040 0.0.10 XR'l1es1------------ -·---------
--------

3) IMl'ULSEDISTORSION 0.010 ·----··----·-

41 CAUBRATION
Target plate 0.029
Rcnc;ie mecsurernent 0.008

0.J55
meosuremenlresolution 0.005

j Mutual ali9M1enl 0.01.5 i+-l.lde_L -~-

ITOTALABSOLUTECAL ERROR 0.045 0.567
0.4630.040

• YOIUe1 given in +- dB
•• neglected

ST-4.SIUTY Varialion in RCS oi rhe deployttd AA:( wirh rnultipl. observcnon
AllSOLUTECALIBRATIONERRCi Enar on;.. qua"'° RCS.

caused by the relatively broad polar
diagram of the horn antennas (3dB B.W.=
32°) and the buildings in the vicinity
of the test range. Nevertheless the
overall calibration error of 0.5 dB
meets the specified requirements, Table
2.

Operation
The L-band transponder was built in
industry with the Radar Cross Section
set to the JERS-1 system requirement of
42 dBm2• After the extended test and
calibration campaign at ESTEC, the
transponder was deployed at the
Flevoland test site, 1 km south-west of
Lelystad airport. This location offers
a good opportunity for joint
calibration between both ERS-1 and
JERS-1 satellites. The deployed unit is
shown in Fig 7.
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Fig. 7 JERS-1 TRANSPONDER BASED IN FLEVOLAND

Phase stable SAR Calibration

In response to the current interest in
differential interferometry, some
thought has been given to the long term
(>l day) phase stability of various
point targets. Passive reflectors are
clearly adequate for many applications
but suffer from the same limitations
applicable to radiometric stability.
Namely, signal to clutter, signal to
bi-static multipath, physical aspects
such as mounting rigidity, distortion
due to wind or temperature
differentials and susceptibility to
debris accumulation.

Active targets have additional sources
of phase instability such as antenna
leakage and contributions from both
passive and active internal components.
Table 3 attempts to quantify some of
these errors when'used with a 5.3 GHz
SAR such as ERS-1. No information on
the mechanical aspects of corner
reflectors could be found but the
figures shown are thought typical.

Likewise, no information on active
targets using standard gain horns was
available but the error due to
multipath is likely to be significant.
The errors due to bi-static multipath
were analysed in [5) and for corner
reflectors refer to the square based
variety. Rigid mounting requirements
are common to all targets and are
excluded. Parameters associated with
active targets refer, of course, to the
ESA transponders the subject of this
paper.

The table shows that for movement
detection of >lmm, corner reflectors
are the obvious candidate, with some
reservations associated to long term
unattended operation. The table also
suggests that the lmm criteria is a
practical fundamental limitation for
corner reflectors due to signal/clutter
ratio and/or mechanical distortions.

Should < lmm movement detection become
a real requirement, then, for the ESA
Transponders, some method of reducing
the excessive variation is needed and
discussed below.

A Phase Stable Transponder

Figure 8 shows a simplified block
diagram of an ESA type transponder
modified for phase and group delay
stability. The internally generated
calibration pulse length is made longer
than the delay of the delay line used,
creating a portion where the two
signals overlap. When seen at the
detector these two signals interfere
with a resultant amplitude defined by
the relative phase of the two signals.
The resulting waveform is then
digitally sampled and a programmable
phase shifter used to correct the
input/output phase relationship.

The control loop provides relative
phase stability with a 180° control
range, this is not sufficient to
compensate for the full 5" phase
variation of the delay line over the

Table 3 COMPARISON OF POINT TARGET PHASE STABILITY (5.3 GHz)

lm C.ORNER 2.5m CORNER ESA ARC
REFLECTOR REFLECTOR

+-mm +-mm ,_ +rnm
- -

al SIGNAL/CLUTIER 1.01 19dB 0.40 27dB 0.09 40dB
bl SIGNAL/BISTATIC 0.03 51dB 0.03 51dB 0.07 43dB
cl EFF.ANTENNA ISOLATION 0.01 96d8
di MOUNTING RIGIDITY {40 Km/Hr) 0.5 ' Est 1 Est 0.2 Est
el REFLECTORRIGIDITY ., 0.5 Est 1 Est O.D3 ERA meas
ij REFLECTORTHERMAL {+- 25deg) 0.5 Est 1 Est 0.46 ERA onal.
g) ANTENNA FEEDTHERMAL 0.64 Analysis
hi ELECTRONICS 75 XRLmeas

- .....- -----~·---

RSS 1.3 1.8 75
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STABILITY MODIFICATION

temperature range of -15 to +35°C. It
is thus not possible to obtain stable
phase calibration without some other
form of compensation. The preferred
approach is to temperature stabilise
the fibre-optic to about ± s0c, this
limiting the phase variations in the
delay line to < 180° and the absolute
phase, or group delay of the
transponder will be held stable.

Phase instabilities due to thermal
effects on the antennas and antenna
feeds are predominantly linear with
temperature and can be reduced by
monitoring the equipment external
temperature and introducing
compensation into the phase control
loop via a look up table.

Conclusions

The ESTEC C-band ground transponders
have been used for calibration of ERS-1
since its launch in August 1991. In
early 1993, an L-band transponder has
also been deployed as part of the
System Verification Program for the
Japanese JERS-1 satellite. The
performance of all the units has met
the requirements placed on them and
they continue to play a major part in
the verification of the data obtained
from both satellites.

The R.F. Systems Division of ESTEC is
now preparing for future activities in
calibration of the new generation of

remote sensing satellites such as ERS-2
and ENVISAT ASAR. Other applications
such as dual polarisation and
interferometry are also being actively
considered.
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Abstract
Corner reflectors are commonly used to calibrate and characterise the quality of SAR images. For

this purpose it is important that these reflectors behave as point targets. Taking the example of
trihedral triangular corner reflectors, it can be shown that these do indeed behave as point targets,
even when their physical size is larger than the spatial resolution of the SAR. This has also been
verifiedexperimentally by imaging small and large reflectorswith high resolution. For SARcalibration
using the so-called peak method, large reflectors offer an advantage in that they shield a significant
part of the background from the radar, so that the peak of the impulse response function contains
practically no background contribution.

Keywords: SAR, comer reflector, impulse response function, calibration

1 Introduction

Radiometric calibration factors and image quality parameters for SAR data are most commonly derived
from the impulse response function (IRF) (l]. The IRF of a SAR image is the response to a point
target, which is a target with negligibledimensions compared to the spatial resolution, and a large radar
backscattering cross section (RCS) whichdoes not depend on the aspect angle. Triangular trihedral corner
reflectors (TTCR) are often used as an approximation to point targets, because these are relatively small
and have a large RCS over a large beamwidth (:=:::: 40°) (2,3]. Most current SAR systems·operate in the
wavelength range from X- (::::::3 cm) to P-band (::::::68 cm), while comer reflector dimensions range from
well below 1 m to 2.5 m (4]. The highest resolution obtained by civil modem airborne SAR systems is
better than 1 m (azimuth) or 2 m (range) (5,6,7]. Military radars are known to attain resolutions down
to a few decimeters. The TCR's are thus often as large as or even larger than the resolution. It is not
clear beforehand what kind of effect this has on the measured IRF, for example with respect to the 3 dB
resolution, and on radiometric calibration. This paper discusses these matters.

Section 2 gives results of the geometrical optics theory applied to the comer reflector backscattering
problem. This is used in Section 3 to derive the IRF for a corner reflector which is large compared to the
resolution, followedby a discussion of the implications. Section 4 contains results of processing C-band
SAR data up to 1.1/4.5 m azimuth/range resolution, confirming the findings of Section 3.

2 Geometrical optics theory for corner reflectors

The most frequently used comer reflector type is the triangular trihedral comer reflector (TTCR). It
consists of three identical metal triangular plates, connected at right angles to each other (Fig.I).
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Figure 1: Triangular trihedral corner reflector (TTCR).

The length of the short sides of any of the triangles is l. Its RCS depends on the radar wavelength, the leg
length l, and the aspect angle (azimuth¢, incidence angle e in Fig.I], When the TTCR is large compared
to the wavelength, the geometrical optics approximation may be used to compute the backscattered field
induced by a plane wave incidence on the TTCR [8]. In this approximation electromagnetic fields are
represented by rays oriented in the propagation direction. Assume that a plane wave is incident on the
TTCR from the direction (¢>,8), with wavefront W. The wavefront is represented by rays which are
directed towards the corner reflector. The following statements hold [9,10,11):

1. A ray is 0, 1, 2 or 3 times reflected, depending on its incidence angle and incidence position A on
the TTCR. Rays reflected three times return in the exact opposite direction.

2. The distance travelled by the rays between leaving plane W and crossing it again after three
reflections is the same for all rays and independent of the aspect angle, and equals twice .t.he
shortest distance between the plane and the apex (the origin in Fig.I).

3. Because of 1. and 2. the RCS is large, and relatively independent of the direction of incidence
(beamwidth ~ 40°). The RCS is the same as that of a flat plate, oriented orthogonal to the incident
direction. The shape (and size) of this 'equivalent flat plate' is found by projecting all points A for
which three reflections occur onto a plane through the apex, perpendicular to the incident direction.
Because not all points result in three reflections, the flat plate is always included in the projection
of the boundary of the TTCR onto the same plane. The flat plate includes the apex because of 2.
Fig.2 shows the plate shape for a TTCR as a function of incidence angle 8, for a fixed azimuth of
<P = 45°.

For decreasing TTCR size to wavelength ratios diffractional effects become increasingly important, and
geometrical optics results will differ from experimental results. Differences also occur for incidence far
from boresight, because single- and double bounce backscattering give rise to interference. However,
research conducted in the past [3,10] proved that geometrical optics results are valid, as long as the
TTCR aperture size exceeds 2-3 wavelengths.

It is implicitly assumed that the incident field on the TTCR does not exhibit significant wavefront
curvature. This assumption is valid as long as the following inequality holds:
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Figure 2: Equivalent flat plate shape (cross-hatched) for a TTCR as a function of incidence angle 6, for
a fixed azimuth of <P = 45° (from (11]).
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with .Xthe wavelength, a the maximum flat plate dimension, and R the antenna-plate distance. This, in
fact, means that the change in range from a fixed point to a point on the plate does not vary more than
one sth of a wavelength. For a minimum wavelength of 5 cm and minimum range of 5 km, the TTCR
size should be no more than 8 m, according to this criterion.

3 SAR imaging of corner reflectors

3.1 Range imaging

SAR achieves its high slant range resolution by conventional pulse compression techniques. If the TTCR
can be modelled as a flat plate, the range curvature criterion is satisfied, and so the two way path length
travelled by the transmitted pulse will vary only a fraction of the wavelength over the extent of the TTCR.
It will therefore appear as an object much smaller than the range resolution, i.e., as a point target.

3.2 Azimuth imaging

SAR achieves high azimuth resolution by correlating the received complex signal with a reference function
containing the point target phase history. This corresponds to the formation of synthetic apertures along
the flight direction. Consider the received signal over the synthetic aperture length. When the TTCR is
fully illuminated during the synthetic aperture time, and the SAR antenna stays within the beamwidth
of the TTCR, the received signal has constant amplitude and the phase varies according to the range
variation. In other words, the signal is identical to that of an actual point target, and thus the response
after processing will be the IRF. The first condition must be satisfied in order for the SAR principle to
work. It can be shown that the second condition is then also satisfied. The first condition implies that the
synthetic aperture length L cannot be longer than the illuminated area (in azimuth) which is determined
by the real beamwidth of the SAR antenna, so that:
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where D is the real aperture size, and R the antenna-TTCR distance. For the second condition to be
satisfied, the SAR antenna must stay within the corner reflector beamwidth 8cR over an interval equal
to L, so the followinginequality should hold:

This inequality is certainly satisfied when:

since inequality (3) can be derived from (2) and (4). If for BcR the 1-dB beamwidth of a TTCR is
substituted, which is about 0.4 radians, the second condition becomes:

D > 2.5.).,

This is true for all practical SAR antennas.

3.3 Implications

The preceding sections showed that, with realistic assumptions, the response function of a TTCR is
the IRF itself, despite the fact that its dimensions may exceed the spatial resolution. Image quality
parameters (resolution, peak side lobe ratio etc.) can be savely derived from a TTCR response. Fig.3
shows the simulated response of a high resolution SAR to a TTCR.

Figure 3: Simulated response (pixel size 5 cm) of a 25 cm azimuth/range resolution C-band SAR to an
l = 2.5 m TTCR imaged at boresight (RCS= 47 dBm2), with background scattering coefficient O'o =20
dB.

The corner reflector covers part of the background and causes a triangular low response region in the
background, with the IRF main lobe at the centre. To enhance the visibility of the triangle, the back
ground O'o was set to the (unrealistically high) value of 20 dB. The image was produced by generating
speckle, eliminating the speckle in the triangular projection of the TTCR's aperture, convolvingthe result
with the IRF (causing the low response in the triangle), and finally superposing the IRF.
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Radiometric calibration of SAR data with TTCR's is usually done with one of two methods, the integral
or the peak method (12,13]. The integral method calibration factor involves the integral of the image
pixel power over a small area containing the IRF, minus an estimate of the background contribution due
to clutter and noise. The peak method calibration factor involves the IRF peak value, which cannot be
corrected for the background contribution. It has been proven that the RMS error resulting from the
peak method is always smaller than or equal to that from the integral method for a well-focused SAR.
However, the integral method is to be preferred because it is insensitive to focus errors and does not
require detailed knowledge of the IRF.

From Fig.3 it is clear that if the triangular region is larger than the resolution cell, the peak method has
the additional advantage of being (almost) independent of the background backscatter. In case of the
integral method the background subtraction should ideally be corrected for the low response part. This
correction is usually negligible.

SAR images of urban areas are often dominated by high responses resulting from scattering by dihedral
or trihedral corner reflector structures, formed by the vertical walls of buildings and the horizontal ground
([2], section 11-3.4). From the preceding sections it follows that the spatial extent of the SAR response
to these structures may often be smaller than the structures themselves.

4 Experimental verification

Current civil SAR systems have resolutions which do not permit direct detection of the low response
triangle. In 1991data was obtained with the C-band PHARS system (6]of two series of corner reflectors
with sizes of 0.65, 0.93, 1.43 and 2.44 m. The three smaller size corner reflectors had a square base
plate instead of the triangular plate of the 2.44 m TTCR. The data was processed for an azimuth/slant
range resolution of 1.0/4.4 m (Fig.4), without weighting, utilizing the maximum Doppler- and system
bandwidths of the PHARS. Obviously, the azimuth resolution is much smaller than the two largest
reflector sizes.

Figure 4: PHARS image of row with 7 corner reflectors.

Before interpreting the experimental results, the relation between the size of an object and its SAR
response width was investigated for the case of two separated identical point targets and a flat plate.
The I-dimensional SAR response to two point targets separated by a distance l is the sum of two
since = sinx/x functions, i.e.,
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p(:z:)ex Jsinc(a(:z:- ~)) + sinc(a(:z:+ ~))12, (6)

with p(:z:)the pixel power at azimuth or slant range image coordinate e , and r ~ 2.783/a the resolution
of the IRF of a single point target. A physical optics approximation of the response to a flat plate of
length l was taken from [14]. Fig.5 gives the fractional increase of the response width relative to the
system resolution r with increasing l/r ratio.
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Figure 5: Fractional response width increase as a function of increasing plate length and point target
separation l.

It shows that the effect of size on the apparent resolution becomes important (exceeds 10%) as soon
as the plate size (point target separation) exceeds 0.60 (0.75) times the actual system resolution. This
strongly suggests that if corner reflectorsdo not behave as single point targets, some of the imaged corner
reflectors are large enough to reveal any broadening effect.

Table 1 shows the PHARS data analysis results. Two groups of corner reflectors were placed at different
incidence angle ranges in bare soil fields in the Flevopolder, the Netherlands. The apparent resolutions
are close to the expected resolution.

()= 35° - 42° ()= 50° - 55°
l PT Pa PT Pa

2.44 4.93 1.09 4.76 1.11
2.44 4.71 1.09 4.52 1.13
1.43 4.56 1.10 4.47 1.15
1.43 4.47 1.09 4.45 1.13
0.93 4.47 1.08 4.43 1.16
0.93 4.55 1.14 4.43 1.13
0.65 4.71 1.12 4.53 1.11

average 4.63 1.10 4.51 1.13
st.dev. 0.17 0.02 0.12 0.02

Table 1: Apparent resolutions determined from TTCRs, in meters.

Figure 6 shows a range- and azimuth response of one of the corner reflectors.

In range, there is some deformation of the response, causing a resolution slightly exceeding 4.4 m, due to
phase distortion in the receive channel. There is also some spread in the measured values. Whether this
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Figure 6: Range and azimuth responses of a 2.44 m corner reflector.

is caused by some system instability, or other factors is not quite clear. In any case, there is hardly any
correlation with reflector size. In azimuth this is even more evident. The small deviation from the ideal
1.0 m resolution is most likely caused by a residual velocity error (no autofocus was used).

5 Conclusions

It can be argued, using geometrical optics, that Triangular Trihedral Corner Reflectors appears to a SAR
imaging system as a single point target, even when the physical size of the TTCR is larger than the
spatial resolution of the SAR. This has been verifiedexperimentally, by imaging TTCRs of different sizes
with high resolution. In fact, no significant correlation was found between physical size and SAR response
width, while this width was less than the actual size of the larger TTCRs. For SAR calibration, a large
TTCR even offers an advantage when the peak method is used: the IRF peak value contains practically
no background contribution, since the background is shielded from the radar by the TTCR itself.
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ABSTRACT

A calibration site containing a number of large (47 dBm2) comer reflectors was established at Romney Marsh,
UK for the ERS-1 SAR Commissioning Phase. The reflectors were constructed with a radar cross-section
accuracy of± 0.3 dB and were found to have a stability of approximately the same order. Subsequently, the site
has been in continuous use, which has allowed assessment of ERS-1 SAR and the targets over a period of two
years. Results indicate that the SAR has been stable to within ± 1 dB and that there appears to be no long-term
drift in performance. In addition, the cross-track calibration has been measured during the Multi-disciplinary
Phase using a further set of reflectors deployed in East Anglia, UK. Analysis of images corrected for antenna
gain has revealed a residual effect of approximately 1 dB across the swath-width. Measurements carried out at
both sites have also allowed investigation of a reflector radome and a comparison to be made between day and
night-time passes.

Keywords: ERS-1 SAR calibration, comer reflector, radome.

1. INTRODUCTION

Future SAR systems are expected to utilise active phased array antennas with electronic beam steering and beam
shaping. For these the antenna gain pattern will generally vary depending on how the beam is steered. There
may also be temporal variations in the overall transmitted power and in the antenna gain pattern caused by
fluctuations in temperature of active elements in the antenna and also by ageing effects. With active antennas
the implementation of effective on-board calibration systems is difficult and it will generally be necessary to use
external calibration targets as a means of measuring the antenna pattern as well as to verify the overall system
performance.

A number of calibration targets having an accurately known radar cross-section may be used in principle to
provide a means of measuring the antenna gain pattern, whilst repeated observations of a fixed set of calibration
targets over a period of time will enable temporal variations to be monitored. This paper describes the
development and test of calibration targets for space SAR using the opportunity offered by ERS-1 SAR to
investigate the ability of such devices to measure the antenna gain pattern and long-term stability.

2. SAR CALIBRATION STRATEGY

2.1. Calibration target selection

The main calibration targets used for ERS-1 SAR were trihedral comer reflectors. These were chosen because
they were relatively inexpensive to construct and because their radar cross-section can be accurately determined
from a precise measurement of their dimensions, i.e. they are primary calibration targets. The precision comer
reflector used for the ERS-1 trials is described in section 3. Additionally, a prototype transponder was developed
at DRA and the results of initial tests are noted in section 4.
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2.2. Deployment plan

The corner reflector deployment plan was based on the different phases of ERS-1 operation. These were:-

(i) Commissioning Phase (July - December 1991) - 3 day repeat orbit.

(ii) First Ice Phase (December 1991 - March 1992) - 3 day repeat orbit.

(iii) Multi-disciplinary Phase (April 1992 - December 1993) - 35 day repeat orbit.

The Commissioning Phase provided an opportunity to obtain frequent revisits of a calibration site and thus
allowed the stability of the reflectors to be monitored and established confidence in their use for long-term
calibration. The Commissioning Phase experiment was carried out at Romney Marsh, UK and is summarised
in section 4.

No calibration activities were performed during the Ice Phase due to the shift in the position of the 3-day repeat
orbit. For the Multi-disciplinary phase the following activities were carried out:-

(i) Cross-track calibration measurements using five precision comer reflectors deployed in East Anglia,
UK.

(ii) Long-term assessment of the ERS-1 SAR calibration using the Romney Marsh calibration site for
both descending (day-time) and ascending (night-time) passes. During this period the comer reflector
configuration was changed to investigate differences between descending and ascending passes and the
effect of radome attenuation.

2.3. Analysis procedure

The analysis of the calibration target signatures was carried out using standard ESA ERS-1 PRI products,
produced mainly by the UK processing centre but with some additional products supplied by the German and
ESRIN processing centres. The PRI product is a single frame measuring approximately 100 km by 100 km and
is presented as a 3 - look amplitude image sampled on a 12.5m grid in azimuth and ground range.

The following corrections were applied to the imageswhere necessary:-

(i) Antenna gain pattern : applied to correct for images processed without cross-track antenna gain (Ref.I).

(ii) Range spreading loss : applied to correct for variation in range (R3) (Ref.1).

(iii) Processor bias : applied to correct for differences in gain between the different processing centres
(Ref.I).

(iv) Mis-alignment of comer reflectors.

(v) Replica pulse power : errors in the replica pulse power were found during the Commissioning Phase
which required corrections to be made. The replica power has been relatively stable since this time.

The procedure used to measure the target image response is described below. The software used was developed
by ORA and implemented on an IBM PC.

A sub-image of 50 by 50 pixels centred on the point target was extracted from the image. Next, the background
intensity was determined; the size and position of the pixel regions used were selected from the area surrounding
the point target. This ensured that nearby bright points were avoided, thus allowing accurate determination of
the mean background. The mean background was subtracted from the sub-image, to leave an image containing
only the point target. The integrated point target power was then calculated from a 9 by 9 pixel region centred
on the peak pixel intensity and chosen to ensure that the mainlobe and first sidelobes were included. The
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absolute calibration of the SAR image requires that the system noise be taken into account and that an additional
correction be applied for sidelobe energy (approximately0.1 dB).

3. CORNER REFLECTOR DESIGN

The principle targets used for ERS-1 SAR calibration were trihedral corner reflectors (Ref.2). The reflectors
were made from sheets of aluminium faced honeycomb sandwich on jig built frames, using shims to ensure that
the faces are exactly orthogonal and flat. The frames were erected on a purpose built base frame which was
accurately aligned with the satellite track and permitted an incidence angle adjustment of± 5 deg. The side
length of the reflectors was 2.570 m providing a theoretical radar cross-section of 47.56 dBm2. The calculated
radar cross-section error budget (taking·into account deviation from flatness and orthogonality) was found to be
less than ± 0.3 dB. This was also confirmed by antenna range measurements.

In an attempt to maintain a constant radar cross-section in all weather conditions a radome was developed
consisting of a Gore-Tex fabric stretched over the trihedral aperture. Figure 1 shows a 2.57 m corner reflector at
the Romney Marsh calibration site.

4. PRELIMINARY TRIALS (ERS-1 COMMISSIONING PHASE)

Four 2.57 m corner reflectors were assessed during the Commissioning Phase at a site on Romney Marsh, Kent
(Ref.3). The location of the site and the 3-day repeat swath are shown in Figure 2. The reflectors were deployed
on large, level bare soil and grass fields. These were found to provide a target signal-to-clutter ratio of
approximately 30 dB for the standard ERS-1 PRI (3-look) SAR image. A radome cover was tested on one of the
reflectors.

The corner reflector signatures were measured for 18 images all produced at the UK processing centre using the
procedure described in section 2. The results, which arc plotted in Figure 3, show variations in the signatures of
nearly 2 dB in August and again in October. These variations were found to be due to errors in the replica pulse
power. The reflector powers were corrected relative to the replica power level for the pass on 24 October, which
was believed to be uncorrupted. The resulting graph is shown in Figure 4. The large decrease in the response of
reflector 3 on 11November is believed to be due to the effect of rain water droplets on the radome cover.

An assessment of the variations in the reflector image signatures was carried out. Table 1 summarises the
results, together with results for the DRA transponder which was operated at the Romney Marsh site for 6
passes with a radar cross-section of 58.0 dBm2 (Ref.4). It has been shown experimentally (Ref.5) and
theoretically (Ref.6) that a peak signal-to-clutter ratio of 30 dB will give a standard deviation for the integral
estimate of the point target signature of approximately 0.2 dB. The variations shown in Table 1 are consistent
with this result, indicating that the targets were stable and that the overall ERS-1 SAR radiometric stability was
good during the Commissioning Phase. ·

Table 1. Variations of reflector and transponder image signatures during the Commissioning Phase.

Target Number of Mean power in Standard
images analysed mainlobe (dB) deviation (dB)

Reflector 1 18 85.64 0.24
Reflector 2 18 85.41 0.22
Reflector 3* 16 85.22 0.21
Reflector4 18 85.42 0.25
Transponder 6 96.14 0.21

* Radome cover.



Conclusions resulting from the preliminary trials can be summarised as follows:-

(i) The comer reflectors were constructed with a radar cross-section accuracy of± 0.3 dB.

(ii) The deployment methodology and rigidity of the corner reflector panels provided a very stable
calibration target. Although the accuracy of the reflectors was maintained by regular cleaning and
inspection, the use of radomes should allow them to be used unattended for long periods of time.

(iii) The radome cover produced a signal attenuation of 0.2 - 0.4 dB although this increased in the presence
of rain water droplets. Further investigation is required to develop an all-weather radome.

(iv) The stability of the corner reflector image response was high comparable to that of the DRA
transponder.

5.CROSS-TRACK CALIBRATION (ERS-1 MULTI-DISCIPLINARY PHASE)

5.1. Background

The aim of this work was:-

(i) To verify the stated ERS-1 SAR antenna pattem(Ref.2).

(ii) Investigate the problems of using arrays of targets for steered beam SAR calibration.

The comer reflectors used were made to the same design as those described in section 3. Five locations were
selected in East Anglia, UK, chosen because this area is generally level and is relatively free of features which
could cause interference with the target signatures. Figure 5 shows the location of the sites and the position of
the ERS-1 descending swaths during the Multi-disciplinary Phase. Swath 51 covers all five reflectors, with the
adjacent swaths (280 and 323) providing partial coverage.

The reflectors were deployed from mid-1992 onwards and were occasionally moved or adjusted as a result of
image analysis. None of the targets were covered by radomes and each of them were inspected and if necessary
cleaned before a satellite pass.

5.2. Results

Figure 6 shows the cross-track variation in the reflector signatures for three consecutive passes for swath 51.
The images were supplied by the UK processing centre and included corrections for the antenna gain pattern and
range spreading loss. Other corrections outlined in section 2 were applied.

A slope from the near edge to the far edge of the swath is seen with an apparent 'kink' for the reflector at
Feltwell. The latter was explained when an inspection of the Feltwell target revealed a minor distortion in one
of the reflector faces which has since been corrected. The antenna power distortion appears to be uniform with a
gradient of approximately 1 dB over the full swath-width indicating that the antenna pattern has been correctly
applied to within 1 dB.

An attempt was made to include reflector signatures measured from the adjacent swaths (280 and 323) in the
cross-track analysis. However, correlation between the target powers from these swaths was not good. As yet,
the cause of the discrepancies is not known.
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6. LONG-TERM TRIALS (ERS-1 MULTI-DISCIPLINARY PHASE)

6.1. Background

After the preliminary trials at Romney Marsh a long-term evaluation of ERS-1 SAR calibration was conducted
using the same site. The prime objective was to investigate whether any long-term drift had occurred in either
the transmitter or receiver of ERS-1 SAR. In addition, the relationship between descending (day-time) and
ascending (night-time) passes was investigated (this is important because the SAR antenna may change shape in
going from eclipse into sunlight and hence the gain may alter). Also, further tests were made on the radome in
an attempt to assess it's performance when rain was falling. The comer reflector deployment sequence is shown
in Table 2.

Table 2. Corner reflector deployment at Romney Marsh during theMulti-disciplinaryPhase.

Period Descending Ascending Comment

l 2/5f)2 - 28n/92 2R IR Comparison of descending
(day) and ascending (night)
passes.

29nFJ2 - 23110192 2R+2U - Comparison of radome
with open reflectors.

24/10f)2 4U - Stability check on all
reflectors.

4/l lf)2 - 26/5/93 2R 2R Comparison of descending
and ascending passes.

R: Radome. U : Uncovered.

During the Multi-disciplinary phase the Romney Marsh site was imaged by two descending and two ascending
swaths. The corrections outlined in section 2 were applied in order to allow comparison of the target signatures
for these different swaths.

6.2. Results

6.2.1. Overall radiometric stability

Figure 7 shows the variation in comer reflector signatures for descending passes over the period August 1991 to
May 1993, i.e. - 9000 orbits. The first set of data (orbits 0-2000) show the signatures measured during the
Commissioning Phase. This set of data is identical to that shown in Figure 4 and is shown here for
comparison.

The data plotted for orbits 4500-9500 are those obtained during the Multi-disciplinary phase. The results for
this period show significant variations in the reflector signatures in the order of I dB. Since the graph shown in
Figure 7 includes data from two adjacent swaths, the variability may partly be explained by the antenna gain
variation found for the East Anglia experiment, i.e. the targets are located at different across-track positions for
the different swaths. A further contribution to the variability may be explained by the inclusion of data from
several images produced at the German and Esrin processing centres. For these images no correction was made
for the replica pulse power.

Figure 8 shows data plotted for just one of the descending swaths, with all images being produced at the UK
processing centre. A significant reduction in variability is observed. Table 3 summarises the data plotted in
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Figure 7 for reflectors 4B and 40. A correction was made to allow comparison of radome covered and open
reflectors. The mean target power has decreased from the Commissioning Phase by approximately 0.6 dB and
the variability is significantly greater (compare with Table 1). Table 4 summarises the data plotted in Figure 8
for reflectors 4B and 40. By considering one swath and UK processed images only, the variability is reduced but
still larger than that found during the Commissioning Phase.

Table 3. Variation of reflector signatures for all descending passes at Romney Marsh during the Multi
disciplinaryPhase.

Reflector Number of Mean power in Standard
images analysed mainlobe (dB) deviation (dB)

4B* 17 84.57 0.52
40* 19 84.67 0.45

* Radome cover.

Table 4. Variation of reflector signaturesfor one swath and UKprocessed images only.

Reflector Number of Mean power in Standard
images analysed mainlobe (dB) deviation

4B* 7 84.57 0.44
40* 9 84.60 0.33

*Radome cover

These results seem to indicate that over the 24 month period ERS-1 SAR is stable to within ± 1 dB but the
variation does not appear to indicate a long-term drift due, for example, to ageing of the high power amplifier.
The variations appear to be due to other systematic causes which if corrected could provide an overall system
stability of < 1 dB.

6.2.2. Radome assessment

The results obtained for the four passes between orbits 5400-6500 (Figure 7) allowed a comparison of reflectors
fitted with radomes to those left uncovered. The radome caused a mean attenuation of approximately 0.3 dB
which confirmed the results obtained during the Commissioning Phase. For orbit 6666, where all four
reflectors were uncovered, the signatures are almost identical indicating that the reflector radar cross-sections are
in very good agreement. ·

The remaining data in Figure 7 (orbits 7000 - 9500) show the results for two covered reflectors. There is
increased variation between the reflectors themselves for this period, which is attributed to a combination of
increased background clutter and changes in radome transmittance caused by rainfall or condensation. Table 5
shows a comparison of covered and open reflector stability. Variations in the differences between target
signatures were calculated for the covered reflectors 4B and 4E (at Romney Marsh) and for the open reflectors at
the Boxworth and Feltwell sites, East Anglia. The images used were spread over the same time period and the
background clutter was similar for all reflectors. The smaller variations seen between the open reflectors indicate
that the radome does account for some of the signature variability, probably as a result of increased rainfall
during this period. This is currently being verified by use of a weather station which records any rainfall at the
time of the satellite pass.
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Table 5. Comparison of covered and open reflector stability.

Reflector Number of Mean difference Standard
images analysed in signatures (dB) deviation (dB)

4D*-4B* 12 0.14 0.27
Boxworth" - Feltwelt+ 6 0.21 0.17

* Radome cover.
+Open.

6.2.3. Descending (day-time) and ascending (night-time) comparison

Figure 9 shows the variation in reflector signatures for ascending passes during the Multi-disciplinary Phase.
No data was obtained for orbits 5000 - 7000 when all reflectors were aligned for descending passes. The results
show variations in the signatures of a similar magnitude as found for descending passes. Note, data is included
from two adjacent swaths and was measured from a combination of UK and ESRIN processed images.

Table 6 summarises the data plotted in Figure 9. Both reflectors were fitted with radomes for all ascending
passes. The mean target powers and signature variability are similar to that found for descending passes
(compare with Table 3).

Table 6. Variation of reflector signatures for all ascending passes at Romney Marsh during the Multi
disciplinary Phase.

Reflector Number of Mean power in Standard
images analysed mainlobe (dB) deviation (dB)

4A* 12 84.68 0.53
4C* 9 84.41 0.47

* Radome cover.

Figure 10 compares the variation in reflector signatures for a number of descending and ascending passes. Two
swaths were considered (one descending and one ascending) with all images produced at the UK processing
centre. No significant differences between day and night images are evident.

Finally, the stability of the reflectors themselves was checked for ascending passes by assessing the variation
between the signatures. The results, shown in Table 7, indicate that the reflectors are less stable for the night
time passes (compare with Table 5) possibly as a result of condensation on the radome.



Table 7. Assessment of reflector stability for ascending passes.

Reflector Number of Mean difference Standard
images analysed in signatures (dB) deviation (dB)

4A*-4C* 9 0.19 0.42

* Radome cover.

7. FUTURE WORK

The corner reflectors were originally designed for use at a specified azimuth and elevation setting. An improved
base has now evolved which allows the target to be rotated to align with descending and ascending passes. This
base is planned for use in measuring the antenna pattern for descending and ascending passes where thermal
stresses on the SAR antenna may cause significant changes. A second design of base is now in use at Romney
and this incorporates both azimuthal and elevation adjustments. This design is being evaluated as a means of
calibrating the different beams used by RADARSAT and ASAR and will be tested using the shuttle imaging
radar, SIR-C.

A further improvement to the comer reflector design involves the development of a new radome. Although the
radome concept has been demonstrated as being feasible, the trials conducted using ERS-1 SAR have shown that
improvements in design are required to ensure better stability. Consequent1y, a more stable rigid radome is
currently under development which should allow the reflectors to be used unattended for long periods of time in
all weather conditions.

Considering the future development of active phased array radars it is clear that the requirement for ground-based
calibration targets will increase. At the present time it is considered that for C-band SAR, transponders and
comer reflectors can be made to similar levels of accuracy in radar cross-section. The advantage of transponders
is their ability to produce radar cross-sections of different values to suit the imaging mode of the SAR.
However, transponders are considerably more expensive (2-6 times) than comer reflectors and this will inhibit
their use is significant numbers. Hence, a requirement exists for both kinds of targets and development of both
is planned for the future. A low cost, accurate transponder has recently been developed at DRA and is currently
being tested using ERS-1 SAR.

Further calibration work includes more tests of ERS-1 SAR to investigate the reason for apparent changes of up
to I dB in overall gain and also further tests to establish the number of targets needed for accurate antenna
pattern measurement.

8. CONCLUSIONS

It has been shown that the DRA comer reflectors can be constructed with a radar cross-section accuracy of within
± 0.3 dB and have a stability of approximately the same order. This compares favourably with transponders.
However, work is required to improve the radome design to allow reliable use in all weathers.The work
conducted to date using ERS-1 SAR shows external targets are essential if full use is to be made of space SAR
systems. Several anomalies were discovered in ERS-1 SAR PRI products as a result of measurements made
using comer reflectors. These include, errors in the replica pulse power, error in application of the antenna gain
correction and apparent long-term variation in overall gain. It has been shown that comer reflector targets can be
used to verify the cross-track antenna pattern correction. However, more work is required to determine the
accuracy with which the antenna pattern can be measured (as distinct from being corrected) using a relatively
small number of targets.
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Figure 1. 2.57m corner reflector at the Romney Marsh calibration site.

Figure 2. Location of the Romney Marsh calibration site.
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ABSTRACT

Conventional SAR transponders act as strong point targets and appear as
bright reference points of known intensity in SAR images. The paper de
scribes a transponder which is coded in such a way that it can only be ima
ged by suitably processing the SAR data. With conventional processing, the
background is focused, but the coded transponder is invisible. Processing
with the transponder code defocuses the background but reveals the trans
ponder.

Use of such transponders could be to identify and localize objects too
small to be resolved by the SAR sensor and the location of calibration
transponders in areas of high reflectivity.

The paper describes the transponder design and demonstrates the technique
with the ERS-1 AMI operating in image mode.

Keywords: Transponder, Pseudo-Noise Code, Radiometric Calibration, Micro
wave Tagging

1. INTRODUCTION

For many applications the spatial resolution of imaging radars is insuffi
cient. This is particularly true for satellite radars, such as the ERS-1
Active Microwave Instrument, and where objects need to be positively iden
tified. The classic solution to identify objects with radars is to use
transponders which transmit an identification signal. An example of this is
an air traffic control radar, where each airliner carries a transponder to
identify the echoes on the radar screen.

With this problem in mind, an experimental transponder was desgined to
enable positive identification of the transponders in SAR images. Identifi
cation is provided by modulating the transponder with an individual code.
The code modulation means that the transponder will only be focused, if the
SAR data is appropriately processed. After such processing the background
will be defocused. Providing the power of the transponder is chosen care
fully, the transponder will not be seen in the normally processed SAR im
age. As will be seen later, this can be a useful feature for some applica
tions.

Although the motivation behind the work was to provide identification of
targets, some advantages can be foreseen for radiometric calibration.
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2. TRANSPONDER CONCEPT

The principle of the coded transponder can best be explained with the aid
of the block diagram in Fig. 1.

The transponder uses separate transmit and receive horn antennas to ensure
good decoupling. The receive signal is amplified and band pass filtered be-
fore being mixed down to 300 MHz with
further amplification, the signal is
the transmit chain and the other to a
pulses for the clock generator, which
produces a pseudo-random-noise (PRN)
code, as used for the GPS satellites,

a local oscillator at 5.0 GHz. After
split into two paths, one leading to
detector. The latter provides trigger
clocks the code generator. The latter
sequence. The code chosen is a Gold
with a length of 1023 bits.

The code is applied to a double-balanced mixer, which phase shift keys the
received intermediate frequency signal from the power splitter. A variable
attenuator enables the radar cross section of the transponder to be ad
justed. The code modulated signal is now mixed back up to 5.3 GHz. For the
initial experiments, the same local oscillator (5 GHz synthesizer) was used
for both the receive and transmit channels. After filtering and amplifica
tion the signal is transmitted via the transmit antenna.

Hence, the transponder is transparent to the received signal, except that
the phase of the signal is keyed between +n and -n in synchronism with the
chosen code.

The transponder was built in a 19" rack unit with the antennas attached to
the case.

A first experiment was performed using a pass of the ERS-1 satellite over
Oberpfaffenhofen on 12. April 1993 and with the transponder set to a high
output power. The result is shown in the multilook image in Fig. 2. The
range direction is horizontal and azimuth vertical. The transponder, far
from being invisible, can be clearly seen as a bright line passing through
the DLR centre.

To compress the transponder, a single-look complex image data set with 30 m
azimuth resolution was used (see Fig. 3). The uncompressed elongated return
from the transponder is shorter than in Fig. 2, because of the reduced
overall Doppler bandwidth.

The complex image data were now correlated with the code from the transpon
der. The result can be seen in the lower image which has been reduced in
intensity. The background is defocused and only the transponder appears as
a bright point in the lower part of the image.

The position of the transponder in the image does not coincide with its
true position as it depends on the time delay between the transponder code
and the along track position of the satellite. If the datation of the SAR
data, the timing of the code and the orbit of the satellite are known, the
along track position of the transponder can be determined with an accuracy
commensurate with the resolution cell size.
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ERS-1 12-April-1993

Fig 2: Multilook Image of the Oberpfaf fenhofen Area showing
the Coded Transponder
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Fig 3: Upper Image: Single-look Image used for the Analysis
Lower Image: Correlated Image showing Compressed

Transponder
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Fig. 4 Single-look ERS-1 Image with the Transponder
Invisible
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Fig. 5: Range Compressed Data with the Transponder Focused
in Range
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3. INVISIBLE TRANSPONDER

In this first experiment, the transponder was far from invisible, due to
the high power and the transponder being focused in the range direction. To
provide total invisibility in a normally processed SAR image the SAR tran
sponder was provided with a facility to reverse the pulse expansion chirp.
Referring to Fig. 1, this was achieved by switching the transmit mixer to a
second synthesizer operating higher than the receive frequency at 5.6 GHz.
Mixing with a low local oscillator on receive and a high local oscillator
on transmit reverses the chirp received from ERS-1 and completely dec
orrelates the transponder and the background. But this mixing scheme has a
second effect. Because any phase shift on the down path to the transponder
is reversed in the transponder, it is cancelled by the phase shift on the
upward return path. Hence, the Doppler modulation is cancelled out.

A second experiment was performed with this mixing scheme and with reduced
transponder power. The single look image with 30 m resolution is shown in
Fig. 4. The transponder cannot be identified in this scene. The first pro
cessing step was to range compress the raw data with the range chirp re
versed (see Fig. 5). The transponder can now be seen as a bright line, it
now being focused in range. The background is totally defocused, because
the range chirp is mismatched and no azimuth compression is performed.

The next step is to correlate the image with the transponder code. The
equivalent block diagram of a time domain correlator is shown in Fig. 6.

Complex ••
Image

Code

Detektor
Shift

Fig. 6: Equivalent Diagram of a Time Domain Correlator

The complex image data is multiplied with the code signal, the latter being
shifted through all 1023 code positions. The resulting signal is band-pass
filtered and then detected. The band-pass filter is required, as opposed to
a low-pass filter, because, after the mixer, the signal has a frequency
offset. This offset is partially due to delay in the transponder and par
tially to the imperfect cancelling of the Doppler modulation on the down
and up paths, resulting from the slight difference in the down and up sig
nal delay.

If realised in this way, correlation would be searched for by shifting the
code and observing the detected output. In reality, the correlation was
performed with the frequency domain algorithm illustrated in Fig. 7.
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The complex conjugate of the FFT of the code signal is multiplied with the
FFT of the complex image data. The latter has first to be shifted according
to the frequency offset discussed above. After multiplication, the inverse
FFT is formed and the result detected to obtain the image intensity. The
outcome is an image only fully compressed and correlated for the transpon
der.

The result is
transponder
azimuth line
lines due to

shown in Fig. 8. The background is decorrelated and the
is visible as two bright points of differing intensity. The
containing the transponder is somewhat brighter than the other
some instability in the transponder code.

Fig. 10 is a plot of the intensity of the range bin containing the tran
sponder. It can be seen that the peaks in the curve, i.e. bright points in
the image, are spaced 1023 azimuth bins apart. The appearance of this sec
ond correlation maximum is due to the code length (1023 bits) being
shorter than the real aperture length. For ERS-1, a longer code would be
needed to produce an unambiguous result. The transponder response is more
than 20 dB above the background and has a width of one azimuth sample
spacing, i.e. approx 4.2 m. Providing the relative timing of the code and
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Fig. 8: Image with the Transponder Correlated
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the satellite position is known, the transponder can be localised with an
accuracy of approx 4 m.

rn
u

0 500 1000 1500 2000
Azimuth

Fig. 9: Plot of the Range Bin containing the Transponder.

In the range direction, the transponder response is resolved with the usual
slant range resolution, i.e. approx. 11 m. Localisation accuracy in range
is the same as for normally processed image pixels.

4. CONCLUSIONS

The above experiments demonstrate the feasibility of using coded tran
sponders to identify and localise objects. A similar experiment with the
airborne SAR of the DLR E-SAR is being evaluated and should show similar
results.

The first ERS-1 experiments, referred to above, were performed with some
instability in the generated code, resulting in poorer correlation than
would be expected. This is under investigation.

The identification of objects using such transponders has a number of pos
sible applications. The one stimulating the work was the monitoring of
treaty limited equipment (TLE) for arms control verification. With a few
passes of a satellite or airborne SAR sensor, not only could the region of
interest be imaged but it could check the correct location of all TLEs. The
transponders would represent microwave tags readable at great distances. A
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number of similar identification/localisation tasks could be envisaged in
other fields, like the monitoring of vehicles, ships and maybe for tracking
migrant earth features, like ice flows. For many of these applications, it
would be both desirable and feasible to greatly reduce the size of the
transponder.

Advantages can also be foreseen for the radiometric and geometric cal
ibration of SAR sensors. The defocusing of the background means the tran
sponder does not have to be located in areas of low reflectivity, providing
an alternative to conventional response shifting methods. Also, the coded
transponder enables calibration points to be quickly, positively and even
automatically identified.

Looking to the future, one could foresee such a transponder correlator
being implemented in the SAR data chain, maybe even on board the satellite.
The correlator could automatically locate and evaluate calibration tran
sponders, merging the resulting data with the SAR data. This would give the
user immediate access to external calibration data without the delay, expe
rienced at present, due to the long calibration data chain.
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AJiSTH./\CT

This paper describes the characteristics and performance of an Active Radar Calibrator (ARC) used during the MAC
Europe 1991Campaign conducted in Southern Italy (Matera) to calibrate the Airborne Synthetic Aperture Radar (AIRSAR)
and Topographic Synthetic Aperture Radar (TOPSAR) instruments which were flown onboard the NASA/JPL-DC8 aircraft.
'Ilic main design considerations and the ARC hardware performance are presented. The laboratory measured values of
radar cross section and propagation delay time are compared to those obtained from the images acquired during the flight.
'Ilic TOPSAR raw data have been compressed with a Range-Doppler processor which includes range migration correction.
The radiometric calibration, perfonncd with the intensity integration method, gave a backscattering coefficient accuracy of
±0.8 dB. The ARCs' radar cross-sections extracted from the calibrated images have been compared with the laboratory
experimental data, giving results in good agreement with the anechoic chamber tests. The laboratory tests gave an absolute
calibration error of i<J.6 dB.

Keywords: Active Radar Calibrator, Performance Evaluation, Radiometric Calibration, SAR Processing

I. INTRODUCTION

The Active Radar Calibrator (ARC) is a versatile and useful tool for external calibration of SAR images, due to its design
flexibility, reduced dimensions, relatively small sensitivity to positioning errors, large and adjustable Radar Cross Section
(RCS) and folly polarimctric capabilities. An ARC is essentially a high gain amplifier coupled with a receiving and a
transmitting antenna, which reradiatcs the received radar signal, with different polarization when requested, towards the
(airborne or spaccbornc) SAR sensor. 'Ilic "absolute" backscatter reference given by an ARC has been widely used in past
airborne SAR campaigns with the objective of achieving absolute calibration (Refs. 1, 2). The variable polarization
signature, easily accomplished by relative rotation of the two antennas, has been effectively used to derive the amplitude
and phase characteristics of multichannel polarimctric SARs by means of Polarimetric ARC (PARC) devices (Ref. 3).
Furthermore, the high calibration accuracy (typical values arc 0.1+0.5 dB) make the ARC suitable for evaluating in-flight
antenna patterns, by using either ARCs (Ref. 4) or PARCs (Ref. 5). The ground calibration plans of future missions such as
SlR-C/X-SAR (Ref. 6) require an extensive use of ground-based active calibrators, whereas operating sensors are being
very accurately characterized in terms of system perfonnancc by using sophisticated and reliable ARCs, such as those used
for ERS-1 mission (Ref. 7).

This paper is addressed to the description and the performance analysis of the ARCs developed under a collaboration
between the Italian Consortium for Research on Advanced Remote Sensors (Co.Ri.S.T.A.) and the Polytechnic of Bari
(Italy), and deployed on the Matera test-site in June 1991, during the MAC Europe Campaign. After a short description of
the campaign, the main design considerations of the transponder arc presented. Next, a comparison between the laboratory
measurements and on-site performance is carried out by analyzing the C-band calibrated data. The concluding remarks
point out some considerations about the use of active devices for SAR external calibration campaigns.
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2. 1991CAMPAIGN

In the framework of the MAC Europe 1991 campaign, SAR raw data were gathered by the NASA DC-8 AIR.SAR
instrument, augmented with a pair of C-band antennas displaced across track, in order to obtain interferometric fringes and
topographic information from the imaged surface (TOPSAR, Ref. 8). The test-site was covered live times, with three
descending and two ascending mns. Table I shows the TOPSAR system parameters of interest for radiometric calibration.

Frequency 5.2875 GHz (C-band)
Wavelene:th 5.65 cm
Aircraft speed 214.4m/s
Side-lookine: ane:le (S) 45° (nominal); 30°-60°
Altitude :9km
Swath width 4630 m (slant range)
Slant range 11200m (S=45°)
Ground range resolution 5.30 Ill
Slant range resolution 3.75 Ill
Azimuth resolution 0.8 m (I look, nominal)
Chirp bandwidth 40MHz
Pulse length 5.0 us
Sampling frequency 90MHz
SNR (distributed tarzets) 13dB
SNR (point targets) 18dB
PRF 567 Hz

Table 1: TOPSAR radar system parameters

The Matera test-site, in Southern Italy, extends over about 128 km2, and consists of prevailingly bare soil, except for two
small hilly areas with argillaceous formations. In conjunction with the flight (June 25th, 1991), an extensive ground truth
campaign has been carried out, addressed to the classification of 50 sample areas and to the evaluation of texture, soil
moisture content and surface roughness on 26 sample points, in correspondence of the location of 26 calibration devices
(Ref.9). The point targets are three ARCs and 23 triangular trihedral Comer Reflectors (CR), subdivided in 15, live and
three with leg lengths of95, 150 and 70 cm, respectively. Fig. I shows the deployment scheme of the CRs and ARCs on the
test-site: the two parallel lines in the horizontal (range) direction were at a distance of 800 m, with a spacing of 200 m
between two successive CRs, to avoid coupling effects. All the point targets were deployed on a homogeneous background.
The mean temperature during the TOPSAR overpass was 30° C.

Figure 1: Istituto Geografico Ali Ii tare Italiano (/GAi/) map of tiretest site. with tiredeployment scheme of all
Comer Reflectors and ARCs
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3. ARC CONFIGURATION AND HARDWARE PERFORMANCE

Fig. 2 shows a block diagram of the C-band ARC used in the Matera experiment. It basically consists of a receiving
antenna and a transmitting antenna coupled with a RF amplifier, together with signal detection circuitry, in order to feed a
small part of the received power to a digital section capable of acquiring the in-flight azimuth antenna pattern (Acquisition
Section).

Figure 2:

RF Section - A.R.C.
RX TX

15dB15dB

TO DIGITAL
SECTION

POWER
AMPLIFIER

+ 15V

PRE-AMPLIFtER
WITll FILTER

LOW FREQUENCY
BUFFER

ARC block diagram

The receiving antenna is connected to a pre-amplifier, built in hybrid technology and cascaded with a bandpass filter,
centred on 5.3 GHz and with a bandwidth of 300 MHz, chosen as a compromise between the need of filtering out spurious
signals and noise, and the possibility of using the same ARC for future or different SAR systems. A fixed attenuator
arranges the dynamic range of the received signal between the two amplification stages. A variable attenuator has been
used, in order to provide a range of RCS values and to avoid saturation of the SAR impulse response function and positive
feedback in the RF section. A directional coupler collects a fraction of the received power ( 10 dB below the input signal
level) which is fed to a detector diode. The envelope of the radar signal is demodulated and a negative pulse train at the
Pulse Repetition Frequency (PRF) is achieved, with a duty cycle dependent on the SAR system (0.3% for the TOPSAR
system). Finally, the signal is transmitted to the synthetic aperture radar via a standard C-band hom, with the same
characteristics of the receiving horn. The ARC has been developed with a modular concept, particularly for the signal
detection unit, allowing a complete interchangeability between electronical and mechanical components.

ARCs Nos. I and 2 have the same hardware characteristics, while ARC No. 3 has been realized without the preamplifier
and with the two antennas closer each other. The reduced RCS value (about 15 dBm' less than ARCs I and 3) could not
satisfy the >20-<lB requirement on signal-to-clutter ratio necessary to avoid that the ARC's response is hidden in the
bacground relum (Ref. I0). However, hy properly deploying such an active calibrator, both precision and accuracy in
evaluating radiometric hounds for the linear region of the SAR system transfer function could be improved, in order to
reduce the error budget (Ref. I I).

In the following we give a short synthesis of the main aspects and characteristics of the ARC:

• Packaging. The ARC is a compact device which weighs about 20 kg. Electronics and antennas are weatherproof and the
structure is able to withstand normal winds without readjustment. 111edeployment and orientation arc easily accomplished,
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and the adjusting/locking mechanisms are manual, independent for each antenna which can be oriented at 45°, 90°, 180°
with respect to the other.

• Power requirements. Lead-gel airtight rechargeable batteries supply 24V, JO Ah, and an electronic power regulator
supplies 15 V DC to the RF section. The power supply is sufficient to operate at full capacity for 10 hours continuously,
with a current absorption of 700 mA. The external power source is easy to connect and to replace, with circuitry to protect
against wrong insertions.

• Amplifier section. A LED turns on when the ARC is receiving a power greater than or equal to the peak expected power.
Both the preamplifier and the power amplifier have gain flatness of ±0.05 dB over the 300 MHz bandwidth, with a noise
figure of 3.6 dB at the central frequency of 5.3 GHz. Table 2 and Fig. 3 show the laboratory tests on both the preamplifier
(Model JCA56-353) and the power amplifier (Model JCA56-5l9), and the gain curves over the available bandwidth. In
agreement with the manufacturer's data, the return and mismatch losses at 5.3 GHz have been found to be 16.5 dB and less
than 0.1 dB, respectively. The one-dB compression point of the cascaded amplifiers is when the input power is -40 dl3m,
and the linearity range is 30 dBm, from -70 to -40 dBm input power.

MODELN. JCA56-353 <Pre-Am
DC SUPPLY +JS Vdc

Frequency Gain Noise figure Input Output Compression
fGHzl ldB1 !dBi VSWR VSWR (a)+lO dBm
5.15 see 3.5 1.84 1.24 .2
5.25 plot 3.6 1.41 1.23 .2
5.45 (Fig. 4a) 3.5 1.27 1.24 .2

MODELN. JCA56-5I 9 <PowerAm
DC SUPPLY +15 Vdc

Frequency Gain Noise figure Input Output Compression
IGHzl IdBl ldB1 VSWR VSWR (a)+25 dBm
5.00 see 3.4 1.16 1.50 .8
5.30 plot 3.6 1.35 1.50 .7
5.60 (Fig. 4b) 3.8 1.60 1.60 .7

Table 2: Results of the laboratory tests 011 the RF section (pre-amplifier and power amplifier)

Mt: 11.000 GHz

401 point•
100 -/DIV . M2: IS.800 GHz

llOUACllPOWllA:+0.0 -

(a) (b)

Figure 3: Measuredfrequency response ofthe preamplifier (a) and of the power amplifier (b)
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The temperature test chamber measurements detected a relative variation of the gain over temperature of 5.7%, i.e., 0.08
dB/°C. Fig. 4 shows the RCS of the ARC as a function of temperature, from -10° C to +40° C. at 5° C increments, with an
input power of -60 dlhn, which is located in the central region of the allowable input dynamic range. This characteristic
affects the RCS during the operation of the ARC which requires the thermal compensation of both the RCS and the
received power values through a look-up table.

40

48

46

X----X·

44

42

Temperature [0C)

Figure 4: Climatic room tests: diagram of radar cross-section over temperature. The input power level is -60
dBm

• Antennas. Both RX and TX antennas, labeled for easy identification, are C-band pyramidal horns with rectangular
aperture (J3.2x9.4 cm). The -3 dB beamwidths in the E and l-l-planesarc respectively 25° and 34°, values which overcome
orientation problems. To achieve a good cross-coupling performance, the distance between the center of simmetry of the
two horns has been set to 62 cm. At the central frequency of 5.3 GHz, the antennas have a bandwidth of 300 MHz. The
peak gain declared by the manufacturer is 15dB, with typical sidelobes level of -20 dB which allows to minimize multipath
effects and background noise. In addition lo the orientation of the antennas with respect to the flight line, a different
polarization state is achieved by rotating each antenna about its boresight at 45° steps, with a system of hexagonal-head
bolts on a frame structure. 111eminimal cross-polarization isolation is 32 dB. Echo-absorbingmaterial surrounds the horns,
in order to avoid resonance effects and to minimize the re-radiation effects of the structure (see Fig. 5). The decoupling
between the antennas, defined as 1Olog10(P~IP;), where P~ is the transmitted power with polarization state p, and P; is
the power received with polarization q, is >80 dB in the IIV and YII configurations, >60 dB in the VY orientation, and >54
dB in the IIII mode. The mismatch loss is less than 0.05 dB and the return loss is 20 dB, with a corresponding voltage
standing wave ratio (VSWR) of 1.22.

Figure 5: AIU' structure
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4. ARC PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In order to validate the laboratory measurements of the main ARC parameters, we performed a full compression and
radiometric calibration of the SAR raw data acquired by the two antennas of the TOl'SAR instrument. The raw data were
focused in the frequency domain, with a Range-Doppler processor, developed by Co.Ri.S.T.A. The range reference
function emulated the on-board Digital Chirp Generator (DCG), and the compressed data were frequency-shilled al
baseband, to remove the video offset frequency. The Hamming-weighted azimuth reference function was of variable length,
depending on the incidence angle. The range migration was not negligible (about 2 range bins al a mean incidence angle of
47.5°), and it was corrected by a frequency-domain trajectory restoration algorithm, based on clutterlock/autofocus
algorithms and on resampling techniques by means of sine weighting functions. Multiple pixel averaging of the intensity
images (l024x1024 pixels) was performed to achieve a square pixel (Fig.6). Slant range and azimuth spacings an: :.LB m
and 3.03 m respectively.

(a) (b)

Figure 6: Image of the test site obtained ft-om raw data gathered by antenna 1 (transmitting/receiving) (a) and
antenna 2 (receiving) (b)

Unfortunately, ARC No. 2 did not work during the TOl'SAR overpass, due to a hardware malfunctioning, and it is not
visible, while ARCs Nos. I and 3 are clearly recognizable above the upper horizontal line of comer reflectors. Fig. 7 shows
a three-dimensional plot of the ARC response, with z-axis representing amplitudes in dB.

Figure 7: Three-dimensional representation of the response of ARC No.
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A set of standard quality tests were conducted to test the processor performance, in terms of one-dimensional resolution,
Integrated Sidelobe Ratio (ISLR) and Peak Sidelobe Ratio (PSLR) in both range and azimuth directions (Tab. 3).

ARC Si p P•. Range Range P., Azimut Azimuth
No. (deg) 1.:i (m] ISLR PSLR (m) hISLR PSLR

[dB] [dBl ldBl [dBl
I 46.3 5.61 4.06 -8.95 -11.16 8.82 -18.69 -27.22
3 47.6 5.67 4.19 -6.44 -9.68 8.68 -12.61 -17.75

46.3 5.87 I 4.24 -9.38 -25.42 8.82 -16.75 -16.07
3 47.6 5.29 I 3.90 -7.59 -I1.79 7.71 -11.07 -13.52

Table3: Ground range (p6), slant range (p) and azimuth (p,,) resolutions, /SLR and PSLR in range and
azimuth directions for ARCs Nos. 1 and 3. Themean broadeningfactors are 15% in range and 25% in
azimuth. Second column reports the calculated incidence angle (8)

The radiometric calibration of the images was performed by using the intensity integration method (Ref 12), which is
insensitive to misfocussing and to scene and/or processor coherence. After having estimated 'E••, the integrated energy
associated to the reference target (a CR), 'E,.,, the background clutter energy, and the image noise power, the average
backscattering coefficient <CT°>in correspondence of each point target was evaluated by applying the equation:

where A"=o.,o.,_is the uniform target area, given by the product of the slant range and azimuth spacings o •. and o.,_, S" is the
incidence angle of the uniform target area, er..r is the reference RCS value of the CR. The error on each cr0 determination is
associated to the integral estimate of the point target energy ('.E••), and it depends on the speckle autocovariance function
(Ref. 13), integrated over the area AP,containing the point target response function. We found for the standard deviation of
'E,.,, and therefore for the calibration accuracy of the method, a mean value of 0.7 dB. The reference RCS value and the
estimate of the energy term 'I,.,were derived from the eleven C-band CRs (95-cm leg length) deployed on the test-site: we
chose the CR deployed on the area with the smallest standard deviation of the background clutter (0.02 dB, CR no. 5). On
the amplitude image (proportional to #)obtained from the pixel-by-pixel calibration algorithm, we derived the values of
CTfor ARC No. I by evaluating the product 'E••APon the area containing the ARC response. The theoretical RCS (30.3
dBm2) of the eleven CRs was derived within ±0.8 dB, which consequently represents the minimal accuracy in the
estimation of er.

A further step was the estimation of the ARC delay time, which was obtained by measuring the ground range R0 of CR No.
40, that is the nearest to ARC No. I (Fig. 8 depicts the geometry), and comparing this value with the Universal Transverse
Mercator (UTM) co-ordinates known after the ground truth information, in order to compensate local bias effects due to
geometric errors such as scale and skew. We evaluated R0 of the ARC and, after removal of geometric distortion effects
estimated on the CR, we got the ground range difference between the location on the image and the actual position of the
ARC. This offset was converted to a slant range displacement of two range bins, which corresponds (see Table I) to a delay
time of 44 ns.

Figure 8: Geometryfor the evaluation of the /U?C'.f delay
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5. RESULTS

An extensive set of anechoic chamber measurements have been carried out on the ARCs, and RCS and delay time of the
active devices were evaluated on the compressed data with the techniques described in the previous section. A synoptic
view of nominal, laboratory and calibration results is shown on Table 4 for ARC No. I.

Nominal Laboratory Measurement on
Value Measurement calibrated SAR

Imaaes
Antenna Gain [dB] 15 16.0±-0.6 -
RFGain [dB) 51.2 49.2±-0.6 -

>60 (VV) -70 (VV)
RX-TX decoupling [dB) >54 (HJ-I) -

>80(VH,HV)
RCS.{dBm2) 45.2 43.28±0.6 43.6±{)8
Delay time [ns] - 30±-0.5 44±11

Table 4: Results: nominal values, laboratory measurements and estimated valuesfrom SAR images

The first row reports the antenna gains. At boresight, the combined gain G,.ARc·G•.ARc of the ARCs' rcceivmg and
transmitting antennas, has been found to be 32.0 dB, measured with a standard-gain test antenna. The second row shows
the laboratory measurements of G,, the RF gain, pcrfonncd at room temperature (22.5 °C). The differences from the
nominal values are ascribable to the sum of LATI., the attenuator insertion Joss, and LMJs' the overall mismatch Joss, which
was 1.0 + 0.97 dB. The cross-polarization isolation measurements (HH and HV modes) gave a value below 32 dB,
troughout the dynamic range. The third row reports the decoupling measurements, in different polarization configurations.
The measured gain values have been used to evaluate aARc' the peak RCS, with the basic equation (Ref. 14):

where I.. is the wavelength. TI1elaboratory results, on the fourth row of Table 4, gave an RCS which satisfies the ±I dB
precision requirement on a bare soil background (Ref 15). The absolute radiometric bias factor K, defined after (I)as:

(3)

was 52.4 dB. The RCS values have also been calculated by using the two radiometrically corrected images, and Table 4
reports the mean value.

TI1eerror budget on the laboratory calibration of the ARCs gave on the estimated accuracy on the RCS a value of ±0.6 dB.
Error sources are summarized as follows:

•measurement accuracy due to the gain-measuring system: 0.2+0.3 dll;

• antenna gain instability over temperature, evaluated by using the manufacturer's data: 0.1 dll;

• thermal noise, -antcrma pointing errors, multipath errors: ±0.2+0.3 dB.

Finally, in far-field conditions, by positioning the active devices about 20 m away from the measurement equipment, we
measured the propagation delay of each ARC, obtaining a value of 30±5 ns. The corresponding delay time (ARC No. I)
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measured on the images is shown in the last row of Table 4. The accuracy of the delay measurement on the SAR images is
fi/c, where c is the velocity of light, and is ±11 ns.

(, CONCLUDING REMARKS

We have presented the design considerations and the validation strategy of an ARC, a high-and-tunable-RCS point target
which can guarantee an accurate radiometric and geometric calibration of a SAR system, overcoming the stability and size
problems of passive calibrators with the same RCS values. ARCs have some drawbacks, such as the relatively high cost,
the inability of measuring the SAR transfer funtcion far from the high end of the allowable dynamic range, and therefore
the risk of saturation on the digitized image, due to their high RCS. Nevertheless, ARCs have special characteristics which
make them unique as external calibration devices, such as:

• the possibility of collecting a small portion of the received signal and feeding it to a Ground Receiver, or Acquisition,
Section, capable of monitoring U1ein-flight azimuth antenna pattern by detecting the field strength during the synthetic
aperture formation time;

•high signal-to-clutter ratios (SCR) in critical situations where a dark background (i.e. low o") is not available;

• the availability of measurements of the SAR cross- an<l co-polarized transfer characteristics without different
deployments;

• the variability of the propagation delay due to the waveguides and electronics of U1eRF section. This delay could be
controlled in order to force the point target response in a more convenient location in the final image. For example, the
ARC could be placed on the edge of a quasi-absorbing surface (a small lake or a large uniform field), and by inserting a
suitable value of the delay time, the active device would be imaged on areas with very low backscattering;

• the possibility of inserting controlled phase errors on the interferometric data, by tuning the delay time. This could be a
useful feature for interferometric phase calibration and for the estimation of processor-induced phase errors.

Currently, successful laboratory tests on a prototype ground acquisition section, interfaced to a PC, allow us to use the ARC
with azimuth pattern recording features, and an X-band ARC with its Acquisition Section is being developed and tested.
Future developments on our ARCs concern a better characterization of the error sources and a reduction of the absolute
calibration error, together with the thermal stabilization of the RF section, mandatory when using the active calibrator as a
ground receiver.
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ABSTRACT

The INS developed receivers and transponders for external SAR calibration in L-, C- and Xvband.
Approximately 100 devices have been manufactured or will be completed in the next weeks. This paper gives
an overview on performance test results and on how the devices are calibrated. Furthermore first results from
forest canopy penetration measurements and from campaigns to measure the antenna elevation pattern of ERS-1
and JERS-1 are given.

Keywords: Antenna elevation pattern, ground receivers, receiver calibration, receiver tests

CALIBRATION

A lot of receivers and transponders have been manufactured at INS. Their principle and their universal
properties have been described previously [I], [2], [3]. Further reports are currently under preparation.
The special features of the calibration devices are:

- broad bandwidth,
- very high dynamic range,
- microcomputer controlled sampling and storage of radar pulses
- flexibility in PRF and pulselength
- resistance against distortion by ability to lock onto the desired signal
- synchronizable internal clocks (for beam alignernent measurements)
- suitability for field deployment

Since a considerable quantity of these devices had to be manufactured, the question of how to achieve a high
performance with regards to required manpower and costs got in the focus of the design philosophy. The
calibration procedure necessarily had to be automated in some way.
The solution was to limit the efforts to build a 'perfect' hardware. A good hardware performance is the
prerequisite and the final specifications of the devices are the result of an additional data correction by means
of software.
For this reason the process of calibrating the receivers and transponders consists of the measurement of their
behaviour under all circumstances occuring during field deployment. That means to determine temperature- and
frequency-dependencies and nonlinearities. The knowledge of the remaining hardware imperfections then is used
to correct the measured SAR-data and to determine the actual RCS-value in the case of a transponder. The
internal temperature of the calibration devices therefore is measured by a built-in sensor and written into the
memory to be read out together with the sampled SARpulses. The correction is automatically performed by the
special data evaluation software, developed at INS. The center frequency of the SAR sensor has to be specified
manually and the software automatically reads the temperature from the measured data set to apply the
correction data.
To perform the calibration process for a lot of devices, an automated facility has been installed at INS (Fig. 1).
A computer controls a climate chamber, a microwave generator, a pulse generator and, in the case of a
transponder, a power-meter. The computer adjusts 21000 combinations of power levels, frequencies and
temperatures to get the total characterization of each individual calibration device. The chirp generator is only
used to ensure that the calibration device affects no phase distortion. All measurements are referenced to the
very accurate power-meter. By means of the individual ID of each device installed in their memory, the data



evaluation software applies the corresponding correction data set.

Correction Data

Calibration Software

Climate Chamber j ::a:
l ~iver/ ~ !'T-ir'IE MWO-~- -1-

PC

Pulse Generator

Power - Meter

I
L

I
Chill' - Generator ,~

Fig. 1: Automatic facility for calibration of receivers and transponders

dB rel

Fig. 2: Typical sensitivity behaviour of a receiver versus temperature and frequency. This variation is taken into
account by the data evaluation software to perform the correction.
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Fig. 2 depicts the typical hardware behaviour of a C-band receiver for a particular input-power level. Since these
properties are stored in the correction data set, the hardware imperfections can be removed from the measured
SAR-signal. The goal is to achieve an ideal behaviour as shown in Fig. 3. Fig. 4 depicts the remaining error
of a receiver for one particular input-power level and frequency. For higher power levels corresponding to a
higher AID-converter resolution, the results are even better.
Applying this strategy, remaining errors only occur due to a limited repeatability and ageing effects.
The antennas are measured seperately on test range at DLR, angle and frequency dependence are specified and
stored in additional correction files.

ACTIVITIES

The activities in 1993 focused on the inflight antenna pattern measurement of ERS-1 and JERS-1. The
campaigns have been carried out together with our colleagues from DLR. The test site is located near
DLR/Oberpfaffenhofen in the northern surroundingsofMunich. For both satellites, about 30 calibration receivers
have been lined up - as straight as possible - perpendicular to the ground tracks of the satellites (Fig. 5). For
ERS-1 the distance between the first and the last receiver was 170 km, approximately 100 km in the case of
JERS-1 (Fig. 6). Each receiver led to one azimuth cut. The maximum-values of these cuts delivered the
elevation pattern. The individual locations had been exactly measured by means of differential OPS and the
built-in clocks of the calibration receivers had been synchronized by means of the time output of a GPS-receiver
in order to perform a beam alignement measurement. The total procedure was quite similar to the campaign in
1992 (2), which only delivered results with limited accuracy due to extreme weather conditions with heavy rain.
Fig. 7 depicts the measured antenna elevation pattern of ERS-1.
Since the satellite attitude and orbit parameters have not yet been evaluated, the results only can be considered
preliminary. Especially the squint angles still have to be evaluated. Details will be discussed in a further paper.
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Fig. 5: Measurement of the SAR-antenna pattern, using the azimuth cuts
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Considering Fig. 8, 9, l 0 and 12 for JERS-1, a strange behaviour of the first side lobes can be realized indicating
a malfunction of the SAR antenna. This effect might be due to problems related to antenna unfolding.
Furthermore the received power is 8 dB lower than expected which additionally indicates an output power
reduction.

Recently the INS started vegetation canopy penetration measurements using ERS-1. For this purpose several
receivers have been deployed beneath different species of trees, each with different foilage thickness. The final
goal is to be able to distintinguish between the contribution of the trees and the soil in the radar image. Since
the efforts started recently, there is only a small database for comparison and averageing. Therefore Fig. 13 is
only very preliminary. It depicts the one way effect on the incident waves. The locations of the ground based
receivers try to avoid direct influences by the logs of the trees. The measurements are referenced to two
receivers which have direct sight to the SAR-transmitter. The studies will be continued.

One-way 'attenuation' or vegetation canopy
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Fig. 13: 'Attenuation' of the incident waves by different kinds of vegetation canopy
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ABSTRACT
Polarimetric SAR data can provide a great deal of information about the scattering
behavior of the surface under observation. Polarimetric SAR systems often measure the
scattering matrices of the areas under observation in linear polarizations (H and V). From
the scattering matrix commonly used forms such as the covariance matrix and the Stokes
matrix can be easily derived. Other measures derived from polarimetric SAR data include
correlation coefficients between scattering matrix terms and the mode and variance of
phase differences between scattering matrix terms. The effects of additive system noise
on these measurements is not often considered in the literature on this subject.

In this paper, the effects of additive system noise on measurements derived from
polarimetric SAR data will be examined. It will be shown how first-order noise effects
can be removed and how second-order noise effects can be reduced for some
measurements. Some commonly occurring characteristics of polarimetric SAR data
which may be attributed to noise, such as the pedestal on a polarization signature, or a
broadening in the distribution of the HH-VV phase difference over an area, or a reduction
in the magnitude of a correlation coefficient, will be identified. The appearance of
azimuth ambiguities in polarimetric SAR data is also addressed.

Keywords: Polarimetric SAR, Data Analysis, Azimuth ambiguities

BASIC POLARIMETRIC SAR MEASUREMENTS
For nominally calibrated polarimetric SAR measurements, the measured
matrix, M, should be related to the scattering matrix of interest, S, via:

(
S1rnSv11) (nHHnvH)M= + =S+NSuvSw nHvnw

where N is a matrix representing the noise in each polarization channel. This
noise cannot be removed from the measurements. It remains to characterize
this additive noise, examine the sources which give rise to it and its effects on
measures commonly derived from polarimetric SAR data.

NOISE SOURCES
Potential sources of additive noise in polarimetric SAR data are:

• Thermal noise - from the radar receiver, antenna and background
radiation (e.g. earth noise)
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• Analog-to-Digital (ADC) conversion noise - includes both quantization
(rounding or truncation) and saturation noise

• Interference - due to transponders on the ground or to transmitters
• Ambiguities- 'ghost' images visible in both range and azimuth directions

In this paper, saturation noise and interference will not be included in the
discussion.

SNRGOALS
Goalsfor Signal-to-Noiseratios in polarimetric SARdata are 20dB [1].

NOISE CHARACTERISTICS
Thermal noise and quantization noise are usually characterized as white noise
inputs. That is, they have constant spectral density over all bandwidths. We
characterize this type of noise term as having two-dimensional (real and
imaginary), zero-mean, Gaussiandistributions, with the followingproperties:

{njk)= 0

(njknj~ = crjk

(njkn;m)= 0 , for j * 1or k:#m.

(nj~;m) = 0, for any j, k, 1,m.

where crJk is the noise power (or noise-equivalent sigma-zero) in the
polarization channel jk. We assume that the noise terms are uncorrelated with
each other and with the scattering matrix (signal) terms.

The assumption of constant spectral density for thermal noise and
quantization noise may not apply after SAR processing, in which several
filters (azimuth matched filter, range matched filter, multi-looking, etc.) are
applied. The net effect of these filters is usually to leave the noise spectrum
shaped instead of constant over some bandwidth. This is known as colored
noise.

AMBIGUITIES
Ambiguities are caused by aliasing in the azimuth dimension and by receiving
echoes from different pulses simultaneously in the range dimension.
Ambiguities are unlike other forms of 'noise' in that they can appear to be
focused and look like 'ghost' images. Azimuth ambiguities occur at fixed along
track repeat positions with respect to the position, Xo, of the actual feature, i.e.
at positions:

_ n A. Ro PRF_x - Xo + \I = x0 + nAA

where n is an integer denoting the number of the ambiguity, A is the
wavelength, R0 the range at closest approach, V the relative speed between
platform and target and PRFthe pulse repetition frequency.
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When collecting polarimetric SARdata, some systems, such as the NASA/JPL
AIRSAR,collect HH,HY and VH, W returns separately, i.e. on adjacent pulses.
The returns are separated by intervals l/2PRF in time or V/2PRF in the along
track dimension, where 2PRFis the frequency at which pulses are transmitted,
but PRFis the frequency at which H or V polarized pulses are transmitted .. If
the HH, HY response occurs at position Xo, the VH, VY response occurs at
position

The YH, W returns are then resampled so that they are registered with the
HH,HY returns.

The azimuth phase history for a target positioned at x, can be represented by:

Suppose the HH, HY returns are from a target positioned at Xo· After
resampling the VH, VY returns will still have a phase shift 27t(dx)2IA.Ro with
respect to the HH, HY returns. It is straightforward to remove this phase shift
with an appropriate multiplication by a complexnumber.

Now consider what happens to azimuth ambiguous returns when the above
procedure is applied. The HH, HY ambiguous responses occur at the position
x0 + nM, while the YH, W ambiguous responses occur at Xo + nM + dx .
Using the expression for the azimuth phase history given in (3), it can be
shown that, after resampling and correction for the nominal phase shift, the
phase difference between the ambiguous HH, HY and the VH, W returns is mt.
This can readily be seen in AIRSARimages of bright point targets: the first
ambiguities lie at a distance llA either side of the main response and the phase
difference between HH and W is 7t radians. Thus the first (and strongest)
ambiguities often look like 'ghosts' of the real thing but with the HH-W phase
difference changed by -180 degrees. In Figure 1 is shown a point target HH
response from a corner reflector at a calibration site, together with the 1st
ambiguity on the right. The peak level of the ambiguity is 22dB down from the
peak of the actual response. The HH-W phase difference for the peak of the
ambiguity is 168°, while the corresponding value for the actual response is -60.



Figure 1: Point target response from C-band HHAIRSARimage, showing
position of 1st azimuth ambiguity on the right-hand side

POIARIMETRIC SARMEASUREMENTS
In this section, the effects of noise on several common measures used in
analysis of polarimetric SAR data are examined. It is assumed that the
scattering matrix measurements have been 'symmetrized', i.e. that the HY and
YH measurements have been averaged together, as is the case for NASA/JPL
AIRSAR data. Note that, after symmetrization, the noise power in the HY
measurement should be:

COVARIANCEMATRIX
Forming cross-products between the elements of the measured matrix, M,
yields the elements of the covariance matrix associated with the
measurements. Under the assumption that the backscatter is reciprocal, the
expected value of these six cross-products can be shown to be:

(Mmi~) = lsml2 + cr.:.i
(MttvM~v) = lsttvl2 + cr~v
(MvvM~vl = lsvvl2 + cr~v
(MHHM~ = (sHHs~)
(MHHM~y) = (Sim s;IY)
\MHvM~) = \sHvs~)

where the ~ terms are the noise powers in the 1111, llY and VY
measurements. The average values of these noise powers, if known, rat
subtracted off cross-product measurements which have been averaged
areas. This corrects for the Ilrst-order noise effects. Spatial averaging
reduces the variance of higher order noise fluctuations.
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STOKES MATRIX
Another way of representing the cross-products derived
matrix elements is in the Stokes matrix format [13]. For
the Stokes matrix F is a 4x4 symmetric matrix, with the following elements:

from the
reciprocal

scat
scat

F11=0.25(MHH M~11+ 2M11vM~v.+ Mvv M~:

F12 = 0.25(MHH M~H- Mvv M~)

F13 = 0.5Re (M~HMHv)+ 0.5Re (M~v Mvv )

F14 = 0.5Im (M~HMHv ) + 0.51m (M~v ~ )

F23 = 0.5Re (M~HMHv) - 0.5Re (M~v ~v)

F24 = 0.5Im (M~HMttv ) - 0.51m (M~v ~ )

F33 = 0.5 (MHvM~ ) + 0.5Re (M~H~ )

F34 = 0.51m (M~H~v )

F44 = 0.5(Muv ~v ) - 0.5Re (M~HMvv )

When there is no signal present, i.e. the scattering matrix elements ar
zero, the expected values of the Stokes matrix terms are:

(F11) = 0.25 {~u + 2crfiv+ cr11vv)

(F12) = 0.25 {crfiu- crCv)

(F22) = 0.25 {crfi11- 2~v + cr11vv)

These are the first-order, additive noise powers to be corrected in the presence
of a signal. Note that if the noise powers in each of the channels are equal
(before symmetrization), only the Ft t , F22, F33 and F44 terms contain
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significant first-order noise terms. As for the covariance matrix, spatial
averaging will reduce the variance of higher order noise fluctuations in the
Stokes matrix measurements.

CORREIATION COEFFICIENTS
When forming a correlation coefficient between the HH and VY scattering
matrix measurements, the following is calculated by averaging over an area:

This can be corrected for first-order noise effects by initially correcting the
covariance matrix elements used to calculate the correlation coefficient. If
this is not done, the estimated correlation coefficient will be lower than the
actual one. The same applies to correlation coefficients formed from other
combinations of scattering matrix elements. Again, spatial averaging will
reduce the variance of higher order noise fluctuations in the correlation
coefficient measurements.

POIARIZATION SIGNATURF.S
For any given radar receive and transmit polarization, the radar cross-section
(RCS)can be calculated from the scattering matrix, S, via:

where qr, pt are polarization field vectors for the radar receive and transmit
polarizations, respectively. This procedure is called polarization synthesis.
Polarization signature plots are a useful tool for visualizing polarimetric
scattering properties of a target. They represent the synthesized response of
the target to all possible like-polarized or cross-polarized radar
transmit/receive combinations. The polarization signature plots are given as
functions of orientation and ellipticity angle, and are normalized with respect
to the total power, F11.

The scattering matrix model for Bragg scattering from an idealized rough
surface, such as wind-blownwater, is:

S = ( a 0 ) withabreal, b>a:::{)

0 b ad<dr> =dJ

i.e., a scattering matrix with zero cross-polarized return, HH and VY returns
which are completely correlated and zero phase difference between the HH
and W returns. A polarization signature corresponding to a typical Bragg
scatterer is shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: Like-polarized polarization signature of a typical Braggscatterer
with high SNR

The polarization signature in Figure 2 shows the case where there is a high
SNR (> 18dB). Figure 3 contains an example of a polarization signature of a
Bragg scatterer when the SNRis low (<7dB). Note that the pedestal (minimum
level of the polarization signature) is significantly increased.
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Figure 3: Like-polarized polarization signature of a typical Braggscatterer
with low SNR
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PHASE DIFFERENCE PLOTS
In Figure 4, HH-W phase difference plots for the same scatterers examined in
Figure 3 are shown. The presence of noise in the low SNRcase broadens the
distribution of the phase histogram but does not significantly alter the mode of
the distribution.
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Figure 4: HH-W phase difference histogram plots for typical Braggscatterers
with a) high SNRand b) lowSNR
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SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
The importance of knowledge of the noise power present in the HH, HY, VH and VY
measurements made by a polarimetric SAR system has been demonstrated above. If the
noise powers are known, they can be used to apply a first order correction to averaged
covariance matrix or Stokes matrix values. If such first order noise corrections are not
applied, several measures commonly derived from polarimetric SAR data may give
erroneous results. Spatial averaging reduces the higher order fluctuations in the noise.

The noise power values as a function of range position in the image should, ideally, be
provided with the data. In the absence of information on the noise powers, the user can
get a crude estimate of an upper bound to the noise floor by examining the HY
backscatter corresponding to a target demonstrating known Bragg scattering behavior
(e.g. a water surface or a dry lake bed). This should give an estimate for the noise power
in the HY measurements. For "symmetrized" data, if the noise powers were all equal
before symmetrization, the HH and VY noise powers would then be 3dB higher than the
HY.

Also, it was shown that the first and brightest azimuth ambiguities (i.e. those closest to
the main response) occur at predictable locations and with an HH-VV phase difference
180 degrees away from the phase difference associated with the main response. Thus, in
polarimetric SAR data, very bright single-bounce or double-bounce scatterers will give
rise to ambiguities in azimuth that look like fairly bright double-bounce or single-bounce
scatterers, respectively.
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STATISTICAL ASPECTS OF POLARIMETRIC CALIBRATION AND
MEASUREMENT

S. Quegan
School of Mathematics and Statistics
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ABSTRACT

The I< distribution model for polarimetric data appears consistent with AirSAR observations from veg
etation. This implies that the properties of single frequency measurements from distributed targets are
completely described by an order parameter, the powers in each channel and the cross-channel correlation
coefficients. Estimators for these quantities are described. For the Gaussian case, the effects of both noise
and spatial correlation on the covariance estimates are also derived.

Keywords: Product model, target characterisation, parameter estimation

1. INTRODUCTION

The purpose of calibration is to define a type of measurement and to guarantee that the data provided
is a true representation of this measurement, with known limitations, such as those due to noise. At the
lowest level, this is a guarantee that the pixel values in a scattering matrix or a Muller matrix image are
not corrupted by cross-talk, antenna pattern, channel imbalance, etc.
A more general view of calibration may include the definition of the useful parameters which can be ex
tracted from the data, i.e. the minimal set of measurements which completely characterises the scattering
behaviour of particular types of targets, especially extended scatterers. This presupposes the existence
of a reliable data model, hence may seem to greatly extend the concept of calibration (or, in fact, stretch
it too far). However, in polarirnetric calibration, this extended view of calibration is already part of the
process, because of the importance of the behaviour of distributed scatterers in providing calibration
information.
It is also sensible to take such an extended view of calibration if the purpose is to provide reliable data
for applications purposes. The user should be aware of the range of independent measurements which
may be available, especially from distributed targets. He/she should also be aware of:

• the optimal methods to estimate parameters from the data

• limitations due to sampling

• limitations due to noise

• the effects of (spatial) correlation.

Particularly in polarimetric data, the relevance of the parameters extracted to observables (such as phase
difference) should also be made clear.
This paper begins by describing a data model for polarimetric data, including image texture, and evi
dence for its validity. This data model provides a concise definition of information content and useful
measurements for distributed targets. It also provides descriptions of the distributions of observables,
such as data moments and histograms. Analytic results are available for most of the important distri
butions and moments, for both single look and multi-look data. After describing these, the maximum
likelihood estimators of the defining parameters are discussed. This is followed by a discussion of the
effects of noise on the estimators, and the effects of spatial correlation.



2. DATA MODELS

A natural extension of models for single channel data from extended targets is derived in (Ref.1), where
an N-dimensional K distributed model for polarimetric data is developed. This is more general than,
and includes, the N-dimensional Gaussian model used by several authors in their analyses of polarimetric
data [Refs. 2, 3]. The simplest description of this data model is as a product model; the observed values
z of the scattering matrix can be regarded as a product

z = fiw
where r is a unit mean (scalar) gamma distributed variable, and w is a multi-variate zero-mean complex
Gaussian variable. For calibrated data, the vector z can be taken as

z := (z1,z2,z3)t := (Shh,Shv,Svv)t

where the S;i are the (symmetric} scattering matrix values and t denotes transpose.

The gamma-distributed part of the product is described by a single number, its order parameter, v, and
characterises surface fluctuations. The Gaussian part is completely described by the covariance matrix
of the complex channels

C[i, j) = (;izj)
where (-) denotes expected value. We can write, up to a constant of proportionality,

( "
y(j'1(j'2P12 ~p")c= V(j'l (j'2Pi2 (j'2 y(j'2(j'3p23

V(jl(j3Pia ...;(j2(j3p;3 (j3

where a, = (I Zi 12) is the RCS of channel i, and

(z; zj)
Pii =--

~
is the complex correlation coefficient of channels i and j. Since the a, are real, this means that there are
10 potential pieces of information in the data, viz. the three real values of (j'i, the three phases and am
plitudes of the Pii, and the order parameter 11. As is well-known, for azimuthally symmetric targets only
p13 would be non-zero, which reduces the number of free parameters to six. Where surface fluctuations
are not significant, there is a further reduction to only five variables.

3. CONSEQUENCES OF THE DATA MODEL

In principle, any observable property of a distributed target can be constructed from the 10 numbers of
the model. It has proved possible to derive analytic formulae for many of the observables thought to be
useful. In particular, analytic expressions are available for the following:

1. The phase and amplitude distributions of Zi / Zj, which are independent of u . The phase of this ratio
is the phase difference of the two channels. The cumulative density functions are also analytic, and
can be used to derive formulae for the mean and variance of phase.

2. The real and imaginary parts and the phase and amplitude of the Hermitian product Zi zJ

Zizj:: A+ jB:: Qei9.
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-.1 ~ z\k) z(k)•
M L.J I )

k=l

This is the key quantity in dealing with multi-look data. As a reference, a few of the less well-known
results for single look data are given in the Appendix.

(8)

The phase of this product is again the phase-difference of the two channels. The moments of A, B
and Q are also known.

3. The distributions of the in-phase and quadrature components and amplitude of each channel.

Other aspects of the model which relate to observables are:

1. The order parameter II is calculable from each channel separately, and should not depend on channel.

2. There is a predicted relationship between the correlation coefficients of the intensity and complex
scattering matrix data. If the intensity of channel i is written I, =I z; 12, then

p\~) = (/;Ii) - (!;)(Ii) =I Pi1· 12
I) .; 2 2((t, - (l;)) )((Ii - (Ii)) )

(7)

Derivations of these results can be found in [Refs. 1, 4, 5], where analytic results are also derived for
distributions of the amplitude, phase and real and imaginary parts of the averaged Hermitian product

4. GOMPARISON OF DATA WITH THEORY

Though the theory is well developed, it has not been extensively tested. Results are reported in [Refs. 1, 3,
6, 7], in all cases restricted to vegetated areas. A thorough investigation dealing with other surface types
and temporal changes has yet to be made. However, the most comprehensive set of measurements [Ref.
7] confirms the theoretical predictions. This study, based on data from the MacEurope campaign, shows
that at shorter wavelengths (C-band) and the comparatively low resolution of the AirSAR data (15.5 x
11 min azimuth and slant range), all the vegetation types considered exhibited Gaussian behaviour. At
longer wavelengths, there are marked departures from the Gaussian model, which are well-reproduced by
the J( distribution model. Phase difference and amplitude ratio distributions also coincide with theory,
and the order parameter shows similar behaviour between channels. (Different channels did not give
exactly the same value of the order parameter, but this may be due to estimation error; see below.)

5. ESTIMATORS

The K distribution model focusses attention on a small number of quantities in order to fully describe
the parameters of the data. These are:

• the mean power in each channel (the RCS of each channel, o-;);

• the phase and amplitude of the inter-channel complex correlation coefficients, Pii

• the order parameter, 11.

We need to know how to recover the best estimate of each of these parameters from the data, which
may be in scattering matrix or Muller matrix form. In the first instance, the effects of noise and spatial
correlation will be ignored.
For single-look data, the estimation of <1;, r =I Pii I and Bo = Lp;j contains few surprises. Given lvf
independent measurements, it is easy to show [Blacknell, private communication] that the maximum
likelihood estimators (MLEs) for these quantities are given by:
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(16)

1 M
Ui = ML I z~P) 12 (9)

p=l

""'M P (p)•
rei8.o= _..!:.._ wl zi zj (10)

M ~
where the individual measurements in channel i are indexed by p, 1 ~ p ~ M. These are obvious
estimators and easy to apply. Their asymptotic variances are also known:

Var(r)

Var(B~)

(11)

1 ( 12M ~ -1).
The first of these is the familiar result that variances of independent measurements add.
Notice that, since 0 :::;r2 :::; 1,

<Tj<Tj<Tj<Tj < Var(r) sM
2M - (12)

and that the estimation error increases as the channels become more correlated (again, no surprise). The
estimation error in Bo is not so well-behaved. For highly correlated channels, the error is small and the
phase difference is very well defined. When r is small, however, the accuracy of the estimate becomes
very poor. This is to be expected, since Bo is in fact the mode of the phase difference distribution. As
r -+ 0, this distribution becomes flat, and hence the mode is undefined (or can take any value in the
range -11' <Bo :::;tr).
As an aside, the expression for Var(Bo) should not be regarded as complete, since it has not properly
exploited the condition I Bo J::; 11'. If this is used, we find that Var(B~) ~ 11'2 /3.
The best estimate of the order parameter u is more complicated. Since v should be the same for all
channels, it can be estimated from a single channel (though this is not optimal). The simplest estimate
is based on the moment relation

(/2) ( 1)
(/)2 = 2 1+;

as was used in [Ref. 1] and [Ref. 6]. A better estimate is in fact provided by solving the equation

(13)

,P(v) + 1/1(1) - ln v = (ln I) - ln(I) (14)

where 1/1(·) is the digamma function. This is significantly less biased and has smaller variance than an
estimate based on {13) [Refs. 8, 9], but is computationally more demanding.
The MLE of v requires the simultaneous solution of the pair of equations

{15)

and
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for 11 and the mean power <Ti, where o = JVTi:, and {A;}, 1 ~ j ~ M, are the amplitude values of the
data. This presents practical difficulties, so that use of (14) is preferable.

6. NOISE

Equation (1) does not provide a full description of the observations, since the noise in each channel should
be taken into account. In this case, (1) becomes

z = ..j=iw + n (17)

where n is a noise vector. Equation (17) is directly applicable to the observed data before calibration.
However, if the calibration procedure is linear· (as is the case, at least for cross-talk calibration, in the
methods proposed in (Refs. 10-12]) then it can also be used to model the data after calibration, when
z can be taken to represent true scattering matrix data (this ignores errors in the calibration procedure
introduced by noise effects).
The effects of noise on the estimated covariance elements are relatively straightforward to describe, under
the assumptions that noise is zero-mean, uncorrelated between channels and uncorrelated with the signal.
Then

(18)

so that

(19)
where Ni is the mean noise power in channel i and Di; is the Kronecker delta. This means that all the
channel powers are positively biased, but the covariances are unbiased. The variance of the estimator is
given by

Var((\)= ~/ (NiNi + uiNi + u;Ni +(I z, 121z; 12)- I Ci; 12)
which in the case of Gaussian data reduces to

(20)

(21)

Assuming Gaussian noise, these results apply to both i = j and i "# j.
We have seen in Section 4 that the important term in defining the variance of the amplitude and phase
of the complex correlation coefficient is the actual correlation coefficient of the data. For noisy data,

I (z;zj)
Pij = ../(lz;l')(z1I')

= P;;

(i+~t)(1+~)

(22)

so that the correlation coefficient is reduced. This reduction does not change the expected value of the
phase, but will have particularly deleterious effects on the phase variance (see Eq. (11)).
Notice that the discussion here only relates to system noise. Other effects, such as those due to ambigu
ities, are included in a discussion in [Ref. 14].

7. SPATIAL CORRELATION

The properties of the estimators discussed in Section 5 and 6 assume independent data values. In
practice, the data is spatially correlated, essentially because of oversampling. As is well known, mean
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values calculated using correlated data have a higher variance than when uncorrelated data is available.
This problem has been discussed by many authors; a recent discussion in the context of single channel
SAR is given by [Ref. 14], though with a different noise model than that used below.
For polarimetric data, we reconsider the estimated covariance given by equation (18). As expected, the
mean value is unchanged by the effects of spatial correlation, but the variance of the estimator is more
complicated. Writing

(i.e. just dealing with Gaussian data, without surface fluctuations) and assuming that Cij is estimated
over a rectangular window of dimensions P x Q, then

Var(Cij)= }Q LL (i-1~1) (i-l~l)(aiPi(p,q)+NiPni(p,q))(aipj(p,q)+NiP~j(p,q))
IPl<P lql<Q

(24)
which is valid both for i = j and i f j. In this equation, the following notation has been used:

1
Pi(P, q) = -(wi(a + p, b+ q)wi(a, b)),a,

with analogous definitions for Pi and the two noise spatial correlation functions Pni and Pni. To arrive at
this expression, the assumptions about noise in Section 6 are used, together with statistical stationarity
and one further assumption about the signal:

(w;(a+p,b+q)wj(a,b)) = 0 for all (p,q).

This is to be expected since both terms in the product are randomly phased. While phase differences
may not be uniformly distributed, phase sums are likely to be. Nonetheless, this assumption needs
confirmation.
Notice that for uncorrelated data, (24) reduces to (21) again, since the only non-zero terms in the
summation occur for p = q = 0, when all the correlation functions take the value 1.
An important simplifying feature of (24) is that it does not involve cross-channel spatial correlations,
only those of individual channels. Because all channels are processed in the same way, and it is the
processing which imposes the spatial correlation on the data, we would expect

Pi = Pi and Pni = Pni (27)

The correlation functions of signal and noise are also related, since both signal and noise have passed
through the SAR processor. However, the signal has additional correlation imposed on it due to the
effects of the prefilter (the azimuth antenna pattern weighting and doppler shift) so that in general we
expect

Pi f Pni·

Further discussion of this point relies on a processing model, and is the subject of current work.

APPENDIX

Below are given some of the less well-known analytic results useful in dealing with single look polarimetric
data. A more complete treatment will be found in [Refs. 1, 4, 5]. The equations all refer to a pair of
channels Zi and Zj, with powers a, and O'j, and correlation coefficient Pii = lplexp(jBa).
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Amplitude ratio PDF: sett= !z;l/lzil and a= IO'd/IO'il

p(t) = 2a (1 - IPl2)(a + t2)t ..
[(a+ t2)2 - 4alpl2t2]t

with cumulative density function:

P(t) = ~ ( 1+-[(_a_+~·t_2_)t:-·~-4-aa_l-P!-2t-2]~~)

Phase difference PDF: set y = !Plcos(B - Bo)

p(B) = 2~ (\~1:;2)(1 +h [% + sin-1(y)])
with cumulative density function:

P(B) = f(B - Bo)+ f(-;r +Bo)

where
f(B) = 2_ (B + IPl(-;r/2+ sin-1(IPI cosB)) sin B)

2-;r Jl - IPl2cos2B
First and second moments of B:

(B) = lplsinBacos-1(IP!cosB0)

J1 - IPl2cos B5
and

The Hermitian product z; zJ = A + j B = Q cos B has several important PDFs associated with it.

Marginal PDF of A:

411(v+l)/2 { ((g - f]A)(v-l)f2Kv-l (2J[g - f]vA)
p(A) = r(v)(l - IPl2)g x ([g + /]IAl)(v-l)/2Kv-l (2J[g + /]v!AI)

if A.~ 0

if A< 0

where
f = 17i77f7f~-1nil\ I p I cos Bo

g = ..;q,aj(LIPI") J1- I p2 I sin2 Ba.
The PDF of B is found by replacing cos Bo by sin Bo and vice versa in the expressions for f and g.

In the Gaussian case, (35) reduces to

p(A) = 2
{e-(g-J)A H(A) + e(g+J)AH(-A)}

(1 - IPl29

where H(A) is the unit step function. In the Gaussian case, it is also possible to find the PDF of Q:

p(Q) = 4Q Io (2lplQ) Ko (2Q)
O'jO'j(l - IPl2) t/; t/;

where K0(.) and I0(.) are modified Bessel functions.
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(30)

(31)

(32)

(33)

(34)

(35)

(36)

(37)
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Abstract

The phase calibration problem for polarimetric radars is discussed. The use of smooth
surfaces and point targets is considered. The assumption that the copolar vertical and
horizontal returns from a smooth surface are in phase is critically reviewed. It is concluded
that the phase difference is not negligible for sea water and moist soils at large incidences,
but that the assumption of zero phase difference is a good approximation for dry soils and
low frequencies. The use of corner reflectors is also considered and illustrated by an example
showing the crucial necessity of phase calibration.

1 Introduction

The development of airborne radars and synthetic aperture radars (SAR), having the capability
of measuring the four elements of a ground target scattering matrix, both in amplitude and phase,
has given to radar polarimetry a new field of applications in remote sensing. Let us mention
more particularly the airborne SAR developed by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (NASA/ JPL
airborne SAR), which provides complete polarimetric measurements in three frequency bands
(P, L and C) with the high resolution of the SAR technique. This instrument has been flown
above a number of test areas in Europe in 1989, in the frame of the so-called MAESTR0-1
campaign. Other polarimetric SAR's will be flown in 1994-95 during the EMAC campaign,
jointly organised by the European Spatial Agency (ESA) and the EEC Joint Research Center
(JRC). Some of these instruments a.re operating in X, K and even W-band.

For the production of meaningfull polarization signatures of ground targets, from airborne or
spaceborne polarimetric radar or SAR, the phase calibration of the instrument is of particular
importance. Two methods are in common use for removing the transmitter and receiver phase
errors. Both methods are based on the assumption that the scattering matrix is symmetric in
the backscattering configuration, provided a proper choice is made for the fields reference base
(backscattering alignment, or BSA, as defined in [16]).

In the first method it is further assumed that for a smooth surface the H H and VV returns
are in phase [17] (V and H stand respectively for linear vertical and horizontal polarizations).
Such an approach is incorporated into the calibration procedure, called POLCAL, developed at
the Jet Propulsion Laboratory [14]. The second method is applicable only if corner reflectors
are available in the scene. Use is made of the fact that the scattering matrix is, within a
proportionnality factor, a unit matrix. From the assumption of symmetry, an estimate of the
difference between the transmitter and receiver phase errors is obtained as the argument of the
mean product of SvH and SHv, evaluated over all the image. On the other hand the sum of



(
SHH

S = SvH
SHv)
Svv

(1)

the transmitter and receiver phase errors is obtained by forcing the mean value of the product
SHH Syy to be real, either over the smooth surface, or on the available reflectors.

We have considered in some details the assumption of equal phases for the VV and H H returns
from a smooth surface. From Rice approach for scattering by a slightly rough random surface [6],
as extended by Valenzuela [11] and others using a Fourier transform technique, the expression of
the backscattered electric field for emitted polarization Q and received polarization P (P, Q =
V,H), can be written as the product Epq = gapq of a geometric factor g and a polarization
dependent scattering function apq. From this result, the phase difference between EH H and
Evv has been computed for a number of surfaces (sea water, moist soil, dry soil) and frequencies
in the range 0.4 to 15 GHz.

On the other hand, the corner reflector method has been applied to polarimetric data collected
above the Freiburg test-site, during the MAESTR0-1 campaign in 1989. Phase errors for the
transmitter and receiver have been evaluated by forcing the point target response of the reflectors
to be proportional to the unit matrix. The phase errors appear to be so important that the
corner reflectors polarization signatures are completely distorded, if no phase calibration is
applied. After phase correction however, the signatures appear to correspond rather well to the
theoretical signature to be expected.

2 Calibration

A proper interpretation of polarimetric radar measurements implies that a well defined calibra
tion scheme is applied, more particularly for the phases of the scattering matrix elements. This
last problem has been addressed by a number of groups, among them the group at JPL being
the more active. Let us writte the scattering matrix as usual

where H and V denote the horizontal and vertical polarizations respectively. Two assumptions
are generally made [12, 15] :

1) From reciprocity for the backscattering case, the scattering matrix S should be
symmetric, if the backward scattering alignment convention is used [7, chapter 2].

2) There exists in the scene some target (point or distributed) which has a known
scattering matrix S, from which the phase difference between SHH and Svv can be
determined.

For assumption (2), use is generally made of two kinds of targets :

1) Trihedral corner reflectors for which, in the vicinity of the boresight direction, the
scattering matrix has the following form, to within a constant factor,

(2)

and the phase difference between SHH and Svv is exactly zero.

2) A uniform smooth surface of enough extension that a proper average can be
obtained. It is generally claimed that the phase difference between SHH and Svv
for that case is also zero. When this second kind of target is used, an average must
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S=l-Ji(l 0)
l+Ji 0 1

(3)

necessarily be considered over an extended area, in order to minimize the effect of
noise.

The claim is made by a number of people (see for instance [2, p.780], [17, p.537], [13, p.694], [14,
p.22]) that the copolar H H and VV returns from a smooth surface are in phase. Reference is
made to the small perturbation theory applied to a slightly rough surface. It is clearly stated in
[2] that "in the case of a slightly rough dielectric surface the H H and VV signals are in phase,
because there is little multiple scatter". In [13] it is claimed that "the Bragg model for the ocean
has the property that the phases of SHH and Svv are equal", and in [14] the authors write that
"for smooth, homogeneous surfaces, the small perturbation model predicts an H HVV phase
difference close to zero degree". In [17], the claim is somewhat less affirmative. It is noted "that
for normal incidence on a dielectric plane interface, the scattering matrix is

A similar kind of signature is expected to occur in radar images in situations where specular re
flections occur. These situations include reflection from smoother surfaces near normal incidence
and specular reflection from very rough surfaces".

Although Van Zyl et al. [17] introduce an important restriction on the validity of the assumption,
no such restrictions appear in [2, 13, 14], and the calibration procedure POLCAL developed in
[14] is based on the use of a smooth surface, whatever the incidence angle might be. One must
point out that the POL CAL calibration scheme is developed specifically for the NASA/ JPL DC-
8 Aircraft SAR, a three channels instrument (P-, L- and C-band) with an incidence angle from
20° to 70° [3]. Thus the condition specified in [17] of being near normal incidence, is generally
not met.

We shall first recall the expressions of the electric field scattered by a slightly rough surface,
as obtained by the small perturbation method. From these expressions, the phase difference
between the H H and the VV components is then evaluated in the backscattering case, for a
number of realistic sufaces (soil and ocean). In the last section, phase calibration by corner
reflectors is discussed and some results from data of the MAESTRO campaign are presented.

3 Rice approach

Let us consider the scattering of electromagnetic waves by a slightly rough surface, which is

horizontal in the mean and is represented by the equation

z = f(x,y)

It is assumed that the surface can be described by a two-dimensional random process. The small
perturbation method requires that two assumptions be satisfied :

( 1) the rms surface displacement a should be small as compared to the electromag
netic wavelength >.,
(2) the average slopes should be small.

These conditions can be expressed as follows

ka · < 0.3

h7 < o.3 (4)
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where k = 27r /A is the electromagnetic wavenumber and l is the surface correlation length.

In the approach by Rice [6], it is assumed that the surface z = J( x, y) can be represented in the
form of a Fourier series

z = L P(m, n) exp[-ia(mx + ny)] (5)
m,n

where L = 27r /a is the periodicity of the surface. The coefficients P( m, n) obey the property

a2
(P(m,n) P(-m, -n)) = 4 W(am, an) (6)

where W(kx, ky) is the energy spectral density of the surface, and the (.) symbol denotes the
ensemble average.

The results obtained by Rice are applied by Valenzuela [9, 10] to backscattering from a tilted
slightly rough surface. The tilt angle is 6 ; in our case we just let 6 = 0. The case considered is
backscattering and a time dependence exp(jwt) is assumed. In the notations of Valenzuela, one
finds the following expressions of the backscattered field

(1) (2)e.. = EHH + EHH
(1) (2)

E1111 = Evv + Evv
E(2)

El.II = HV

(7)

where E~6 and E~6 are first order and higher order contributions respectively, in the small
parameter ko . To first order, one thus has

EHv = EvH ~ 0 (8)

and, to that order, there is no depolarization in the field backscattered from a slightly rough
surface.

For the copolar terms, one obtains to first order that

EHH

Evv

-2jk1i T.L.L P

-2jkli Tllll [f(l + oD - o:t]P (9)

where e is the relative permittivity of the medium below the surface (it is assumed that the
above medium is air) and

O'.i = sin e, Ii = cos Bi
p = P(-·2v,O) av = ko;

T.L.L
f - l= ~-··--·

(Ii + 111)2

Tllll
e - 1= (qi+ 111)2

1" = jf - Q~ (10)
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Z = Z(kx + kcosB;, ky) (16)

It is clear from the above expressions that for a complex permittivity E, the copolar fields EHH
and Evv are not in phase (except for (); = 0, where the result (3) is obtained, to within a
constant factor).

4 Generalization of Rice approach

The above approach can be generalized (see for instance [8] in section 12.5 and appendix 12.I)
by taking the Fourier transform (FT) of the surface displacement

Z(kx,ky) = FT{z(x,y)} (11)

and by representing the scattered field as a spectrum of plane waves

(12)

where
(13)

and
(14)

In [8] general expressions are obtained for the bistatic case ; the incident direction is (B,:,7r) and
the scattering direction is (Bs, </>s)· The expression of the scattered field, for any polarization
combination (P, Q) is

(15)

where

It should be observed that the results for the various polarizations differ only by the scattering
functions O.pQ (called "polarization amplitudes" in [8]). Complete expressions are given in [8] for
the general case of a medium with permittivity E and permeability µ. General expressions can
also be found in [5]. For the case of interest here, we have µ = 1 and the following expressions
are obtained, as can also be found in [4, section 21.5]. Defining the following quantities for the
facility

Di = cosB, + (E - sin2B;)1/2

D2 = cosBs + (E - sin2 85)112

D3 = ECosB; + (E - sin2B,:)112

D4 = EcosBs + (E - sin2 85)112 (17)

one has (note that in [8] the expression of avv has the wrong sign)

avv

( ( - 1)
- COS </>s

Di D2

(E - l) [EsinB;sin05 - cos¢s(E-sin2B;)112(E-sin288)112]
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Nvv = Esin20i + (E - sin20i) = Esin20i + b2

Exactly the same result is obtained, starting from the expressions (9) and (10) of Rice.

(24)

(E - 1) (E - sin2 Oi)112 •
D2 D3 sm <Ps

(€ - 1) (E - sin2 09)112 •
D1 D4 sin <Ps

One observes that for the backscattering case ( <Ps = 7r ), there is no depolarized return since
anv = avn = 0, as was concluded by Valenzuela [10].

avH (18)

Clearly, the scattering functions apq do depend only on the directions of incidence and of
scattering and on the properties of the medium ; they do not depend on the variables kx and
k11 in (15). On the other hand, the remaining factors in the integral do not depend on the
polarization. Consequently, the scattered field can be written in the form

(19)

where g(z) is a common factor, depending only on the geometry of the surface. The ratio of the
HH component to the VV component, we are interested in, is given by

EHH
Evv

Clf[f[

avv
(20)

In the backscattering case, the expressions (18) simplifies somewhat. One has for ()9 = Oi and
¢.=7r,

cos ()i + b
fCOS (}i + b (21)

where
b = (E - sin2 Bi)112

One obtains from (18) the following expressions

(22)

avv

f - 1
Di

(E - l) Nvv
2
3

(23)

where

5 Evaluation of the H JJVV phase difference

'The above results will be used now to evaluate the phase difference between the H H and the
VV fields by a smooth surface. Let us write the field ratio in (20) as

EHH = IEIIH I exp(j</>)
Evv Evv

(25)

where</> is the phase difference. We have calculated</> for the three NASA-JPL SAR frequencies :
Ji = 0.44, h = 1.25 and h = 5.30 GHz, for incidence angles between 20° and 70° and for typical
surfaces. A fourth frequency has also been included : f4 = 15 GHz.
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II a \
E = ~-- = 60Aa

WEQ
(27)

The complex relative permittivity can be written as

I · II
E = f - Jl

where the imaginary part is related to the conductivity a by

(26)

with w = 271"f and >. = c/ f ; Eo is the absolute permittivity of free space. Values of E1 and a
have been taken from Boithias [l, chap.3,fig.3.1], for the following four cases :

- A sea water

- B moist soil

- c dry soil

- D very dry soil.

The values of the parameters are given in table 1, where E11 is obtained by (27) from a. Two
values of E11 have, however, been taken from [8, chap.11, fig.11.11].

Ji h h f4
f' a {// E' a Ell (I a E" E' a E"r r r r r r r r

Sea water (A) 80 5 204 80 5 72 80 10 34 40 25 30
-- -

Moist soil (B) 30 0.055 2.2 30 7* 18 1.5 5.1 7 6 7.2
Dry soil (C) 15 0.01 0.4 15 3* 14 0.8 2.7 7 3 3.6
Very dry soil (D) 3 10-4 0.004 3 2 10-4 0.003 3 0.015 0.05 3 0.1 0.12

Table 1: Permittivity and conductivity of various natural surfaces at four frequencies. All values
are taken from [1], with the exception of those marked by *taken from [8].

The phase diffference ¢ is drawn for the four frequencies in figure 1 (a) to (d), for the four
surfaces. For the frequencies Ji to h of the NASA-JPL instrument, it can be seen that the error
introduced by assuming that ¢ = 0°, will be less than 3° for incidence angles less than 50°, and
less than 6° for all incidence angles, if only soil surfaces are considered. For the sea surface, the
error is larger, up to 10°, contrary to the assertion in [13] that the phase difference is equal to
zero for the Bragg model applied to the ocean surface. The error is seen to increase for higher
frequencies (note the different scale for ¢ in figure 1(d)).

6 Corner reflectors

In this section we recall briefly the principle of the phase calibration procedure, based on the use
of point reflectors, in the form of trihedral corner reflectors. The method is then applied to the
data collected over the Frei burg test-site, during the MAESTRO campaign. As already discussed
in section 2, the phase calibration is based on the assumptions that, in the backscattering
situation, the scattering matrix should be symmetric for any pixel of the image, and that the
scattering matrix of the corner reflector should be proportionnal to the unit matrix.

Following the procedure proposed by the group at JPL [14, 15], we define cf>t and ¢r as the
differences between the phase errors in H and V polarizations, for the transmitter and receiver
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Figure 1: HHVV phase difference as a function of incidence angle, for the four surfaces specified
in table 1: (a) 0.44 GHz; (b) 1.25 GHz; (c) 5.3 GHz; (d ) 15 GHz
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<Pt+ </Jr = arg (S'!/H Svv) (30)

respectively. Ignoring an absolute phase term, the measured scattering matrix can be written
as follows

5111 = ( SHH exp[j(</Jt +</Jr)]
SvH exp(j¢i)

(28)

From the assumption of reciprocity, an estimate of the difference <Pt - ¢r is obtained from the
average over the image of the product of one non-diagonal element with the complex conjugate
of the other

(29)

Here the notation () stands for the ensemble average. From the measured scattering matrix of
the corner reflector, an estimate of the sum of the errors is obtained as follows

from the diagonal elements. If several corner reflectors are available in the scene, an average can
be performed over all reflectors.

The method has been applied to the Freiburg test-site, on the C-band SAR high resolution
complex data. Five trihedral corner reflectors, and one polarimetric active radar calibrator
(PARC), were installed on the site, with geographical coordinates as given in table 2. The site
is roughly 12 x 8 km2 and is displayed in figure 2, where the localisation of the reflectors is
indicated. Reflectors 1,2 and 4 are clearly visible, reflector 3 is totally masked and reflector 6 is
partially masked by the forest canopy. Number 5 is the active calibrator. The data were stored
into four files, corresponding to four vertical strips of roughly 3 km width.

The localisation of the reflectors was performed by the following procedure. In a first step the
positions of the reflectors are determined approximately and a partial scene is extracted. In a
second step a clipping process is applied, by searching pixels with values of ISHHI + ISvvl above
an appropriate treshold. In the last step, those pixels with a ratio ISHHl/ISvvl near to unity
are selected. We give in table 3, the complex scattering matrices of the six reflectors, together
with their pixel localisation.

From equation (30), we find the following values for reflectors 1, 2, 4 and 6: 173.1°, 178.9°, 164.4°
and 180.0°. We do not consider the active calibrator neither reflector 3, which is completely
masked. We find for the four reflectors a mean value

<Pt + </Jr = 174. l 0

On the other hand the mean difference (29) has been evaluated separately for the four strips,
composing the total image. The corresponding values are respectively : - 7.5°, - 7.3°, - 7.5°
and - 7.6°, giving a mean value of 7.5°. The resulting phase errors are therefore

¢1 = 83.2° and Jr = 90.7°

and are seen to be very important. To illustrate the effect of the phase calibration, we show
in figure 3 and 4 the copolar polarimetric signature of reflector 4, before and after calibration
respectively. Without calibration, the signature is similar to that of a dihedral corner reflector,
while with the phase calibration the signature approaches rather well that of the trihedral corner
reflector. Note that no amplitude calibration has been applied.
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reflecteur right value l left value

i 5319.8
--t-··~--~---------------------

11 3453.7
·--------------.·-·· --~---------------------

2! 3454.95 ; 5321.2---------t-·-------···--·-·----··t--··-·----------
3 I 3451.95 i 5323.65

1-- --------··---·----;---- --·-- ·---···----·---t---------- ---

4 ! 3452.4 I 5322.3------+- -- -- ---- ---+---------------
sl 3452.15 i 5322.9.• 1

6! 3451.16 5321.78

Table 2: Geographical coordinates of the reflectors

1lxel Shh Shv Svh Svv
' , I ,

1 tnedre ; [125, 1488) : 63.19 (133.5° · 3.68 (164.1" 3.19 (162.4' 82.76 (-39.6°--~-----------r-----~---------------~----~---------· ---··---:---·-------------

2____!_r!_ed~W?~~~049] _i_86.~~~~:-t--_6_:!_J146.7t---§_}_1 __J1__~2_0_~----~9 J~47.3

4 tnedre i (366, 2891] : 265.3 (-36.2° ; 12.3 (-151° I 13.7 (-165°: 258.6 (159.4°
: I I I

5· i::'Af3_~_-iJ42~.!..?~0] __
1

3QS._9_J~~.8= ~_Jl_ _J-2!_4:~ _1?_.~_1~1?5° t-__3_43:§__[147° _
6 triedre : (310, 3113) ! 12.06 (116.5° i 2 (-79° I -2.5 (-100 I 10.55 (-63.5°

Table 3: Pixel coordinates and complex scattering matrices of the reflectors (with the exception
of reflector 6 which is masked)
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Figure 2: Map of the test-site, with the localisation of the six reflectors
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0.5

Figure 3: Copolar polarimetric signature of reflector 4, without phase calibration

0.5

Figure 4: Sarne as figure 3 with phase calibration
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7 Conclusion

Two phase calibration methods have been considered : the first using a smooth surface as
reference, the other using trihedral corner reflectors as reference. In both cases, the assumption
of symmetry of the scattering matrix is exploited, in order to obtain two equations for the two
unknown phase errors.

For the first method, we have examined the validity of the assumption of equal phases for the
VV and H H returns, using Rice approach for random slightly rough surfaces. The analytical
expression of the ratio SHH/Svv is in general a complex quantity. However it appears that the
phase difference is less than 3° for incidence angles less than 50°, and is less than 6° for incidence
angles less than 70°, for usual moist or dry soils, and for the three NASA-JPL SAR frequencies.
It has been assumed that no vegetation is present on the soil.

Therefore, the assumption of zero phase difference is a good approximation for low incidence
angles (incidence near the normal) and the lowest frequencies. However the phase difference
increases with increasing frequency, increasing incidence angle and increasing moisture. It can
reach 10° at 15 GHz and 50° incidence angle, for a moist soil target. For the ocean surface
the error is larger. Thus for calibration purposes, the preference should be given to a dry soil,
without any vegetation, in particular for the highest incidence angles. No calibration should be
performed over a sea. surface scene, except near vertical incidence.

As far as the corner reflector method is concerned, it has been applied to polarimetric data
collected above the Freiburg test-site, during the MAESTR0-1 campaign in 1989. Phase errors
for the transmitter and receiver are found of the order of 90°. The polarization signature of a
corner reflector is examined in order to stress the importance of the phase calibration. Before
correction, the signature is completely wrong, being similar to that of a dihedral corner reflector.
After phase correction, the corner reflectors signatures appear to correspond rather well to the
theoretical signature to be expected.
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PROBLEMS IN THE LINEAR DISTORTION MODEL
FOR POLARIMETRIC CALIBRATION

Shaun Quegan and Ian Rhodes
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England

Abstract

The assumptions in the linear system distortion model are investigated. The unique solution of the resulting
inconsistent set of equations is shown to require an additional parameter having characteristics of noise. The
least squares solution [1] to these equations differs from the JPL solution [2]. The assumption of uncorrelated like
and cross-responses over distributed scatterers is questioned. The current pointwise formulation of the distortion
model does not represent the image distortion and the effects of azimuth point spread functions are derived.

Keywords: Polarimetric Calibration

1 The Linear System Distortion Model

The characterisation of transmit and receive system distortion of quad-polarised SAR data by a two channel
linear transformation of the 2x2 scattering matrix underpins current polarimetric calibration models. Several
calibration methods have been proposed for polarimetric calibration [3, 4, 5] assuming scatterer reciprocity for
imbalance correction and utilising the lack of correlation between the co-polarised and cross-polarised responses of
distributed targets for crosstalk removal (6]. Van Zyl's algorithm (4] requires symmetrised data in either complex
or Stokes form [2]whereas Klein [3]makes no assumption of system symmetry. Yueh's algorithm [5] extends the
iterative crosstalk correction of Van Zyl assuming crosstalk attenuation and selecting the crosstalk of smallest
magnitude from the choice of symmetrical solutions. The least squares algorithm of Quegan [1] requires no
assumptions of symmetric system distortion and yields a direct solution compensated for both complex crosstalk
and imbalance ratio by direct least squares inversion of the system distortion. It will be shown that the assumption
of scatterer reciprocity requires the introduction of a free parameter to resolve a unique solution for the asymmetry
in the receive and transmit imbalances. Throughout this paper subscript notation will follow matrix convention
with channel 1 representing horizontal polarisation and channel 2, vertical polarisation. Superscripts T and H

denote the transpose and complex conjugate transpose respectively and the operator ® is the Kronecker or tensor
product.
Common to all the calibration models is the pointwise formulation of the system distortion which, assuming
unsymmetrised data, is expressed

0 RST (1)

where 0 is the complex 2x2 matrix of observed responses, S is the complex 2x2 scattering matrix and R and T
are the complex 2x2 receive and transmit matrices respectively.

1.1 Inconsistency and Noise

The assumption of scatterer reciprocity, S12= S21, leads to a system of linear equations which require 'inversion'
of the system distortion matrix D, comprising the receive and transmit distortions, to yield the true scattering
vector §_ given the observed vector Q.

where 0=(011,021,012,022]T, D=TT@R, §..::::(S11,S21,S12,S22f

Using the 4x4 distortion matrix D in the observed covariance, assuming azimuthal symmetry and small crosstalk,
leads to a system of 7 equations in 6 unknowns. This is indicated in a reduced rank, i.e a zero eigenvalue, for the
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()( (4)

ideal covariance C due to the linear dependence in the true scattering covariance cs
ICI = ID cs DHI = 0 (3)

The smallest eigenvector of the observed covariance cv is used by Klein [3] to determine the crosstalks and
imbalance ratio a where

In practice, the system of equations arising from (1) is inconsistent, not redundant. Least squares inversion of the
system distortion using the observed covariance generates two solutions, 011 and 012, for the imbalance ratio due
to the different observed cross-responses [l]. The extra freedom in the set of observations can be parametrised by
an additional 'noise' parameter N.

0 RST+N (5)

Incorporating the noise covariance CN in the observed covariance yields the full rank system

IC01 = ID cs DH+ CNI # o (6)

These equations can be pseudo-inverted to give a unique least squares solution for the imbalance ratio, assuming
that the noise is uncorrelated and of equal power in the cross-responses, and negligible in the co-responses, i.e.

< N;iN;1 > = 0 for ij # jk (7)

< N12Ni°2 > = < N21N;1 > (8)
< ouo; > > < N;;N;";> for i = 1,2 (9)

After the crosstalk has been corrected, the two solutions for the imbalance ratio can be written in terms of the
residual covariances

= (10)
6fa +ct;

where the - denotes no crosstalk effects. As the additive noise power is real these two solutions have the same
phase and differ only in their magnitudes. Assuming equal noise powers in both cross-responses, the two solutions
can be combined to provide a unique imbalance ratio whose magnitude is given by

ia1012I - 1+ J(I011012I - 1)2+ 4I012l2
21()(2 I (11)

Further, the assumption of equal noise in the two cross-responses provides an estimate of the noise power from
the observed.covariance cg

(12)

The two inconsistent solutions for the imbalance ratio, 011 and a2, along with the noise corrected a are shown
against range in Figure 2 for the JPL Maestro 1989single look complex data over the Feltwell (UK) calibration site.
The reciprocal nature of a1 and 012 is apparent with the noise corrected solution showing much closer adherence
to the ideal unity imbalance ratio. The estimate of the noise power in the HV channel, for the same data, is
shown in Figure 3 along with the total HV power. The range dependence of the noise may be a consequence of
the fact that the noise has passed through all the radiometric corrections carried out in the processing.

1.2 Symmetrisation

The correction for the system imbalances, or symmetrisation, can be seen in the least squares solution for the HV
cross-response S2. With no crosstalk the observed cross-polarised responses are

021 = 01S21+ N21
012 = S21 + N12

(13)
(14)

The least squares estimate of the true cross-response S21, assuming equal noise powers, is given by the weighted
combination of both the observed cross-responses

o"12+ 01°0~1
1+ 1()(12

(15)

The rationale behind this weighting can be seen on considering the reliability of the observations in terms of
signal-to-noise ratios.
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0(8) = R(8) S T(8) (18)

If [o] > 1 :

If [o] < 1:

SNR of 021 > SNR of 012 so weight 021 most

SNR of 021 < SNR of 012 so weight 012 most

In Freeman et al [2] the symmetrisation proposed is (where 'denotes the symmetrised response)

(16)

whereas the least squares solution gives a symmetrisation.

(17)

Several differences are apparent.

1. The phase correction in Eq. 16 has the wrong sign;

2. The phase needed is L(0120;1), not (L0210;2) as given in Eq. 16. These can be quite different.

3. yf (1021/01212) is used to estimate II/ al in Eq. 16but is biased. An unbiased estimate is yf (102112)/ (IOi2 l2);
4. Even with the above change, the amplitude correction in Eq. 16 is the reciprocal of that in Eq. 17.

While point (1) is just an error, points (2)-( 4) indicate that the JPL syrnmetrisation is not optimal.

2 Correlation of Like and Cross-Polarised Responses

The determination of system crosstalk using distributed targets assumes zero correlation of co-polarised to cross
polarised responses for azimuthally symmetric scatterers [6]. However the calibrated 16-look Mueller data from the
1991 DC-8 MAC-Europe campaign over the Feltwell agricultural test site exhibits cross-correlation very different
from zero over extended regions. The L-band HH-HV correlation image of size 767x768 pixels is shown in Figure
1. Although the image is generally of low correlation, several regions of higher correlation are apparent. Similar
correlation is also evident at P-band, although visually less so at C-band. Over the whole 16-look image, the
mean HH-HV correlation coefficients were 0.27, 0.26 and 0.29 at C, L and P-band respectively. The 16-look VV
VH correlation displays similar characteristics. It remains to be determined if these correlations are statistically
significant and for which cover types the assumption of zero correlation is valid.

3 Azimuth Point Spread Function

The pointwise formulation of the linear distortion model, Eq, 1, takes no account of any azimuth variation in the
transmit and receive distortions. Incorporating the azimuth bearing 8 in the distortion model gives

where the scatterer itself is assumed isotropic over the range of azimuth bearings used in the processing.

3.1 Point Response

The observed response at azimuth point x in the image plane due to a point scatterer at azimuth z , and slant
range re in the far field is, after azimuth compression (approximated by an infinitely long phase reference),

O(x; x,)
, .:i:+t . (.,-.,,)(.,.-.,,)

,..,, efjk("'-.~,) 1 R(Xr-X')S(x.)T(Xr-X•)e-Jk2 ro dxr
,....,, Zr=z--!- TO TQ

(19)

where the small angle approximation has been used for 8 and a linear approximation for slant range ro. For
example, the observed HV response can be expressed as a combination of four distortion functions comprised of
the receive and transmit point spread functions.
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C0(r) = (26)

where the azimuth dependence of T and R is omitted for brevity. The point distortion functions can be concisely
expressed as a 4x4 matrix-valued function P acting on the scattering vector §....

P(x - x,) = (21)

If the system distortion is constant with azimuth, this reduces to a sine (sin(x)/x) response in the image.

+ik~ . (kL(x - x,)) [ T ]O(x; x,) = e ro L smc ro T ® R §...(x.) (22)

The effect of the azimuth point distortion function can be seen in Figures 4-7. For simplification the transmit and
receive functions are assumed identical. Here only the effects of crosstalk will be illustrated although similar effects
occur with system imbalances. Figure 4 shows a constant crosstalk over the integration length of the synthetic
aperture, as assumed in the pointwise RST model. The effects of increased crosstalk off-boresight, as in Figure
5, will be shown for the example HV response quantified in Eq, 20. Although generally this is a combination
of four distortion functions, weighted by the scattering elements, only the response of a trihedral scatterer is
considered. The observed HV response of a trihedral is shown for constant and variable crosstalk in Figures 6 and
7 respectively, with magnitude denoted by a solid line and phase (normalised by 180°) by a dotted line. Apparent
is the increased magnitude of the observed response at all azimuth points in the image, including at boresight.
This is not unexpected, given the increased integrated crosstalk over the synthetic aperture, but it should be
emphasised that it is the sum of integrated products of functions which determine the observed response. As the
scatterer is itself arbitrary, the observed image cannot be modeled by pointwise distortion of the true image.

3.2 Covariance

The azimuth dependence of the point response is further evident in the observed covariance of distributed scat
terers. Consider the observed response from all scatterers illuminated over the synthetic aperture.

Q(x) = (23)

Using Eq, 21 in the observed spatial covariance at lag r from all scatterers in the synthetic aperture

C0(x+r,x) = <Q(x+r)QH(x)> (24)

If the scatterers are spatially uncorrelated, i.e. non-zero contribution only if x,1 = x,1 = z ,

1.r+1'-lrl .k (l:or+rl -lr:o,) H Hc0(x + r,x) = e+J ro P(x + r - z ,) < §_(x.)§_ (x,) > P (x - x,)dx,
.:i:.=.:i:-f

(25)

Further, if the covariance is stationary, i.e. < S(x.)SH(x.) > = C5 and using x = x - z ,

The resulting 16x16 covariance distortion function Q, as a function of azimuth, can be expressed in terms of the
point distortion functions at two azimuth points.

Q(r) = !+1- e+ik<1xr,t'1> p•(x) ® P(x + r)dx
x=-1-+lrl

(27)

Thus the covariance measurements derived from distributed scatterers are weighted combinations of integrated
fourth order products of the system distortions at different azimuth points.
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4 Conclusions

The inconsistency in the linear distortion model has been shown to require an extra 'noise' freedom to obtain
a unique solution for the system imbalance ratio. The assumption of equal noise power in the observed cross
responses allows both calculation of the noise corrected imbalance ratio and estimation of the uncorrelated additive
noise power. The symmetrisation of the system imbalance in the JPL algorithm in [2] is not equal to that of the
least squares algorithm and is not optimal in the estimates used in the complex weighting. The assumption of
uncorrelated co and cross-responses of natural distributed scatterers, has been found questionable over extended
regions in 16-look calibrated Mueller data. This requires further investigation of the symmetry assumptions for
any natural cover types used in crosstalk calibration. The pointwise linear distortion model takes no account of
azimuth variation in the system distortions and incorporating this dependence in the linear model affects both
the response of point scatterers and the covariance of distributed scatterers in the observed image. It remains to
quantify these effects for real systems at different frequencies.

The financial support of the Science and Engineering Research Council and the Defence Research Agency, Farn
borough under contract GR/G41726 is gratefully acknowledged.
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Fig 1. L-band HH-HV correlation coefficient of calibrated 16-look Mueller data.
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Abstract :

Precision positioning of interferometric tracks is of crucial
importance for one of the most advanced application of radar
remote sensing : the mapping of small moves by interferometry.

The importance of positioning appears in several steps of the
interferometric processing. The tracks can be relatively positioned
by the use of the deformation between the images of an
interferometric pair. An efficient modelling of this deformation is
required to obtain the sub-pixel precision required by a perfect co
registration of the images, itself led by the need to preserve
coherence. Once this rough (typically one meter of precision)
positioning is achieved, an interferogramme is formed and leads to
a much more accurate track estimation. A simple fringe count
between four ground control points is sufficient to achieve the final
precision, provided that the modelling of the orbits is correct
between the control points.

This paper describe the theoretical formulation we use for
precision track positioning concerning all the above aspects. It also
includes a discussion concerning advantages and drawbacks of the
multi-pass approach versus the digital elevation approach in the
field of differential interferometry.

The feasibility of using a single slant range geometric
reference for many scene taken on the same site is demonstrated.

BACKGROUND OF INTERFEROMETRY

Radar interferometry was introduced almost twenty years ago
(ref. 1), but its space borne multiple passes aspect was actually
pioneered by Jet Propulsion Laboratory scientists (ref. 2) using
SEASAT and SirB data. Radar interferometry uses the phase as an
ultimate ranging tool. We proposed to eliminate the topographic
fringes from an interferogramme for crustal moves monitoring (ref.
3). Actual small moves detection has been achieved using SEASAT
data (ref. 4) on a relatively flat topography. The use of radar
interferometry on a large scale deformation field has been
demonstrated on a site where an earthquake occurred (ref. 5) using
ERS 1 data and the digital elevation model elimination method.
Most of the deformation between the images of an interferometric
pair can be computed from correlation residuals of the image pair.



Those residuals provide also a rough estimation of relative orbital
position when taking the images of the pair. They also indicate, at a
very early stage of processing, whether a given pair wi II meet the
baseline conditions (ref.6 and 7) and allow the retrieval of the bulk
of the fringes due to relative orbital positions. We are then left with
three kinds of information from the remaining fringes :
-the rest of the deformation, or the difference of walk, due to
relative orbital positions which allows a precise orbital model
tuning (typically a few centimetres) on the criterion of cancelling
the fringe pattern at the edges of the interferogramme
-a stereoscopic difference of walk due to terrain topography
combined with the baseline created by relative orbital position. A
knowledge of the topography through a Digital Elevation Model
(DEM) allows the elimination of these fringes. We call altitude of
ambiguity the difference of altitude which creates one topographic
fringe
-a direct difference of walk created by terrain displacement
between the data takes. More precisely, the fringes measure twice
the projection of the displacement of a given ground point on the
line satellite-point. In other terms, due to the round trip travel of
the wave, each fringe is equivalent to a projected displacement of
half the radar wavelength (in ERSl case : 28.3 millimetre)

The operations of elimination of orbital and topographic
fringes are conducted in radar image, slant range geometry. The
terrain model may be then used again to change the fringe pattern
from radar geometry to conventional latitude-longitude map co
ordinates.

GEOMETRIC MODELLING

It is quite useful to find an approximation simple enough to
allow the pursuit of analytic calculations while retaining most of the
precision of an exact evaluation. Obviously, the exact evaluation will
be used for the actual data processing but the approximation may
be used for helping to eliminate remaining fringes by refining
orbital modelling.

We use a tangential flat Earth approximation which consists in
creating the geometry where the scene is projected on a plane
perpendicular to local Earth radius at the centre of the scene (D
being the scene width). The tangential approximation allows to
continue analytical calculation using a flat Earth model and keeps
most of the precision of the full scale calculation.
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The equations which govern this approximation are the
following

S : Vector satellite position
T : local Earth radius
RI : Range to first pixel
R2 : Range to second pixel
D : Ground distance covered
H : Orthogonal altitude (i.e. differs from S-T)
a : Terrestrial angle
b : Bore angle for first pixel

S cos(a) =

S cos(a) = T + H

S2 + T2 + 042 - R I 2 +2R2 2

2T

s2-T2 02 R12+R22+ - -
4 21-1 =
2T

R12-R 12
sin(a) = 2 D S

We obtain typically almost 3° for a in the case of ERSI, where
bis typically 16°. Once the orbital model has been rotated by the
angle a, it is almost exact to consider a "flat" Earth, the difference
between the truth and the model being of the order of magnitude
of the difference between two local map projections.

The "swell" due to Earth curvature is only 280 m in the
middle of a 120 km swath. This kind of altitude could be found in
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local hills. Similarly, the difference in the vertical direction is only
half a degree, which causes only mild distortions.

Again, this approximation is not used in actual data
processing, but is very useful to build the commands of these data
processing software.

ORBITAL MODELLING

We decide that, in an interferometric pair, one of the image will
be used as a slant range geometric reference and will be called
master image (with quantities indexed by m ). The other one will be
called slave image (with quantities indexed by s ). If a third image
is involved, it will be called complementary image (with quantities
indexed by c ). Index i is the range pixel number of the master
image. We now work in our tangential flat Earth reference and
assume that all the images have been co-registered to the master
image.

Slave track

Master track

H

Di

we write : H - ei = Rm cosf gj-B) and Di = Rm sin(gi-8)
we have : Rs2 = (o sine + Rm cos(gi-8))2 + (8 cose + Rm
therefore : Rs2 = ()2 + Rm2 + 28R111 sin(gi)

. Rs2 - ()2 - Rm2
sm(gi) = 28Rmand

Ro being the near-range of the master image, we have, using the
range pixel size as a unit :

Rm0) =Ro+ i
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In this expression, the first term is clearly the most important.
We define the altitude of ambiguity ea as the one which

de: .
causes the rotation of one fringe, therefore : ea = d n , that is :

de· dg·
dn1 = Rm dn1 sin(gi-8)

d e: d(sin(gi)) sin(gi-8)--R
d n - m d n cos(gi)

n:
Ro+i+p+-Q

ea= OQ (tg(gi)cos(8) - sin(8))

n·. I
Rc(i) = Ro + 1 + P + Q

Where :
-p is the range difference between master and slave image at

master image near-range.
-ni is the fringe count of the interferogramme from the near

n ·
range to pixel i, Q is therefore the equivalent range pixel

deformation (contrary to p, n and g are functions of i).
-Q is the ratio between the range pixel and the wavelength.

Similarly, it represents the ratio of the sampling frequency and the
carrier frequency ( Q equals roughly 280 for ERSI).

In the real world, p is not defined for each range line, but for
the whole interferogramme. n should therefore be indexed by the
line number j :

Rs(i,j) = Ro + i + p + ng.D

we now have, on a given line :
n·

(Ro+i+p+..!)2 - 02 - (Ro+i)2
sin(gi) = Q

n· n·
. (p+-Q)2 - 02 + 2(Ro+i)(p+-Q)

sm(gi) = 2o(Ro+i)or:

then :

n: n:p+- (p+-)2
_Q+ .~
s 2o(Ro+i)

0
2(Ro+i)

Or, in meter (i.e. multiplying by the range pixel size):
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'l(R . n:
I\, o+i+p+Q)

ea=
28

(tg(gi)cos(S) - sin(S))

A priori orbital parameters allow a typical accuracy of l to
15 metre using restituted orbit. The correlation of the image pair
allows a linear modelling of the deformation between images which

give p and n~r (index fr stands for far-range). This estimation can

be conducted at the end and the beginning of the scene.
Although the positioning of the master track cannot be

improved by this correlation, the relative positioning of the slave
track is bettered to less than one metre by using two control points
(which we call arbitrarily near-range and far-range, although they
could be any remote pair of points). With obvious notations and the
help of the figure, we have :

(Rsrr2 - Rsnr2 ) = f12 + 2t1(D+8 cos(S))
(Rmrr2 - Rmnr2 ) = t12 + 2t1D

(Rsrr2 - Rsnr2 ) - (Rmrr2 - Rmnr2 ) = 2t18 cos(S)

A good knowledge of L1, H and D can be obtained from the
master image orbital parameters and from R111rr and Rmnr· 8 cos(S)
is thus obtained from the above for mu la. 8 sin (e) may then be
obtained by :

(H - 8 sin(8))2 + (D + 8 cos(8))2 = Rsnr2

The measured accuracy of the correlation modelling of the
pair is typically 0,03 range pixels which generally corresponds to
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an orbital accuracy of the order of one meter or better. Once we
have the interferogramme, counting the fringes will give a much

better estimation of n~r. , and, in turn, a much better estimation of

(8,8).
This precision can be obtained at the end and at the beginning

of the scene by using a total of four ground control points (as few as
possible for efficient operations !).

With small scenes (up to 100 km), we use a linear
approximation of the horizontal and vertical components of the
baseline. For longer scenes, this approximation is no more valid as
shown by the following table, which indicates the difference
between the baseline components and their linear approximations,
in metres, along an acquisition lasting 300 seconds (or 2000 km on
the ground).

Seconds horizontal vertical non linear non linear
baseline baseline horizontal vertical

0 74,2212939 10, 7090842 0 0
38,0968562 63 ,488 7734 10,5457788 -0,2496691 -0,1268522
76, 1943078 52,6492124 10,3447805 -0,3924694 -0,2160162
114 291759 41 7260931 10, 1080435 -04517114 -0 2694414
152,389211 30,7248313 9,83372681 -0,4328108 -0,285287
190,486662 19,6726622 9,5238192 -0,3630029 -0,2655416
228,584114 8 ,5860085 7 9,17932278 -0,2587105 -0,2112074
266,681565 -2,5280246 8,79996701 -0,1270386 -0,1220139
304'779017 -13,637424 8 ,38 779092 0 0

This linear approximation of orbital baselines is clearly
inadequate for scenes longer than 300 km (up to ten "artefact"
fringes were created in our example). In this case, we use what we
call orbit reshaping.

Once we have the desired horizontal (db) and vertical (hb)
components of the baseline at scene beginning, obtained by the
above orbit locking, we create the first point of a fake slave orbit
by :

Rmb Rmb X Ym b
Rsb = Rmb + hb !Rmbl +db IRmb X Vrn b l

where Rs b is the slave position at scene beginning, Rm b is the
master position at scene beginning, Vm b is the master speed vector
at scene beginning ( X is the cross product).

The problem is more complicated for the end of the scene,
where orbital locking suggests de and he. We therefore propagate
V sb into RseO. we apply three orthogonal small changes to Vsb and
we obtain Vs b+ei where e I = (0,0, 1cm/s) ; e2 = (0, lcm/s,0) ; e3 =
( lcm/s,0,0) ; we then propagate these three speed vectors into
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three Rsei. Since we know our desired position Rse at the end of the
scene, a matrix inversion will give the right Vs b-

MULTI-DATE ACQUISITION AND SMALL MOVES DETECTION

There exist two methods of small moves detection . the three
pass method and the DEM elimination method.

The three pass method consist in predicting the fringes of a
given pair (master/complementary or c-pair) by using the
unwrapped fringes of another pair (master/slave or s-pair), the two
pairs having one image in common. This is a way to cancel out the
altitude ei of the figure. If there are no moves, the accuracy of the
prediction will be limited only by the noise. If there are moves, the
prediction will fail and the moves will be detected. If the moves
occur only during the time elapsed between c-pair, it will be
directly observed. If it occurs only during the time elapsed between
s-pair, it will be observed corrupted by the transformation used to
turn s-pair into c-pair, which assumes only topographic and orbital
differences between the images.

The moves may actually occur in both pairs since the image
which is shared by the pair may not be the one with the median
time. In the case of continuous moves (moves of glaciers for
instance), the situation is even more complicated.

The procedure of pair transform is the following
- we compute gs(i) from Ps· ns(i) et 8s, which apply to the first
interferogramme (s-pair)
- we determine the bore angle : gs(i) - Ss, which depends only of the
targets and of the master image geometry. It is therefore equal to :
gc(i) - Sc if we change to c-pair. As a matter of fact, only : Sc - Ss
has to be known for obtaining gc.
- we build sin(gc) and, using 8c and Pc, taking into account

fl"
(Ro+i+p+-1)2 - 32 - (Ro+i)2

. ( ) Q
stn gi = 28(Ro+i)

n·
and: Q = "'-/(Ro+i)2 + 32 + 28(Ro+i)sin(gi) - (Ro+i+p)
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we compute : ncgi) from which we obtain nc(i).

The DEM elimination method consist in computing directly the
orbital and topographic fringes of an interferometric pair with the
knowledge of the altitude ei and of the orbital features of the pair.

One advantage of the three-pass method is that it does not
require a DEM. More generally, it does not require any absolute
positioning of the data.

However : the knowledge of a DEM is required anyway if we
want to know where the moves occurred, which means not only to
locate the satellite, but to correct for the relief. Furthermore, the
DEM is the only "objective" data (i.e. we are sure that no move
changed the DEM, especially if it has not been computed by
interferometry).

The drawbacks of the three-pass method are :
-that the probability to find a good triplet in due time is much
lower than the probability to find a good pair
-that at least one of the pairs has to be unwrapped, which means to
take a difficult decision; the first solution is to unwrap the easiest
pair and to inject a lot of noise into the other pair since the
"baseline multiplication coefficient" from the above formulas will be
greater than one. The second solution is to unwrap the most
difficult pair. ..
-a further drawback is that, working with a triplet will combine by
a logical "or" the causes of non coherence of both pairs.

The DEM elimination method worst case is to be forced to
build an interferometric DEM with one of the pair of a triplet. It is
probably more probable to build an interferometric DEM from a
pair which is not related in time with the differential
interferometry pair. All this make us think that the three pass
method is actually the worst case of the DEM elimination method.
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WORK WITH NON-COOPERATING PAIRS

In case of multi-date acquisition with a large number of
scenes, it sounds very appealing to work with one slant range
reference, that is to turn all the scenes into a slant range geometric
reference which will allow to combine any pair of them into an high
resolution interferogramme. We will then have a master image
which will be the geometric slant range reference but will not, in
general, be part of the interferometric pair. The question is then the
validity of working with this master image and a fake slave image,
that is the precision with which a master image/ fake slave image
pair can mimic the geometric behaviour of the actual pair. We call
this the quadruplet problem :
"Is there a position df,hf such that, for any ground point, the range
difference between master image and fake image equals the range
difference between images a and b T" (see figure for notations)

Ra= '1R2+da2+ha2+2*ha*(H-e)+2*da*" R2-(H-e)2

The solution of this problem exists, but it fully accurate only
on two points of the image. If we select near-range and far-range,
assuming zero altitude, as the two points where the solution is
exact, we find that the error elsewhere remains very low. This
proves that we may actually work in a common slant range
reference without threatening the final accuracy.
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As an example, if we take a typical ERS 1 geometry, with da =
1000 m and ha = 100 m, we obtain the following errors

Mid-swath : Altitude zero : 0.34 mm
Near-range : Altitude 4000 m : 1.4 mm
Mid-swath : Altitude 8000 m : 2.5 mm
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ABSTRACT
Radiometric calibration of SAR images over topographic terrain requires
information on local surface slope. We propose two new products derived
from SAR interferograms which provides the necessary data. The method
used is based on estimating the instantaneous frequency in slant range and
azimuth, respectively. Radiometric calibration corrections may then be
derived, together with local surface slope angles. The latter may be used as
input to backscattering models, which can be used for additional
normalisation of the image power. The accuracy of the method depends on
signal coherence, surface slopes and processing algorithms. A simulation of
an algorithm based on the short-time Fourier transform is used for
illustration. The algorithm is also applied to a test area in an ERS-1SAR
interferogram.

Keywords: SAR, interferometry, calibration, radiometry, slope

INTRODUCTION
Many applications of synthetic-aperture radar (SAR) data require
radiometrically calibrated imagery. In recent years, calibration techniques
have evolved such that the calibration accuracy is often stated to ±1 dB or
better. One of the remaining problems, however, is the calibration over
sloping terrain (Ref. 1).Most present calibration processors are based on an
ellipsoidal Earth model which is inadequate for topographic terrain.

Radiometric calibration involves determining the backscattering coefficient
(or normalised radar cross section) for an area of interest. Accurate
calibration is most easily achieved by integrating the power response (noise
subtracted) of reference point targets with known radar cross section (RCS)
(Refs. 2, 3). The slant range geometry of the SAR implies that a geometrical
projection is also necessary which depends on the local surface orientation.
The backscattering coefficiento" can be determined from

(1)
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4nB
def>= . n (dz +cos 8 dR) =C (dz +cos 8 dR)

A.Rs1n 8
(3)

where e is the integrated power response of the point target [m2],P is the
mean image power (noise subtracted) in the area of interest, a is the RCSof
the point target [m2],and dA; and dAg are corresponding area elements in
the SAR image and on the ground surface, respectively. An alternative
"backscattering coefficient"r may also be defined according to

(Jo

r= cos ej (2)

where 8i is the local incidence angle. Many terrain types approximately
follow a constant-r model, e.g. the rain forest.

Surface slope maps are thus necessary for radiometric calibration over
sloping terrain. They are also required to determine the local scattering
geometry for backscattering models. Slope maps may be generated from a
Digital Elevation Model (DEM)or directly, without phase unwrapping, from
SAR interferograms (Refs.4 , 5). In this paper, we develop the basic theory
and investigate signal processing algorithms for generating slope maps and
radiometric calibration corrections from SAR interferograms. We also
present simulation results and preliminary results from applying the
algorithms to an ERS-1SAR interferogram over Sardinia.

TERRAINSLOPEFROMINSAR
Topography may be determined by SAR in an across-track interferometric
mode (Ref. 6). Two focused complex images of the same area are used,
acquired at two parallel but slightly displaced tracks. It can be shown that the
phase difference between the two images is related to terrain altitude (Refs.
7, 8). The basis for the technique is that image speckle in the two images are
correlated, which can be shown to be true up to a maximum baseline
(spatial coherence) (Ref.8 ). For acquisitions displaced in time, i.e. "repeat
pass", the technique also requires stable scatterers (temporal coherence)
(Refs. 9, 10). This implies that the rms movement of scatterers within a
resolution cell is less than about O.U., where A.is the radar wavelength.

An· interferogram is formed by multiplication of one image with the
complex conjugate of the other image, followed by procedures to optimise
fringe visibility. The phase of the interferogram is denoted by <P. Further
processing often estimates and subtracts out the phase for a horizontal flat
surface forming the modified interferogram. The phase of the modified
interferogram is denoted by <;. The differential of the interferogram phase
can be related to the differential of the terrain altitude dz according to (see
Fig. 1)

or for the modified interferogram phase
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tan u = ~( ¢;)2 + (sin 8 t/J~)2
C+cos 8 t/J~

(6)

4nB" dz= Cdz
dtfJ = A.Rsin 8 (4)

where C is locally constant, Bn is the projected interferometer baseline
perpendicular to the line-of-sight, A. is the radar wavelength, R is the slant
range, and 9 is the incidence angle for a horisontal surface. The factor 41t
applies to a repeat-pass configuration which we consider in this paper; for a
single pass configuration it should be substituted by 21t.

Eqs. (3) or (4) may be used to invert for terrain topography. Note that it is
necessary to apply sophisticated phase unwrapping techniques since the
phase is measured modulorzx) (Ref. 11). Phase unwrapping becomes
particularly problematic in areas of low signal correlation, e.g. due to system
noise or spatial/temporal decorrelation.

Another possibility is to use (3) or (4) to retrieve terrain slope which does
not require phase unwrapping. The differential modified phase is then
decomposed in azimuth (x) and slant range (R) components according to

(5)

and a corresponding expression for <P·

The surface orientation is uniquely defined by the surface normal vector.
The normal vector of the surface patch can be parameterised using spherical
angles u and v as illustrated in Fig. 2. The angles may be conveniently
determined from the modified phase derivative according to

tan v = sin 8 t/J~¢;

Expressions may also be derived using the interferogram phase derivative
<P' although they are not separable in u and v.
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Interferometer

x
Ground surface

Figure 1. Image geometry of a SAR interferometer in the slant range
plane.

x

Figure 2 The spherical angles u and v are used to define the surface
orien ta ti on.
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dA <I>'__ g COS(} = __ R
dA, ' Csin (} (9)

RADIOMETRICSLOPECORRECTION
The radiometry in a SAR image is affected by surface orientation in two
ways. Firstly, the SAR slant range and azimuth grid is projected onto the
sloping ground surface. This results in increased image power in areas
sloping towards the radar since the ground-projected resolution cell
increases and vice versa. Secondly, the backscattering coefficientdepends on
polarisation state, local incidence angle and local azimuth angle. This
normally also results in increased image power in areas sloping towards the
radar and vice versa.

We assume that the SAR image is in its original slant range and azimuth
representation. The scaling factor for the geometrical projection onto the
ground can then be found by scalar multiplication of the surface normal
with the normal to the SARimage plane. The result is given by

<1>'2 + <1>'2}+ R x

C2 sin2 (}
(7)

or expressed in the modified phase

dAg 1 IdA, = sine V 1+2cose q,C; + q,;2 + q,;2c2 (8)

Eqs. (7) and (8) may be used to compute slope-corrected a" values according
to (1). After this correction, the o" image is still effectedby variations in local
incidence angle due to the topography. This may be corrected for by using an
appropriate model for the backscattering coefficient as a function of
polarisation state, incidence angle and aspect angle. A first-order correction
may be applied by converting to r according to (2). The corresponding scaling
factor can be shown to be given simply by

or

dA ¢'__ s cos (}.= R + tan s
dA, ' Csin (}

SAMPLINGEFFECTS
The SAR spatial resolution effectively limits the spatial frequencies which
can be measured in the interferogram. For simplicity, we consider a surface
which has a constant phase in azimuth, i.e. which slopes towards or from
the SARonly. For such a surface, the slant range frequency is given by

(10)
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where we have defined u as positive for v = 270° (towards the SAR) and
negative for v = 90° (from the SAR).

The interval of unambiguous frequencies is given by the Nyquist limit to
2rr,/Pr, where Pr is the slant range resolution. The maximum surface slope
Umax which can be uniquely measured is thus given by

It can be shown that (13) is true for both the original and modified
interferograms when positive and negative frequencies are correctly taken
into account.Eqs. (11)and (12)are illustrated in Fig.3.

Slant range frequ_ency versus incidence angle for the original
(solid) and modified (dotted) interferograms. C = 0.2 m-1 and
(J = 23 °.

sin8
<I>~=C tan(8-u)

or

sinu
<P; =C sin(8-u)

tan(8-u ) = PRCsin8
max 27r
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rms(f;) = ~---, 1 (16)

ACCURACYREQUIREMENTS
The required accuracy for the estimation of instantaneous frequency (IF) to
meet a calibration specificationcan be found by differentiating (7)or (8).For
simplicity, we again consider the case when v = 90° (u negative) or 270° (u
positive). From (7) and (11),the relative calibration error simply reduces to

sin2( 8- u) L\<I>~
Csin 8

(14)

which shows the need for higher estimation accuracy for shorter baselines.
Note also that the error has a maximum for u = 90° - 8, i.e. for surfaces
sloping along line of sight. The error decreases when u ~ 8 but sampling
effects limits the performance according to (13). Aliasing will corrupt the
slope estimate above Umax·

An example calculation using Csin8 = 0.05m-1and L\<1>~= 0.002m-1gives a
relative calibration error less than 0.2dB. In practise, the size of the window
used for estimating the IF can then be determined for a given SNR. The
latter can be related to signal coherence rby (Ref.9 )

SNR=~
1-r

SIGNALPROCESSING

(15)

Several signal processing techniques have been suggested for estimating the
IF of an analytical signal (see Ref. 12 for a recent review). In this work, we
have concentrated on using the short-time Fourier transform (STFT)and
evaluated its performance. The maximum likelihood estimate of a single
signal frequency embedded in circular white Gaussian noise can be shown
to be the peak of the power spectrum. This estimate is easily implemented
using an FFf followed by interpolation to find the peak power. The rms
error above a SNR threshold is given by the Cramer-Raobound (Ref.13)

where N is the number of independent samples and SNR=A2/2a2 (A is the
signal amplitude and 2a2 is the total noise variance). An example
calculation using SNR = 1 and N =32 gives an rms error of 0.002m-1for the
slant range frequency.

In practise, the IF is not constant but varies according to the local surface
orientation. Simulation shows that the STFT performance starts to
deteriorate when the relative frequency changes by about 0.02 across the
window used for the FFT. Results from a simulation is shown in Fig. 4
based on a 1024-pointlinear FM signal with rel. frequency varying between
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±0.25. The 32-point window is observed to meet the Cramer-Rao bound for
SNR > -2 dB (r= 0.4), whereas the 64-point window is slightly worse than
the Cramer-Rao bound. Performance significantly decreases when a 128-
point window is used. The relative frequency changes by 0.06 in the latter
case.

0,1

~
0~~

0,01Q)
(/) [·---E~ ·-·-.0,001 --·--·--

0,0001 I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I
-10 4 6-6 -4 -2 0

SNR (dB)
2-8

Figure 4 Rms error of IF estimate using STFT as a function of SNR for
three different window sizes: 32 (thin), 64 (thick), 128 (dotted).
The Cramer-Rao bound (dot-dash) is also shown for window
sizes 32 and 64. The true signal is a 1024-point linear FM signal
sweeping between relative frequencies ±0.25.

SIMULATION RESULTS

A simulation has been performed to test and illustrate the algorithm used.
The surface height is modelled using a 2-dimensional Gaussian function as
shown in Fig. 5. The representation is in ground range and azimuth pixels,
and the surface was chosen so that no shadowing or layover occurs. The iso
heights are circles in Fig. 5 but become ellipses when the coordinates are
scaled with different pixel sizes. The surface patch is then illuminated by a
SAR interferometer.
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Figure 5 The surface height model used for simulation. The image is
2 km (ground range, horisontal) by 1 km (azimuth, vertical)
and the Gaussian hill is 200 m in altitude. Simulation
parameters: C = 0.15, ()= 23 °and window size = 28 pixels.

In Fig. 6, the result from retrieving u using (8) is shown when no system
noise or speckle is included. Note that the result is displayed in slant range
and azimuth coordinates, which causes the points where maximum occurs
for u to be shifted towards the SAR.

Figure 6 The spherical angle u retrieved from a simulation of the SAR
interferometer measurement. Note that the maximum slope
occurs at two offset points in azimuth due to the ellipsoidal
shape of the height contours.

Fig. 7 shows the a" image correction according to (7) or (8), whereas Fig. 8
shows the r correction according to (9) or (10).These images also represent
the effect of topography on the SARimage radiometry for two special cases.
The first case (Fig.7) corresponds to a constant-er" surface which results in
increased image power in a rather large area. This type of surface is,
however, not very typical of a natural surface. It may be produced by a
surface consisting of a many large spheres. The second case (Fig. 8)
corresponds to a constant-r surface. This results in increased image power in
a smaller area since the model predicts increased backscattering coefficient
closer to normal incidence. This type of surface is a simple representation of
e.g. a rain forest.
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Figure 7 The radiometric calibration correction dAg/dAr retrieved in the
simulation. Note that the area of enhanced correction is rather
large.

Figure 8 The radiometric calibration correction ceso; dAg/dAr retrieved
in the simulation. Note that the area of enhanced correction is
smaller than in Fig. 7.

The effects of system noise and speckle may be evaluated in an end-to-end
simulation, and surfaces with different backscatter characteristics may also
be included.

SARDINIA RESULTS
To test the algorithms for radiometric calibration over topographic terrain,
we applied them to the ERS-1SAR interferometric reference data with a
baseline of 138m. An area (16x3km-) at the east coast of Sardinia was used,
a mountainous area with a lot of foreshortening and layover effects. In
order to minimise effects of spatial variations a 28-point window, padded
with zeros to 256 points, was used for the FFT IF-estimation and
interpolation. The number of points should be choosen to optimise
computing time, noise reduction, quantizing noise, and sensitivity to spatial
varitions according to Eqs. (14)and (16).



Figure 9 The radiometric calibration correction algorithm applied to a
test area in the Sardinia ERS-1 SAR interferometry data set. The
interferogram (a) shows some areas of aliasing and layover
which causes black areas in the calibration correction image (b).
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As a first preliminary result from this study we present the calibration
correction image (Fig 9a), given by (7) for the geometrical projection onto
the ground. We also show the corresponding compensated interferogram
(Fig.9b).White areas in Fig. 9a are horisontal while areas sloping away from
the radar turns to gray. Steep areas sloping towards the radar can easily be
identified in the interferogram as regions with high fringe rate. In such
areas the STFT-algortithm fails to estimate the spatial frequency of the
interferogram phase. Those areas as well as areas with low coherence (e.g.
the upper left corner covering the sea) causes blackareas in Fig 9a.

CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we propose two new data products from SARinterferograms
which are useful for radiometric analysis of SAR images over topographic
terrain. The first product is a radiometric calibration correction according to
(7) or (8) which is used for normalisation of the SAR image power. A first
order backscattering model, the constant-r model, is also easily taken into
account. The second product is the surface slope angles u and v according to
(6) which can be used as input to more complicated backscattering models.
Slope maps also have other important applications, e.g. for estimating
drainage basins for hydrology, hydrochemistry and soil erosion modelling.

An assessment of the accuracy shows that the calibration error depends on
signal coherence and the variability of the surface slope. Also, the method is
ambiguous above a maximum slope towards the radar due to aliasing.
Radiometric calibration and slope map generation using ERS-1 SAR is
feasible but limited by the rather small incidence angle of 20-26°. A more
optimised SAR interferometer system would use a higher incidence angle,
e.g.45°.

The proposed method is based on estimating the interferogram
instantaneous frequency in slant range and azimuth, respectively. This can
be done using the short time Fourier transform technique. Simulation has
shown two limitations: Firstly, its performance degrades rapidly below a
signal coherence threshold (typically, 0.4 for a 32-point window). Secondly,
its performance degrades when the IF variation in the window is above a
threshold (typically, 0.02). More complex algorithms will be investigated in
future work with enhanced performance.

The method has also been applied to ERS-1 SAR interferometry data from
the Sardinia test area. It is admittedly a difficult area with several layover
ridges which results in bad performance. In the more gently undulating
areas, the algorithm results in useful estimates of the radiometric
calibration coefficient. It is noted that optimisation of fringe visibility is
critical for the performance of the method.
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1. ABSTRACT

In this paper a two pass interferometric airborne SAR experiment, carried out in May
1993, is described. This experiment represents the first step in the developement of a
new algorithm for high precision motion compensation applied to interferometric SAR.
First results are shown.

Keywords: Two pass interferometric airborne SAR, motion extraction, motion compen
sation

2. INTRODUCTION

Interferometric Synthetic Aperture Radar (InSAR) has been effectively used to generate
Digital Terrain Models (DTMs). For a spaceborne platform (like ERS-1), this has been
performed by using multiple passes of the same sensor [3]. Airborne InSAR systems
require only one pass if two receiving antennas are available [4]. However, it is also
possible to build a multiple-pass airborne interferometric SAR [l] It permits the creation
of larger baselines that can be used for low-frequency interferometric applications.
In May 1993 a two pass interferometric SAR experiment has been carried out due to
the jointeffort of the Remote Sensing Laboratories of the University of Zurich and the
Institute for Radio Frequency Technologie of DLR. The goals of this experiment are:

• development of two pass interferometric SAR

• development of a new motion compensation algorithm

• time decorrelation measurements and

• differential interferometric SAR
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3. TWO PASS INTERFEROMETRY WITH AIRBORNE SAR SYSTEMS

In the two pass case, the interferometric image is formed by relating the signals from
two tracks with the same antenna. The geometry of a Two Pass lnSAR is shown in
image 1.

Z T
..···>

••
y

Figure 1: Geometry of the two pass interferometric SAR

The distance between the two tracks is called baseline. When the baseline increases,
the coherence between the signals of the two passes decreases. The critical baseline is
given by [5]

>.·Ro. tan(Bv),
Be= 2. hr

where). is the wavelength, Ro the minimum distance between scatter and sensor, Ov the
depression angle and hr the resolution in slant range direction. The SAR Sensor used
for this experiment was the Experimental SARE-SAR of DLR on a Do228 aircraft [2].
The parameters of the sensor and the illumination geometry are listed in table 1.

UsingEq. 1 and the parameters of table 1 the followingcritical baselines for the different
available frequencys can be calculated:

• X-Band: >. = 0.0313m Be = 21.3m

• C-Band: >. = 0.0566m Be = 38.53m

• L-Band: >. = 0.233m Be = 158.65m

Due to the large critical baseline the L-Band has been choosen for this experiment.
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PRF 1200.048Hz pulse frequency
~! lOOMHz chirp bandwidth
T 5µs chirp duration
/abt lOOMHz sampling frequency
Vm 85m/s plattform velocity
Znadir 5500m altitude
rnear 5852m near range
Onear 20[deg] near range depression angle
r far 8852m far range
Ofar 51.6[deg] far range depression angle
hr 2.2m resolution in slant range direction
Table 1: Parameters of E-SAR system and illumination geometrie

The accuracy of height measurement is affected by decorrelation due to

• baseline decorrelation

• time decorrelation

• time variant baseline

• motion errors of the platform during the two tracks

• large differences between the two illumination geometries {high requirements for
registration algorithms)

For the test site (area near Emmen/Switzerland) a high precision DTM of this area is
available to verify the results. During the missions, an online radar tracker was available
to direct the plane on the right track. The data from the tracker were also used to find
a couple of tracks with a baseline shorter than half the critical baseline. The baseline
between the two tracks is shown in fig. 2.

! j J r. •••,.j\ y. v _,,,-,,_\-,..,.,i o I ff/ ~,,..-y, \,,'\f'\J V"\, '

~ '\
·.•..

Figure 2: The dotted line is the position of track one, the dashed line the position of
track two and the continous line the modulus of the baseline between the two tracks
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4 . 11"
</>m(t)= -T·(r'(t) - r(t)), (3)

4. MOTION EXTRACTION

The phase error due to the motion errors of the platform affects the accuracy of the
hight measurement and has to be compensated. Considering the motion errors ~x, ~y
and ~z one gets the following range history

r'(t) =Ro+
2~

· (j(V + ~x(t))dtr - ~y(t)cos(Bv) + ~z(t)sin(Bv), (2)

where V is the ideal forward velocity. With this range history the phase error can be
calculated to

where r(t) is the range history without motion errors. To evaluate the motion errors, 3
different methods are combined:

• Differential GPS (which is long time stable)

• Inertial Navigation System INS (which is short time stable)

• Phase extraction from Active Radar Calibrators (ARCs) and Corner Reflectors

The new motion compensation approach is to use GPS and INS data to obtain a first
level approximation of the airplane state vector during the passes. Then the phase
history from a set of corner reflectors and ARCs is used to obtain the aircraft position
with high precision.

To extract the phase history of one pointscatter, the data are range compressed and
the range migration is compensated. After this operation, the azimuth chirp can be
observed within one rangeline and compared with the expected azimuth chirp. The
difference between expected and recieved azimuth chirp is related to the positioning
error from Eq. 2. With three pointscatters the motion errors ~x, ~y and ~z can be
triangulated.

The first approach evaluates the motion errors from the phase history of one ARC and
has the following approximations:

• The forward velocity is calculated from the quadratic part of the phase history of
the ARC.

• The remaining phase, calculated by subtracting the ARC phase history from its
quadratic part, is related only to the motion errors in line of sight direction.

• The mot.ion errors in line of sight direction arc considered constant over range, as
the range swath is very narrow (256 range bins).
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Processing a small part of the two images with this first approach, we got a first inter
ferogramm of the scene (fig. 3). The observed part of the scene is approximately flat
(with exception of some buildings). That means, that the observed fringes are resulted
only by the flat earth. Due to the time variant baseline, the fringes are not parallel to
azimuth direction.

The first results show, that, in principal, it is possible to perform two pass interferometric
SAR with the Experimental SAR of DLR.

Figure 3: Processed small part of the scene with one ARC, the railway and some
buildings (2048 pulse and 256 rangelines) and resultion interferogram
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l.O INTRODUCTION

This paper is a short versioo of ES-TN-DPE-OM-GSOl; version l.l, an ESA technical note. The objective and
a short description of the content of the complete technical note are given below.While only the introduction and
the conclusive discussion are given in full in this paper.

The objective of the study is to describe and to analyse the various concepts associated with the ERS SAR low
resolution imagery.This study is done in order to evaluate a range of products, to consider the trade-offs involved
in product specification and to propose some recommendations for low resolution imagery of quality suitable for
a broad range of potential applications.

In chapter 2 we give an overview on the concepts associated with SAR low resolutioo imagery.We explain the
main trade-offs in SAR low resolution imagery. We then describe the techniques used during the generatioo of
low resolution imagery with focus on the techniques for the data conversion from 16 to 8 bits.

In chapter 3 we investigate the quality of the existing ERS SAR low resolution products derived from high resolu
tion products. For some of the analysed products, we propose quality improvements.

In chapter 4 we investigate the quality of the existing ERS SAR low resolution imagery directly derived from the
raw data.

In chapter 5 we simulate different levels of speckle reduction in low resolution imagery.The simulated images are
generated to demonstrate varying image quality.

Finally, in the conclusion, we make some recommendations for ERS SAR low resolution product specifications
and give our view on the likely evolution of this kind of imagery.

2.0 INTRODUCTION TO LOW RESOLUTION SAR IMAGERY

A major reason to produce low resolution images is to reduce data volume and thereby to reduce time of data dis
tribution. Another important reason for low resolutioo imagery generation is the possibility to make visible the
ERS SAR acquisitions, i.e. the possibility to 'see' all acquired raw data.

Furthermore SAR low resolution imagery would :

1. facilitate scientific studies and surveillance applications of large scale phenomena (mainly in oceanog
raphy, sea ice kinetics and geology).

2. promote the use of high resolution data (browse function, i.e. identificationof scenes to be processed at
high resolution).

3. allow a closer surveillance of the SAR instrument performances.

In the case of the ERS SAR data, the term 'low resolution image' is commonly used to refer to an image with spa
tial resolutions ranging from 100 to 200 metres.



According to its origin, the ERS-1 SAR low resolution imagery available today falls into two categories: LR
imagery derived from high resolution products and LR imagery derived from raw data.

A. LR imagery derived from High Resolution products:

Such imagery is derived from standard high resolution products (e.g. UI16 and PRI) by different techniques
commented in the following chapter.At present such imagery is used for two differentpurposes:

• to provide scientific users with a didfal J1Coduclfor studies of large scale phenomena. Such a product.
usually called 'low resolution product'. has a good radiometric resolution (usuallymore than 30 effective
looks) and can potentially be absolute calibrated,

• to provide application users (real-time availability) and archive data centres (browse or quick-look)with
a photo or screen di8J1Jlu.of the availableHR products.Usually such images are generated with contrast
enhancement and further data volume reduction (in comparison with the previous case). It should be
noticed that screen display can be generatedeither fromHR products or LR products.

The resulting outputs of these two purposes (digital product and screen display) are opposite because contrast
enhancement and strong data reductionmean always radiometric degradation.

The major disadvantage of the LR imagery derived from HR imagery is its limited access caused by the lim
ited generation of HR products. Within the ESA ground segment (Kiruna. Fucino and Maspalomas ground
stations) more than 85 % of the raw data acquired have never b8en processed to HR products. Although
this value is large, one should not underestimate the amount of HR products already processed within the
ESA ground segment : at mid-June 1993, about 23 000 standard frames (incl. double acquisition). i.e. 230
millions km2 (Earth surface = 510 millions km2) !

B. LR imagery directly derived from raw data :

Such imagery is derived directly from the acquired raw data. At present such imageryhas one purpose:

• to provide archive data centres (browse) with a photo or screen disJllayqf 100 % qf the acquired raw
da/a. Usually such images are generated as standard frames cut out of a strip corresponding to a whole
SAR segment. It is mainly u sed to assist users in the choice of HR production requests. As previously
such imagery can also be used for real-time applications.

To reach this goal (processing of 100% of the raw data). the processing time of such imagery shall be very
short (better than 1/81hreal time).

The major disadvantage (up to now) of the LR imagery derived from raw data is itspoor radiometric resolu
tilm. (usually less than 10effective looks). This means that such an image cannot be used as a digital product
for users.

However the potential exists to improve radiometric resolution without losing processing time. This is the
main imgrovement to be e;uected in LR imaUCY reneration for the next years . A near real-time image
with good radiometric resolution (more than 30 effective looks) could result in a digital product suitable for
users and covering all ERS SAR acquisitions.

2.1 Trade-offs

Several factors must be traded off against each other in the generationof low resolution SAR imagery :

2.1.1 Spatial resolution against image size

The more coarse the spatial resolution one uses, the smaller is the volume of data per image. The problem
with the distribution of high resolution products is their sire. which for many users implies that tapesmust be
sent physically to their location. Generally the data volume decreases as the inverse square of the spatial res
olution.
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NLnew = NLoriginalx (resolution cell area)newI (resolution cell area)original (1)

Reduced data volume implies reduced pixel size and by consequence reduced spatial resolution. There is
however a lower limit since even large scale phenomena have a characteristic spatial sampling limit. A study
of the viable applications and specific spatial resolution requirements is needed if LR imagery has to be used
as digital LR product The consensus of about 100m pixel size (i.e. about 150m spatial resolution) has to our
knowledge not been based on such a survey.For display purposes (i.e. browsing or real-time dissemination)
the dominant consideration is the data volume (less than 250 Kbytes); it means that pixel size reduction
(about 200 m) or data compression are required.

Figures 2. l to 2.3 illustrate the trade-off between radiometric and spatial resolutions that is possible to obtain
when deriving LR imagery from three different ERS-l HR products. namely the SLC (Single Look Com
plex). PRI (Precision Image) and UI16 (Fast Delivery Image) products [Ref. 1).For each product the ground
range resolution cell area has been calculated (SLC: 5 x 25 = 125m2•PRI: 22 x 25 = 550 m2 and Ull6: 25 x
28 = 700 m2). The equivalent number of looks NL for any simulated spatial resolution is then found by taking
the ratio between the simulated and the original resolution cell and multiplying by the number of looks in the
original image:

The three figures represent different intervals of spatial resolution.

The differences between the equivalent number of looks obtainable for a LR image derived from SLC, PRI
and UI16 products in figure 2.1 are a clear demonstration that the quality of the LR imagery is dependent on
the HR image type used to generate it. Even if the same bandwidth is used in the generation of two HR
images (960 Hz for UI16 and PRI), the spatial resolution obtained for the UI16 image is poorer than the one
obtained with the more thorough processing performed to generate the PRI image. The SLC product uses a
larger bandwidth (about 1400Hz) which results in a significantlybetter radiometric resolution in the resulting
LR image.
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FIGURE J: Maximum obtainable Equivalent Number of Looks for SLC, PRI and UI16 derived
Low Resolution imagery (0 to 150m)
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2.1.2 Speckle reduction against processing time

In order to generate LR imagery with less computation power, one can choose to use only a part of the whole
information contents (bandwidth) of the raw data by subsampling techniques. This implies that the speckle
reduction will be poorer, but near real-time processing can be realized with use of limited computing
resources. So-called "quick-look" products are based on such an approach (see ref. I chapter 4). The poor
reduction of speckle limits the possible use of the digital product generated, but the reduced processing load
enables image generation for all acquired raw data.

It should be underlined that the generation of HR products demands high computing power that significantly
limit the access to the acquired raw data. Up to now more than 85 % of the acquired SAR data at the ESA
ground stations are not processed.

2.1.3 Product size against dynamic range

This is mostly a question of 8 or 16 bit format on the amplitude version of the image, and is of issue because
of the factor two reduction of data volume. The trade-off here is dynamic range against radiometric precision.

Here the issues are sufficiently clear that an optimal solution can be found which covers the needs of most
applications. Experience has shown that most often this can be achieved with only minor loss of information
(see ref.I section 2.3.2).

3.0 DISCUSSION

ERS low resolution SAR imagery has two origins :

• derived from high resolution products

• derived directly from raw data

ERS low resolution SAR imagery serves two goals :

• digital product for scientific applications

• display for browse, raw data visualization or for request of HR production

In our study, we have described and analysed the existing ERS-1 SAR Low Resolution imagery (see next
table). We have proposed improvements to the quality of some of the analysed images.

Existing ERS-1 SAR Origins
Low Resolution Imagery Derived from Derived from

HRproduct Raw data
• LRI Tromse

LR digital product • SGC Gatineau Future

Goals • Lo-Res Fairbanks
• QL Bangkok

Display IBrowse • UILR Kiruna • QL Brazil

• QL Antarctica

Given the two distinctive (and potentially conflicting) goals, ERS low resolution SAR imagery should meet
the following criteria:
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SAR LOW RESOLUTION IMAGERY

CRITERION DIGITAL PRODUCT DISPLAY I BROWSE

l To have a good radiometric resolution Maodal!!C)'. ;
better than 0.75 dB,

Recgmmeoded ;i.e.> 28 E.N. Looks
Recgmmeoded i better than 1 dB,

i.e. > 15E.N. Looks
better than 0.5 dB,
i.e. > 70 E.N. Looks

2 To be relatively and absolutely calibrated Maudal!!C! ;
relative calibration Ngt regujred

(for inter-comparison)

Bi:t!!mmeoded ;
absolute calibration
(for derivation of 0 )

3 To have uniformly spaced pixels to limit Maodatl!C! ;
geographic distortion [in order to avoid less than 5 % difference Ngl reuuired
resampling] between range and azimuth

pixel spacing
4 To have a reduced data volume to allow Maodal!!C! ; Maodal!!n;

swift and inexpensive transmission and presentation : presentation :
to facilitate archiving • ground range • amplitude, 8 bits

• amplitude, 8 bits • pixel spacing = 100m
• pixel spacing = 100m Ri:t!!WWl:Dded i

• data compression
techniques

• pixel spac. up to 200 m
5 To cover 100% of the acquired raw data Bi:t!!WWl:Oded Maodal!!n

6 To be shortly available after data acquisi- Bi:t!!mweoded ; Mandal!!n i
tion to allow real or near real time applica- processing time better processing time better
tions than 1/8threal time than 1/gthreal time

7 To have a good contrast enhancement JS21reuuiml Ri:t2mm1:oded

3.1 Comments on the criteria

1. Good radiometric resolution

In the simulation of different radiometric resolutions for a fixed spatial resolution (chapter 5). we demonstrate
(visually) that the better the radiometric resolution is. the easier the interpretation of the LR images is.

When the LR product is generated from HR product. a low pass filtering applied before the block averaging
greatly improves the radiometric resolution of the LR product (section 2.2 and 3.1.3).

2. Relative and absolute calibration



It should be possible to retrieve the backscattering coefficient 0 in LR digital products:

0° = l/K (2)

Relative calibration (image-to-image)

LR digital products of the same area but of different acquisition times should be immediately comparable
(without further processing). The radiometric stability measured on LR products should be identical to the
one measured on high resolution products (for ERS-1. better than 0.5 dB).

In sections 2.3 and 3.1.1, we have presented two methods for 16 to 8 bit conversion of HR products. The
fixed ratio conversion should be used because it does not affect the original radiometry.

Relative calibration (within one image)

LR digital products should be compensated for the antenna pattern and range spreading loss.

Absolute calibration

• where K is the calibration constant of the LR product and I the intensity of few pixels (mean of the
square of pixel values).

H the LR product has more than 100 equivalent looks, the intensity I can be directly given by the square of
~ pixel value only.

3. Uniformly spaced pixels

This is necessary to avoid geographic distortion harmful to objects dynamics analysis in multi temporal LR
products (e.g. sea ice movements).

4. Reduced data volume

In section 2.3, we have shown that the dynamic range of backscattering coefficients in ERS SAR images is
completely contained in 8 bits. The pixel spacing should be 100m and the spatial resolution about 150m.

Previous presentation parameters give a typical size of 1Mbyte for a LR digital product.

With pixel spacing of 200 m and use of data compression techniques, one can obtain LR imagery suitable for
display purpose with a data volume of about 100Kbytes per standard frame.

5. All acquisitions processed at Low Resolution

This criterion is particularly stringent for ground stations acquiring a large volume of raw data like the ESA
Kiruna station (about 60 minutes of data per day). For such ground stations, the producedLR imagery should
respect the next criteria.

6. Shortly available

For real or near real time applications. the LR imagery should be processed at near real-time (i.e. better than
1/8th real time).

7. Good contrast enhancement

The contrast enhancement ism recommended for screen display purposes. In such a case. an algorithm
based on the probability distribution can be applied on the image for contrast stretching (section 2.3).

3.2 SAR Low Resolution Imagery Evolution

The Figure 6.1 gives an overview of the current status and the evolution of ERS SAR Low Resolution
imagery.

The existing LR imagery derived from raw data is able to provide 'llisualiwti01rof all SAR acquisitions
albeit with degraded image quality (case of Bangkok QL).
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The existing LR imagery derived from HR products is able to provide LR digital products for scientific
applications (case of Norwegian LRI product) but is far fromcovering all SAR acquisitions.At near term the
quality of suchLR digital products can be improvedto better satisfyuser needs.

The future LR imagery should be able to provide LR digital product with high image qumity of all SAR
acquisitions. This goal is reachable if increased computer power is available.

Increased computer power means reduction of HR processing time. i.e. possibility to have HR products of all
SAR acquisitions (and by consequence LR products of all SAR acquisitions). But in such a scenario one
would have to drastically increase the archiving capacities of HR products.

Increased computer power means quality improvement in LR imagery derived from raw data and by conse
quence possibility to have LR digital products with a good image quality.However in such a scenario. there
would be the need to reprocess the data/or HR products generation.
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Current status and evolution of the SAR Low Resolution imagery.
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THE CCRS AIRBORNE SAR
STC FUNCTION

L.D. Teany1 and R.K. Hawkins
Canada Centre for Remote Sensing

588 Booth St., Ottawa, Ontario, Canada KIA OY7

ABSTRACT

The CCRS airborne SAR does its range expansion and compression stages by using matched pairs of surface acoustic
wave devices (SAWs). Six-bit ND conversion then follows the downconversion of the signal to baseband. Due to the
wide dynamic range of the signal across the swath, a sensitivity timing control (STC) attenuation function is applied to
the incoming signal before and after range compression in order to limit the signal dynamic range and to level the grey
scale across the swath.

This paper examines the implementation of the STC function in the CCRS C/X SAR systems and models the effect of
STC on the amplitude of the resultant data. Results are compared with measurements completed using BITE test signals.
Understanding the STC function and correctly modelling its effect is an essential part of the calibration of this airborne
SAR.

Keywords: Sensitivity Timing Control, SAR Receiver Characterization, Calibration

1. INTRODUCTION

The STC is a voltage controlled, range-dependent attenuation applied to all samples in the radar receive window of the
<TRS airborne SAR. Its function is to reduce the incoming signal dynamic range and to level the grey scale across the
swath. The STC function is computed within the Preprocessor Control Unit (PCU) of the SAR, based on SAA
configuration parameters. However, the actual implementation of this function is performed in the ERU (Exciter
Receiver Unit) of the SAR where the ideal SIC is approximated by the non-linear device characteristics, control signal
slewing. timing offsets, etc. In order to calibrate CCRS airhorne SAR data, it is essential that knowledge of the true
applied STC function be available.

Fc;rcalibration, the STC function is modelled within the CCRS calibration software, SARCAL (Synthetic Aperture Radar
CAl.ihration), sec (Ref. I). This software is a key element in the CCRS airborne calibration methodology (Ref. 2). For
accurate STC modelling, the implementation of the SIC in the ERU has to be examined thoroughly. This paper shall
address how the STC function is physically implemented for the CCRS SAR, examine the parameters which are
modelled within SARCAL. and show the resulting improvement to the modelled STC.

2. SENSITIVITY TIMING CONTROL (SIC) FUNCTION

Figure 1 illustrates the STC function concept. For each transmitted pulse, a typical radar return2 may resemble the curve
shown. Note that there is a large signal dynamic range and signal shape to the expected return. To balance these
range-dependent signal levels. and to obtain a more constant output level across the swath', a STC function is applied.
·111eSTC is therefore a programmed control of the receiver gain, having essentially the inverse shape to the expected
radar return.

The variation of the radar return across the swath is dependent on the SAR viewing geometry, the antenna gain pattern,
and the terrain type (Ref. 3). This dependence is depicted in Eq. I, which is a proportionality equation for the SAR
received power (at the receive antenna). When azimuth compression is included, the dependence is R·3.

1 lntcra Information Technologies (Canada) Ltd., Under Contract to CCRS. 2 Gurdwara Rd., Nepean, Ontario,
Canada K2E 1A2

2 This shape most resembles that of a Nadir mode configuration. For Narrow Swath and Wide Swath modes, the
expected radar return may have less signal dynamic range and/or shape.

3 Ideally, assuming a homogeneous target, the resultant signal level would be constant. In reality however, terrain
variations across the swath and variations in SAR configuration parameters to actual parameters, result in a small residual
level fluctuation.
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The applied STC function is computed at configuration time, based on operator input configuration parameters (such as
swath mode, antenna depression angle, antenna polarization, altitude, and an applicable terrain reflectance law). This
function is then implemented in real-time in the SAR receiver.

-'ve

Rodar
Return

+'ve

SIGNAL
LEVEL
(dB)

0 dB

STC
Attenuation

RANGE

Figure 1: STC F1111ctio11Concept

3. IMPLEMENTATION OF STC

3.1 C-Band Exciter Receiver Unit (ERU)

The STC function is physically implemented in the exciter receiver unit of the SAR. Figure 2 illustrates the C-band
ERU, with the RF signal path highlighted.

The basic transmit signal path consists of the radar pulse signal generation, range expansion through the SAW device", up
conversion from IF (300 MHz) to RF (5.3 GHz) frequency, and transmission through the SAR antenna. Upon reception,
the signal enters one of two channels of functionally identical modules. Nonna) SAR configuration assigns channel A
for co-polar reception and channel B for cross-polar reception. This received signal passes through a bandpass filtering
stage, a downconvcrsion stage back tn IF frequency, receiver gain control stages, the application of the prccompression
STC (STCI ), signal compression through a second SAW device, and application of the postcompression STC (STC2).

Near the receiver front end is a RF switch which is used to optionally inject a BITE (Built In Test Equipment) ks! signal.
This signal is typically used for receiver noise/gain characterization, and can be used to recover the effective STC applied
to the incoming data stream.

The drive signal to the STC attenuators originates from within the PCU module. This module, together with the IF
Amplifier module, the SAW Compressor module, and the Coherent Video Detector module, form the fundamental
modules in which the STC is implemented. These modules will be examined more thoroughly in Section 3.3 .

.~.2 Computation of STC

The computation of the STC function is done in the PCll module, and it consists of several steps (Ref. 4) as illustrated in
lipurc ~.

'The I us pulse is expanded into a 7.0 us pulse for the C-band high resolution mode, an 8.0 us pulse for the
C-band low resolution mode, a 14.8 us pulse for the X-hand high resolution mode, and a 30.0 us pulse for the X-hand low
resolution mode.
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First, the total attenuation is computed in decibels, and specified to 64 coarse intervals over the swath. These values arc
then adjusted by the specified threshold settings, and a linear interpolation is performed to compute the STC to a fine
time interval of 1.0 ~ samples. Now the STC is split into two components, one before (STCI) and one after (STC2)
range compression. The magnitudes of the STC divisions are based on the total STC dynamic range, as shown in Eq. 2.

All,,,. < 52.5 dB STCI -- 2/3 All"'' (dB)

STC2 1/3All"'' (dB)

(2)

STCI --- 35 (max) (dB)

STC2 -- remainder (dl+)

52.5 dB ~ All,", < 70 dB

The STCI and STC2 components arc then converted from decibel units to digital control units, and arc rounded to 8-bit
unsigned integers. STC1 is shilled forward in time, by the range compression SAW delay (to the nearest integer number
of 1 µs sample periods).
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Figure 3: Illustration of STC Co111p11tatio11

"Threshold setting is a SAR configuration option, used to limit the received signal dynamic range.
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LPF LPF Latch

'··' STC Modelling Concerns

Shown in Figure 4 is a block diagram or the four modules within the ERU, which directly affect the STC function
implcmcntat ion.
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Figure 4: sn: Alod11f<'s l1'itlii11UU1

There are three key calibration issues here, which have the greatest impact on the STC modelling:

I) The ST<· attenuators arc non-linear devices which have to be fully characterized (Ref. 5). In addition the
conditioning of the drive siunals to these attenuators must be considered. A STC Gain Control board is located
within thc Dt T or the FR\J. Thi: input STC values to this board arc digital numbers (DNs) computed in the
PC! J, and these DNs serve as the control signals (alter a digital to analog conversion, a sample and hold stage,
and a low pass filtering) to the voltage controlled STC attenuators. The STC attenuators" require a minimum
"P''.rating voltage level, and in addition they suffer from nonlinearities in the output response. In some
inst.mcc» the attenuator nonlinearity is so great' (Rd. 6) that a LUT was applied to modify the attenuator digital
drive signal a..:,·onlingly. lurthcrmorc, the control signal is altered by the effect of the LPF in the path alter the
D '..\ which driv es the attenuator.

2l The STCs arc applied before and after the range compression SAW device (STCI is applied to an
uncompressed pulse) and this distinction must be accounted for. The applications or STCI and STC2 to the
incoming data arc separated by the SAW compressor. STCI attenuation is applied as if the returned pulse were
already compressed in time; this however is not the case. The true applied STCl attenuation is thus a function
of the computed attenuation, convolved with the uncompressed pulse replica weighting function.

') There arc ab,;11luh.:and relative timing considerations to be made in the applications of STCI and STC2.
Further to the compression issues of the STC separation arc timing considerations. Due to the transmission
1kL!y inherent in the S/\ W compressor", STC l must be shifted forward in time to add with STC2. Absolute
t1111in1"then has to be considered for the actual application of the attenuations relative tn the TMIT signal.

..J MOlWl.l.IN< i ST<"

4.1 ST<· Attenuator Non-linearities

/\ series ol l .1ITs were implemented in code, sec Figure 5. A Mapping and Offset I.lJT was used to modify the original
I l:\,;. to .rccount Ior the severity or the attenuator nonlinearities and for the initial flat knee response nf the attenuator

'·Thi: attenuators arc Daico PIN ])/\0098 devices.
The attenuators failed to comply with the specified acceptance test procedures.

'Tile S/\ W compressor delays, in units of us, arc 6.6 and 8.0 for C-band high and low resolution respectively, and
'!(,and l ') 0 for X-band high and low resolution respectively.
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G~rc1 = Gsrc1 • !Rpu1se (3)

with control voltage. Secondly a LPF smoothing transformation was used, in which the DNs were remapped to new
values in order to account for the slewing aspects inherent in the attenuator drive signal path. The final LUT was the
actual DAICO Attenuator LUI which is a steady-state mapping of applied digital drive signal to resultant attenuation, for
all four C-band attenuators.

DNIs DN' DAICO Allen. (dB)
Mappini:& ~---- Attenuation
OITselLUI' ....- - . LUTs

I IDN'

DAC DN"

I 1v ADC

LPF I

Smoothing
v·

Figure 5: Implementation of STC Attenuator Characterization

4.2 SIC! Averaging over Uncompressed Pulse

Averaging STCI over the uncompressed pulse was accomplished by convolving the calculated STCI attenuation, Gsm,
with the pulse replica weighting function, !Rpul•• , sec Eq. 3.

4.3 Timing Considerations

The absolute and relative SIC timing definitions are illustrated in Figure 6. Start times ofSTCI and STC2 arc specified
in the code as system delays relative to TMIT. In addition, the measured SAW delays arc used to quantify the forward
time shill of STCI.

Atten.

time
Figure 6: Absolute and Relative Timing Considerations

5. RESULTS

A BITE signal was injected into the receiver front end (for a configured near half swath, Nadir mode case), and used as a
reference for analyzing the modelling impact of the various stages. The effect of the individual modelling components
were analvzed senaratelv", as is observed in the aranhs of Fiuure 7.
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Figure 7: STC Modelling Results
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The first plot shows the relative SIC attenuation versus range pixel, of the BITE signal and of the three models. Model I
represents the modelling of the SIC attenuators as ideal devices (no non-linearities) and with no control signal slewing.
As observed, model 1 shows significant response shape at the near range pixels, and nonlinear response variations
throughout." Model 2 represents the modelling of the SIC attenuators with their measured nonlinear behaviour, and
uses the actual control signal slewing. The improvement of the results from model 2, compared with those of model 1,
are dramatic (not so much in terms of improved response shape, but in terms of more accurate signal levels). Model 3
represents the combination of true attenuator characterization, plus STCI pulse averaging. The incremental improvement
provided by this modelling over that of model 2, may best be observed as 'fine tuning'. The response shape is smoothed
out to more accurately agree with the BITE response, but little change occurs in the overall SIC signal level.

The second plot in Figure 7 illustrates these same results, but plotted as difference measurements versus range",
Important to note is the 3 dB amplitude shill between model 1 and model 3, and the degree of response flatness observed
in model 3.

6. CONCLUSION

The physical implementation of the SIC function in the CCRS C-band SAR is quite complex in nature, as has been
observed; yet, the accurate modelling of the actual applied attenuation forms an essential part of the CCRS calibration
procedure.

Modelling of the SIC has been done, with focus being placed on three main issues: 1) SIC attenuator characterization,
2) STCl pulse averaging, and 3) absolute and relative timing considerations. The attenuator characterization had the
greatest impact towards the improvement of the SIC modelling, followed next by pulse averaging, and lastly by timing
considerations. With these factors properly modelled, the STC may be simulated to better than 0.5 dB over the whole
swath.
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ABSTRACT
It is well known that the radar backscattering characteristics of the rain forest

show very small dependencies on the incidence angle for wide range of the radar
frequencies through several experiments /1,2,3/. Based on these facts, an estimation of
the SAR elevation antenna pattern for the JERS-1 satellite was conducted through two
steps, (1) the statistical screening of the rain forest SAR data to obtain the same
characterized uniform images, and (2) the application of the correlated SAR image model
including the noise bias, which should be considered for more correct estimation of the
antenna beam width, to the screened SAR images by means of the least square method.
Finally, one way antenna elevation pattern was obtained as 5.44 deg in terms of 3 dB
down beam width, with the accuracy of 0.17 degree. It was also estimated that the beam
width does not change between before and after launch significantly, but, SAR off nadir
angle is 34.91 degree, which is 0.3 degree smaller than the original SAR antenna
deployment.

Introduction
The main advantage of JERS-1 synthetic aperture radar, JSAR, is to enable the

observation of Earth surface almost directly by L band frequency with some specific
recurrence cycle and regardless the weather and day/night conditions. In the movement of
the recent global monitoring, the normalized radar cross section, NRCS, was assessed as
a parameter for expressing Earth surface characteristics, and also necessary to be
absolutely calibrated for the qualified SAR product. NRCS may be obtained in
straightforward by an arrangement of the processed image intensity with a radar
processor response function, which includes the antenna elevation pattern, or shortly
AEP. The accuracy of AEP may affect the SAR product quality. This is because JSAR
antenna is deployed in space to the large scale structure in 11.9meter length and 2.2
meter width, then, becomes difficult to grasp the AEP before the launch of the satellite.
The possible deformation of JSAR antenna due to the vibration in launching phase and in
deployment process, may cause the change of the antenna pattern, therefore, the AEP
measurement is absolutely necessary in after the launch of the satellite.

Several approaches in determination of AEP were taken for the past spaceborne
SARs. As examples, approach-(I) to use the distributed target data such as the tropical
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PADC(R)= {P,(R)X GLNA + Pn,REc} X GAGC X Gsrc(R)+ Pn,ADC

P(R)=P,xG02XGe1e(R)2XA2 -cosf .. Cxr /3
r (4 )3R3 r lftCI 2 . (J. .rr sin me•

(1)

(2)

rain forest data in Amazon or boreal forests, approach-(2) to use the known signal
references such as corner reflectors and active radar calibrators. Moore et al. analyzed the
SIR-B's AEP using Amazon data and Illinois data /4, 5/. Laur calculated AEP for ERS-1
using Amazon data also /6/. Hawkins succeeded to obtain the airborne SAR's AEP using
the Canadian forest imagesn/.Dobson's result is an example of latter approach /8/.
However, the latter's standard deviation is slightly bigger than the former.

These researches foresee that the distributed targets in approach-(I) may offer the
better results than the approach-(2). This is because the number of the back scatterers in
former is much bigger than the latter, and may contribute to minimize the statistical error.
It is also easy to deal with the tropical rain forest data because its scattering coefficient, y,
defined as the NRCS/cos(incidence angle) may not change within the SAR imaging
swath.

In this study, a correlation power model for JSAR was constructed considering
the characteristics of JSAR and SAR processor, and applied to the 17Amazon JSAR
images to estimate AEP by means of the statistical way. The assumption given is that the
scattering coefficient, y, is constant within the imaging swath, which corresponds to 6
degree change in incidence angle. The features of this study is twofold, (1) to screen the
similar scatterers which belongs to the same distribution function using the texture
analysis, then (2) to express the JSAR correlation power model as the function of AEP
and noises of receiver and AD converter.

2. SAR received signal model and antenna pattern estimation
2.1 Received signal power

Received signals from the JSAR imaging swath of 75 Km are injected into the
AOC, Automatic Gain Control, where the signal power level is controlled to around 0
dBm whatever the target intensity is, then injected into the STC, Sensitivity Time
Control, where the signal power level is controlled to almost constant by canceling the
AEP. The output level of the AD converter is expressed as follows:

where, PADdR):Averaged power of the AD converter's output, R: Slant Range, Pr(R):
Received power at the Low Noise Amplifier, LNA, input port, GLNA : Gain of the LNA.
Pn.REC: Noise power generated by LNA and receiver, Gsrc(R): Sensitivity Time
Control, GAGC: Gain of AOC, Pn.ADC: Noise by AD converter. which includes
saturation and bit redundancy noises,Go : Antenna one-way peak gain, P,, Transmission
power, Gete(R): Antenna relative elevation pattern or AEP, ll: wave length (23 cm), r:
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(6)

back scattering coefficient, which is defined by aD!cos 8inci· 8;nci: Incidence angle, C:
Light speed (300,000 Km/sec), /3: azimuth antenna half width ( 0.98 degree), aD:
normalized radar cross section.

2.2 Correlation signal power
We consider the correlation processing of the SAR signal received from the rain

forest region like Amazon. Supposing that both of the JSAR received signal components,
one is from amazon rain forest and the other is noise generated inside receiver, distribute
in Gaussian, same correlation gain is applied to both of the signals. Level change in
STC's 1dB step is averaged over the correlation length in the range correlation
processing. NASDA SAR processor determines the azimuth correlation length
proportional to the slant range for keeping the azimuth resolution same over the whole
image. Then, the correlation power is expressed by the followings /12/ :

N,, p
pcorr(R) = Gproc(R)XI ADC(Ri)

i=I N rg

Gproc(R)= t x f 0.4xPRF2 XAsample X X Rvi
g

(3)

(4)

where, Gproc(R) : SAR processor gain, Nrg : correlation length in range.fsample:
sampling frequency (17.076 MHz), PRF : pulse repetition frequency, Vg : satellite's
relative ground speed, r : pulse width(35 µsec).

Rearranging, (1) through (4), correlation power is expressed by the followings :

(5)

(7)

Because r is assumed constant and GsTc(R) cancels Gete(R)2, first term of the
right side of (5) behaves proportional to R-2, where GSTc(R) is defined as the moving
average of Gsrc(R) with pulse duration. B(R) in (5) which contains LNA and AD
conversion noise may behaves in complex way over an observation window of 360
µsec. Then, the order estimate of these terms was made using the Amazon data.

Fig 2 shows two raw data power patterns, where the upper curve (Curve_l) is the
typical Amazon data acquired for GRS 395-306 on May 17 '92, and the lower curve
(Curve_2) is the ocean data acquired for GRS 49-230 on May 21 '92 which is also
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(10)

dominated by the receiver and AD noise. Automatic Gain Control (AGC) of JSAR sets
the receiver gain appropriate in I dB unit so that the amplified signal can be AD converted
with the best sensitivity. AGC level changes in response to the target brightness and its
value is down linked to the ground in the satellite telemetry. In Fig. 2, AGC values for
Amazon and ocean are 4 dB and 0 dB respectively, where AGC value is the attenuation
value applied to the maximum receiver gain, and this also means that the more AGC value
is set, the brighter the target is. If ocean is observed by 4 dB AGC, Curve_2 should go
down 4 dB in total. Based on the error analysis /I 3, I4/, averaged AD conversion error is
0.45 dB when input power exists between 5 and l0 dB. This error is fairly bigger than
the modified Curve_2 which went 4 dB down. Finally, B(R) can be constant over the
imaging swath.

2.3 Estimation of AEP using MLE, Maximum Likelihood Estimation
We assume that the same r area is extracted from the SAR correlated power image

as shown in Fig 3 - (2), where more detailed description is given later and white strip
parts correspond to the extracted areas. Each extracted strip parts are calculated for the
averaged correlated power, incidence angle, slant rage, etc. Expressing averaged
correlated power over ith strip by ~,and its power model by Pm(Ri /a), then, AEP is

given by minimizing the X2 defined below. In this case, a stands for the parameters
defining the AEP. This model was assumed 4th order power expression referring the
SIR-B data analysis /9/.

N {P. - P (R Ia)} 2 ·X2(a) =L I m 2 I ~minimum
i=l <I;

l0log10 Gete(tP) = a(t/J- tPo)2 +b+ c(t/J- t/>0)4

(8)

(9)

where, a includes off nadir angle, ~o.and the other coefficients a, b, and c. CJ; is the
standard deviation of~ .
In the analysis, level I. I three look power images are incorporated. The slant range of
each strip, Ri, can be determined by using the header information in image record. Then,
the off nadir angle, </Ji· is also calculated by using the satellite position (x, y, and z) and
geodetic latitude of at the center of the image, <p, both of which are stored in CCT header
(see Fig. 4).

(11)
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(14)

where, Re1, Re, and fare Earth radius at the center of the SAR image, equatorial Earth

radius, and flattening, respectively. Finally, a is determined by the following equation.

(12)

where, l is the maximum number of the unknowns. To solve above nonlinear equation,

Levenberg-Marquardt method was adopted because of non necessity for the preparation
of the second order derivatives.

2.4 Determination of B in the power model.
While the parameter B can be estimated as the solution of equation ( 12), its

accuracy is not the satisfactory /9/. Then, B should be determined separately before the
estimation of a. In the consideration of the integration of power model (5) over Sth strip
to £lh strip, which is expressed by Piota/. following three equivalent expressions are

obtained (see Fig. 3-(2)).

E R,.,,. G 2(.tl!. I ) ll
p =~ J {A. ele v, a <;otuj •G(R) BR}dR

101al ~ R2 STC +
i=S R,......

(13)

(13-1)

(13-2)

(13-3)

where, Pint(a) corresponds to the first term in the right side of the equation (13).

Introducing the SNR of the raw data at this integration area, (13-1) becomes (l 3-2), and

then it becomes (13-3) for the screened data.
where, P; ; averaged correlation power over screened area in ith strip, !1R; range pixel

spacing (8.78 m), Rnear,i•Rjar,i; slant ranges at the near and far edges of ith strip, SNR

; Signal To Noise Ratio of the integration area, which can be obtained by the frequency
analysis of the raw data.

Finally, unknown constant B is obtained below;

Table 1 shows B values for all the examined Amazon scenes.
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Gz = (18)

3. Error criteria
3.1 Error criteria for the averaged correlation power

Error criteria for the averaged correlation power to be applied to the AEP
estimation and its derivation method are discussed in this section. Regarding the AEP
error, L1Gele, which is defined by the difference of the estimated AEP,Ge1e(tp) in dB and
the measured AEP, Gete(</>)in dB, its error criteria is settled below referring the SIR-C
and SIR-B /15/;

l.1Ge/el S 0.3dB (3 sigma) (15)

After differentiating (5) expressed in dB, the root sum square of all the right side
error sources is calculated, where B·R is not considered because they are negligibly
smaller than the first term.

In this analysis, '1GsTc(R), L1R, L1cot8;nci are much smaller than M and L1Gete.
then, neglected. While r in A is changeable, however, L band SAR data over Amazon
shows r constant in several experiments of AIRSAR /9/ and JSAR imaging swath has
only 6 degree change in incidence angle. Then, the above equation is simplified and error
criteria for the L1Pcorr is determined as follows;

sr.; = 2.1GeieS 0.2dB(1 sigma) (l 7)

3.2 Number of the data for averaging
It is considered on how many data should be averaged to obtain the Pcorr

satisfying the condition (17). It is ideal that all the data are independent each other in
averaging. Even Amazon data, however, this condition is not realized as its
autocorrelation coefficients are shown in Fig. 5 ( non zero values around at the several
pixels away from the origin depend partially on the characteristics of the SAR processor).
We consider that the averaging is done over N samples, each of which is subsampled
from the original data characterized by the standard deviation of <J, withD pixels in
azimuth and range direction. This offers the standard deviation <J2 for averaged data.
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(19)

where, p 1 and P2 are the auto correlation coefficients at pixel distances D and 2D
respectively. Obtaining the standard deviation of correlated power in dB (ap,dB), then,

inserting it to ( 18) instead of a and comparing with ( 17). the number of the data, N,
satisfying the condition ( 17) is obtained as follows;

Table I also shows the ap.dB·p), P2 and Nmin(minimum number of N). Generally,
Nmin is taken by 460 for Amazon data.

4. Screening processing for the distributed target
4.1 Screening processing.

Most of the Amazon images dealt in this data analysis seemed uniform and to
satisfy the above mentioned conditions qualitatively. But, careful watching offers, even
minor, not only several dark areas by forest cutting and rivers, but also bright areas by
mountain ridges (see one example for Amazon 395-308 acquired on May 17 '92 in Fig.

8-1).
Extraction of the uniform areas or same r areas from the full image increases the

creditability of the calculation results. For this purpose, a similarity test as a part of the

screening processing is very helpful. As shown in Fig. 6, one image is meshed into
many small rectangular cells, each of which has a dimension of Naz and N rg in azimuth

and range direction respectively. Each cell is identified by Celli,j, where i corresponds to
the strip address in range direction and j does in azimuth direction. The continuous

function of AEP in slant range R is canceled by STC function roughly, however, 1 dB
step changes in STC makes the correlation power model in step wise. Then, N rg should

be selected in such a way that correlation power is non correlated with the AEP. Finally,

several non similar cells will be taken away from each strip by using the x2 similarity
test.

4.2 Similarity check of the two cells using x2 test
Similarity test based on x2 test decides "whether or not two distributions are

different" /16, 17/. Let C/J and Cl be assumed the histogram of Celli,j and its averaged

histogram( Ct= Cf·j ), respectively. If x2 defined below is smaller than or equal to a

criteria parameter Xa. it is decided that two distributions are not different with confidence
ofa%.
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N > 55D2az-·--
N rg

(22)

(20)

(21)

where, I'(), rare gamma function and degree of freedom, respectively. Xa is the upper
limit for the integration when Q in (21) is set to a. In the following data analysis, 99% is
settled to a based on /9/.

4.3 Determination of N rg
Defining the H(Xkfi) and H(Xkfi+L) as the histograms of the data on ;th and

i+Lth azimuth lines, respectively. Then, x2 is calculated for these histograms. If
similarity is confirmed, 0 is given to the intermediate parameter Id. I is given to Id for the
non similarity confirmed. An averaged intermediate parameter/ d over range direction is

defined as lo(L) and the sample results for Amazon three scenes are shown in Fig. 7. In

result;
(1) Setting the criteria of Iv(L) as 5% under which no data correlation is supposed,
azimuth lines difference Lis adequate between 20 and 50. Then, 20 is given to Nrg· This

is also similar to the previous result /9/.

4.4 Determinations of Naz and la

Naz and whole image size in azimuth la are determined under the following

conditions;
(I) Number of the data which are incorporated in the averaged correlation power is

bigger than Nmin·

(2) Only when number of the cells identified similar dominate over the non similar

ones, the strip is considered to offer the averaged correlation power.
(3) Number of the data which are subsampled from each cell is big enough for
keeping the calculation accuracy. However, it is difficult to be determined. Then, 55 was

set in this calculation.
Finally, conditions (1) and (2) determines la and (3) determines Naz as follows;

The results are also shown in Table I. Most of Amazon data take 1200 for la. This is

much smaller than the azimuth pixel number of level 1.1 product, 8448.
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4.5 Method of the screening
Each strip contains Maz (=la/Naz) cells. Among of them, the extraction of similar

cells is conducted by the following procedure (see Fig. 6).
( 1) To calculate the histogram of each cell, C/j), and its average, C/.
(2) To calculate the z2 for each cell using C/.

(3) If z2 of the cell is smaller than X a. the cell is identified as similar to the general of
the all the strip areas with the confidence of 99 %.
(4) If the strip of the interest contains complex areas, such as forest and dark intensity
objects, river or deforested or cut area, C/ may be different from the finally selected

cells' histogram. For this difficulty, the number of the similar cells should dominate over
non similar cells. The cells satisfying these conditions will be considered for the

calculation of averaged correlated power, incidence angle, slant range, etc. for the further
calculation.

As an example, the screened result for the Amazon 395-308 is given in Fig. 8-2 ..

Comparing the above with the original image in Fig. 8-1, it is confirmed that the non
similar area, which corresponds to black square, is coincident with the vein like pattern at

the left top of Fig 8-1. This screening processing seems effective for obtaining the similar
characteristic area.

5. Estimation of AEP.

5.1 Procedure of the AEP estimation

Procedure of the AEP estimation is summarized in Fig. 3.
(1) To select the scenes from the Amazon tropical rain forest area.

(2) To conduct the screening processing for the selected images, and obtain the

averaged correlation power, incidence angle, slant ranges, etc.

(3) To estimate the AEP by the MLE for screened data and correlation power model

including the noise reduction.

5.2 Images selected for the AEP estimation
While JSAR is in activation since April 1'.l '92, it succeeded to observe the

Amazon forest areas, especially on both of April 23 '92 and May 17 '92. Each activation
was lasted over eight minutes and gathered 40 contiguous scenes. Following condition
was applied to pick the appropriate scenes out of these scenes.
( l) AGC should be constant over a whole scene

In AGC, data which is received during 7 µsec from 22 µsec after the origin of the whole
observation window is taken into account to set up the suitable AGC gain for the next 64

pulses /10. 11/. If AGC is changed, the power change may occur at some address in

azimuth. But, saturation error of AD converter makes it difficult to correct the power



change due to the AOC change. Then, the condition that AOC should be constant over a
whole image was settled.

(2) STC start time should not change in a scene.
STC start time is controlled to make the SAR observation window cover the SAR

illumination area centered at the antenna boresite direction in order to acquire the signal as

in good condition as possible. This is motivated by the fact that Earth is not sphere. STC
start time changes in lO µsec step wise, which corresponds to 1.5 Km in slant range. For
the calculation simplicity, the condition that STC start time should not change is also
placed.

Among of 80 Amazon scenes,.J. 7 are picked under the above two conditions and
inputted to the calculation. The calculation results is shown in Table 2.

5.3 AEP estimation results and discussions

5.3.1 Determination of the best AEP model and its comparison with on ground AEP
The average of all the AEP coefficients over 17 scenes is conducted and gives best

AEP. These parameters are also shown below;

a = -0.39971,
c = - 0.00133,
ef>o = 34.91,

SD= 0.0372
SD= 0.0072
SD= 0.160 degree

The reason why the coefficient b in (9) is not written above is such that b is
actually obtained in the estimation process, but, it depends on r of each scene. AEP
estimation is originated for the relative calibration. Determination of b is connected to the
absolute calibration which will be achieved by the corner reflector or the active radar
calibrator deployed on ground.

Fig. 9-1 and 9-2 show the coincidences of the best fitted correlation power model
and screened correlation powers for two representative scenes, such as 395-309 and 415-
313. In these Figs, white circle shows the screened data represented also by mea, black
circle shows the best fitted correlation power model, represented also by mod. In Fig, 9-
1, there is some area missing white circles, which correspond the truth that screening
processing failed. Figures also show the successful estimation of AEP.

Comparison of the best AEP and ground measured AEP is given in Fig. l0. The
ground measurement is made by the combination of the actual measurement for one
antenna sub paddle, whose dimension is 2.2 x 1.5m, and the antenna array theory. As a
result, antenna elevation pattern is almost similar between before and after the launch of
the satellite.
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[dB] (23)

The 3 dB one way beam width of AEP was calculated 5.44 degree with the
standard deviation of 0.17 degree. which is almost equal to the value of before launch.

5.4 degree. This result was obtained considering the SNR of raw data. However, the

calculation without the noise consideration gave almost same value, where half width and
off nadir angle are 5.51 degree and 35.021 degree, respectively. The fact that the half
widths for all the sample images are distributed equally around the average shows the
consistency of the calculation.

The averaged residual which is defined as the averaged difference between best
fitted correlation power model in dB and averaged correlation power in dB has taken

0.104 dB as shown in Fig. 11. The maximum and minimum are 0.184 dB and 0.06 IdB,
respectively. This residual generally satisfies the condition ( 17), but, far from 0.01 dB
obtained in SIR-B data analysis /9/. This is explained as follows; STC in JSAR changes

in stepwise of 1 dB between 0 dB and 5 dB. One dB step in receiver is lost some certain
level in AD converter because of its saturation and bit redundancy error. This missed

power is not perfectly corrected in the SAR processor as the screened image shows
several stripes along azimuth /13, 14/.

5.3.2 Repeatability
Repeatability error(£) defined below is to know the stability of the estimated AEP

over all the images.

I 2 2 (- -)2e = 'J~Gref + ~G1arge1 + Gref - G1arge1

where, t1Gref: standard deviation of the referenced AEP, 0.104 dB, t1Gtarget: standard
deviation of AEP obtained for each target imageG,e/ : gain of reference, -3dB, Grarger

gain of AEP in target where the half width of reference AEP is measured.
The repeatability of all the target images is shown in Table 2. Except scene l l ,

rest of the data are confirmed within 0.2 dB. The value of 0.2 dB is also reasonable value
considering that reference gain error has contained already 0. I dB. Scene 11 shows a

small standard deviation, however, different AEP derives the perturbed error.

5.3.3 Stability of the off nadir angle

It is confirmed that the antenna off nadir angles distribute between 34.7 degree

and 35.2 degree around the 35.0 degree. The averaged value is 34.9 I degree with the
standard deviation of 0.17 degree. This means that the antenna was deployed in smaller

off nadir angle than designed, also illuminates about 4 km closer region to nadir.
Originally, it was expected that SAR antenna was deployed at 35.2 degree, however, the
confirmation telemetry data was not obtained yet from the satellite. After the deployment
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of SAR antenna, several estimations for the antenna off nadir angle were conducted by
using the satellite dynamic analysis. This study also qualitatively meets the previous
results.

Comparing the results with path 395, whose Scene_IDs correspond to I to IO,

and the ones with path 415, whose Scene_IDs correspond to 11 to 17, it seems that (I)
these results are grouped, (2) more south the scene goes, the bigger the error does as
shown in Fig. 12. Regarding the former result, there is some relationship with SAR
transmission characteristics. While the SAR has three transmitters, two of which were
supposed to activate in normal transmission mode, however, one of three is used in the
normal operation in order to keep the arcing off and recover the resultant image
degradation when two transmitters were turned on. Path 415 and 395 correspond to one
and two transmitters' operation respectively. The arcing may affect the boresite direction

of JSAR antenna. Then, the former phenomena may be related to this fact. For the latter,
more detailed data analysis is expected in future.

6. Summary
Elevation antenna pattern of JSAR installed on JERS-1 was estimated by the

image data analysis for the Amazon tropical rain forest SAR data whose back scattering
coefficient is expected constant over the small off nadir angle. First, screening processing

was applied to the correlated power image over these area to remove the non similar area

from the total image, which are slightly dark area, such as river and deforested area, and
brighter area such as mountain ridges. Second, correlated power model as the function of
antenna elevation, receiver and AD converter noises, etc. was developed and applied to
obtain the antenna pattern in the maximum likelihood estimation method. As a result, 3
dB down one way beam width was estimated as 5.44 degree as almost same as the before
launch data of 5.4 degree. The off nadir angle was estimated as the 34.91 degree which is
0.3 degree smaller than the designed value.
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Table l A summary of the images evaluated
Scene_ID Path Row Acq.Date SNR B crp,dB pl p2 D Nm in Naz

l 395 305 May 17 '92 4.16 0.046 3.307 0.125 0.112 5 403 69
2 395 307 May 17 '92 4.37 0.043 3.307 0.177 0.141 5 447 69
3 395 308 May 17 '92 4.37 0.048 3.307 0.105 0.083 5 376 69
4 395 309 May 17 '92 4.80 0.046 3.568 0.053 0.038 5 394 69
5 395 311 May 17 '92 5.25 0.049 3.568 0.148 0.110 5 482 69
6 395 312 May 17 '92 4.97 0.049 3.568 0.163 0.122 5 500 69
7 395 314 May 17 '92 5.69 0.053 3.568 0.148 0.120 5 489 69
8 395 317 May 17 '92 4.87 0.050 3.568 0.128 0.093 5 459 69
9 395 318 May 17 '92 4.93 0.057 3.568 0.134 0.122 5 481 69
IO 415 301 Apr. 23 '92 5.78 0.054 3.832 0.06 0.033 5 435 69
11 415 304 Apr. 23 '92 5.67 0.055 3.832 0.118 0.088 5 518 69
12 415 309 Apr. 23 '92 5.82 0.056 3.568 0.071 0.050 5 394 69
13 415 310 Apr. 23 '92 5.80 0.057 3.832 0.093 0.08 5 494 69
14 415 311 Apr. 23 '92 5.80 0.059 3.832 0.126 0.085 5 521 69
15 415 313 Apr. 23 '92 5.78 0.057 3.831 0.042 0.026 5 416 69
16 415 317 Apr. 23 '92 5.80 0.056 3.831 0.092 0.064 5 481 69
17 415 319 Apr. 23 '92 5.32 0.055 3.83 0.097 0.08 5 496 69

[dB] xI016 [dB]

Table 2 A summary of antenna patterns obtained by 17Amazon images
Scene_ID Path Row 3dB half width off nadir(deg) residual(dB) repeat error(dB)

l 395 305 5.491 34.754 0.0794 0.1543
2 395 307 5.465 34.751 0.0946 0.15IO
3 395 308 5.561 34.685 0.0942 0.1956
4 395 309 5.591 34.707 0.0924 0.2322
5 395 311 5.415 34.780 0.1245 0.1620
6 395 312 5.472 34.681 0.1836 0.2209
7 395 314 5.337 34.973 0.1134 0.1790
8 395 317 5.288 34.900 0.1138 0.2118
9 395 318 5.385 34.853 0.1335 0.1744
IO 415 301 5.451 35.015 0.0636 0.1295
11 415 304 5.924 34.980 0.0613 0.4162
12 415 309 5.573 34.873 0.1108 0.2122
13 415 3IO 5.345 35.020 0.1052 0.1671
14 415 311 5.293 35.066 0.0884 0.2325
15 415 313 5.242 35.074 0.0798 0.2740
16 415 317 5.371 35.047 0.1019 0.1508
17 415 319 5.207 35.218 0.1210 0.3320
average 5.436 34.905 0.1036 0.2115
standard dev 0.170 0.160 0.0289 0.0732
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Fig. 8-1. Amazon SAR image acquired on May 17 '92, GRS = 395-308
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Fig. 8-2. An example of the screening processing for the Amazon SAR image, GRS =
395-308. Black area is recognized non similar, and looks same to the darker area of Fig.
8-l.
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ABSTRACT:

The objective of this paper is to study spatial and temporal variations of the radiometric
and polarimetric properties of forest stands in order to assess their use for calibration purposes.
The study is based on an analysis of NASA/JPL AIRSAR data acquired on the Landes forest
during Maestro_ I ( 1989) and Mac_Europe ( 1991) campaigns. The data have been first
calibrated using corner reflectors and natural extended targets (clear-cut).

Backscattering coefficients at P-, L- and C- band, HH, VY, HV and difference of
phases between HH and VY were analyzed. Also, data at C- VY and L- HH were compared
with ERS-1 and JERS-1 data acquired on the same site.

The analysis showed that full polarimetric measurements of forest stands could be
experimentally evaluated with a good accuracy as a function of forest age. The results have
been validated by theoretical modeling. Finally, those specific properties of forest stands have
been assessed for calibration purposes.

I. INTRODUCTION :

The calibration of radar data frequently relies on the use of man-made passive
calibration point targets such as corner reflectors or active devices such as Polarimetric Active
Radar Calibrators (PARCs). Calibration has been performed with accuracy on both airborne
and spaceborne data in recent years. However, the deployment of the calibration point targets
is not always practical. There has been an increasing interest in specific natural extended
targets which can substitute the use of point target for calibration.

In this paper, we investigate the polarimetric properties of forest stands for this
purpose. The study is based on an analysis of NASA/JPL AIRSAR data acquired over the
Landes forest test-site during Maestro_! (1989) and Mac_Europe (1991) campaigns. Also,
ERS-1 data and JERS _ 1 data acquired on the same site have been compared to airborne data.

The site under test is the Landes forest in South-Western France which is the largest
plantation forest in France, constituting nearly one million hectares on flat topography,
producing 20% of the French timber. This forest is almost totally formed of maritime pine, and
is managed in a consistent fashion, which ensures the canopy to be homogeneous. This site has
been studied for ERS-1 and JERS-1 missions and has been selected for the space shuttle SIR
C/XSAR missions scheduled in 1994.



11.1. Phase calibration of Stokes matrices :

The main objective of the first airborne campaign (Maestro_ 89) was to assess the use
of SAR data at different frequencies and polarizations for observation and monitoring of forest
environments. The specific application objective was to retrieve forest biomass (Le Toan et al.
1992, Beaudoin et al. 1993). Two years later, the second experiment (Mac_Europe_91) has
been led on the same site in order to study spatial and temporal variations of forest responses
by comparison between the two sets of airborne data and comparison with ERS-1 data.

The airborne data were from the NASNJPL imaging radar system (AIRSAR),
operating at P- Band (0.44 Ghz), L- Band (1.25 Ghz) and C- Band (5.3 Ghz).

II. CALIBRATION OF AIRSAR DATA:

The calibration procedure has been done using the algorithm proposed by Van Zyl
(Van Zyl, 1990). The. basis of calibration is to use targets with known polarimetric
backscattering characteristics. Calibration targets under consideration include natural
distributed targets and manmade point calibration targets such as corner reflectors. For both
airborne campaigns, trihedral corner reflectors have been deployed on the site in order to
achieve the full polarimetric calibration. In Maestro_ 89, 16 trihedral corner reflectors (I. 8 m,
0.70 m, 0.44 m) for P-, L-, C- Band were deployed. In Mac_Europe_91, 5 triangular basis
trihedral comer reflectors of 2.5 m were deployed.

In the case of Maestro_ 89 campaign, the delivered data format can be either
compressed 4-look Stokes matrix or I-look full resolution complex scattering matrix. We have
used the first format, comprising the 4 complex terms of the unsymmetrized scattering matrix.
For Mac_Europe_91, two pulse bandwidth modes were available. From the 1-look full
resolution image, we have used the 40 MHz mode that generates a 8-look image with a
resolution of approximatively 6.05 m (azimuth)*3.33 m (slant range).

Spaceborne data include ERS-1 data (3-look, C- Band, VY polarization) acquired in
1991 and JERS-1 data (3-look, L- Band, HH polarization) acquired in 1992.

A preliminary step in the calibration procedure consists in achieving the phase
equalization scheme, in order to correct phase differences between different transmitting and
receiving paths (Zebker and al., 1990).

Sij being the components of the true scattering matrix [SJ, the received matrix (RI can
be written as :

The above phase factors correspond to the phase paths of the four distinct polarization
measurements.

Two equations are required to provide an estimation of <l>tand <l>r·
First, the reciprocity theorem imposes equality between Shv and Svh· Under this

assumption, we make up the complex product :

R;w. Rvh = s,..Svh.expj(~I - ~.)
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Shv)(l 0)( I 01)

sw · o f · o" / f i

and average it over the full image. For each pixel, the argument of this product mainly
depends on the phase difference <l>t-<l>r(providing that the system noise between channels is
uncorrelated). An average of this quantity over many pixels will provide an estimation of <l>r-<l>r·

Another assumption is nevertheless required to derive the values of <l>tand <l>r·This
relies on the knowledge of phase difference between hh and vv signals on a particular area of
the image. We currently assume that the mean of this difference is 0° on bare soil surfaces (this
hypothesis being discussed later). A local estimation of the complex product :

thus allows to estimate <l>t+<l>r·
Finally, we get estimations of <l>tand <l>rwith possible errors of 7t.

11.2. Calibration procedure :

After this first step, the calibration procedure of Van Zyl, using the system model of a
symmetrized measured scattering matrix [Z] decomposed as follows :

will allow to estimate cross-talk parameters o1 and 62/f, channel imbalance factor f and
absolute radiometric calibration factor A, provided that for every step of the calibration
procedure, one or several simplifying assumptions are available.

In the case of cross-talk calibration, one required condition is that the magnitudes of o I
and 82 are small compared to I, i.e. the system is supposed well isolated. This condition
insures the convergence of recursive algorithms used to determine cross-talk parameters. A
second assumption, which is more delicate to check, is the hypothesis of zero correlation
between like- and crosspolarized backscatter for natural clutters, which can be expressed as
follows:

This assumption has been validated in the case of a multifrequency image dataset
acquired by the NASNJPL AIRSAR over natural clutter (Cordey 1993). It appears to be of
particular importance, especially if we aim at estimating the crosspolarized power with a good
accuracy. Using simulation, it was shown (Cordey 1993) that the error in the cross-polarized
power is less than 0.1 dB, provided that the amplitude of the correlation between like- and
cross-polarized signals is less than about -I 0 dB.

In the case of channel imbalance correction and absolute radiometric calibration, a
certain number of point targets with known backscattering characteristics have to be deployed
on the site under test. We usually use trihedral corner reflectors characterized by the following
relationships between the co-polarized components of the scattering matrix :

s;.sw =I
S,~,·S111t

and:
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These two results will be useful to estimate respectively amplitude and phase of the channel
imbalance f, for a given range (i.e. for a given incidence), and has to be achieved for various
ranges of the image.

Finally, the knowledge of theoretical corner reflector cross section crcr will allow to
determine the absolute radiometric calibration factor A To reduce errors due in particular to
corner reflector positioning, the calibration factor should be estimated from several corner
reflectors located at different ranges.

The full polarimetric calibration has been achieved for Maestro , 89 and
Mac_Europe_91 datasets at P- band, L- band and C- band. Fig 1-a presents the co-polarized
signatures of a 1.8 m square-base trihedral corner reflector located at an incidence of 30° in
Maestro_89 data. Signatures from uncalibrated data exhibit strong distortions at all
frequencies. After cross-talk removal, significant improvement is observed in L- Band, whereas
the signature is not significantly different at P- Band. Cross-talk removal had not been taken
into account in the case of C- Band, as 81 and 82/f are very weak for this frequency. Then
column 3 shows the channel balanced signatures (both phase and amplitude). Fig l-b presents
initial and final polarimetric signatures of a 2.5 m triangular basis corner reflector located at an
incidence of 53° in Mac Europe _91 data. In this case, we have used POLCAL, which is a
software developed by JPL, to achieve AIRSAR image calibration.

In the two cases, the calibrated polarimetric signatures are in good agreement with
theoretical signatures. This result suggests that the quality of the overall calibration is sufficient
to further the data analysis.

III. STUDY OF SPATIAL AND TEMPORAL VARIATIONS OF FOREST
STANDS RADIOMETRY:

111.1. Results derived from AIRSAR experiments:

In previous studies (Le Toan and al. 1992, Beaudoin and al. 1993), it was
demonstrated that the radar backscattering coefficients of forest stands are related to the forest
age or forest biomass, which is generally strongly correlated to age.

In the following, both Maestro , 89 and Mac, Europe _9 l data were analyzed together as
a function of forest age.

Fig 2-a to fig-2d show the forests responses at P-HH, P-HV, L-HH and C-VV. We
observe a good agreement between data derived from the two campaigns, showing the
temporal stability of the radar responses to forest age.

At P-HH (fig 2-a) we observe an increase of backscatter with forest age. This trend has
been interpreted by theoretical modeling (Hsu and al. 1993). The model indicated that the
major contribution to P-HH return are the trunk-ground double scattering at forest age > 30
years. For young stands, the scattering results from multiple sources including crown scattering
and the crown-ground interaction. The modeling result (fig 2-a) shows good agreement with
the experimental data, especially in the case of forest age > 30 years where the data dispersion
is reduced. For young forest, the data dispersion and the discrepancies between theory and
data can be due to the multiple sources of scattering.

In the case of P-HV (fig 2-b ), the increase of backscatter responses as a function of
age is the most important. Modeling result shows the same trend with nevertheless
underestimated predicted values of backscattering coefficients, especially for young forest
stands. It was found that the main contribution of the backscattering coeflicient comes from
the direct scattering of the primary branches in the crown layer. When the forest grows older,
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the primary branches get bigger and the HY return increases in spite of the decrease of tree
density.

Fig 2-c shows L- Band HH backscattering coefficients (which is the configuration of
JERS-1 SAR) as a function of forest age. A good agreement is observed between theoretical
and experimental results. A smaller increase of backscattering coefficients compared to that of
P- band frequency is also observed. Simulations suggest that the HH return is mainly from the
direct crown return and crown-ground reflection for young forest, while for older forests, it
rather comes from the direct crown return and trunk-ground interaction.

Finally fig 2-d shows C- Band VY backscatter (which is the configuration of ERS-1
SAR) as a function of the forest age. The data show an almost flat response for the
backscattering coefficients . The theory indicates that the main contribution is from the direct
crown scattering for all polarizations and all ages of forests.

111.2.Comparison with spaceborne data :

Fig 3-a shows a comparison between ERS-1 data acquired in November 1991 and
Maestro_89 AIRSAR data at C- band VY selected in the incident angle range 20°-25°. A good
agreement is observed between the two sets of data. It was found to be nearly independent of
forest stand age.

Fig 3-b presents comparison between JERS-1 data acquired in August 1992 and
Maestro_89 AIRSAR data at L- band HH selected in the incident angle range 40°-50°. There
is also a good agreement between these two sets of data. The JERS-1 data are slightly higher
(around 0.7 dB in mean). This difference may be explained by the incident angle of JERS-1
(35°) which is lower than the AIRSAR incident angle range (40°-50°).

The overall result suggests that backscatter coefficients of different forest stands at
different dates and different seasons, retrieved from different data sets, remain stable when
expressed as a function of forest age. In particular, the data dispersion at L- band and C- band
was found of the order of IdB.

IV. POLARIMETRIC BEHAVIORS OF CLEAR-CUTS AND FOREST STANDS:

IV.I. (hh-vv) phase difference behaviour for forests :

In addition to the backscattering coefficients, polarimetric parameters are studied.
Here, we are more particulary interested in the phase of correlation between hh and VY signals,
for forest stands and bare surfaces. In the present work, this is the unique polarimetric
parameter under study. Moreover, it has to be noticed that in most cases of natural clutter, the
phase of correlation equals the mean phase difference between hh and VY signals (Dutra and al.
1991).

Fig 4-a shows the phase of correlation between hh and VY signals for both Maestro_ 89
and Mac_ Europe _91 forest stands at L- Band, as a function of age. In both cases, the mean of
the phase distribution is about 0° and the standard deviation is about 5°. However, we observe
a slight increase of this mean as forest grows older. This trend can be explained by a partial
coherent effect related to ground-trunk interactions.

Fig 4-b represents the phase of correlation between hh and VY signals for C- Band. The
result is similar to that observed at L- band, i.e. with the same standard deviation for phase
distribution. Nevertheless, the slight increase at L- band is not observed at C- band, as no
ground-trunk interaction has been present in the scattering.

In the case of P- band, the behaviour of correlation between hh and VY signals is
different. As it is shown in fig 4-c, the first feature is that the mean of phase distribution is not
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equal to 0° any more. Secondly, we observe an increase of the mean phase as the forest grows
older. This behaviour has been confirmed by the theoretical model which indicated that the
large phase difference is caused by the trunk-ground interaction (i.e. a two-bounce effect)
which becomes dominant when the forest age increases.

IV.2. (hh-vv) phase difference behaviour for bare surfaces :

Fig. 5-a,b,c present the phase of correlation between HH and VV signals for various
clearcuts located at various incidence angles in Mac_Europe_91 images, at P-, L- and C
bands.

At C- band, the observed mean of phase of correlation is -2°, close to 0° as expected,
while at L- and P- bands, the mean values are respectively -5.2° and -3.6°. This result can be
used to readjust the phase difference to 0° after full calibration, if it was not the case.

The standard deviations of the distributions are of 6°, 4° and 3° for respectively P-, L
and C- bands. The large dispersion at P- band (maximum dynamic 17°), due probably to both
surface and volume inhomogeneities of the areas, will lead to a large uncertainty in the phase
evaluation.

V. USE OF FOREST STANDS AND CLEAR-CUTS AREAS FOR
POLARIMETRIC CALIBRATION :

V.1. Properties derived from forest observations :

The study performed on different data sets acquired at the Landes forest indicates that
the radar backscattering coefficients of different forest stands at P-, L- and C- bands and HH,
VV, HV polarizations can be known with an uncertainty of the order or less than 1 dB. At C
hand, as the radar backscatter does not change with forest age, a priori knowledge of
forest/non forest areas is sufficient for radiometric calibration. At P- and L- bands, an updated
forest stand age map is necessary.

The polarization phase difference for forest stands is also known, with an observed
standard deviation of the order of 10°. For a reduced uncertainty, polarization phase difference
of clear-cut areas should be preferred, especially at L- and C- bands, where the observed
standard deviation is of the order of 3°, 4°.

V.2. Properties derived from the literature :

In addition to the above results, the following information on the properties of forested
areas have been derived from the literature.

The first information concerns the zero correlation between like- and crosspolarized
backscatter for natural clutter. This assumption has been theoretically assessed by Borgeaud
and al. (1987) who have discussed the problem in terms of second-order Born approximation.
It was shown that, for an azimuthally isotropic distribution of scatterers, there is no correlation
between like- with crosspolarized signals. Moreover, we have already mentioned that this
assumption has been validated by Cordey in the case of a multifrequency image dataset
acquired by the NASA/JPL AIRSAR, and is of particular importance if we have to estimate the
crosspolarized intensity with a good accuracy.

The second information concerns symmetry properties of natural media published by
Nghiem et al. ( 1992, 1993). The authors defined the following different symmetry properties of
extended targets. The azimuthal symmetry -found for most geophysical media at normal
incidence- is the combination of the reflection symmetry (with respect to a vertical plane) and
the rotation symmetry. The reflection symmetry, which induces the zero correlation between
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co- and crosspolarization can be used to estimate the two complex cross talk parameters. The
rotation symmetry which induces equality between cr0hh and cr0vv can be used to remove
channel imbalance. Finally, the centrical symmetry generalizes the azimuthal symmetry to all
incidence angles. Therefore, the centrical symmetry is of particular importance for cross-talk
removal and channel balance at oblique incidence. The results showed evidences of the
centrical symmetry in forest canopies at C- band. Unfortunately, centrical symmetry of forest
canopies has not been proved for P- and L- Band.

V.3. Application to external calibration of polarimetric radars :

We expose hereafter to what extent the knowledge of natural clutter responses can be
used at every step of the calibration procedure :

* Phase equalization : The phase equalization scheme will be improved by estimating
the phase of correlation between hh and vv signals on several clear-cuts of the image, in order
to reduce the uncertainties. A standard deviation of 6° has been observed on the distribution of
phases at P- band. It drops to 3° for L- and C- bands.

* Cross-talk calibration :We will use natural clutter of clear-cuts and forests over the
whole image, considering that the assumption of zero correlation between like- and cross
polarized backscatter is reliable.

* Channel imbalance calibration : It can be totally achieved by using forest stands
responses at C- band, relying to the centrical symmetry properties of forest canopies for this
frequency. The estimated uncertainty on the imbalance phase is± 3°. The use of forest stands
responses is more delicate for P- and L- bands. Nevertheless, they can be used for amplitude
imbalance, taking into account theoretical differences between crohh and crOvv at these
frequencies, for a given incidence angle (the uncertainty in this case being difficult to estimate,
due to the incidence dependence). For phase imbalance, a possibility is the use of clear-cuts
located at specific ranges. In this last case, the estimated uncertainty on the phase reachs ± 10°
at P- Band and is± 3° for L- and C- Band.

* Radiometric calibration : It can be achieved with backscattered intensity of forest
stands at the three frequencies. At L- and C- bands, the respective uncertainties will be of± 0.7
dB and± 0.5 dB). In the case of P- band, the responses reach a fairly stable value for age> 35
years. If only stands > 35 years are used, we achieve a radiometric calibration with an
uncertainty of± 0.5 dB.

In summary, full polarimetric calibration can be achieved using exclusively natural
extended targets such as the Landes forest stands. Compared to the use of corner reflectors,
the forest stands can provide radiometric calibration with equivalent uncertainties. Polarimetric
calibration appeared adequate at C- band, while at P- and L- bands, the uncertainties are more
important.

VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS :

It was demonstrated that forests have specific properties that can be used for
calibration purposes. The resulting uncertainties have been estimated in the case of The Landes
forest. These preliminary results will be assessed during the space shuttle SIR-C/XSAR
mission scheduled for April and November 1994.



To generalize this method, further works must be done, on various forest types and
environment conditions. It should be also important to estimate to what extent meteorological
conditions involve variations of natural clutter polarimetric responses.
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Fig I-a - Calibration of MAESTRO 89 data : Co-polarized polarimetric signatures of a
trihedral corner reflector at 30° incidence angle for P-, L- and C- Band. Column 1 :
uncalibrated. Column 2 : after crosstalk removal. Column 3 : after full calibration.
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Fig l-b - Calibration of MAC EUROPE 91 data : Co-polarized polarirnetric signatures of a
trihedral corner reflector at :'3° incidence angle for P-, L- and C- Band C0iu111n 1
uncalibrated. Column 2 after crosstalk removal. Column 3 after full calibration.
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ABSTRACT

A concise background is given on the algorithms, which
are applicable for the radiometric correction and
calibration of the data to be acquired during the X SAR
experiment. The calibration algorithm of the receiver
based on the data included in the header of the High
Rate data stream of the instrument and the various
ways to make corrections of the antenna boresight
angle during post processing are also presented which
are to be installed at the Italian Processing & Archiving
Facility (1-PAF) in the Centro di Geodesia Spaziale in
Matera, Italy.

Keywords: Synthetic Aperture Radar, SIR C, X-SAR,
Calibration, Radiometric Correction

1.RADIOMETRIC CORRECTION OF ANTENNA
PATTERN AND RANGE

1.1 General Concerns

Conventionally the radar equation gives the received
power from a backscattering target. Regarding the
Radar Cross Section (RCS) as o and the target-to
sensor-range dependent term of K'(R), which includes
all the system parameters, we obtain Equations 1 and
2, when no noise is present.

P, = K'(R)a (1)

K'(R) = P.G (GA.)2I,--·
(41r)3 R4

(2)

The RCS of the target in case of an extended image is:
a =d'oA , where oA = oxoRg, with the ox resolution in
azimuth and oRg in range for an image pixel.

After the calculation of the pixel value in the SAR image
additional terms should be included, to account for the
number of samples, which are used in the image pixel
synthesis. Thus the power of a pixel is expressed as
follows:

P/ = K'(R)aLN12 W1,

where L is the number of looks, N1 is the number of
samples included in the pixel calculation and W1 is the
loss term accounting the losses due to the weighting in
the range and azimuth reference functions. N1 = L, L81
with the number of samples in range and azimuth. To
find the number of samples in azimuth, we need the
length of the radar real-aperture (L8p), the velocity of the
SAR platform (vsen8)and the pulse repetition frequency
(fp):

Using the latter dependence of the azimuth weighting
function length results in an azimuth resolution which is
independent from range, i.e. ox fixed, so in the final
SAR image an R-2 dependence of the power will be
observed because of the R2 law of the resulting N,2.
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Finally we can rewrite the full expression of a SAR
image pixel power and find the differential RCS of the
pixel as:

o _ P/
<T - 2

K'(R)LN1 W, 8x0Rg

The parameters in Equation 5 are partly flight and
sensor data, which are supplied with the input data, or
they depend on the processing of the raw data. The
latter ones are the weighting function dependent loss
and length values, defined by the functions, which are
used in the range and azimuth compression.

For a completely calibrated image, using Equations 1
and 2 for the absolute calibration with point targets of
known RCS, and using Equations 3-5 the correct sigma
nought values are found throughout an entire image.

1.2 Imaging over the EARTH's surface

Figure 1 gives the geometry for imaging over a
spherical surface, where rand 17are the boresight angle
from nadir and the local angle of incidence at the pixel
from zenith, respectively, and Equations 6 and 7 give
the necessary links between the individual parameters
of the sensor distance from the Earth center (Re), Earth
radius (R8), the pixel-sensor distance (R) and the
bandwidth used in the range-compression of the raw
data (B,).

h
~2Brsin17]
(grrl.sw)

Figure 1. Imaging geometry of X-SAR over the Earth

2 R2R:-R - e
cos 11= 2RR.

cosy = R; +R2 - R2-- e
2RRc

(5)

(6)

(7)

Equations 6 and 7 are to be used to evaluate the
antenna pattern dependence of the K'(r) term, where the
elevation antenna pattern as seen in Figure 2 should be
used to solve Equation 5 for a given r and the
corresponding R.
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Figure 2 X-SAR antenna elevation-pattern

R has to be expressed as the smaller root of the second
order Equation 7, which yelds Equation 8.

(8)

It also should be noted, that any Earth surface model
can be used in the evaluation of Equation 8, when the
instantaneous Earth radius at the nadir point below the
space shuttle (Rc-h) and the same at the investigated
pixel (R6) are known.

To investigate the effect of the changing boresight
angle, the beamwidth taken by the swath projected on
the surface should be calculated. From Figure 1 one
can see that this angle denoted as or corresponds to
the slant range swath (sw) according to Equation 9.

SW= oytg17 R (9)

1.3 Evaluation of the useful data window within a
data-take

If the swath-width projected on the ground surface
(grd.sw) is of interest, one has to account the local
angle of incidence (11). also seen in Figure 1, and has to
project sw on the surface as grd.sw of Equation 10.

grd.SW=~
sin 11

(10)

To find the required number of pixels (pxl) covering this
swath, the slant extension of the swath (sw) should be
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divided by the spacing of the adjacent pixels in slant
range, based on the sampling interval of r, as Equation
11 shows.

pxl = slt.sw
cr/2

The useful range of the swath is limited by the 3 dB
elevation mainlobe of the antenna, and on the other
hand a limitation exists due to the fixed data rate, so
the number of pixels within the slant swath decreases
by increasing PRF. The minimum of the resulting two
swath values should be regarded as the real swath, and
the number of pixels is defined by this lower value.

The previous equations are used in a spreadsheet
calculation, and with the existing data for X-SAR at
coarse resolution setting, when the sampling rate is
STAL0/8. The resulting beamwidth values are listed
and plotted for 4 bit and 6 bit sampling modes in Figure
3. It seems, that for boresight angles below 30 degrees
the full swath does not contain useful data due to the
widening of the projected swath. Only for angles greater
than 30 degrees is expectable a beamwidth around or
less than 10 degrees, which matches to the mainlobe of
the elevation antenna pattern, which is about 5.5
degree wide, regarding a 3 dB drop from the maximum
gain.

The number of pixels in the 4 and 6 bit data take are
also tabulated in Table 1, and they vary from 533 to
3024, depending on the variation of the boresight angle
of the antenna axis, i.e. the center of the mainlobe, and
also on the PRF. The latter dependence is apparent
only, if the limiation is set by the data rate, when all the
received values are within the mainlobe. If the 3 dB
mainlobe sets the limitation, the condition is purely
geometrical, so the number of pixels within the
mainlobe does not depend on the pulse repetition
frequency. In this case the two sides of the mainlobe
fall out of the range, which is spanned by the slant
swath at the maximum data rate.

To find the useful window of pixels in the data-stream,
the entire data-window should be positioned so, that the
central pixel of each swath data series shall coincide
with the backscattered signal coming from the centre of
the antenna beam. Thus the data stream covers
simmetrically the swath between near and far range,
measured in slant direction, though the ground cover is
not perfectly simmetrical due to the curved surface.
Regarding this position of the data-window, as
reference, the start and stop of the window defined by
the 3 dB mainlobe of the antenna can be found,
measured from the transmission of the radar-pulse.

(11)
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Figure 3 Beamwidth in degrees over PRF

2. RECEIVER CALIBRATION OF X-SAR

2.1 System Concerns

Figure 4 shows the simplified block-diagram of the X
SAR trasnsceiver. With reference to (4] the error
sources are:

A. uncertainties of the high power AMPLIFIER output
power

B. transmission path losses and its variation from
AMPLIFIER to ANTENNA (TR loss)

C. TX calibration loop with COUPLER+ATIENUATOR
loss ambiguities (TX loss)

D. variations of the LOW NOISE Amplifier (LNA) gain

ANTE,..,.A Rl( loss L JD

TR loss •

LTR ····>~-L-----.•
MOOU.ATOA

Figure 4 The X-SAR System-blocks
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Tau (ns) e (km/s) alt (km) Re(kmJ Rcentral (km) fs (MHz) Data.me [Mbls] 3dB (deg rad) Plxsp(mJ
88.89 300000 255 6500 6755 11.25 44.997 5.505 0.096 13.3333:
Pl<L4 SW4 PXLS SW& Ground Swath [km]14bit) Ground Swath [kml 16bit) PRF
lnuml lmetersl lnum] [meters] 16 30 46 60 16 30 46 60 [Hz]
4536 60,484 3024 40,323 26.43 33.43 52.41 67.2 26.43 33.43 52.41 44.8 1240
4464 59,524 2976 39,683 26.43 33.43 52.41 66.14 26.43 33.43 52.41 44.09 1260
4320 57,604 2880 38,402 26.43 33.43 52.41 64 26.43 33.43 52.26 42.67 1302
4185 55,804 2790 37,202 26.43 33.43 52.41 62 26.43 33.43 50.63 41.34 1344
4032 53,763 2688 35,842 26.43 33.43 52.41 59.74 26.43 33.43 48.78 39.82 1396
3906 52,083 2604 34,722 26.43 33.43 52.41 57.87 26.43 33.43 47.25 38.58 1440
3780 50,403 2520 33,602 26.43 33.43 52.41 56 26.43 33.43 45.73 37.34 1488
3720 49,603 2480 33,069 26.43 33.43 52.41 55.11 26.43 33.43 45 36.74 1612
3472 46,296 2315 30,864 26.43 33.43 52.41 51.44 26.43 33.43 42 34.29 1820
3360 44,803 2240 29,869 26.43 33.43 52.41 49.78 26.43 33.43 40.65 33.19 1674
3240 43,203 2160 28,802 26.43 33.43 52.41 48 26.43 33.43 39.19 32 1736
3024 40,323 2016 26,882 26.43 33.43 52.41 44.8 26.43 33.43 36.58 29.87 1860

Bores Ideal 15 30 45 60 15 30 45 60
Bores [rad) 0.26 0.52 0.79 1.05 0.26 0.52 0.79 1.05
Slant-r [km) 264.4 296.4 368 544.2 264.4 296.4 368 544.2
lncld [cos] 0.963 0.854 0.678 0.4Je 0.963 0.854 0.678 0.436 PRF
lncld [deol 15.6 31.3 47.3 64.2 15.6 31.3 47.3 64.2 [Hz)

Beamwldth (deg)> 46.94 19.22 8.692 3.084 31.29 12.82 5.794 2.056 1240
> 46.19 18.92 8.554 3.035 30.8 12.61 5.702 2.023 1260
> 44.7 18.31 8.278 2.937 29.8 12.21 5.519 1.958 1302
> 43.31 17.74 8.019 2.845 28.87 11.82 5.346 1.897 1344
> 41.72 17.09 7.726 2.741 27.82 11.39 5.151 1.828 1396
> 40.42 16.55 7.485 2.656 26.95 11.04 4.99 1.77 1440
> 39.12 16.02 7.243 2.57 26.08 10.68 4.829 1.713 1488
> 38.5 15.77 7.128 2.529 25.66 10.51 4.752 1.686 1612
> 35.93 14.72 6.653 2.361 23.95 9.81 4.435 1.574 1620
> 34.77 14.24 6.438 2.284 23.18 9.494 4.292 1.523 1674
> 33.53 13.73 6.208 2.203 22.35 9.155 4.139 1.469 1736
> 31.29 12.82 5.794 2.056 20.86 8.544 3.863 1.371 1860

Near Slant lkml 261.2 288.3 350.2 496.1 261.2 288.3 350.2 496.1
Far Slant lkml 268.3 305.7 388.8 605. 268.3 305.7 388.8 605.8
Slant Swath lkml 7.11 17.37 38.51 109. 7.11 17.37 38.51 109.7
3 dB ard-sw lkml 26.43 33.43 52.41 121. 26.43 33.43 52.41 121.9
SWATHPIXELS 533 1303 2888 8225 533 1303 2888 8225
Pixels within swath of 3 dB mainlobe limit (above)and 4 & 6 bit beam and data rate limit (below) PRF [Hz]
Useful plxels 533 1303 2888 4536 533 1303 2888 3024 1240

533 1303 2888 4464 533 1303 2888 2976 1260
533 1303 2888 4320 533 1303 2880 2880 1302
533 1303 2888 4185 533 1303 2790 2790 1344
533 1303 2888 4032 533 1303 2688 2688 1396
533 1303 2888 3906 533 1303 2604 2604 1440
533 1303 2888 3780 533 1303 2520 2520 1488
533 1303 2888 3720 533 1303 2480 2480 1612
533 1303 2888 3472 533 1303 2315 2315 1620
533 1303 2888 3360 533 1303 2240 2240 1674
533 1303 2888 3240 533 1303 2160 2160 1736
533 1303 2888 3024 533 1303 2016 2016 1860

Plxels 14bit) Pixels 16bltl

Table 1 Calculations for the useful window size

Terms A and C are included in the TX calibration
procedure, which means, that at 60 dB mid gain value
one-second-long calibration raw-data are recorded
before and after each data take. This yelds a term
including the product of the output power of the
transmitter and the receiver gain (LNA excluded). Term
B has an approximate value of 0.2 dB, with a slight
temperature dependence (from 0.11 to 0.32 dB). Term

D has an individual temperature dependence look-up
table. Some of these temperature dependent terms are
listed in Table 2 and are plotted in Figure 5.

The overall system budget is discussed in an estimation
as given in Table 3. For the given 255 km flight altitude
an approximate 187 dB loss is assumed, including all
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the terms of the radar equation, except the target RCS
and receiver gain.

b1e2 I emperature ueoencenceof xeceiver
Temp TR loss TX loss RX loss G(LNA) Off&et
d9!1c dB dB dB dB dB
-10 0.11 -0.41 0.91 - I

0 0.14 -0.37 0.98 2.3 I

10 0.16 -0.34 1.05 2.2 I

20 0.19 -0.3 1.12 1.8 I

30 0.22 -0.27 1.17 1.7 I

40 0.25 -0.23 1.22 1.5 •
50 0.28 -0.20 1.27 1.3 I

60 0.31 -0.17 1.32 1.2 I

65 0.32 -0.15 1.34 - •
TX loss and LNA oain are offset 30

~ G(LNA) ·· • · RX /o$s - •- TR loss - •- TX/o$s

2 5 L--------- .....•• ~ ------------1
!II 2 •:a •

§is • · ~ 1

& 1 • ~ ··- -
~05 -·· ~ ~-~ - ____:__::___

- -~ ~ --- 65~ 0 - ·+ ...::::.....- -40 50 600 ~ -~ 30
...•-05 - 0 10 20 fdegC}

-10 T.,,,,,_rt1tuffl
Figure

5 Temperature dependence of receiver

If the illuminated area is approximated from the
maximum antenna gain, and a -1OdBdifferential RCS is
observed, the receiver output power after 80+30dB
amplification will be approximately 4 mW.

Table 3 S d X-SA
Wavelenoth 0.03 m
Antenna aain 47 dB
Ranae 280 km
S antenna & space -187 dB
lflum.area. 72.94 d8cl8m2
Cal D01Ner(AOC) saturation 10 dBmW
Data take D01Ner 6dBmW
GRX(cal) 60 d8
GRXOake) 60d8
LTR(take) (30" 0.22 dB
LRX(take) (30' 1.12 dB
GLNA(take) (30u 31.7 d8
LTX(cal) (30") 100 d8

sioma 63.0 dBm'
sioma nouoht -10.0 dB

2.2. Correction of the Individual Terms

The two major variations, aroused by the LNA
temperature dependence and the whole MODULATOR-

AMPLIFIER-COUPLER-RECEIVER loop can be
corrected based on the amplitude detection of the RAW
data from the TX calibration data take.

Given an amplitude value detected from the TX
calibration raw data at a certain temperature of TTX
during the calibration period, which utilizes the TX loop
the total power at the detector input is:

(12)

At the regular measurement data take period another
temperature set is supposed to be in effect, and the
signal route is also different:

(13)

Finally from Equation 1 and the necessary temperature
dependence look-up tables the target RCS will be:

CTtargel
p~KE pHPA(~tiTX)
~AL TX P. ( -rTAKE)RX HPA 1HPA

LrR(r!tKE) ~(r~KE)

GRX(~LTX)
GRX(r~KE) ...

(14)

In Equation 14 the G and L parameters are the
corresponding gain and loss values, obtained from the
temperature dependence of the LNA and SAW device
etc., and these values are read from the look up tables
of these parameters, based on the housekeeping
temperature data, stored in the RAW DATA header of
the SAR data stream.

On the right hand side of Equation 14 the first three
terms . express the correction of those parameters,
which are in the TX calibration loop and data TAKE as
well. In the last term each parameter is accounted only
for either TX calibration or data TAKE. The S term
expresses the antenna and free space effects, as
(GA.)2/( 41r)31R41L8tmosphere • which means, that the
corrections due to the atmosphere, antenna and range
can be performed by accounting this term. Note, that
Equation 14 expresses the RCS, so a different R
correction can be required, when evaluating the
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differential cross section on an image, when the pixel
area also counts.

3. BORESIGHT-ANGLE CORRECTION

3.1. Available information

For the estimation and correction of the X-SAR antenna
boresight angle, the High Rate data header contains the
shuttle state and attitude data and the antenna tilt angle
of the SIR-C antenna. Also is apriori knowledge of the
antenna pattern.

The images of interest for boresight angle investigaton
are the Amazonian rain forest areas, where a uniform
sigma nought distribution is expected, and those areas,
where more point targets with uniform or known radar
cross section are available, e.g. corner reflectors and
active transponders.

3.2. Applicable algorithms

One group of these algorithms are based on the
acquired images. Without the antenna pattern
correction, the images hold the boresight direction
information, which can be extracted by using either the:

• rain forest data, by fitting the apriori known
antenna pattern to the image, obtained by imaging
an area of extended radar target, with uniform d'
distribution, or using

• point target areas, where a similar fitting of the
antenna pattern can be carried out, if the point
targets have the same RCS values, all the distinct
RCS values are apriori known. The positions of
these points shall be of different boresight
directions, and the boresight angle of the points
should be extracted from the image or given by the
ground truth measurements of the positions of the
calibrating point targets (GPS reading).

If there are ground based microwave receivers
available, and they are deployed in different boresight
directions, their recordings will show the one-way signal
strength, measured at the radar target, and a similar
estimation can be done, based on the antenna pattern
of the X-SAR.

4. CONCLUSIONS

The presented algorithms can be used in the
radiometric correction and range, antenna and
boresight calibration of the images obtained by the X
SAR.

These algorithms shall use a priori information, such as
the navigation data in the header of the High Rate data
tapes, and calibration scenes, among which the
Amazonian rain forest areas and test sites with
calibration targets are found.

The presented algorithms are of more general use, in
other similar Synthetic Aperture Radar systems.
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.Joao R. Moreira

CALIBRATION OF THE DLR/INPE SAR PROCESSOR

FOR ERS-1 INTERFEROMETRY

.lost' C Murn

12201 S;ln Jose dos Campos, Brasil 822.14 Obcrpfallcnhofcn. Gcrmanv

Absf.rnct , ,\ SAB. Pron•ssor for airborne and spac<'hor1w plat.aforms is presented. ,\ bidim.-nsional
aii11111th rd(·r.-nc1· function and a hybrid correlation alp;orit.hm is used in order to correct I he range
111ip;ra1in11during 1.111·aziruul.h «omprcssiou. Tlu- intcrfcromet.ic cnpability oft.his SAR Processor is
1•val11atl'd using t.wo sn•11t•s of t.h» ERS··l Syst.e111 and rhe results are presented.

l Iut rorluct iou

This work is has1•d in t.lw results obtained from the
jomt work carried 0111.in cooperut.ion with the Ins
t u.uu- for Badio Freq11<'1H·yTechnology (NE-HF) of
DLB aud l:'JPE. suportcd by t.he agreement between
))LB (Ct>m1an Aerospace> Research Establishment)
;111d INPE (Hraiilian lnstit.ute for Space Research)
for span• research. ,\ SAR Processor architecture
fnr airborne (E·SAR/DLR) and spaceborne (ERS-·
I) platafotms is presented. This SAR Processor is
bas<'d on a hybrid correlation algorithm. and look fil
INs an' used to increase its performance. The Space
borne Si\H Processor is 11s1'd to generate complex
i111aµ;es from ERS-1. for interferometric evaluation.
The met hodology to genernte a terrain elevation map
aud t h1• results obtained are presented.

~ INPE/DLR. SAR Processor

.\ S.\H system is a side-looking radar. with timc
rnllt'r1•11r1• from pulse l.o pulse. The discrirnation in
r:111ii;t>dirertiou (across track) is accomplished by a
sh•>rt FrPq1wnry Modulated pulse, of period r . called
"vhirp". 111order to incrt>asP tho resolut.ion in rang"
direct.ion this pulse has a larg;1• time-bandwidth pro
duct. rB, .. where Br is tlw bandwidth of llw system
p11ls1'. 111this case t.lie ra11g;P rr-solut.ion, br. obtained
aft1·r t.lw p11ls1•compressiou is h,. = r/2Br, when, c is
t lw sp•·"d <Jft.lw light. Th« discrimination in azimuth
dir•·cl ion (aloug track) is accomplished by a coherent
i11t.Pg;rat.i1mof the radar r--t.urn froru a tarµ;1•t point.
at. a slant nt11g;P r. Th» coherent integration depends
011 t.lw phase history of 1.lw point, giv1!11by
O(t.) = -:lr(t.)/,\, where Tis t.lw t.i1111•along track. r(I.)
is !111·slant. rang1~ on t and ,\ is tlw radar wav1+11g;th.
'I'h« auaiuable resolution in az iuurt.h direction, h,,
is h,, = I/ [JD, where 13v is tlw Doppler spectrum
bandwidth. The Doppler spectrum is given directly

by viewing a point target. from different angles as
t.111·plat aforrn moves. A S,\ R Proct>SSLH consists of
earring out a range compression oft he raw radar sig
nal and an azimuth compression (coherent integra
tion) of the data in the azimuth direction, in order to
obtain a high range and azimuth resolution respec
t.ively.

window
interface

Range
Reff unction
generator

Bidimensional
1\zimurh

ref function
generator

[ligh:
parameters

SAR
parameters

Raw data

Motion
Compensation I
parameters
esumation
RDM
Method

Phase and vel.
compensation ----~

Multi-look
Azimuin

Compression

Image detec.

Image defected Complex image

Fiµ;1m· I: Blod; dia~ra111 of th·~ INPE/DLil SAH
Processor

2.1 E ·SAR systmu

Th« SAR Processor fort.he E SAR system was im
pl•·1111•nt.ed in C and <.'.++, and uses window inter-
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fart's ha~wd in motif for use- in wokst.atious. Th<'S<'
int.<-rfan's allow th« opor.uor t.o load t.h<' SAB. and
sr1'll•' pnr.unetcrs, and also t.o clu-ck t.lw processor
s1.at.11sd11rin.t.?;t.h<' proc1'ssinp;. 'I'lu- block .liagran1 or
f.h<' S,\ H l'ror1•ssor for I•: S,\ B. syst.<'nl is shown i11
Figur•' ( I).

In l.his Processor t.lw raw data ar•' lirst. rang<'
co111prcsscd using a l'r1•qw·ncy domain fast. corrcla-
1ion. ,\ range ref1'rPnr<' fun ct.ion is )!;('llt'r;1!1'dfrom
1lw chirp pulse parunu-tcrs and correl.ued with th«
raw dat.a t.o make the rang<' compression.

The clutterlock technique is used to estimnr.e
d<' Doppler spectrum shift. dw· to the errors in t.h«
antenna pointing (squint angle not. zero). This fr1•
quency shift. called. Doppler Centroid Frequency. In ..,
is obtained from the range compressed data.

The phase history of a point target is not ideal
due to the motion errors. The motion compensation
parameters have to be calculated to conform with t.h«
data and to allow an accurate coherent integration of
these data (azimuth compression). Tlu- Reflectivity
Displacement Method (RDt\I) proposed by [I J is used
to calculated the velocity variation of the aircraft and
the variation of the phase. due to the other motion
errors. These parameters are calculated from the
range compressed data.

The range compressed data are low-pass filtered
in azimuth direction (presumming), through a mo
ving average. in order to decrease the Doppler band
width. Bo, for an attainable azimuth resolution.

After the pressuming the array of data has to
be transposed to make the access to the data in a
zimuth direction easier, this process is called" Corner
Turning".

The array of data arranged in azimuth lines has
to he motion compensated, for the azimuth compres
sion. Each azimuth line is ressarnpled according to
the variation of the velocity. to compensate de PRF
const.aut . and the Doppler spectrum is shift1~d ar
cording to the variation of the phas«. After this pro
cessiug step the data ran bP compressed in nzuuut.h
direction.

To avoid the range migration correction of the
raw data, the two dimensional azimuth n-fercncce
function is generated. wit.h the ideal range migration
and tlw ideal phase history.

,\ hybrid correlation algorithm is 11s<~dfor the
azimuth compression. This algorithm uses a Ire
queucy domain fast correlation in azimuth direction,
with a time domain col vol ver operation in range di
mension. in order to handle the finite amount of dis
pr-rsion of the azimuth r<'ft>r<>nr<'luurtiou. due t.o t.h«
rang<' migration.

'I'h« multi-look azimuth compression is t.hc most.

iut.cusiv« skp 1Jf ;t Si\B l'roc<'ssor. 111ainly d111'to
f.111'kngt.h or t.111'FFTs l.o Ir.uisform t.h.: data in l'n·
quouvy domaiu. In ord1'r t.o d<'<'l'•'aS<'!.lit' ro111p11-
t.u.iou t.i1111•of t.his sl1•p, .lat.a al'•' lill1'r<'d ,.,,11t.1•r1·d
in Pach look-Iroqucnvy :111dsa111plt•d. Tho n-sult.i ru;
d;1t.a ran lw t.rnufornu-d in frc'q11<•ncy.lourain using
stunll.-r FFTs.

1\ft.1'1'f.lw look souint.iou I.it•' complex i111ag<',·;111
IJ,, d<'f.1'rtl'd using a lin<'ar <ll'squ.ir« d<•l<'t'Ii<HI.

D1w t.o ,.;011w1lill'<'r<'nl,·haracl l'risl 11·,.;,if 1lw ori
gi11al E S,\ R Sysl1'111Motion ( 'trn1p1'11,.;:11ion l'ron',.;
sor of t.lu- DLH. such ;1s. look-tilters. corner i.uruhu;
and motion corupr-nsat.iou after pre,.;s11111i11g.this S,\H
Processor cau proc<'ss a st'<'ll•' in tilt' s;11111'condition
about :IO% Iaster t.han I.ht•original. sup lying t.lu-same
imaµ;<' quality. The Fiµ;m<' ('2) shows ;1 E Si\ R Sys
tern to\ looks i111ag<'of Munich (C1'r111a11y)prorcss<'d
by INPE/S,\H Processor. with "2.ll 111of tlw r;111g1·
resolution and :l.O 111of t.111·azi11111th resolution.

Fig111·1·"2: E SA H. Sys11·111i111;1geof \I 1111id1

2.2 ERS l SystPIU

The SAR Pro1·1·ssor for EBS- l data has tlw same
structure of th- E SA B. SystP111 Processor. without
t.lw modules of Pr1•s11n1111i11µ;.Motion ( 'orupensation
and Phas« and V1~locit.y ( 'ompensation For f.lw
ERS I Sys I«Ill 1.lw processor d1ws 11111.n<'Pd motion
co111p<'11saf.iond1w t.o de st.ahility of t.lu- plnt.aform.
and 1.h<'Doppl<·r bandwidt his small <'11011µ,h1hat t.lu
l'r<'Slllllllling sl.1•prnu lw n-movr-d.

'l'lw sam« hyhnd «orrvlation :tlgorith111. to ,·0111-
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pe•11:-;;1te•t.lu- ra11g1• 111igrat.io11, is 11s1•d i11 t.lus proc1•s:-;or
1,1 111;1ke·t.l«: :1zi11111th,·.,11q1r1•ssio11oft hi' data. Fig111"C·
(:\\ ,.;li.,11·,.;:111~111aµ;1·,,f Flc-v"h11d ( llol;111d) proc1•,.;s1·d
hy I hi,; l'rcicc•,.;,.;nr wit Ii~ looks .uul :tlin11t. '2i1.!l 111by
'2.C1.0 11111f r:i11g1•aud :1zi11111t.hrc·solirt.ion rc·spe•rlivdy

Figure :~: ERS -1 image of Flevoland

3 Int erferomet ric capabilities for ERS-1 Sys
torn

Tlw IN PE/DLR SAR Processor for ERS~l data has
lwe·n dc>111onst.rated to lw a good phase preserving
procossor during the simulations, carried out with
simulnt.cd point targe•t and small squint angle. In
order t.o verify its us- for interferometry aplication
two EH.S- l images WPW processed and evaluated.

3.1 Two pass iutc•rfo1·onwtry

l11tnfno111d.ric radar imag<' has h1·1•11used to µ;1•
tu-rat.r- topographic 111apping. An iuterferomct.ric i-
111ag1·is Iorrucd by rPlati11g t.lu- signals from two SP

p;i r;tl.c•d se11sors ( antennas). The separation of the
two s1·11sors (antennas) is callPd "baseline". The base
lin« can h•· achieved by using two antennas in the
sa111<'platform, 0111·pass iuterferotuet.ry, or using 01w
a11t.1•1111a.two pass i111e.fero111f'l.ry. 111 the last case,
t.h« radar illuminates a giveu surface at two dilfercnt
t.i111t>sli111 with nearly r.h1•same viewing g<~ouwt.ry.

In this work t.h« two pass case to obtain t.h«
l.1'rra i11«k-vat.iou is 11s•·d Tl11' two i111aµ;<•s(Sar<!Pgna
- ltaly ) w-r« oht.aincd with six days interval.

Tlw pha.'ic~of tlw intorferomet.r ic image is related
to the terrain elevation, but unfortunately this phase

is rqin•,;1'11!.1•d in a '2:r 1111ldul11s. 'l\1 1•st.i1nat.c t.lw
h1·1.t?;ht.Ill' th<· krr;1i11 ii is 111·c1·ssary tra11s1-.11·111t.hi:-;
r.-l.u.i v« phase• (lll<ld11l11:-;'!:r) Ill I.he• ah:-;nl11t1• ph:1,;c.
Thi· ph;1s1' Irnusfortunt.ion is «all1•d "ph;1s1• unwrap
ping". iHl<'I' e'sl.i111aling t.lu- ahsol111<' ph;1s1' it. is po,;
sihl1• t.o 1·:1k11lat1• t.hc t.-rrnin e•l1•vat.in11.

Fi,!!,ur» (I) shows t.lw intl'l'f1•ro1111•tru: r.ul.rr ,!!.•'
oruct.ry, whcr.- .'.,'1 and.'.,.'! .m- t.hc l.\\'ll :<c•nsor,; (nuu-n-
11a~). II t lw ;tlt.it.11!.<'of t.h1•sensor l. rt h<' slant ranµ;e .
..lr tlu- slant. range diff<'r<'nt'<', B the haseliuc, 0 the
look a 11gl1'. n the hast> Iine angle and z the height of
tilt' l.c'rrai 11.

s,

Figure 4: Interferometric radar geometry

The relationships for height estimation are given
by the followings equations: ( 1) for phase difference
estimation (.lo), (2) for baseline angle determination
(n), (:I) to get the look angle (0), (4) to estimate the
height. (z ).

·Lr
..l</J = -.J.1· (I)

>.
Bu

n = arrt.ant Bh) ('.!)

.~in(O - o)
(1·+ ~r)" - r" - B2

( :~)= 2rB
z = fl - !'COS 0 (·I)

3.2 Processing steps

The processi ng levels t.o •·sl.i111al.1~tlw I«rrai n <'11•vat.io11.
11si11g SA I{. inn-rfcromcr.r y. are shown in t.lw Fig11r1•
(5). Th« prwPssing consists of tlw ph;L<;1·«stiruation.
baseline dekr111i11ation .urd the terrain altitude de
termin.u.ion.
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of two images
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Interferometric
image
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phase removal

Phase
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B,Bv,Bh

Terrain altitude
determination

z(i,y)

Figure 5: SAR inferferometry processing steps

3.2.1 SAR Processing

The first step consists of the SAR processing, where
the two complex images are generated. The com
plex images are necessary to obtain the phase infor
mation. Figure (6) shows the first one look ERS-1
image processed, of the Uzurlei region (Sardegna -
{taly)

3.2.2 Corregistration

Because the two images WPr«' obtained in different
elates they need to be corregistr ated. To 111ini111iz"
the phase noise it is necessary to make a ,!!_;oodcorre
g;istration. In this work first the coarse oifset between
the two images using the cross correlation peak is
calculated , following by a fine offset with 0.1:.! pixel
accuracy, using the maximun spectrum method.

The fine offsets in the whole image vary in rauge
and azimuth. Two linear polinomials for range and
azimuth direction are used to resample the two irn
ag•'s by :i quadratic interpolation.

3.2.3 Interferometric image

An iutr-rferometic image is µ;<'1wrat.1'd hy muli.iplying
t.lu- lirsr i111agP with tlu- complex conjugnu- of tlw
s<'rond. In order to 111ini111iz1~till' phas« var iaucc,
t.lu- iuterfcroruetric image is filtered in rang,' an.l a-

Figure (j: ERS-1 one look image of Uzurlci region
(Sardegna - Italy)

zirnuth direction using a box filt er with two points
in range and ten points in azimuth. In this case the
interferometric image used has a spatial rosolut ion of
approximately ·Ill uieu-rs i11 ranL?;<'and ·10 11wlt>rs in
the nzimut.h direction.

3.2.4 Flat earth phase removal

In order to facilitate r.lu- ph ns« 1111wrappi11g. t h« ph:1s<'
due to the [lat «art.h is rP1110vcd. l3Pc:111s1'this 1,lras1•
component does not have any inlorrunt.iou ah1J11t t.ln
t.crrain »levat.ion. it. can lw remov I'd. F igu n- (I) -how
tlu- inu-rforogrrun 11s<'dto Pst.i111at<' t lu- t.1•1-rai11•·kva
tion.

3.2 ..'J Phase unwrapping

Tlw pha:-w of t.h« intr-rfcroruet.ric i111ag«' (i11t••rf1•ro
gra111) is rt'IH<'S<'nt1«I i11 a £7r modulus. Th« int•·rf1·
rogr.uu n-prt-sent.s tlw phas<' dilf1•n•11n• du« tot lw t.er
rain <'i«vat.ion, th« inu-rtcrogr.un looking lik« wav•·s
rall•·d "fring<'". To <'sfi111al<' t lw lwiglrt. of :1 ····rlaiu
point it. is ll«'C<'ssary to know t.lw :d1sol11l1' ph:1s« 1·al111'
oft.hi» poiui.. Tlw :1hsol111.1~plras« valu.: is r1·n>v,.r1·d
Iroru t.lu- rol.uiv« plras•'. 'vVlw11t.h-r« ar<' 11ois«s i11t.lw
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Figure "i: Interforogram

phase, ca11sed by termal noise, speckle noise. SAR
p rocessing »rrors. ti rn« dt•correlation. baseline decor
relation and layover •'ft·cts. it. can lw very difficult or
c•v•·11i111possible to )!;<'!.tlw absolute phase. In this
<':ts<' propag.1tion errors .-:111 1><·c11r.

In onlc•r to avoid t lu- propagat.1011 errors during
t lw phase 1111wrapping, tln- .. residues method" [<;old
st.-in d .al (I <JSS)] is us.-d. This 11wt.hod idt•nt.ifi<'s
th •. points wlu-r« t.lwr•• ar•· ph:1s1• 11ois1•,; ( resid11es)
:111dw:l1'11111gthe ph;1se unwrn p puu; algorit.l1111s (ru t

l11ws) t.o avoid t lwst• poi ut s. Fig11r•· (K) shows t.h« 1·11t
li1ws gc·1wraf<>d t.o avoid 1ln- propagat.io11 error.

3.2.G Basnli ne dctornrinat iou

In t.lu- t wo pass c·as•'. t lw has<' Ii lit' is not fix<'d and
111·1•dst•> lw d..t.ern1i11a1.•.•1. To dl'fn111i1w t.h« hasPli1w
:rnd its vvr t ical and horizontal ro111p•J111·11ts,t.h« st atP
vt-rtor posit.ions of t.lw sat•·llit.c• are 11s<'d as w-]] as
t lw i11fon11:ttio11 of t.h« Si\ Ii proc<'ss1n)!; <Jffsd and :t

zi11111th <Jffsf'f lwtW<'f'll t.lw two i111a)!;es. For t lw t.wo
i111ag1·s 11s<'d t.h« hasclin« •'.st.i111at1·d was 1,1,1.7:1 111,
l!J."ili 111:u1d l·l:l.7:1 ru for tlw vcrt.ic.d and horizoutal
('011lp011t'lll.S respectively.

Figure 8: C11t lines to avoid the propagation error

3.2. 7 Terrain elevation determination

The terrain elevation is determined from the absolute
phase obtained. and the baseline determinated using
equations (I). (2).(:l) and (n

Fig me ( !l) shows th- :; .luuensional represent.a
t.rou of t.lu- t errniu elevat ion of t.he Urzulei rtgion in
the Sardt•gna island (Italy).

·t Coudusiou

lh» INl'E/DL!{ SAH 1'1·01·1•,.,sorhas pr<1wd to lw
very fl<'x1hl1" fast and able l1J handle data from dilf-
rr-nt SA H.Syst1·111s. Th« processor has a high phase fi
ddit.y for imag,es with small squint anµ,!•.. The rcsuli s
for iuterferoiu-r ry prov •.d to lw good. 1;nlort unately
is was not. possible to ch•.rk how accurate t lu- eleva
t.iou 111ap •>i>I;111l!'dof tl«- l'z11rlei n'gi<rn (Sardi>gna -
Italy) was. d1w t.o th« !'art that th« lw:tl ()'l'\.I was
not. availahl«.

[ t] .J. IL Mor.-ir«. Esti111ati11)!;the resid ual «rror of t.lw
rcllcct.ivit y displare11wnt method for aicrnft mo
tion r-rror «xt.rnct.iou from SAR raw data. Proc.
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NOISE CALIBRATION OF ERS-1 SAR PRODUCTS
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82230 Wessling, Germany
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ABSTRACT

This paper gives guidelines to estimate the thermal noise component in ERS-1 SAR images processed at
the German Processing and Archiving Facility D- PAF. Simulated noise data are used to characterize the
noise gain of the processing chain. The analog digital converter (ADC) influence on the recording of noise
and of SAR signals is investigated. The results are verified using a low backscatter ERS-1 scene. The history
of ERS-1 thermal noise power since launch is presented.

1. INTRODUCTION

Like any SAR images ERS-1 images carry a thermal noise component essentially caused by the receiver
electronics. To allow an estimation of the noise power the ERS-1 sensor records some lines of data with
the transmitter turned off at the begin and at the end of an imaging sequence. Due to the different spectral
properties of the reflected SAR signal and the noise, the processor calibration constant does not hold for
noise data. Instead the noise gain of the processing chain has to be determined separately.

Together with every processed scene the Verification Mode Processor (VMP) used at D- PAF analyses the
recorded noise data from the begin of the imaging sequence. The analysis is performed using the first
activities of the SAR processor i.e. raw data correction, range compression and chirp power normalization.
The average power of the 'compressed' noise lines is annotated in the image product. Note however, that
this number is not yet the noise floor in the image as the image data encounters additional scaling, filtering
and resampling operations. The relationship between the processor measured noise power and the actual
noise power in the image is given by the processor noise gain KN.

At D-PAF the processor noise gain for different products was determined by feeding simulated noise data
to the processor's raw data input and analyzing the processed image.

To get an idea about the variation of the ERS-1 noise power since launch, the annotation data of all scenes
processed at D-PAF were analyzed. The results allow noise calibration even on products, where no noise
measurements are available.

2. PRELIMINARIES

The VMP uses several scaling factors during processing to keep the signal amplitude within the dynamic
range of internal data formats. Those scaling factors or gains are tuned in a way that normal image data are
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well quantized and the ESA transponders deployed at Flevoland used for radiometric calibration are not
clipped (See [2], [3]). The gains are constant for all D- PAF products processed after September 1st, 1992.

The following VMP gains are used for PRI and SLC products:

PRI
SLC

RC_gain
1.175
1.175

Az_FFT_gain
0.02
0.02

AC_gain
32.0
6.21

For the measurements the range spread compensation (R-3) and the antenna elevation pattern correction
have been switched off for PRI (and of course for SLC) to make KNconstant of range.

The VMP compensates drifts of the ERS-1 transmitter power during range compression. This is done by
normalizing the compression chirp's power to the inverse power of the chirp replica rather than to unity. This
compensation method makes the image power independent of the replica power but the noise power gain
of range compression is then inverse proportional to the replica power. Therefore all measurement results
depend on the current replica power (annotated in field 166of the VMP product header). The replica power
used as a reference for the measurements from Chapter 4 was

P1llil! ref= 182046.352

The noise power level depends on the setting of the satellite's receiver gain. The measurements are valid
for the normal gain code 15.

Depending on the way the azimuth compression filters are normalized, the processor's noise gain may
depend on the pulse repetition frequency PRF. The measurements are made with PRF = 1680 Hz and are
valid for all current D- PAF products since their PRFs vary only between 1660Hz and 1680Hz.

3. SYSTEM AND MEASUREMENT MODEL

3.1 Definition of Processor Noise Gain

In a noise-only measurement receiver noise of power N passes the ADC onboard ERS-1 and is recorded
in 5 bit/ 5 bit representation. The power of the quantized noise be denoted by Nsts- The ICAL module of
the VMP performs a range compression of the noise lines and estimates the noise power per sample NCAJ,.

In normal imaging mode signal and noise are recorded in 5 bit/ 5 bit quantization. After processing the image
noise power per sample is the unknown quantity Nnu or Nsic- The processor noise gain is defined as

NK .- PRl/Sl,C
N .- NCAL •

Note that the range compression of ICAL also includes the power normalization according to 1fPREP. Hence,

/1/

Ns/s
NCAL ex: PREP • /2/
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KN,/'/11 = 490.9

thermal raw data products
receiver noise

N.s1s
N o---1 ADC l---;>--------1 VMP r---o NpR/

NsLC

1/}'REP II KN: processor
noise gain

5/5 bit VMP NCAL: "Noise
quantization ICAL process power per

Ngen sample"

Figure l: Signalflow of thermal noise and of synthetic noise

3.2 Noise Gain Measurement Procedure

For measuring KN circular Gaussian noise sequences of different variances have been generated, quantized
to 5 bit I 5 bit and injected into the VMP at the raw data stage. This noise sequences have been first analyzed
by ICAL giving values for NCAL and then processed. The image noise powers were finally measured from
the PRI and SLC products. Measurement areas were 300 x 300 samples.

Since both NCAL and /V;mage are measured after range compression, the measurement method is valid if the
shape of power density spectrum (PDS) of thermal noise and of simulated noise are equal within the
compression chirp's bandwidth. Indeed the typical noise PDS was found to be 'white' in this area.

4. MEASUREMENT RESULTS

The following table summarizes the results of the noise-only measurements:

Ngen Nsts NCAL Np1a Nsu: IW,PRI Ktv,SLC
8.00 8.17 15.044 7464 767 496.l 51.0

16.01 16.17 29.818 14706 1528 493.2 51.2

32.02 32.18 59.364 29186 3056 491.6 51.5
64.05 63.69 117.443 57650 6042 490.9 51.4

128.06 117.50 216.882 106367 11160 490.4 51.5
-----·----·-- --~-------- - _____ ....___ --- ---------------- ------ ----------- _____ ....__________ - ~--------

A raw signal power of Ngen = 64 is most representative for ERS-1 data acquisition and is still little affected
by saturation; hence, we derive the processor noise gain from these values:

KN.Sl.C = 51.45
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{3/

A further useful result is that NcAL and Ns1s ate related by

NCAr. = 1.844. PxEPµf = 335690
NS/S PREP PREP

i.e. due to internal scaling factors in the range compression of ICAL the parameter 'noise power per sample'
is about 1.84 times the real raw data power.

5. CONSIDERATION OF QUANTIZATION EFFECTS

Onboard ERS-1 noise and signal are digitized using a 5 bit I 5 bit ADC which introduces quantization noise
and saturation effects.

5.1 Quantization of Thermal Noise Only

The noise lines are recorded using the same receiver gain as with regular SAR data acquisition, i.e. the noise
is quantized with high bit redundancy; most of the values are only ± 0.5 as can be seen in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3.

amplitude

4

Figure 2:

3

sample
number

2

0

-1

-2

-3

-4 0 50 100 150 200 250

In phase component of a typical ERS-1 noise line after subtraction of the nominal bias 15.5

frequency

16000

14000

12000

10000

8000

6000

4000

2000

()
-1.5 -10 -5 ()

Figure 3:
amplitude

Amplitude histogram of a typical ERS-1 noise line after subtraction of the nominal bias 15.5
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For such noise powers the ADC adds considerable quantization noise. Fig. 4 shows the difference between
output (N515 ) and input power (N) of an ideal 5 bit I 5 bit ADC as a function of input power.

N515-N

P.185

0.18

0.175

0.17

0.165

0.16

0.155

0.15

0.145
0

Figure 4:

typical range of ERS-1 raw data noise (unquantized)

5 20 25 30
input power (N)

10 15

Difference between output (N515) and input power (N) of an ideal 5bit/5bit ADC as afunction of
input power

Since for all analyzed imaging sequences N5;5 <::: 1.8 (see Chapter 7), the noise powers are in a region where

Ns/s = N + 1/6,

i.e. the ICAL measurement will always overestimate N by

[4]

1 PRl·:l'trf 55948
6 . PRE/' = PRE/' •

[5/

5.2 Quantization of SAR Data

For real SAR acquisition the noise is superimposed on the signal and the amplitude clipping of the ADC
causes a reduction of the effective noise power at the ADC output. Therefore in SAR acquisition mode the
ADC's differential power gain

dNs/s
gADC = dN [6]

has to be considered together with the processor noise gain KN. Note that for non-homogenous images the
power gain has to be evaluated with an average power value measured from the raw data rather than from
the image data. The VMP measures this raw data powers for blocks of approximately the synthetic aperture
size. It is annotated in field 223 of the product header.

The image noise power depending on the noise power N before quantization is then

l PRE/' tr/
Nimag< = N • gADC • 1.844 • -p-- • KN

/UiP
[7]
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I Nnu = KADC · (490.9 · NCAI. - 27.46 · 106) I
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/9]

Figure 5: Differential power gain &JDC of an ideal 5 bit I 5 bitADC as afunction from input power N

For a typical raw data set with a signal power of 64 the differential power gain is

I CADC(64) = 0.8 I·
It may significantly vary however in an image with large dark and bright areas.

6. SUMMARY IMAGE NOISE POWER

Using equations [3], [4] and [7], the image noise power per sample is finally found as

55948N~ = KADC. (NCAL - -p--). KN
REP

/8}

i.e:

I Nsic = KADC · (51.45 ·Ne.AI. - 2.879 · 106) I
P1wr ·

/JO]

For PRI the antenna gain correction and the range spread correction have to be applied additionally as e.g.
described in [1].

For products where no noise power values are available, the average ERS-1 raw data noise level from the
analysis in the next chapter can be used to get an estimate of the image noise floor of

NpRJ -1724. &4DC '

Nsu: -180 ·&JDC .

7. ERS-1 NOISE POWER HISTORY

This investigation is based upon 2381 valid noise measurements out of 3582 VMP processing reports
available. 1201measurements had to be discarded for one the following reasons:

a)NCAL = 0.0 : (774 times)
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In fact most of the variation of NcAL is due to the chirp normalization method used during range
compression. The effect of this normalization can be compensated by multiplying NcAL with the replica
chirp power PREP and relating it to the reference replica chirp power:

N , N PRJ:I' 1 844 NCAL ::;; CAL 0 -p-- ::;;· 0 5/5 ·
REP,!'</

[11/

This happened when no noise data were available.

b) 0.922 < NCAL < 1.480 : (58 times)

In these cases case P1rnl' had the abnormal value of 703.0. This may have been caused by shifts of the
replica pulse in the window which is a known problem.

c) NCAL = 1.903 : (1 time)

The Receiver gain had the abnormal gain code 18 instead of the normal value 15.

d) NCAL =8.85 : (3 times)

All 3 measurements origin from the same imaging sequence, i.e. the same noise record. The reason
for the abnormal high noise power is unknown.

e) 549 < NCAL < 14949 : (365 times)

A bug in an early VMP software version caused these totally wrong values.

'Iypical values for NCAL for 9400 orbits are shown below. NCAL varies in the interval

3.0 :5NCAL :5 6.1,

µ(NCAL) = 3.67, a(NCAJJ=0.40

NCAL 7

6 t ..: .,'.;
. 'v-,

3 •... :("

2

'I ! ' •r- ~.' :.'! ;.:;..·,,
.1 •·"'•II

Orbit
Number

0 0 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 7000 8000 9000

Figure 6: The Noise Power per Sample NCA1,, as measured by the VMP

The values of N'cAL show less variation from than those of Ne.AI,:

3.3 :5NcAL :5 5.5,

µ(N'CAL) = 3.82, a(N'cAL) =0.25 .
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The Noise Powerper Sample, when corrected for PREP

Obviously the noise level is rather stable so that the average levelN'cAL =3.82 can be used for images where
no noise measurement is available.

8. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION

To verify the above findings for noise calibration low backscatter areas in a PRI and an SLC product have
been analyzed. The ERS-1 scene is

Orbit : 5349

Frame : 2547

UTC : 24-JUL-1992 10:40:41

PRF : 1680 Hz .

The VMP reported the following values for the PRI I SLC product:

NCAL = 3.298 I 3.300
PREP = 204114 I 204279 .

The scene shows a part of the dutch coast line and contains large almost black ocean areas. The lowest
intensities averaged over 500 x 500 pixel areas have been found as:

NrRI,measured = 1596

NsLC.measured = 154 ·
These values compare well with the expected ones (gADc= 1.0 because of low raw data power)

NrRI,expected = 1485

NsLC,expectcd = 156.
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ABSTRACT

Calibration studies are being conducted at the Canada Centre for Remote Sensing (CCRS) 11sin11:rlAf.a
obtained from the ERS-1 SAR system. These studies are providing input to the development of the
Redarsat Image Data Calibration System.

SAR data of the Ottawa region containing passive and adive point targets received during the ERS-1
Multi-disciplinary Phase beginning in June, 1992 have been analyzed. Processing has been performed at
the Canadian Data Processing Facility at the Gatineau Satellite Station.

A variability in the system calibration constant for ERS-1 of± 1.0 dB has been founrl over a 13 month
period. Variations in the power of the pulse replica of± .2 dB have been observed between June 6, 1992
and July 31, 1993.

Keywords: Calibration, ERS-1, CERS-1 Processor

l'. INTRODUCTION
Effective use of Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) 1-IAt.aby some science applications requires their cal
ibration. To assist in the development of the RADARSAT Image Data Calibration System (Ref. I),
calibration studies are being conducted using the available spaceborne SAR on the ERS-1 satellite.

The Canada Centre for Remote Sensing has been receiving ERS-1 SAR data and recording t.hf'sf' on
High Density Digital Tapes at the Canadian data reception facilities at the Gatineau Satellite Station
(GSS) and Prince Albert, Sask (PASS). These data are correlated to imagery by the Canadian ERS- l SAR
Processor (CERS-1) located at GSS which was designed and built by MacDonald Detiunler a.ndA8.rncinf,.,,
(Ref. 2). A number of products are output including raw data, first-level products (georeferenced), system
geocoded and precision geocoded images. Some images are available in slant range projections and others
in ground range projection (Ref. 3).

Because ERS-1 was initially an experimental satellite the design and development of the CERS-1 proces
sor were carried out prior to the growth of requirements of the scientific community for radiometricallv
calibrated imagery. As a result, the CERS-1 processor was not designed to perform radiometric cali
bration and performs no corrections for changes in system gain. The intention was rather to allow all
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fluctuations in the sensor to flow through to the data. Any stability that it does prodnce is therefore
inherent in the sensor itself. There are no normalizations for slant range, incidence angle or antenna
pattern dependencies (Ref. 3).

2. RADIOMETRIC CALIBRATION

2.1 DETERMINATION OF {3°

The relation that can be generally used to relate the DN;j (digital number ofa pixel at coordinates (ij))
in a processed image to the /3" (image brightness coefficient) for the geometry given in Fig. I is: 1

G,11,0 = System gain at which K was determined

2.2 CALIBRATION CONSTANT: K

The calibration constant (K) is used to relate the digital values in I\ SAR image to the clutter ha('hrntter
coefficient for the area under study. Consequently, the behaviour of this constant directly reflects system
radiometric stability.

K, the calibration constant, can be determined using backscatter from a point target with correction for
the 'accompanying mean clutter: 2

where:

DN~
K

K

where:

[
R" 1 G,Y•n ]

= I-K+lO log,o (R~) sinoo G.y.g(9,.) (I)

o.,

Intensity (dB)
10 logJO(DN?1 - DN~)
System Noise
Calibration Constant (dB)
Slant range to target area [m]
Reference slant range [m) (847000m)
Reference incidence angle [deg) (23°)
Two-way antenna gain at elevation angle 9,,
Elevation angle to target area [deg]
System gain

[
R" 1 1 ]

e - tr + 10 log JO ( R~) sino0 g(9,) (2)

u = Radar cross section of point target (dBm2]

(

R B H-A )
s = 10 log10 (~=DN;~- B _A z= DN;~]fJ,fJn

~ I)

B = Samples of point target and adjacent clutter
A - Samples of point target accompanied by duller
fJ, = Slant range coordinate sample spacing [m]

fJgsino,
{Jg = Ground range coordinate sample spacing [m]

1 Thi• i• 11111dilil'dfr11111t hr fonnnlat ion for EllS-1 1m·"'·11trd in (lid. ·I).
7!\lodilii·d from (R<'f. 5).
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o1 - Incidence angle at point target [deg]

R,
Azimuth coordinate sample spacing [m]

Slant range to point target [m 1
g(81) = Two-way antenna gain at elevation angle 81

Some of the variations in the hardware gain are obtained by use of a replica of t.he transmit pulse
obtained by coupling a small fraction of the power in the transmit chain Rt RF through a path bypassing
the antenna and converting to an IF sample that is input into the receiver IF chain. This IF replica is
thus available during imaging and is included (subcommutated over 24 pulse echos) in the signal data
(Ref. 6). However, since the replica does not pass through all of the RF hardware, some variations may
not be reflected by this signal.

In the scheme implemented in the CERS-1 processor, the reference function for range compression is given
by the replica function alone. The first complete and uncorrupted replica corresponding to the data being
imaged is extracted from the signal data and is used without normalization for the processing of the whole
scene (Ref. 3). Consequently, variations in the replica in power which are not reflected hy the trans
mitted pulse may result in variations in the output image which do not reflect clutter backscatter changes.

3. DATA ACQUISITION

for these studies, SAR data are being acquired on descending (daytime) passes every 35 days (hf-ginning
in June of 1992) centering on an array of corner reflectors deployed at Shirley's Hay nn t he westr-r n
outskirts of Ottawa, Ontario (Latitude: 45" N, Longitude: 76" W) and on target.s posit ioned behind the
laboratories of the Canada Centre for Remote Sensing near the Ottawa International Airport.

A large trihedral (Ref. 7) was obtained with a nominal cross section of 46. 7 dBm 1 which was deploved in
the arrav at Shirley's Bay. After receipt, this target was reinforced to improve stability, All targets were
revisited prior to each satellite overpass to monitor positioning and condition. Data studied have included
raw data and SAR Georeferenced Fine-Resolution (SGF) ground range and Multi-Look Detected (M LD)
slant range images.

4. ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

A number of studies were performed related to the radiometric calibration of ERS-1 imagery using the
raw signal and processed imagery obtained for this Ottawa test site.

4.1 REPLICA STUDIES

Replirn data were examined to study variations in the replica and to determine how these are rrffrd!'d
in accompanying imagery. Code has been developed to extract the replica da t a from the signal dafR
and to analyze them for the period from June, 1992 to July, 1993. A number of such replicas have been
extracted from the signal data corresponding to imagery of the Ottawa test site. ~:xamples from April
17, 1993 and November 28, 1992 of "the first acceptable replica" in the signal data are shown in Fig.
2. Even though the replica in Fig. 2b was incomplete, this was not detected and the range compression
was performed using this replica as the reference function. This was accompanied by decreased range
resolution and a shift in range of the imagery. On reprocessing, a replica of the form in Fig. 2a was
obtained.

The total power in the replicas is indicated in Fig. 3. A mean value of 53.0 dB with a standard deviation
of 0.2 dB has been obtained.
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4.2 CALIBRATION CONSTANT K

The calibration constant, K, has been calculated for the SGF (grnnnd rnngr) 11nd 1\fLn ("lnnl rnn~r)
products of the CERS-1 processor. The power corresponding to each point target was determined using
the integration method (Ref. 8). K were then calculated :i as given in Tables 1 and 2 and plnt.ted in Fig.
4.

Significant K value variations from the mean are noted for January 2, 1993 (ice buildup on the corner
reflector) and for October 24, 1992.

In order to more accurately determine the calibration constant, raw data of Oct. 13, 199 I containing
Active Radar Calibrators of the ESA Flevoland calibration site were processed on the CERS-1 processor.
Unfortunately, this resulted in saturated output.

It was therefore decided to reprocess imagery of both the Ottawa Test Site and from Flevoland on a
newly available PC-based SAR processor developed by Atlantis Scientific Sysf.em.~ Group, Inc. under
contract to CCRS. ·I Corrections for saturation of the raw data in the Flevoland scene have been made
according to the methodology indicated in (Ref. 10). Comparison of outputs indicates that the assn med
corner reflector cross-section is approximately 2.1 dB too high thus resulting in a calibration constant.,
K, of66.4 ±1.1 dB for MLD and 66.1 ±1.0 dB for SGF products.

Variations in the replica do result in variations in the K. However, in comparing variations in holh of
these, it is seen that the variations of the K cannot, in general be explained solely by those of the replica.

5. CONCLUSIONS

Stability of the ERS-1 space segment and CERS-1 ground processing system on the order of+ I.fl dH
has been obtained by study of the calibration constant.

The replica for range compression in the Radarsat system shall he obtained in a manner similar lo that
for ERS-1 (Ref. 11). Based on this study, it is clear that variations in the replica path which RH' not
reflective of variations in the backscattered signal data must be minimized in the Radnrsat svstern. As
well, more stringent verification of replica integrity and appropriate normalization must. be included in
Radarsat processing.

Minimization of the effects of contributions from background terrain would require larger corner reflectors
(Ref. 12). These would be difficult to manufacture, support and maintain to the tolerances required for
accurate knowledge of their cross section. The variations noted in this study support the der-ision in
the development of the Radarsat Image Data Calibration System to utilize Active Radar Calibrators of
significantly higher radar cross section than the corner reflector used here.
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Table 1: Calibration Constant for SG F: Gron ml R1111gP
.............---. ------- ------------- - ---- --

DATE DATA S/C INTEGRATED K
MAX RATIO RESPONSE
(dB) (d_BJ (~!J) (!!_DJ__

July 11, 1992 81.8 24.7 111.5 65.2--August 15 81.2 22.3 111.0 64.6---
September 19 81.l 24.7 ll 1.1 64.8
October 24 79.0 25.6 108.6 62.2
November 28 80.9 24.2 ll0.4 64.0
January 2, 1993 t 76.3 20.2 106.l 59.7-----February 6 79.9 25.8 109.7 63.3
March 13 79.2 25.4 109.0 62.5-April 17 79.2 22.l 109.l 62.7
May 22 81.l 21.3 ll0.7 64.3
July 31 82.4 22.9 lll.7 65.3
Mean ± Std. Dev. 64.0 ± 1.0L...___________ -- -- --- . -·-- --------- -----·-- ---- -----

Table 2: Calibration Constant for MLD: Slant R1mge
--------- ------ iNTEGRATEb ---------------

DATE DATA S/C K
MAX RATIO RESPONSE
(d!J) (dB) (dB) (d_RJ_

July ll, 1992 81.8 25.l 107.6 65.3
August 15 81.9 22.6 107.5 65.1-----
September 19 81.3 24.3 107.4 65.1----
October 24 78.2 24.5 104.5 62.l

I-- ---
November 28 81.9 24.7 107.l 64. 7

·-
January 2, 1993 f___ 75.8 19.2 102.l 59.7

I------·
February 6 77.8 24.9 104.2 61.8
March 13 78.6 24.l 105.8 63.4
April 17 80.l 22.3 105.9 63.5
May 22 80.7 20.5 106.9 64.6~---
July 31 82.l 23.0 108.3 66.0
Mean ± Std. Dev. 64.3 ± 1.1

fNot included in determination of mean.
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K: Calibration Constant (Cross Section == 46.5 dBm~2)
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ERS-1 SAR RADIOMETRIC CALIBRATION

H. LAUR 1, P. MEADOWS 2, J.I. SANCHEZ 1, E. DWYER 1

1 European Space Agency/ ESRIN, Frascati, Italy
2 GEC-Marconi Research Centre, Chelmsford, United-Kingdom

1. INTRODUCTION

The European Space Agency perceives ERS SAR as an end to end system combining high on-board
performances with accurate on-ground performance measurements, precise data processing and suitable
transmission of data related information to the user community. Such a synergy between ERS space and
ground segments is well illustrated by the SAR radiometric calibration activities. The combination of
internal calibration parameters availability with accurate on-ground measurements gives to the ERS-1 user
community the first opportunity to work with precisely calibrated SAR products acquired over a long time
period.

This paper describes the status of the ERS-1 SAR radiometric calibration with updated measurements on
the radiometric stability. The calibration measurements are performed using the transponders deployed by
ESA/ESTEC in Flevoland, The Netherlands (Ref. 1). The calibration measurements are the result of a joint
effort between the ESA Processing and Archiving Facilities (PAF) and the ERS Central Facility at
ESA/ESRIN.

2. INTERNAL CALIBRATION PARAMETERS

Two types of internal calibration parameters are measured in the ERS-1 SAR Active Microwave Instrument
(AMI). At the start and end of each SAR imaging sequence, a set of four calibration pulse measurements
and eight noise measurements are made. During the imaging sequence, copies of the transmitted pulses
(replicas) are generated and appended to the raw data. One complete replica pulse is transmitted with every
24 raw data range line records (Ref. 2).

These two stage internal calibration parameters are required lo ensure that the ERS-1 SAR image products
are internally calibrated, especially as the ERS-1 AMI does not have an automatic gain control system. The
system gain can drift due to temperature changes and ageing. The gain changes are monitored via the
replica pulse powers as they arc passed through the SAR system. The calibration pulse measures the
majority of the gain drift with the replica pulse being used to monitor the gain drift during the imaging
sequence when the more representative pulse is not available. The thermal noise is measured when pulses
are not being transmitted at the start and end of each imaging sequence.



Within the ESA SAR processors, a single replica pulse associated with the image product being processed is
extracted and used for gain normalisation and range compression.

Two problems were identified with replica pulses. The first was that the replica pulse was being extracted
from the raw data incorrectly such that the start of the replica was mis-identified by one or two range line
records. The second problem was associated with the fact that the replica pulse itself is corrupt in that one
or more of the 704 samples that make up the replica can have spurious values. This leads to a spike and/or
null for one or more of the replica samples. The analysis of two raw data sets acquired during a corruption
period shown that one in sixty replica pulses and one in every one hundred pulse were corrupt (Ref. 3).

The effect of these two problems on the resultant imagery was different at the UK-PAF and at the D-PAF
(Ref. 4). For UK-PAF processed imagery, the only problem identified were streaks up to 10 km in length in
range which emanated from bright point targets (Ref. 5). At the D-PAF, the images processed were severely
corrupted. Quality checking has now been incorporated at the UK-PAF since April 1993 and at the D-PAF
since May 1993 to identify the two problems and if found select another suitable replica pulse to be used for
image generation.

Effect of the replicapulses conuption on the radiometric calibration :

The use of a replica pulse within a processor ass~mes that the replica pulse power is directly proportional to
the transmitted pulse power. Thus, if this were the case, any transmitter pulse power variations would be
compensated for in the resultant SAR image. Figure 1shows that the above assumption is invalid (i.e. there
is no direct relationship between the replica pulse and calibration pulse power). Identical results arc found
by (Ref. 6). The consequence of this is that any replica pulse power variations introduced by a SAR
processor need to be removed.

2.1 Replica Pulses

Figure 1
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reference date (13 October 1991). The calibration pulse power is derived from the calibration
pulses of the beginning of the acquisition sequences.
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Examination of the replica pulse power variations since the beginning of the ERS-1 mission in July 1991
(Figure 2)show that usually the replica pulse power is stable lo within+ 0.1 dB but can, for short periods, be
within a band of s 1.0 dB. Identical results have been reported by (Refs. 7, 8).
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JULY 1991 JUNE 1992 SEPTEMBER 1993
Figure 2 Replica pulse power variations since beginning of ERS-1 mission. The replica

pulse power is normalised to the referencedate (13 October 1991).

From Figure 2, it can be seen that two main periods of high replica pulse power variations occurred since
beginning of the ERS-1 mission :

during the early commissioning phase (from July to early October 1991)
. during the early multi-disciplinary phase (from May to July 1992)

Periods when the replica power variations were higher than 0.4 dB correspond to 7.8 % of the acquisitions
since beginning of the mission and 6.0 % of the acquisitions apart from the commissioning phase. 2.4 % of
the acquisitions (mainly in August and September 1991) exhibit replica power variations higher than 1 dB.
Figure 3 shows that in 1993 the variations of the replica pulse power are fairly small, i.e. within i 0.1 dB.
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Replica pulse power variations duringyear 1993 (from January to September).Figure 3
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REPLICA PULSE MFAN POWER

Figure 4 shows that during the early commissioning phase, in September 1991, the replica pulse power
variations were high. In fact during this period the descending passes (morning acquisitions over Europe)
had a replica pulse power about 1.6 dB lower than the replica pulse power of the ascending passes (close to
the mean reference value).

During the Commissioning Phase, the imaging of the ORA Calibration Site at Romney-Marsh, Kent (Ref.
9) occurred during the descending passes. A comparison of point target powers and replica pulse powers
(Figure 5) clearly shows a close link, i.e.: as the replica pulse power decreased, the point target powers
increased by a similar amount (Ref. 10).

111.111111 1. ...11111 .. ...11111 1 •••• 11111 ... ...1111 .. ..Jiiii ...I 1111 II II
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Figure 4 Replicapulse power variationsfrom 3 to JOSeptember 1991.
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The imaging of the ESA calibration site in Flevoland (NL) occurred during the ascending passes when the
replica pulse power was close lo the reference value. The corrections to apply to the measured radar cross
sections of the ESA transponders was lower than 0.5 dB during the commissioning phase.

Figure 5

START OF IMAGING SEQUENCE 1
END OF IMACllNOSEQUENCE - - - - - - - - -

Variation in calibrationpoint targetpower and replicapulse power during the commissioning
phase (from analysis of DRA precision comer reflectorsresponses).
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<I> sin a image replica power

Table 1 gives the values of the radiometric stability and the radiometric accuracy measured with the ESA
transponder 2 before and after the correction of the replica pulse power variations.

Transponder 2 before correction of after correction of
(38 measurements over 2years) replica pulse power variations replica pulse power variations

radiometric stability 0.43 dB 0.38 dB

radiometric accuracy 0.38 dB 0.32 dB

max. variation of
± 0.92 dB ± 0.75 dB

the measured RCS

Table l Radiometric calibration measurements before and after correction of replica pulse
power variations.

The radiometric stability is defined as the standard deviation of the (time serie) measurements of the radar
cross section of a calibration target (using the same calibration constant) (Ref. 11).
The radiometric accuracy is defined as the (time serie) average of the absolute difference between the
nominal radar cross section and the measured radar cross section (using the same calibration constant) of a
calibration target (Ref. 11).

Similar results are found for transponders 1 and 3.

Users of ERS-1 SAR imagery need to correct their imagery to obtain correctly calibrated results. This is
done by comparison of the replica pulse power used to generate the image in question with that used to
generate the reference image of Flevoland from which the calibration constant was derived [13 October
1991] (Ref. 12). The replica pulse power used for image generation is given in the CEOS header of each
image product. Similarly, users comparing two images need to take into account any difference in replica
pulse powers.

The expression used for this correction is:

image replica power
reference replica power

As a consequence, the full expression to apply in order to determine the backscattering coefficient <JO of an
area located at incidence angle ex.is (for an ESA SAR PRI product):

K sin aref reference replica power

where <I> is the mean pixel intensity, K the calibration constant and ex.ref the mid range incidence angle
equal to 23 degrees.

The reference replica power is 205229 (value on 13October 1991at 21:40UTC).
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2.2 Calibration Pulses

When applied on ESA
transponder responses, the
calibration pulse correction
do not improve the
measurements results (sec
Table 2).
The correction has been
applied on the original
measurements and on the
measurements previously
corrected for the replica
pulse power variations.
The method of correction
is similar to the one used
for the replica pulse power
correction with a reference
value (calibration pulse
power on 13 October 1991
at 21:40UTC).

Calibration pulse measurements arc performed only at the start and the end of an imaging sequence. This
creates practical difficulties. When the start or the end of the imaging sequence is outside the area of
reception of an acquisition ground station. In such a case, the calibration pulses are not recorded. The
calibration pulse power is the mean power of the 4 calibration pulses at the start and the end of the imaging
sequence.

Since the beginning of the ERS-1 mission, the calibration pulse power appears stable: 87 % of the
calibration pulse power measurements are within the range ± 0.2 dB. Figure 6 shows the variations of the
calibration pulse power during the year 1993 (from January to September). The calibration pulse correction
is by consequence fairly small.

Transponder 2 after correction after correction after correction
(20 measurements during original of calibration of replica of replica &
commissioning phase measurements pulse power pulse power calibration pulse

and ice phase) variations variations power variations

radiometric stability 0.36 dB 0.39 dB 0.33 dB 0.35 dB

radiometric accuracy 0.30 dB 0.33 dB 0.27 dB 0.29 dB

,........,
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1993JANUARY SEPTEMBER

Figure 6 Calibrationpulse power variationsduringyear 1993.The values
are normalised to the referencedote (13October 1993).

Radiometric calibration measurements before and after correction of calibration
pulse power variations. 111eeffect of the replicapulse power correction is shown for
comparison.

Table2

No corrections arc made for the calibration pulse power variations within the ESA ground segment SAR
processors. Because the calibration pulse power information is difficult to access for users and because the
correction of its variations do not improve the calibration measurements, it is not proposed to apply such a
correction in the derivation of a0 in ESA SAR products.
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3. RAW DATA QUALITY PARAMETERS

3.1 Raw Data Quality

SAR raw data obeys a certain statistical distribution (zero mean, Gaussian amplitude and uniform phase).
Statistical checks on the data can establish whether the data has been corrupted during on-board processes
such as in-phase (I) and quadrature (Q) channel separation and analogue to digital conversion (ADC).

A selection of parameters which can be derived from a block of raw data include (once the raw data for both
channels have been suitably unpacked from 5 bit values to 8 bit values):

I. I and Q Channel Means

This is the arithmetic mean of the data in the I and Q channels. The expected mean value in each
channel is zero. Any bias on either channel can be easily corrected by subtracting the appropriate value
from the I or Q channel values. This is indeed carried out for all ESA ground segment SAR processors.
The I& Q channel means are stable parameters. Table 3 shows the stability of both channel means and a
slight negative bias (corrected in the ESA processors).

Channel mean Jan. 1992to Sept. 1993 May 1993 July 1993
(18415products) (837products) (962products)

I channel mean - 0.158 ± 0.030 - 0.152 ± 0.028 - 0.159 ± 0.032
(mean i s.d.)

Q channel mean - 0.137 ± 0.030 - 0.119 ± 0.029 - 0.107 ± 0.031
(meant s.d.)

Table 3 I & Q channel mean from SAR products of different time periods.

2 I and Q Channel Standard Deviations

This is the standard deviation of the data in the I and Q channels. For ERS-1 SAR image mode (On
Ground Range Compressed) the I and Q channels are quantised within the Analogue to Digital
Convertor (ADC) to 5 bits each. This allows the quantised data to take integer values in the range -16 to
15 and with each channel having a Gaussian distribution. Thus, the distribution should have a maximum
at 0 and should ideally fall to zero at -16 and 15. In addition, the ratio of the I and Q Standard Deviations
(gain imbalance) should be one. Any gain imbalance can be corrected by multiplying the Q channel
values by the gain imbalance. This is also carried out for all ESA ground segment SAR processors.

3. I and Q Channel Top and Bottom Sallurllion

The saturation parameters are defined as the percentage of the samples occupying the highest or lowest
quantisation levels for the I and Q channels.

The ERS-1 ADC can be easily simulated using routines to generate a Gaussian distribution with a zero
mean and a specified input standard deviation together with quantisation to 5 bits for each of the channels.
Figure 7 (from Ref. 6) shows histograms for the simulated I and Q channels for a selection of input standard
deviations. When the input standard deviation has a value greater than approximately 5, tails in the
distribution appear at the highest and lowest channel bins. This indicates that saturation has occurred in the
top and bottom bins of the ADC. For each of the histograms, a Gaussian distribution has been derived and
is superimposed on the histograms. The fitted Gaussian distribution is the one which was measured using
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ERS-1 raw data (i.e. the ADC output parameters). Note that as the input standard deviation increases, the
fitted Gaussian fails to fit the histogram.
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Figure 7 Simulated I & Q channels afterquantisation by theADC for various input standard deviations.

The zero mean used for the simulations is applicable for ERS-1 raw data as any non-zero bias is removed
prior to processing as is any gain imbalance. The validity of using a Gaussian distribution can be deduced by
comparing the simulated relationship between measured I & Q Top & Bottom Saturation and I & Q
Standard Deviation values with actual ERS-1 raw data parameters. This has been carried out using a
selection of raw data blocks from imaging sequences of Flevoland and Zeeland as Figure 8 (from Ref. 7)
shows. The solid line in this figure is based on the simulations. A good agreement exists between the actual
raw data and the simulations.

20

Figure 8
1/0 Channel Standard Deviation

The relationship between l&Q channel standard deviation and l&Q top & bottom saturation for
all the raw data blocks of the Flevoland and Zeeland image sequences. The solid line is derived
from simulations using a zero mean Gaussian to representthe I&Q raw.data channels.
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The effect of saturation within the ADC leads not only to a difference in input and output standard
deviations but more importantly to a difference in input and output powers. An ideal ADC should preserve
the power of the raw data.

Figure 9 shows the difference between the simulated input and output ADC power as a function of output
ADC standard deviation. This shows that for output standard deviations between 2 and 6, the power change
introduced by the ERS-1 ADC is small (<0.1 dB). The power gain for small output standard deviations
( <2) is a consequence of quantisation noise. For higher standard deviations, there is a significant power loss.
This raw data power loss will be reflected in a correspondingly similar image power loss. Thus the high
power losses have severe implications for distributed target radar cross-section measurements as well as for
ERS-1 SAR radiometric stability determinations and ERS-1 SAR calibration.

Gaussian signal quantized on 5 bits
Power change versus I channel standard deviation
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Figure 9 The ADC power change versusoutput l&Q channel standard deviation.

3.2 EffectsofADCsaturation

3.2.1 Dependence of ADC power loss on surface types

Examination of ERS-1 SAR raw data for the period January 1992 to September 1993 indicate an average I
channel standard deviation of 6.15 (corresponding to a power loss of 0.1 dB) together with a range of from
approximately 2 to 12. These findings indicate that a significant proportion ( 22 % ) of the ERS-1 SAR raw
data suffers from an ADC power loss higher than 0.5 dB.

Table 4 and Figure 10 give the monthly averages of the I channel standard deviation and the output image
mean for a large quantity of SAR products. These SAR products correspond to acquisitions within the ESA
ground stations of Kiruna (SW), Fucino (I) and Maspalomas (E), i.e. over Europe, North and West Africa,
Greenland and North Atlantic.
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Month Number of SAR Average I Output image
products analysed standard dev. mean

January 1992 1206 6.40 1TI9
February 1992 1151 6.25 1745
March 1992 1245 6.51 1787
April 1992 628 5.67 1627
May 1992 1f'I:) 5.86 1542
June 1992 753 6.31 1816
July 1992 634 5.91 1510

Auzust 1992 935 5.95 1589
September 1992 914 6.41 1781
October 1992 793 6.46 1748
November 1992 941 6.30 1872
December 1992 765 6.58 18f'I:)
January 1993 1147 5.91 1712
February 1993 977 6.07 1603
March 1993 1019 6.13 1606
April 1993 755 6.25 1580
May 1993 841 6.14 1562
June 1993 891 5.92 1613
July 1993 993 5.80 1485

August 1993 922 5.86 1470
September 1993 196 6.58 1627

Total 18415 6.15 1668

Table4 Mo11thlyaverageof I channel standard deviation and SAR image output mean.
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Figure 10 Monthly measurements of I channel standard deviation and image mean.
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Table 5 gives a confirmation of the occurrence of ADC saturation mainly over sea areas.

Measurements from January Number of SAR Average Average
1992 products analysed I standard dev. ADC power loss

Sea area :Norwegian sea
between lat. 60N & 70N 998 6.71 . 0.18dB
between long. 12W& 3E
Sea area :East Atlantic
between lat. 40N & 60N 249 8.76 0.87dB

between long. 20W & lOW
Land area :Central Europe
between lat. 47N & 52N 378 5.58 0.03dB
between long. lOE & 30E

Land area : France
between lat. 44N & 50N 164 5.65 0.04dB
between long. OE& 7E

Table 5 Average I channel standard deviation and ADC power loss over sea areas and
land areas.

The previous results give a global scale overview of ADC saturation. Examination of raw data products
corresponding to an 100 km by 100 km ERS-1 image can be used to map the precise variation of I channel
standard deviation and hence ADC power loss with location in the image and surface type. The raw data is
examined by determining the standard deviation for a series of blocks. Each block has a range length
equivalent to the replica pulse length (704 samples) and an azimuth length equivalent to the synthetic
integration period (about 1300 samples). The blocks overlap each other by half a block size in both azimuth
and range. For the raw data products examined below, the raw data has been sampled in range and azimuth
by a factor of 10.

Two raw products (Kent, UK and Flevoland, NL) have been examined. Figure 12-a shows the I channel
standard deviation in the form of a contour plot for Kent (orbit 865). The land mass of Kent is towards the
top left of these plots while the English Channel occupies the remainder. Note that the highest standard
deviations occur at near range and over the ocean. The average I channel standard deviation for each of
these scenes is 7.44, while the range of values is 4.41 to 9.81. Clearly for this scene there is a significant
variation in the I standard deviation. This variation is reflected in the power loss as Figure 12-b shows. A
power loss of up to 1.5 dB occurs at near range which is coincident with the ocean. Over the land, the power
loss is much less, except for coastal regions.

Figure 13-a shows the I channel standard deviation of a Flevoland scene for the calibration reference date
(13 October 1991). The Flevoland polder is at the bottom centre of these plots while the Ijselmeer is at the
centre. Note that the highest standard deviations occur once again at near range and over the ocean. Figure
13-b shows the power loss over the scene. The power loss is as high as 0.65 dB over Flevoland. The
measured power loss in a raw data block centred on transponder 2 is 0.39 dB.
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As expected, the image mean is correlated with the I channel standard deviation. Figure 10 shows an
increase of the output image mean during winter. This is an effect of the storms over the North Atlantic
ocean during winter. This suggests that the ADC saturation occurs mainly over large areas having an high
backscattering level (e.g. water surface during storms). Figure 11 confirms this suggestion.
Figure 11 is a map of I channel standard deviation over Western and Central Europe. The black triangle
indicates a scene with I channel standard deviation (for the whole 100x 100 km scene) higher than 7, i.e. an
ADC power loss higher than 0.25 dB. The diamond indicates a scene with I channel standard deviation
lower than 7. The map shows that ADC saturation occurs mainly over the sea.
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Figure 12-a

Figure 12-b

l'4

\
9.5

FAR RANGE NEAR RANGE

I channel standard deviation of a raw data scene over Kent (UK). The scene covers an area of
about 105x 105km and has been acquired on 15September 1991. The Kent coast is in the top
left of the scene. The English Channel occupies the rest of the scene. Note the high values of I
channel standard deviation over the sea, particularlyat near range.

FAR RANGE NEAR RANGE

ADC power loss over Kent (I 5 September 1991). Note that the ADC power loss is as high as
1.5 dB at near range.Over land theADC power loss is less than 0.2 dB.
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Figure 13-a

Figure 13-b

I Channel Standard Deviation

·~··

Near Range

I channel standard deviation of a raw data scene over Ftevoland (NL). The scene covers a11
area of about 105 x 105 km and has been acquired on 13 October 1991 (refence date for
calibration constant derivation). The Ijsselmeer is in the middle in the image and the
Flevoland polder in the bottom centre. The transponders location is indicated by a cross (see
Figure 14)

ADC Power Change

Near Range Fitr Range
ADC power loss over Flevoland (13October 1991). Note theADC power loss values in
Flevoland polder area rangingfrom 0.2 dB to 0.5 dB (see Figure 14).
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3.2.2 Implications for the radiometric stability measurements

The previous results clearly indicate the need to correct for ADC non-linearities when measuring the radar
cross sections of calibration target, especially when the target is located close to the sea (coastal area). In
such a case the raw data would be required for the correction analysis.This means practical difficulties when
a big number of scenes have to be analysed.

Another solution, provided by the SAR Verification Mode Processor (VMP) installed at ESA/ESRIN and
at the D-PAF, is to generate a raw data power table for each processed product. Each entry in the table
corresponds to the mean power of a block of raw data. The raw data block size is approximately the
synthetic aperture length (1300 range lines) in the azimuth direction and the replica length (704 samples) in
the range direction.

The average power of the raw data from each block is given by :

N M
Po = r r (12 + 02)

NMk=lj=l

where N = number of range lines used
M = number of samples used per line

From the raw data power table is derived an ADC nonlinearity correction table using the table and figures
given in chapter 3.1.

The ESA transponders are then located in the table in order to apply the ADC nonlinearity correction to
their measured radar cross section. The location of the transponders is done with the following method:

Azimuth direction:
The transponder is first located in the image (PRI product) by its pixel position in metres relative to
the first pixel of the first image line. Then the time shift .1t between the first raw data line (defined by
the acquisition time) and the first image line (defined by the zero Doppler azimuth time of the first
azimuth pixel) is calculated and converted in position shift using the satellite ground velocity (Vg =
6640 m/s):

Azimuth position(Raw data table) = Azimuth position(PRI product) + (.1t. Vg)

Ground rangedirection:
The transponder is located in the image (PRI product) by its pixel position in metres relative to the
first pixel of the first image line. This value is converted in slant range position. Half of the replica
length (352 samples) is then subtracted to take into account discarding of samples during range
compression:

Range position(Raw data table) = Slant range position(PRI product) - 352 samples

When the transponder is located close to the limit between two blocks in the ADC correction table, then an
average is done between the two blocks.

Table 6 gives the ADC correction to be applied on the measured radar cross sections of the ESA
transponders during the commissioning phase and first ice phase. During the commissioning phase the
transponders were located in Flevoland. During the first ice phase, they were located in Zeeland (Figure 14).



Table6

ADC correction to applied on measured R.C.S.
(values lo dB)

Transponder 1 Transponder 2 Transponder 3
Commissioning Phase (F/evoland)

07-SEP-1991 0.28 0.06 0.05
19-SEP 0.17 0.17 0.00
25-SEP 0.30 0.26 n.d.
01-0CT 1.98 0.57 0.39
07-0CT 0.32 0.22 0.26
13-0CT 0.30 0.39 0.21
19-0CT 0.67 0.32 0.38
25-0CT 0.25 0.30 n.d.
31-0CT 0.24 0.09 0.04
06-NOV 0.75 0.88 0.57
12-NOV 1.05 1.34 1.00
18-NOV 0.62 1.11 0.81
24-NOV 0.52 0.76 0.54
30-NOV 0.35 0.73 0.33
06-DEC 0.57 0.48 0.49
Pint Ice Phase (:lleland)

11-JAN-1992 0.42 0.17 n.d.
17-JAN n.d. 0.80 0.37
23-JAN 0.17 0.05 0.02
29-JAN 0.40 0.30 0.12
01-FEB 0.40 0.03 0.06
10-FEB 1.17 0.62 0.34
16-FEB 1.00 0.77 0.56
22-FEB 1.39 0.69 0.32
28-FEB 0.21 0.13 0.22
05-MAR 0.% 0.41 0.32
08-MAR 0.26 0.28 0.06
11-MAR 0.61 0.37 0.18

Flevoland + Zeeland
Mean ± Standard deviation

27 dates 0.59 ± 0.43 0.45 ± 0.33 0.32 ± 0.25
Flevoland only

Mean ± Standard deviation
15 dates 0.56 t 0.45 0.51 ± 0.37 0.39 ± 0.29

Incidence angle 20.7 deg. 22.7 deg. 23.6 deg.
Zeeland only

Mean ± Standard deviation
12 dates 0.64 ± 0.40 0.39 ± 0.26 0.23 ± 0.16

Incidence angle 20.4 deg. 23.1 deg. 26.0 deg.
n.d. = no data

ADC non-linearity corrections to apply 011 the measured radar cross
sections of the ESA transponders in Flevo/and and Zeeland.
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Frame 1053

Frame 1035

FLEVOLAND ZEEIAND

Figure 14 Localisation of the ESA transponders i11Flevoland (Commissioning Phase and Multi
DisciplinaryPhase) and Zeeland (Ice Phases).

The mean ADC non-linearity correction for the transponders depends on two effects (for both calibration
sites):

• the transponder location in range: the mean ADC correction decreases along range from 0.59 dB at
near range (mean incidence angle of about 20.5 degreees for transponder 1) to 0.32 dB at far range
(mean incidence angle of about 24.8 degreees for transponder 3). This an effect of the elevation
antenna pattern.

• the vicinity of high backscattering large distributed targets (e.g. rough water surface areas): this is
reflected by the standard deviation of the ADC correction. Transponder 1 is located close from the
Ijsselmeer during the commissioning phase and close to the North Sea during the first ice phase.
The areas of open water can produce a wide range of backscattering levels according to the state of
the water surface and by consequence a large range of ADC correction to apply. As an example, a
scene over Flevoland acquired on 14March 1993exhibits very low backscattering for the Ijsselmeer.
Figure 15-a & b are plots of I channel standard deviation of the scene and ADC power change.
Note that the I channel standard deviation can be as low as 1.04, which gives actually a positive
ADC power change (i.e. a power gain) of up to 0.3 dB.
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Figure 15-a

Figure 15-b

I Channel Standard Deviation

Near Range

I channel standard deviation of a raw data scene over Flevoland (NL). The scene covers 011
area of about 105 x 105 km and has been acquired 01114 March 1993. Very low values of I
channel standard deviation (down to 1.04) can be seen i11the Ijsselmeer. The lake has a very
low backscauering level.

ADC Power Change

Near Range Far Range

ADC power loss overFlevoland (14March 1993). Note that there is no ADC correction to
apply on the transponder responses.
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Table 7 gives the values of the radiometric stability and the radiometric accuracy measured with the
transponder 2 before and after the ADC correction. The values before the ADC correction are values
corrected for the replica pulse power variations.

Transponder 2 before correction of after correction of
(38 measurements over 2 years) ADC power loss estimate ADC power loss estimate

radiometric stability 0.38 dB 0.18dB

radiometric accuracy 0.32 dB 0.16dB

max. variation of
± 0.75 dB ±0.42dB

the measured RCS

Table 7 Radiometric calibrationparameters with correctionof ADC non-linearities.

Similar results are found for transponders 1 and 3. Detailed results are shown in Table 8.

From the results in table 7, it appears that the ADC non-lineariliescmrection gives a substantial improvemenl
in the precision of the radar cross sections measurements. The derived radiometric parameters like the
radiometric stability and the radiometric accuracy arc reduced by half

Due to the high precision of the previously derived parameters, further radiometric corrections (which arc
usually neglected in SAR radiometric calibration) can be applied in the derivation of the ERS-1 calibration
measurements. Potentials corrections arc :

• correction of distributed target ambiguity
• correction of atmospheric propagation loss



Table 8 R.C.S. measurements of the transponders over 2 years (only ascending passes). The values are
expressed in decibels. They are referencedto the measured radarcross section of transponder 2 011

13th October 1991.The same calibrationconstant K is used to derive these measurements, except
for the last columns set where the updated calibration constant Ku (Ku = K + 0.39 dB) is used.
The standard deviation of the measurements is by definition the radiometricstability.

Measured RCS with Measured RCS with Measured RCS with
All values are Measured RCS Replica Pulse ADC Non-linearities updated calibration
in Decibels Variations Correction Correction constant (+ 0.39 dB)

Tr.1 Tr.2 Tr. 3 Tr.1 Tr.2 Tr. 3 Tr.1 Tr. 2 Tr.3 Tr.1 Tr. 2 Tr.3
Commissioning Phase - Flevoland

07-SEP-1991 0.60 0.68 0.56 0.14 0.22 0.10 0.42 0.28 0.15 0.03 -0.11 -0.24
19-SEP-1991 0.55 0.61 0.65 0.28 0.34 0.38 0.45 0.51 0.38 0.06 0.12 -0.01
25-SEP-1991 0.34 0.34 n.d. 0.07 0.07 n.d. 0.37 0.33 n.d. -0.02 -0.06 n.d.
Ol-OCT-1991 -0.88 0.19 0.29 -1.10 -0.03 0.07 0.88 0.54 0.46 0.49 0.15 0.07
07-0CT-1991 0.42 0.57 0.68 0.17 0.32 0.43 0.49 0.54 0.69 0.10 0.15 0.30
13-0CT-1991 -0.03 0.00 -0.09 -0.03 0.00 -0.09 0.27 0.39 0.12 -0.12 0.00 -0.27
19-0CT-1991 -0.28 0.10 -0.56 -0.28 0.10 -0.56 0.39 0.42 -0.18 0.00 0.03 -0.57
25-0CT-1991 0.04 -0.03 n.d. 0.03 -0.04 n.d. 0.28 0.26 n.d. -0.11 -0.13 n.d.
31-0CT-1991 0.18 0.34 0.21 0.16 0.32 0.19 0.40 0.41 0.23 0.01 0.02 -0.16
06-NOV-1991 -0.60 -0.19 -0.29 -0.54 -0.13 -0.23 0.21 0.75 0.34 -0.18 0.36 -0.05
12-NOV-1991 -0.59 -0.81 -0.86 -0.52 -0.74 -0.79 0.53 0.60 0.21 0.14 0.21 -0.18
18-NOV-1991 0.03 -0.61 -0.74 0.05 -0.59 -0.72 0.67 0.52 0.09 0.28 0.13 -0.30
24-NOV-1991 -0.28 -0.38 -0.61 -0.28 -0.38 -0.61 0.24 0.38 -0.07 -0.15 -0.01 -0.46
30-NOV-1991 -0.16 -0.08 -0.45 -0.18 -0.10 -0.47 0.17 0.63 -0.14 -0.22 0.24 -0.53
06-DEC-1991 -0.34 -0.01 -0.32 -0.34 -0.01 -0.32 0.23 0.47 0.17 -0.16 0.08 -0.22

First Ice Phase - Zeeland
11-JAN-1992 0.23 0.33 n.d. 0.20 0.30 n.d. 0.62 0.47 n.d. 0.23 0.08 n.d.
17-JAN-1992 n.d. -0.14 -0.07 n.d. -0.15 -0.08 n.d. 0.65 0.29 n.d. 0.26 -0.10
23-JAN-1992 0.56 0.71 0.30 0.51 0.66 0.25 0.68 0.71 0.27 0.29 0.32 -0.12
29-JAN-1992 0.06 0.47 0.19 -0.05 0.36 0.08 0.35 0.66 0.20 -0.04 0.27 -0.19
01-FEB-1992 -0.27 0.54 n.d. -0.32 0.49 n.d. 0.08 0.52 n.d. -0.31 0.15 n.d.
10-FEB-1992 -0.52 -0.13 -0.15 -0.63 -0.24 -0.26 0.54 0.38 0.08 0.15 -0.0l -0.31
16-FEB-1992 -0.70 -0.15 -0.39 -0.81 -0.26 -0.50 0.19 0.51 0.06 -0.20 0.12 -0.33
22-FEB-1992 -0.37 -0.33 0.05 -0.48 -0.44 -0.06 0.91 0.25 0.26 0.52 -0.14 -0.13
28-FEB-1992 0.39 0.46 -0.16 0.30 0.37 -0.25 0.51 0.50 -0.03 0.12 0.11 -0.42
05-MAR-1992 -0.30 -0.24 n.d. -0.39 -0.33 n.d. 0.57 0.08 n.d. 0.18 -0.31 n.d.
08-MAR-1992 0.13 0.41 0.18 0.04 0.32 0.09 0.30 0.60 0.15 -0.09 0.21 -0.24
11-MAR-1992 -0.15 0.11 0.32 -0.27 -0.01 0.20 0.34 0.36 0.38 -0.05 -0.03 -0.01

Multi-Disciplinary Phase - Flevoland
03-MAY-1992 0.71 1.03 0.77 0.34 0.66 0.40 0.49 0.68 0.59 0.10 0.29 0.20
07-JUN-1992 0.55 0.81 0.55 0.15 0.41 0.15 0.42 0.57 0.36 0.03 0.18 -0.03
12-JUL-1992 n.d. 0.54 0.42 n.d. 0.44 0.32 n.d. 0.53 0.49 n.d. 0.14 0.10
20-SEP-1992 n.d. 0.57 0.53 n.d. 0.50 0.46 n.d. 0.57 0.54 n.d. 0.18 0.15
25-0CT-1992 n.d. n.d. -0.44 n.d. n.d. -0.52 n.d. n.d. 0.09 n.d. n.d. -0.30
29-NOV-1992 n.d. -0.60 -0.48 n.d. -0.83 -0.71 n.d. -0.09 0.07 n.d. -0.48 -0.32
03-JAN-1993 n.d. n.d. 0.56 n.d. n.d. 0.45 n.d. n.d. 0.47 n.d. n.d. 0.08
14-MAR-1993 0.51 0.65 0.64 0.42 0.56 0.55 0.45 0.56 0.60 0.06 0.17 0.21
18-AVR-1993 -1.03 -0.28 -0.91 -1.02 -0.27 -0.90 -0.24 0.41 -0.08 -0.63 0.02 -0.47
23-MAY-1993 n.d. 0.39 0.47 n.d. 0.29 0.37 n.d. 0.31 0.38 n.d. -0.08 -0.01
27-JUN-1993 0.20 0.59 0.53 0.11 0.50 0.44 0.32 0.52 0.47 -0.07 0.13 0.08
01-AUG-1993 0.22 0.18 0.12 0.11 0.07 O.Ql 0.34 0.33 0.19 -0.05 -0.06 -0.18

Mean -0.02 0.17 0.05 -0.13 om -0.06 0.40 0.45 0.25 O.Ql 0.06 -0.14
Standard Dev. 0.45 0.43 0.48 0.40 0.38 0.41 0.22 0.18 0.22 0.22 0.18 0.22
Max.Range 1.74 1.84 1.68 1.61 1.49 1.46 1.15 0.84 0.87 1.15 0.84 0.87



(previously 0. 38 dB)

3.2.3 Implications for the derivation of the calibration constant

The calibration constants for ESA ERS-1 products are derived from transponder 2 radar cross section on 13
October 1991 (Ref. 12). The estimation of the ADC non-linearities correction (computed from the raw data
block power analysis) to apply on transponder 2 radar cross section for this date is 0.39 dB (see Table 6). A
confirmation of the estimate is given by the mean ADC correction of 0.45 dB. An updated calibration
constant is obtained when applying the ADC correction:

K(updated) = K + 0.39 dB

The updated calibration constant K is consistent with previous K estimate error bounds given at the end of
the commissioning phase. The updated K error bounds ± 0.42 dB are indeed within the previous estimation
of e 0.75 dB (Figure 16).

UPDATED RADIOMETRIC STABILl1Y MEASUREMENTS
with ADCNON·LINEARl1Y CORRECTIONS
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Figure 16 Updated radiometric stability measurements with ADC non-linearity conection.

3.2.4 Implications for the derivation of the in-flight antenna pattern

The in-flight ERS-1 SAR antenna elevation pattern has been estimated using detected images over the
Brasilian rain forest. The derivation of the antenna pattern was done using the mean range profile of 10
images of uniform rain forest with the assumption that y = 0'0 / cos Cl is a constant value for the rain forest
(for the ERS-1 SAR incidence angles Cl). The derived mean polynomial of range profiles was set to zero at
the boresight angle (look angle 0 = 20.35 degrees). Noise compensation was applied. The estimated in-flight
antenna pattern was then compensated in ESA PRI product (Ref 12).

In order to check the effect of ADC non-linearities over the rain forest, a raw data image was analysed.
Figure 17 gives the contour plots of the I channel standard deviation of the scene. The derived ADC power
loss in the scene versus the look angle o is given in Figure 18.
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Figure 17
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I channel standard deviation of a raw data scene over the Brazilian rainforest. Note the high
values of I channel standard deviation at near range.
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Figure 18 ADC power loss in thepreceding scene (Figure17).
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Difference betwHn ADC corrected antenna pattern
and previous antenna pattern estimation0,3~~~~-"-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

The estimated ADC power loss correction is then applied on the previously derived in-flight antenna
pattern. The new estimation of the antenna pattern has then to be set to zero at boresight angle in order to
be comparable with the previous one. The result is given in Figure 19.

Figure 20 shows the difference between the new and previous antenna pattern estimation. Note that the
difference is lower than 0.1 dB in the scene except at extreme far range (up to 0.3 dB).
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Figure 19 ERS-1 in-flight antenna pattern estimations.
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Figure 20 Difference betweenADC correaed antenna pattern and previous antenna pattern estimations.
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4. CONCLUSIONS

This study confirms the high radiometric stability of the ERS-1 SAR since beginning of the mission. When
including the Analogic to Digital Converter (ADC) non-linearity corrections, we obtain a reduction by half
of the radiometric calibration parameters such as the radiometric accuracy or the radiometric stability. The
values of the calibration constants previously given within maximum bounds of about ± 0.8 dB are now given
within maximum bounds of about ± 0.4 dB. The radiometric stability measured over two years is about 0.2
dB, well within the specifications.

The study has identified the ADC non-linearity as the main source of errors in the measurements of radar
cross sections or backscattering coefficients. The ADC non-linearity occurs over large distributed targets
having high backscattering level such as rough sea surfaces.

ERS-1 SAR calibration requirements have been carefully established following expert recommendations.
One of these recommendations formulated ten years ago (Ref. 13) was the following : "Calibrationof ERS-1
to a level of± 1 dB would be a major achievement".
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PLANNED RADIOME~RIC CALIBRATION SCHEME FOR
THE ENVISAT-1 ASAR INSTRUMENT

D L Hurd
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Portsmouth

ABSTRACT

The ENVISAT-1 ASAR instrument requirements for radiometric
calibration are embodied in a specification for the overall
system readiometric accuracy (In contrast, only the radiometric
stability of the spaceborne instrument was specified for ERS-1
AMI (SAR). The paper describes the planned calibration scheme
for achieving the radiometric accuracy requirements for the ASAR
instrument. Four areas are covered:

a) Internal calibration An internal calibration loop is built
into the ASAR equipment which enables the characteristics of
all the active circuits in the instrument, in particular the
TR Modules in the active antenna, to be monitored in-flight.

b) External calibration End to end system calibration
using ground transponders is proposed.

c) External characterisation In-flight characterisation of the
passive radiator, the calibration loop itself, and the
antenna mechanical pointing is planned using a ground
receiver.

d) Ground processor reguirements The requirements placed on
the ground processor by the proposed calibration scheme
are outlined.

The predicted performance of the scheme is quantified and
compared with the radiometric accuracy requirement.

Keywords: SAR, Calibration, Active phased array SAR.

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

The first ESA Polar Orbit Earth observation Mission (POEM; Ref.
1), designated ENVISAT-1, will include the Advanced Synthetic
Aperture Radar (ASAR) instrument. The ENVISAT-1 ASAR (Ref .2) is
an active phased array radar, and is the first instrument of this



type to be included in an ESA mission. Previously, the ERS-1
mission included the Active Microwave Instrument (AMI), part of
which is a SAR incorporating a passive antenna (Ref.3).

The ENVISAT-1 ASAR instrument requirements for radiometric
calibration are embodied in a specification for the overall
system radiometric accuracy, including the ground segment. In
contrast, only the radiometric stability for the spaceborne
instrument was specified for the ERS-1 AMI SAR. The specified
radiometric accuracy for ASAR is l.75dB. This is to be
interpreted as a worst case (i.e three sigma) value. For ERS-1,
the SAR radiometric stability was specified as 0.95dB, and this
was to be interpreted as an RMS value rather than worst case.
Therefore the requirement, as specified, is more stringent for
ASAR than for ERS-1. It should be noted that the observed ERS-1
SAR radiometric stability is significantly better than its
specification value. Thus the more stringent specification on
ASAR is necessary to ensure that the user will obtain data of
comparable or better accuracy from ASAR than that obtained from
ERS-1.

The principal engineering challenge for ASAR radiometric
calibration is presented by the active antenna. The antenna
includes 320 Transmit-Receive (TR) modules, each of which is
connected to a radiating sub-array. Each TR Module includes
transmit and receive chains of active components which provide
amplification, and programmable amplitude and phase adjustment.
Instabilities in the gain and phase characteristics of these will
distort the antenna gain pattern of the phased array. This would
potentially cause a radiometric error in the SAR image. The need
to calibrate the active antenna for ASAR requires a calibration
scheme radically different from that employed for the ERS-1 SAR.

1.2 TR module temperature compensation

The TR module amplitude and phase characteristics will vary
principally as a function of temperature. However, the
characteristics may also be subject to ageing, and in the
extreme, TR modules may fail completely. The instrument control
concept includes a TR Module temperature compensation scheme.
The variation with temperature of the amplitude and phase
characteristics of each individual TR Module is established on
ground. Each TR module includes a thermistor for temperature
measurement. The on-ground characterisation data is reduced to a
set of coefficients which approximately define the observed
temperature dependence of the amplitude and phase
characteristics. These coefficients are stored on-board, and are
used in conjunction with the in-flight temperature measurements
in an algorithm which calculates the required control settings
for the amplitude and phase shifter devices within each TR
Module. The calculated settings compensate for the TR Module
variations so that the amplitude and phase shift along each path
through the antenna is stable with temperature. This stabilises
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the antenna transmit and receive gain patterns.

Using the temperature compensation scheme, it is anticipated the
active antenna will possess a high degree of stability. However
the scheme will not account for ageing effects, or TR Module
failures. Also, under conditions of rapid temperature
variations, such as those occurring close to eclipse, the
temperature distribution within each TR Module may differ
significantly from that occurring during on-ground
characterisation. This may lead to compensation errors. Thus
the compensation scheme alone may not achieve adequate antenna
stability over the lifetime of the instrument to meet the
radiometric accuracy requirements.

1.3 overview of the ASAR calibration scheme

The planned radiometric calibration scheme for ASAR is performed
by four distinct functions:

a) Internal calibration
b) External calibration
c) External characterisation
d) Ground processor corrections

1. 3.1 Internal calibration

The basic principle followed in the ASAR internal calibration
scheme is similar to that employed in AMI. Distinct calibration
paths are built into the instrument, and special calibration
pulses are routed around the instrument via the calibration
paths. The calibration pulses are sampled, and linked to the
ground along with the science data. The ground processor
measures the calibration pulses and this gives an indication of
drifts in the instrument gain.

However, the detailed implementation in ASAR is quite different
from that employed in AMI, as necessitated by the particular
problems concerned with calibration of the active antenna. The
key feature of the ASAR internal calibration scheme is that a
distinct calibration path is provided to each of the 320 TR
modules. This enables transmit pulses at each TR module output
to be sampled. It also allows calibration pulses to be injected
into the receiver front end of each TR module. Effectively, the
scheme provides a multi-pathed calibration loop that encompasses
all the active electronic circuits in the instrument transmit and
receive paths. In particular, the scheme provides a solution to
the potential shortcomings of the TR module temperature
compensation scheme, as discussed in Section 1.2 above. Ageing
of TR Module characteristics and module failure can be sensed
using the calibration loop.
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1. 3. 2 External calibration

The internal calibration scheme is intended to allow relative
drifts in the instrument gain to be monitored by the ground
processor. In order to meet the requirements for absolute
accuracy of the radar cross section information in the image, it
is necessary to provide an absolute end to end calibration
facility. This facility comprises an external reference
transponder target whose radar cross section has been accurately
determined. The transponder characteristics can be similar to
those of the ERS-1 AMI, but the additional feature of dual
polarisation is required for the transponder, since ASAR is a
dual polarisation instrument (horizontal and vertical).

External calibration measurements are made infrequently, at
intervals of at lease six months. The interval calibration
scheme maintains the radiometric accuracy in the interval between
external calibrations.

1. 3. 3 External characterisation

The internal calibration scheme monitors drifts in the gain of
the majority of the instrument. However, drifts in elements
outside the calibration loop are not monitored and therefore are
not compensated. Specifically these elements are the passive
part of the antenna (i.e the radiator), and the calibration paths
themselves. Also drift in the antenna mechanical pointing is not
compensated.

The characteristics of the uncompensated element are monitored
infrequently (at intervals of at least six months) using an
external characterisation ground receiver. This enables any
gross bias effects introduced at launch to be characterised.
Also ageing and failure effects associated with the uncompensated
elements can be monitored.

1. 3. 4 Ground processor corrections

The ground processor uses the information obtained from internal
and external calibration, and external characterisation
measurements, and also from satellite attitude and slant range
measurements to correct the image magnitude such that a
calibrated image is produced.

2. INTERNAL CALIBRATION SCHEME

2.1 Calibration loop

Each TR module contains separate transmit and receive chains for
operation in horizontal (H) and vertical (V) polarisations.
There are separate H and V feeds from each TR module to its
associated radiator sub-array, each feed being used for both
transmit and receive. Within each TR module, a directional
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coupler is located immediately before each of the feeds to
provide a calibration path. The pair of couplers within each TR
module are combined via a passive hybrid network, which is
connected to a calibration input/output port. Calibration pulses
are coupled into or out of each TR module via its calibration
port. The 320 connections from the calibration ports of all the
TR Modules are combined through a passive distribution network to
provide a single calibration connection between the antenna and
the instrument central electronics assembly. The calibration
distribution network is in fact very similar to the primary
distribution network which provides the main transmit/receive
paths between the central electronics and the antenna. Figure 1
shows a schematic of the calibration loop.
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In the central electronics, the calibration path connects to a
five port passive network. This is used to route calibration
pulses from the antenna to the main receiver chain via an
auxiliary receive path, and to inject calibration pulses into the
antenna via an·auxiliary transmit path. It is also used to route
pulses around the majority of the central electronics via the
auxiliary transmit and receive paths. The central electronics
transmit and receive chains are dual redundant (labelled A and
B). Figure 1 shows the connections to the A side only.

The calibration paths, between the directional couplers in the TR
modules and the five port network contain no active components.
This maximises the reliability and stability of the calibration
loop. Both primary and calibration distribution networks on the
antenna are designed as equi-time, equi-phase networks.

2.2 Calibration pulses

The 320 TR modules, and their associated radiator sub arrays are
arranged in 32 rows with 10 modules in each row along the length
of the antenna. ASAR is essentially an elevation steering
instrument, therefore in normal operation the phase settings are
nominally equal for the ten modules in each row. The phase is
varied between rows in order to steer and shape the elevation
beam. Also, uniform amplitude weighting is applied along each
row.

The planned internal calibration scheme for ASAR characterises
the active part of the antenna on a row by row basis.
Calibration pulses from one row of modules are combined in the
distribution network, nominally with equal phase and amplitude.
During normal operation, a sequence of calibration pulses is
interleaved with the normal radar pulses. This sequence
characterises each row in turn for both transmit and receive.

The instrument.also has.a special module stepping mode in which
the antenna is characterised on a module by module basis.
However, during normal operation, row stepping is preferred to
module stepping because it characterises the antenna more quickly
(one tenth of the time) and the combined signal from the
distribution network is 20dB bigger for a row than for a module,
and therefore can be measured more accurately.

The calibration scheme relies on the characteristics of a row
when measured in isolation being representative of its
characteristics when operating normally in conjunction with all
other rows. Therefore interference from leakage signals through
the modules in other rows that are nominally off during a
calibration pulse needs to be minimised. Also there is one
specific feature of the design that has necessitated special
consideration in the calibration scheme. Each TR module shares a
power supply with three other modules, which are in different
rows. Therefore the transient load on each power supply will be



different for the cases where one row only transmits, and all
rows transmit. This could cause a change in the transmit
characteristics of a row between the two cases. This potential
problem is avoided by the following scheme. For transmit
calibration, rows are turned on in groups of four corresponding
to the power supply demarcations, but only one of the four is the
'wanted' row, whose characteristics are to be measured. The
modules within the wanted row take the amplitude and phase
settings appropriate to normal operation. The phases of the
modules in the three unwanted rows are set so that their combined
signal out of the calibration distribution network is nominally
zero. Thus their interference to the measurement of the wanted
row characteristics is minimised. The amplitude setting on each
of the unwanted rows is set to its normal operating value to
produce the same power supply loading as in normal operation.
The transmit calibration pulse in which four rows are excited is
referred to as pulse 1. Pulse 1 is routed to the central
electronics receiver via the auxiliary receive path (see figure
1).

A second type of transmit calibration pulse, referred to as pulse
lA, is also included in the scheme. The purpose of this pulse is
to characterise the residual unwanted signal arising from
imperfect cancellation of the three unwanted rows during pulse 1.
During pulse lA, the three unwanted rows alone are excited with
the same amplitude and phase settings as in pulse 1, and the
residual signal is measured. The power supply loading will be
not quite representative during pulse lA since only three of the
four rows sharing a power supply are excited. Therefore there
could be a small error on the estimation of the small residual
signal. This is acceptable since the error involved will be very
small compared with the wanted row contribution to the pulse 1
signal.
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For receive characterisation, one row of module receivers is
activated while so-called calibration pulse 2 is injected into
the calibration distribution network using the auxiliary transmit
path (see figure 1). Pulse 2 passes along the main receive chain
in the central electronics.

The central electronics transmit and receive paths are included
in both the transmit and receive row characterisation. It is
thus necessary to characterise the central electronics separately
so that its effect can be removed (in the ground processor) from
the receive row measurements. Its effect is then included once
only, in the transmit row measurements. Characterisation of the
central electronics is achieved by calibration pulse 3, using
both transmit and receive auxiliary paths (see Figure 1).



The various calibration pulses, the means of controlling them
using the switches in the auxiliary transmitter and receiver in
Figure 1, and the associated module states are summarised in
Table 1.

PULSE FUNCTION SWITCH STATE
NO MODULE STATE

TRANSMIT RECEIVE

MAIN AUX MAIN AUX WANTED UNWANTED OTHER
ROW ROW (3)

1 Sense wanted row transmission ON OFF OFF ON TX TX OFF

lA sense unwanted row transmission ON OFF OFF ON OFF TX OFF

2 Inject into wanted row receivers OFF ON ON OFF RX OFF OFF

3 Route around central electronics OFF ON OFF ON OFF OFF OFF
~-

Note: The unwanted rows consist of the modules sharing the power
supplies with the modules in the wanted row.

Table 1: Calibration pulses

Pulses 1, lA and 2 are repeated for each of the 32 rows.
Together with pulse 3, this then constitutes a complete internal
calibration cycle of the instrument.

2.3 Timelining of calibration pulses

The ASAR instrument includes five operational modes (Ref.2)

- image mode
- wave mode
- wide swath mode
- alternating polarisation mode
- global monitoring mode

The basic principles of the internal calibration scheme, as
described in Sections 2.1 and 2.2, are followed in each of the
operational modes. The detailed timelining of the calibration
pulses is tailored to meet the particular features of each mode.

For all modes, a complete row calibration cycle is performed at
the beginning of the mode, prior to the start of the imaging
sequence. For wide swath and global monitoring modes, which use
the ScanSAR principle across five sub swaths, the initial row
cycle is repeated for each sub swath. For alternating
polarisation mode, the initial row cycle is repeated for each
polarisation. The initial calibration sequences occupy less than
1 second.
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During the imaging sequence itself, calibration pulses are
periodically inserted into the timeline. A row cycle is
completed within typically 15 - 30 seconds. The instrument
performance degradation due to inserting the calibration pulses
is negligible. In wave, wide swath and global monitoring modes,
there are natural gaps in the imaging sequence which can be used
for calibration. In image and alternating polarisation modes,
typically one echo in 1000 is lost due to the insertion of the
calibration pulses.

2.4 Noise measurements

The internal calibration scheme also includes measurements of the
instrument noise level. The measurements are included in the
initial calibration sequences at the beginning of a mode. The
echo window is sampled at a time when no echoes are present.

In the modes with natural gaps in the imaging sequence (wave,
wide swath and global monitoring modes), noise measurements are
also made during the normal operation of the mode. In image and
alternating polarisation modes, noise measurements are not made
during normal operation, because it would be necessary to cease
transmissions to allow all echoes to die away. For these modes,
it is assumed the noise level tracks the receiver gain during the
imaging sequence. The receiver gain drift is monitored (in the
ground processor) from measurements of Pulse 2 at the auxiliary
transmit output and the main receiver output.

3. EXTERNAL CHARACTERISATION SCHEME

External characterisation is a dedicated instrument mode,
performed while over flying a receiver located on the ground.
During the mode, the SAR transmits a sequence of pulses from each
antenna row in turn. These pulses are received and digitised on
the ground, and the data are recorded for off-line processing.
The pulses are also coupled into the SAR receiver using the
calibration loop, and the resulting data are down-linked.

Ideally the ground receiver should lie at the centre of the
azimuth beam pattern of each row at the time of the row
transmission cycle, which would require very accurate knowledge
of the orbit. This is avoided by repeating the cycle of
transmissions from the rows continually over a 0.5 second period.
Each cycle has a duration of approximately 12 ms. The particular
cycle for which the receiver was at beam centre can be determined
from the processed data.

To aid demodulation of the row transmission sequence, a carrier
acquisition sequence is transmitted from one column of subarrays
of the SAR antenna before and after the 0.5 second period of the
row sequence. The carrier acquisition sequence is recorded by
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the ground receiver, and demodulation is performed in the off
line processing.

The phase and amplitude of the pulse from each row is determined
and compared for the two measurement data sets - that from the
ground receiver, and that downlinked from the SAR. The relative
amplitude and phase characterises the row of radiating sub arrays
and the calibration path from the row. The linear component of
phase variation across the rows is used to determine the
elevation angle of the ground receiver. This can be compared
with the elevation angle predicted by the satellite orbit and
attitude, and the ground receiver location in order to
characterise the mechanical pointing of the antenna.

External characterisation is performed for both H and V
polarisations.

4. EXTERNAL CALIBRATION SCHEME

External calibration is proposed using three target transponders,
positioned along an East-West line with approximately 20Km
spacing between adjacent transponders. The aim is to make
transponder observations over the full range of the ASAR swaths,
but mainly using one mode only (image mode).

The ENVISAT-1 orbit repeat period is 35 days, but the orbit
almost coincides every 3 days, being shifted by approximately
lOOkm at latitude 50°N. Therefore on five successive near
coincient orbits, the transponders can be observed over a range
of 400km in off nadir distance, compared with a total coverage of
the ASAR swaths of 490km. A second series of five observations
can be made with the satellite direction reversed; ie both
ascending and descending passes can be used.

The proposed transponder positioning enables all three
transponders to fall within a single swath and therefore be
observed on most of the passes. Overall it is anticipated that
22 transponder observations in image mode can be made within one
35 day period. These observations would be split between H and v
polarisations. A few observations would be made in other modes
as a cross check on the ground characterisation of instrument
variations between modes.

5. GROUND PROCESSOR CALIBRATION REQUIREMENTS

In outline, the ground processor must perform the following
functions associated with calibration. The amplitude and phase
of the calibration pulses 1, lA, 2 and 3 are measured for each
row. The amplitude and phase of pulse 2 relative to the
amplitude and phase of pulse 3 are calculated, and pulse lA is
vectorially subtracted from pulse 1, as discussed in Section
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2.2. The derived amplitude and phase values for the 32 rows on
transmit and receive are used to estimate the two way instrument
gain at a reference elevation angle for the swath. This
calculation makes use of the ground characterised radiation
patterns (amplitude and phase) of the 32 rows; and also the
external characterisation data, as discussed in Section 3. The
ratio of the estimated instrument gain at the reference angle to
its ground characterised value is determined. This ratio is used
to scale the complete ground characterised instrument gain
pattern. The scaled pattern is then used as the instrument gain
reference pattern.

The instrument gain reference pattern is converted from antenna
to orbit coordinates, making corrections for the antenna pointing
error, as determined from external characterisation, and also for
the satellite attitude variations.

The replica of the transmitted pulse is calculated from the pulse
1 measurements (after vector subtraction of the pulse lA
measurements), the ground characterised row patterns, and the
external characterisation data. The constructed replica tracks
variations in all the instrument active circuits apart from the
TR module receive circuits, and the central electronics main
receiver up to the auxiliary receiver injection point (see Figure
1). The replica is used to determine the range reference
function for use in the range compression processing.

The ground processor includes a Doppler tracker, which corrects
for azimuth pointing errors.

The ground processor makes corrections for variations in the
instrument gain reference pattern, and the instrument noise
level (see section 2.4) and also applies an overall scaling
factor determined from external calibration (see section 4).

Figure 2 shows a schematic of the data flow for the ASAR
calibration process.
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CHAAACTEAISATION CHARACTERISATION
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antenna patterns .t~------·-1 l- -c-;Hbratl;_-p~ls-• data-- --
PAF data
noise data

1 ---- - --]
GROUNDPROCESSOR

----------- ---- •.
CALIBRATION PROCESS callbrot•ddata

l --l -l
------------- . --------

INSTRUMENT

INTERNAL

CALIBRATION

echo data

geometric al
parameters

scaltng factorattitude data

Figure 2: Calibration data flow
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6. RADIOMETRIC ACCURACY PERFORMANCE

A detailed computer model for the ASAR radiometric accuracy
performance has been implemented. The model includes over one
hundred instrument parameters, as well as assumptions for the
ground segment and satellite parameters. Using the model, the
performance has been determined from the current estimates of the
input parameters.

The estimated radiometric accuracy depends on the operational
mode, and also the swath, and lies in the range 1.1 - 1.SdB
compared with the requirement of 1.75dB. Thus the ASAR
instrument is predicted to exceed the stringent requirement for
radiometric accuracy.
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ERS-1 SAR PRODUCTS VALIDATION

Sanchez J.I., Laur H.

ESNESRIN
Frasca ti
Italy

ABSTRACT

Validation and quality monitoring of the ERS-1 SAR products is a vital task in order to ensure the success of the
ERS 1 mission. This article explains the criteria used during the validation of ERS-1 SAR products (image
mode) as well as the quality procedures implemented to control systematically the production in the ground
stations and in the PAFs (Processing and ArchivingFacility), once the products have been validated.

Some key quality results obtained after the two first years of mission are also presented.

Keywords: ERS-1, SAR, Validation,Quality, PAF, Ground Station.

t. INTRODUCTION

Since July 1991, ERS-1 has been providing the international community with a huge amount of data. To allow
the exploitation of the data by the international scientific community and also by commercial users, a major
effort must be invested in monitoring the quality and the consistency of the SAR products processed within the
decentralised ESA ERS-1 ground segment.

2. SAR PRODUCT VALIDATION

2.1 ESA SAR Product Validation

2.1.1. ESA SAR Products

The ESA ERS-1 ground segment has been established using a decentralised set of processing facilities with
central monitoring and control at ESA/ESRIN (EECF=ESRINERS Central Facility). The ERS-1 SAR products
arc generated at the ESA ground stations (Fucino, Kiruna and Maspalomas), at the PAFs (D-PAF at
Obcrpfaffenhofen, 1-PAFat Matera and UK-PAF at Farnborough) and at ESAJESRIN.

Four processors are involved in the generation of SAR products:

• Fast Delivery Processor (FDP) at the ground stations

Provided by MDA
DECVAX6210
2 ST 50 Array Processors

•Verification Mode Processor (VMP) at D-PAF and ESRIN

Provided by MDA
DECVAX6210
2 ST 50 Array Processors.
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•EMMA 2 Processor at 1-PAF

Provided by Telespazio/ELSAG
DECVAX6005
Special dedicated processor EMMA 2

• EODC SAR processor at UK-PAF

Provided by EDS SCICON
Microvax +Amteck
3 numeric array processors

In addition two geocoding systems, GEOS at D PAF and GEO at I PAF (under validation) are responsible for
production of the geocoded products:

• GEOS system at D PAF

Provided by DLR/IPl/RSUDIBAG
SUN SparcStations (SUN4)

•GEO system at I PAF

Provided by Telespazio
VAX9000
Vector processing option

The different products generated are:

• RAW: annotated raw data in 8 bit format
• SLC: single look, complex, slant range image in 16bit format (quarter scene)
• Ul16, FDC (Ul16 oft'-llne copy), PRI: three look, detected, ground range image in 16 bit format
• GEC: Geocoded Ellipsoid Corrected product, derived from PRI
• GTC: Geocoded Terrain Corrected product, derived from PRI

A complete product description can be found in the document ESA ERS-1 Product specification (ESA SP-
1149).

2.1.2 Strategy and status of validation.

The main tool used at ESNESRIN to analyse, validate and calibrate the SAR products is the SARCALQ system
(SAR CALibration & Quality analysis) developed by EDS Scicon.

Fast delivery image quality is systematically monitored. Periodic updates of the FOP software have been
performed to continuously improve the FDP's performance. Since February 1993 FOP SAR 4.2 processor has
been running in all the ground stations. As the processing performed by the FDP SAR processor is simpler than
that done by the off-line processors (e.g., there is not antenna pattern correction), anomalies are also less
frequent.

Before a PAF starts to produce images operationally, the product must be validated by ESA/ESRIN. The PAF
forwards a validation report with some examples (digital product on exabyte or on CCT, and photographic
hardcopys), to ESA/ESRIN. After analysis, the product is either validated or recommendations are made for
improvement of the product quality.

ESA/ESRIN and the PAFs work together to bring the different products inside the specifications previously
determined by ESA.

Different checks are carried out.:

• Image Visual Inspection
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Detected Data I Ul16 I Fucino (I), Maspalomas (S), Kiruna (SW) through satellite link

• Point Target QA (FDC, SLC, PRI)

• Spatial resolution (3 dB width in azimuth and range)
-Peak to Side-Lobe Ratio
• Integrated Side-Lobe ratio
• Localisation Accuracy
•Radar Cross Section (for PRI & SLC product)

• Distributed target QA (FDC, SLC, PRI)

• Radiometric resolution
• Backscatering coefficients (for PRI product)
•Verification of the antenna pattern implementation

In addition the linearity of the processor has to be demonstrated (with point targets and distributed targets).

For geocoded products the residuals (distance between a point in the image and the real position in the map) are
measured. It is also verified that the geocoding processing retains the radiometric characteristics of the scene.

Different reference scenes have been chosen to perform the measurements needed to establish the quality of the
product. The main test site is the Flevoland area in The Netherlands. Three transponders have been deployed by
ESNESTEC in this area to allow the calibration and the quality analysis of ERS-1 SAR products. The
transponder produces in the image the Impulse Response Function of the system. This IRF is used to determine
some of the radiometric characteristics of the SAR image as well as the localisation accuracy of the scenes.

Additional test sites are found in Zeeland (NL)(during the ice phases the ESA transponders are moved to this
area), Kent {UK/ORA calibration test site), ...Low and high latitude scenes are also used to investigate problems
which may be due to latitude (e.g. antenna pattern correction).The Frankfurt area is the test scene used to control
the quality of geocoded products. This area presents a mean height value of about 250 m, and an irregular relief.

The current status of the validation is summarised in the next table. To date 20 products have been validated
with 5 different processors.

On-Line SAR Image Product

Off-Line SAR Image Product

Raw Data I RAW I D-PAF, EECF, I-PAF, UK-PAFI Teleme!!r Data +Annotations

Complex Data SLC D-PAF, EECF, I-PAF uarter Frame, Bandwidth=1400 Hz
SLCF UK-PAF Full Frame, Bandwidthe l 100 Hz

Detected Data PRI D-PAF, EECF, 1-PAF. U-PAF Pixel 12.5x12.5m, radiometricallv corrected
FDC D-PAF. EECF Pixel 16x20m, not radiometricallv corrected

I Ellipsoid Corrected I GEC D-PAF, 1-PAF* From PRI £rodUCt

Terrain Corrected IGTCOl D-PAF If Dizital Elevation Model available
GTC02 D-PAF If Di2ital Elevation Model available

Figure 1: Table showing the validation status of ESA ERS-1 SAR imageproducts
*The GEC product from I PAF is under validation
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NOISE POWER DENSITY

2.2. National & foreign stations SAR product validation

All around the world, different agencies are acquiring and processing ERS-1 SAR data. These agencies must
demonstrate the quality of the ERS-1 SAR product that they generate. To control the products, the following
information must be provided by the stations to ESAIESRIN:

• Description of the SAR Processor
• Detailed SAR Products Specification
-Detailed Validation Procedures and Results
<Sample Products on CCT or Exabyte and on Slides (with annotations)

The stations validated to date are:

• Fairbanks (NASA/UAF,USA)
• Gatineau + Prince Albert (CCRS,Canada)
• Tromso (TSS,Norway)
• Aussaguel (CNES,France)
•Hyderabad (NRSA,lndia)
-Alice Springs (ACRES.Australia)

3. QUALITY MONITORING

3.1. SAR performance monitoring

Systematically, the three ESA ground stations send to ESA/ESRIN the annotations of all the fast delivery images
processed. These headers contain important information as to where and when the data were collected, the
parameters used in the processing, quality flags showing the status of the communications link and statistical
information about the raw data and the final image product. Other information about the noise measurements,
calibration pulse and chirp replica is also sent. All this information is kept in a database at ESA/ESRIN to allow
the monitoring and further investigation of trends or anomalies that may appear in the satellite's performance or
in the image data acquired.

Daily, some UI16 samples are also sent from the stations, and backed up at ESA/ESRIN. These products are
used to carry out further investigations after detection of anomalies. A report is produced monthly by
ESA/ESRIN showing the results of the month's investigation. The next three figures (fig. 2,3 & 4) illustrate
some of the controls performed at ESAIESRINto ensure the quality of the ERS-1 SAR products.

l~l~~il~~kYI~~~~~IM~1~~1~~~~IW1I,:;
2 3 • 5 a 1 a ' 10 11 12 13 14 15 18 111a11120 21 22 23 24 25 28 21 28 21130 31

JUL 11113

mean value=l.92957 std dev=0.146968

NOISE POWER DENSITY

~~~~I~~~-i~1I~~M~~-~~-·~M,:~
2 3 4 5 8 7 8 g 10 11 12 13 14 15 18 17 18 1g 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

MJC 1993

mean value=l.93026 std dev=0.146132

Figure 2: Comparison of noise power in tile radar system (July and August 1993)
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Histogram of output image mean
12

From fig. I and fig.2 it is possible to compare the noise power density during July 1993 against the same
parameter measured during August 1993.

I DATASTD DEV

2 J 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 1J 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 2J 24 25 26 27 28 29 JOJI
AUG 199J

Figure 3: Raw data I channel std dev during August 1993

Figure 3 shows the standard deviation of the raw data in the I channel during August 1993. This information
indicates if there is saturation in the raw data recorded by the satellite. This saturation has an important effect in
every SAR Image product generated, independently of the processor used.

12

1010 -

2000
Ron9e38.6890 : 3652.JJ, Mean1653.61,St dev 64J.560, 50 b;ns

Ftgure 4: Mean output value histogram of the FD products processed at Fucino station during February 1993

Figure 4 shows a histogram of themean output value of fast delivery images produced at Fucino station during
February 1993. Because of a problem in the parameters used to process the data after the installation of a new
FOP software version, Fucino station was producing low quality products for more than one week. These
products had an output mean much lower than normal, After detection of the problem corrective actions were
taken to resolve it.

3.2. SAR Image product quality results

The user community should have identical product quality independent of the ESA processor used to process the
raw data. In other words, the ESA facility providing the SAR product should be transparent to the user.
Unfortunately, different hardware and software means that it is very difficult to achieve exactly the same
performance everywhere.

This table summarises the characteristics of the different products in the different PAFs.
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24.5 m I 29.62 m <30m
<30m20.00 m I 24.04 m
<-8dB-14.20 dB I -9.75 dB

< -21 dB 1 I -22.83 dB < -18 dB
< -21 dB 1 I -20.21 dB < -18 dB

~jf::;· 9.8m 9.48m 9.60m < lOm
5.3 m 5.27m 6.05m <lOm
-14dB -10.47 dB -14.55 dB <-8dB

-22.37 dB -13.99dB -18.63 dB < -18 dB
-28.4 dB -24.45 dB -29.59 dB < -18 dB

Figure 5: PRI and SLC quality parameters for the different PAFs
I worst peak side lobe ratio
2 SLCF: different bandwidth

It should be noted that ESA Specifications refer to parameters measured on the transponders. The validation
measurements are calculated as the average of the results from both transponders and point targets of
opportunity (this explains why the range peak side lobe ratio for UK PAF products is outside the validation
threshold).

The measurements always refer to the same area, Flevoland, but not always the same date. The date depends on
the products used by the PAF to prepare the validation report. However, it is always October 1991.

These parameters are very stable through time. The standard deviation for these quality indicators for
transponder 2 (PRI ESRIN product) in the Flevoland area during the multidisciplinary phase (since April 1992)
are:

• range resolution
• azimuth resolution
• islr
• range peak side lobe ratio
• azimuth peak side lobe ratio

0.32m
0.47m
0.53 dB
0.84dB
1.3dB

The radiometric resolution is defined as lOlog10 (l+o/µ), o being the standard deviation andµ the mean of the
intensity of homogenous distributed targets.. Different measurements show that for the different facilities the
radiometric resolution is always close to the nominal value:

• 1.98 dB for PRI products
• 3.01 dB for SLC products

3.3. SAR Image product troubleshooting

During ERS l's life time, different problems have appeared in the various image products processed.

These problems are detected by:

•ESA/ESRIN
•PAFs
• External Users via ERS-1 Help Desk

Once a problem is confirmed, there is a discussion with the people concerned in order to clarify exactly the
anomaly and the actions to be taken.

Some actions that could be agreed are:
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End

• Modification of the parameters used in the processing
• Reprocessing of the data
• PAF asked for modification
• New version software
• Additional information for the user to correct the problem

The following flowchart shows the methodology used.

ESRINf External User/Help Desk--~~__;r...-~~---.,,
Problem Detected

No

Yes

Anomaly Report to
people involved

No I Review of the anomaly
and solution proposal

End

l<'igure 6: Flowchart showing the methodologyfollowed to solve tile quality anomalies

Some major problems that have been investigated and fixed during recent months are:

•Antenna Pattern Correction wrongly applied at UK-PAF
• Occasional corruption of the Chirp Data
• CEOS format anomalies
• Incorrect information on the ERS-1 Image catalogue
• Bad data supplied by the PAFs

Let's illustrate these anomalies with some examples:

At the beginning of this year, in UK-PAF PRI images over the Greenland area, an anomaly was detected. In near
and far range, the images were clearly brighter than in mid range. One of these Greenland images is presented in
figure 7. In a normal SAR scene the backscattered power usually decreases from near to far range. After
investigations it was found that the antenna pattern correction was applied wrongly. Users affected by this
problem were informed and provided with information to solve the anomaly. Some scenes were also reprocessed
using the right correction. This anomaly was not detected during the validation checks because the Flevoland
and Kent scenes used to verify the correct implementation were not affected by the anomaly. The problem
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14-SEP-11111313:11 :17

appeared only at low and high latitudes because the antenna pattern correction wrongly applied was latitude
dependent.

PRODUCTID : 68104(clall 64) VI
ACQUISITION: oo-JAN--000000:00:00.000
GENERATION: 19-0CT-199212:20:02.000
UK-PAFIMAGEWITH WRONGANTPATAPPLIED

(78.81, 321.22) (78.03, 319.07) NORTii VECTOR

·comers D
(78.33. 325.15) (77.58. 322.83) •

Figure 7: GreenlandPR/ image with incorrect antennapauem correction
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Another major problem analysed is the corruption of chirp data during telemetry. As the chirp data is used to
process the whole scene, the anomaly affects the whole final image. This problem is characterised by strips
emerging from bright points. One of these scenes is presented in the figure 8.

After detection and investigation it was decided to improve the chirp quality control before processing and
discard the corrupted chirps.

PRODUCT ID : 30656 (class 33) VI
ACQUISITION : 2!hJAN-199221:47:30.502
GENERATION : 24-APR-199215:44:53.150

(52.15 •3.06) (52.35 •4.43) NORTHVECTOR

(51.27. 3.40) (51.46. 4.75)

~IN 22~11111307:111:31

Figure 8: Image processed with corrupted chirp data
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The third example refers to the geographical information contained in the ERS-1 central catalogue about the
different products produced in the PAFs. In early '93 major discrepancies among the nominal co-ordinates
(generated before the data acquisition), the information provided by the archiving report and the actual location
of the image were found.

Figure 9 shows the frame co-ordinates of one of these scenes. After investigation it was found that the archiving
report sent hy the PAF was wrong, The PAF fixed the problem and the anomaly was dosed.

N

!

JO' H
I~,.

figure 9: Fr'lme location of one PRi product wiih incorrect archiving report

4. CONCLUSION

This paper has shown the large amount of work that is being invested in the validation and ongoing monitoring
of ERS-1 SAR image products. It is important that the products delivered to users have a consistent quality
irrespective of ESA processing facility. ESA/ESRINs work in validating ground station and PAF products has
been a key issue in guarenteeing this consistency.

We have also illustrated the stability and extremely good performance of the ERS-1 SAR during the first two
years of mission.
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The experience gained by the ground segment in the analysis and solving of problems and anomalies will he
extremely useful for future ESA SAR missions, among them the imminent ERS-2 mission.
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SCANSAR PROCESSING AND SIMULATION

Knut Eldhusel

Norwegian Defence Research Establishment (NORE)
Kjeller
Norway

ABSTRACT

This paper presents results from the first phase of an ESA study on scanSAR processing and simulation taking into
account the ASAR system parameters. An important part of the study is lo use ERS-1 raw data in both normal mode
and roll tilt mode for Doppler centroid estimation, processing and simulation. Special attention is devoted to azimuth
gain variations and azimuth ambiguity ratios for different scanning strategies and to the effect of individual beam
pointing errors. A scanning strategy with two scan cycles has been selected and a processing scheme with three range
looks and two azimuth looks. SPECAN is considered very favourable for azimuth processing. The degradation in
image quality is investigated by imposing individual beam pointing errors on real ERS-1 data. The beam pointing
errors and Doppler centroid estimation errors are assumed to be kept so small that azimuth intensity variation (due
to gain variations) should be compensated.

Keywords: ScanSAR, ASAR, processing, simulation, ERS-1

INTRODUCTION

During the ERS-1 mission Norway has demonstrated fast SAR image processing (Ref. I) and distribution and a num
ber of interesting applications. NORE has been involved in some of these applications such as agriculture (Ref. 4),
iceberg detection, oil slick detection (Ref. 2) and automatic ship detection (Refs. 2,3 ). Based on the successful expe
riences with ERS-1 Norway also plans fast processing and distribution ofRADARSAT (Canada) and ASAR (ESA)
data. As a step towards this goal NORE is presently doing an ESA study on scanSAR processing and simulation.
This paper presents some results in this study. Although this study has been concentrated on the ASAR specifications,
ii will also prepare Norway's ability for RADARSAT processing.

The scanSAR operation introduces additional problems which arc not present in a conventional SAR system. The
ASAR scanSAR system is specified to cover a swath of 400 km with a resolution better than I00 m. The beam scan
ning procedure causes the azimuth data stream to he discontinuous and also individual beam pointing errors. In a
scanSAR system point targets with different azimuth locations have different azimuth signal histories if they arc
illuminated by different parts of the azimuth beam. This fact has consequences for the azimuth gain variation, the
azimuth ambiguity ratio, and the azimuth processing scheme. In this study a scanning strategy is selected which maxi
mizes such image quality parameters and a suitable azimuth processing method is investigated.

2 BASIC PRINCIPLES AND DEFINITIONS FOR SCANSAR

A fundamental difference between a conventional SAR and a scanSAR is the azimuth imaging. For a conventional
SAR a point target on the ground traverses all the antenna beam and all point targets get the same phase history. For
a scanSAR different point targets will have different frequency signatures dependent on the section of the beam pat
tern where the point target is imaged. In Fig. 2.1 is illustrated the situation using 2 scan cycles. In that case a given
point target is illuminated twice by the beam (full processing bandwidth). We define the dwell time, T0, as the time
interval in which the beam is directed towards a given range subswath. We also define an effective dwell time, Tn.•:tt·
which corresponds to the time interval reflected pulses arc detected. The difference between these two times is
dependent on the number of pulses lost when the beam is switched between subswaths with different PRF's. In Fig.
2.1 the two shaded regions correspond to the integrated power of the point target in two different scan cycles. The
width of each column can he referred to in terms of bandwidth, and the dwell bandwidth is defined as



(2 .3 )

Bn = fnR Tn.eff (2 .I )

where fnR is the azimuth Doppler frequency rate. The return time, TR, is defined as the Lime interval between the
hcginning of one dwell time and the beginning of the next dwell time in the same suhswath. In Fig. 2.1 this time
corresponds to the return handwidth defined as

(2 .2 )

Finally, we define the full integration time or the imaging cycle time, T", and the full hand width or the imaging cycle
bandwidth:

The needed full bandwidth is dependent on the sum of the dwell times over all subswaihs and the number or scan
cycles, denoted n. A scan cycle is an ordered number of suhswaths (SS I,SS2.SS3,SS4.SS5). SS 1 is the suhswath
at near range and SSS is the subswath at far range. The nominal look angles for ASAR scanSAR mode (wide swath
mode) and ERS-1 normal and roll tilt mode arc defined as in Table 2.1.

Subswath SSl SS2 SS3 SS4 SS5 Normal (ERS) Roll Tilt (ERS)

Look ang. near (0) 15.1 23.0 27.2 31.3 34.1 17.0 26.5

Look ang. far (0) 23.3 27.5 31.7 34.3 37.1 23.0 32.5

Table 2. I Nominal look angles for ASAR scan SAR mode and ERS-1 normal and roll tilt modes

We denote the number of looks n1. The situation in Fig. 2.1 corresponds to two scan cycles, and one look from
each scan cycle can be generated. We denote this situation (n = 2 n1 = 2) . If only one scan cycle is used and we
imagine that the two columns in Fig. 2.1 are adjacent we may form two looks and get the same resolution. We denote
this situation (n = I n1 = 2) .

Br

Figure 2. I Gain of a point target where the 1111111/Jer1!f.1n111 cycles is 11=2. One lookfrom each scan cvcl«
can be generated
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• . /1 [ ~ V1,(i) ] ~ N,,.,,(i) + V,lj,.)
7 ,.(j,J = (j L I• . (i)I + n L PRF(i) (} 1/liRVul)

i=I I/DR./ 1=1

(3 .5)

3 SCANNING STRATEGY

3.1 Estimation of dwell times and imaging cycle times

In order to calculate azimuth ambiguity ratios and azimuth gain variations one has to know the full integration time
(imaging cycle time). The requirement for the ASAR wide swath mode is an azimuth resolution heller than IOOm.
Herc we study what dwell times, TIJ(j,.), we need for the different 5 suhswaths (SS I-SSS), i: = l , 2, 3, 4. 5 and what
the full integration time T,J.j,,) has to be for each subswath I"" We first set up the fundamental relation which must
yield to achieve a specified image quality :

= T,J.J ...J - T0.,jj,,)
II I..= 1,2,3,4,s (3 . I )

where n is the number of scan cycles. The right or left side of Eq. 3 .1 can be interpreted as the return time. Since
the sum of the dwell times is independent of subswath number a common return time is defined for a scanSAR:

Tf(j,.) - TIJ.1·11<J,,)
TR = II . i: = 1,2, 3, 4, 5 (3 .2)

The dwell times can he expressed hy two terms:

V11<J,J
11/iR<J,,) IQ

(3 .3)

where (} is the required azimuth resolution, V11(j,,) is the beam speed on the earth for subswath fu and foR<J,,) is
the azimuth Doppler rate (smallest absolute value) in suhswath i; .The first term in Eq. 3 .3 expresses the lime
needed to get the required resolution and the second term the time needed to generate all the pulses on the air at the
beginning of the dwell time. The maximum number of pulses lost due to beam switching is the number of pulses
which arc on the air when the beam switches to another swath. As mentioned in (Ref. 5) a careful choice of subswath
order and hy rapid switching the numhcroflost pulses can be substantially reduced. For a given subswath the azimuth
Doppler rate is largest in near range. Hence, to calculate the needed dwell times Eq. 3 .3 is calculated at far range
in each subswath . The dwell times can then be selected such that the required resolution is achieved in far range in
each subswath. If uniform azimuth resolution is required over all subswaths shorter azimuth filters can be used in
near range than in far range of a given subswath. We also define the effective dwell time in terms of the desired azi
muth resolution.

(3 .4)

Eq. 3 .4 expresses the time needed lo achieve a specified azimuth resolution and is valid for a specified Hamming
window used on the azimuth filter. To get an expression for the full integration time for a given subswath, we put
the expression in Eq. 3 .3 into Eq. 3 .1 and using the Doppler rates at far range in each suhswath (since the resolution
is at worst at far range). The full time of integration (imaging cycle time) is then given by:

The first term in Eq. 3 .5 expresses the total effective integration time for all subswaths to achieve the required reso
lution. The second term includes the time corresponding lo the number of pulses lost. It is proportional to the number
of scan cycles (n).

3.2 Azimuth ambiguity ratio (AAR) and azimuth gain (AG)

Two important quality parameters for scanSAR are the azimuth ambiguity ratio, AAR, and azimuth gain, AG. For
a scanSAR AG will vary since different point targets arc illuminated by different portions of the beam. In a scanSAR
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G(j)
_ sin4(* /)
- (* !)4 (3 .6 )

system the aim is to keep this variation as low as possible. The variation is reduced by using several scan cycles and
then averaging looks from different scan cycles. The two concepts will here be defined for a scanSAR system. But,
first we need the azimuth two-way gain function in terms of frequency, f, when no beam shaping is used (e.g. Ref.
7):

where Vis the speed of the satellite and Lis the antenna length. For n scan cycles (n
unambiguous power can be written:

2 in Fig. 2.1 ), the processed

RF
J[x---:;-+(i- l)RR+Ro

S<JR,,1.f~c) = ~ J G(j-- L1fvc - .f~c + fR)df
Rf.

lf>c-T+(i- llRR

(3 .7 )

where JR is the frequency within the return bandwidth interval and foe is the Doppler centroid. L1f0c is a Doppler
centroid error and may be caused by inaccurate Doppler centroid estimation. Geometrically a variation in the varia
ble fR can be interpreted as moving the two columns under the antenna pattern in Fig. 2.1 to the right. In this way
we gel a curve which represents the azimuth gain variation in the unambiguous signal. The azimuth gain in a scan
SAR is defined as the unambiguous power per look:

(3 .8 )

The azimuth ambiguity ratio is defined:

AAR<JR , L1fod = S<JR, L1fvc)
ima.tI S<JR+ j PRF)

j= -)max
i= II

(3 .9 )

where j111ax is selected to obtain sufficient accuracy. Geometrically this is the ratio between the unamhiguous power
(in the main lobe) and the ambiguous power (power located an integer number of PRF's from the unambiguous
columns). We also introduce the azimuth gain variation:

AGV = AGmax - AG,.,. (3 .10)

In Fig. 3. l is shown an example of the azimuth gain variation for 4 different scanning strategies.The curve
(11 = 2 n, = 2) corresponds to two scan cycles(n = 2) and two looks tn, = 2) as in Fig. 2.1 . The curve
(11 = I 111 = 2) corresponds to one scan cycle (n = I) and two looks (n, = 2). The two.curves show that adding
2 looks from 2 different scan cycles yields less AGV than adding looks from neighbouring sections under the antenna
pattern, and also a higher gain which also means a higher SNR (signal-to-noise ratio). The azimuth gain curves for
a 3-look system are also plotted. Here we have assumed that one shall obtain the same azimuth resolution as for the
2-look system. AGV for the (n = 3 n, = 3) curve is slightly less than for the (11 = 2 111 = 2) curve, hut the last
one has higher gain. In Fig. 3.1 we have assumed that all pulses on the air arc lost due to beam switching between
suhswaths, that is that the second term in Eq. 3 .5 is maximum. If one assumes rapid beam switching procedure
between subswaths that collects incoming pulses in another swath, the curves in Fig. 3.1 change only slightly. In Fig.
3.1 the AGV is about 0.51 dB for the (11 = 2 111 = 2) c4rvc. If all pulses could he collected (hypotctical). the AGV
is reduced to 0.42 dB.
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Figure 3.1 Azimuth gain variation for some scanning strategies for ASAR scan SAR (all pulses on the air
due to subswatli switching are assumed lost)

In Fig. 3.2 is shown the azimuth ambiguity ratio for the same scanning strategies as for the azimuth gain variation
curves in Fig. 3.1. Concerning the AAR 2 scan cycles with 2 looks (n = 2 n, = 2) is clearly favourable. The
lowest AAR for (n = 2 111 = 2) is 24.54 dB while the lowest AAR for (11 = 3 111 = 3) is 15.91 dB, that is about
8.6 dB lower. Azimuth ambiguities is considered very inconvenient in connection with detection of point target like
scatterers. Although the azimuth gain variation is slightly less for the n=3 than n=2, the gain is always higher for the
n=2 case. A strategy with 2 scan cycles and two looks should be preferred based on this analysis.

Another important conclusion can he drawn from Fig. 3.1. and Fig. 3.2 concerning the (11 = 2 111 = 2) strategy.
If gain compensation is not done during azimuth compression a gain variation (or approximately the same as the
intensity variation) in the processed image of about 0.5 dB will he present using correct value for the Doppler cen
troid. (If an error of 150 Hz is used there is an azimuth gain variation of about 1.35 dB. ) Corresponding analysis
has heen performed for the other suhswaths, hut SS I has the lowest numbers for the AAR numbers and largest azi
muth gain varitaion, that is the worst case situation. It should also be mentioned that if all pulses could be detected
(hypoictical) the AAR curves is about 2 dB higher. Lowest value in SS I for (11 = 2 111 = 2) is 26.6 dB.
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4 AUXILIARY DATA PROCESSING

Figure 3.2
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4.1 Spectrum based Doppler centroid estimator

We used an optimum spectrum based Doppler centroid estimator in the study. The method is correlation hased with
the weighting kernel (Jin's kernel Ref. 9):

B(/) = A'(/)/A(/)2 (4 .1 )

where f is Doppler frequency and A(f) is the azimuth spectrum intensity. The approximation in (Ref. 8) has hcen
used and is given by:

A(/) = I + m cos(2n f/ PRF) (4 .2)

where mis a parameter which accounts for the degree of aliasing and additive noise level. PRF is the pulse repetition
frequency. For ERS-1 normal mode m=0.65 was used and for ERS-1 roll till mode m=0.5 was used. In Fig. 4.1 is
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illustrated how the actual raw data vectors arc selected from ERS-1 raw data. The vertical lines represent raw data
vectors which arc selected for scanSAR simulation. The rest oft he raw data vectors arc thrown away. Typical number
of raw data vectors may he 56 in each scan cycle. In this case a 64-point FFT is used for spectrum estimation. To
improve the accuracy of the Doppler centroid estimate raw data from several scan cycles were selected.

azimuth

Tn.cff

~
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Figure ../.I Effective dwell time, TD.t'.ff•widreturn time, TR, defined in a raw data set for a given
subswath.

For the ERS-1 raw data scenes tested standard deviations of 2.8 Hz for the normal mode scene in Fig. 7. I and 8.6
Hz for the roll tilt mode scene in Fig. 7.4 were achieved using 75 scan cycles for averaging spectrum estimates. In
this way accurate mean Doppler centroids over a scene in azimuth direction is ohtaincd. Since the ASAR beam shall
he directed near zero Doppler there is small variations in Doppler centroid along track. There may however he some
harmonic and random variations.

4.2 Individual beam pointing errors

One potential prohlcm using scanSAR data is the individual beam pointing errors due to electrical beam pointing
in the beam forming network. Simulation of such pointing errors were simulated in the study assuming a Gaussian
random process as in Section 7.1. If the hcam pointing errors arc sufficient large the accuracy of the along track
average Doppler centroid may he degraded. For given yaw and pitch errors on the error Doppler centroid, L1foc, can
he estimated according to Eq. 7 .I . In Tahle 4.1 is shown the AAR and AGV numbers for some Doppler centroid
errors. If the standard deviations forhoth pitch and yaw arc equal to0.016° the Doppler centroid error is 75 Hz (using
Eq. 7 .4 ). Although a very accurate mean Doppler centroid has been achieved, AAR and AGV in each scan cycle
will he degraded as in Table 4.1 depending on the pointing errors .

.Mnc(Hz) 0 60 120 180 240

AAR(dB) SSI 24.7 22.7 20.1 17.4 14.8

AGV(dB) SSI 0.51 0.79 1.16 1.59 2.10

Table 4.1 Azimuth ambiguity ratio (AAR) and azimuth gain variation (AGV)for some Doppler centroid
errors (~fnc).
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5 CORE PROCESSING

5.1 Range compression

The range compression is performed with 3 looks. The availahlc bandwidths must he 15.5, I0.3, 8.8 ,7.7 and 7.1 Mhz
at near range in each suhswath. This yields 96 m resolution. To achieve uniform range resolution the bandwidth is
reduced stepwise with increasing range such that the variation in range resolution between range blocks is less than
2 m.

5.2 Azimuth compression

In Fig. 5.1 is sketched the principles of scanSAR azimuth processing. The vertical lines correspond to the raw data
vectors available in a given suhswath. The triangles correspond to the full time of integration beam width. In the first
scan cycle the satellite moves from a to b, and in the second scan cycle from c to d.

The time corresponding to the distance from a to c is the return time, TR. During the effective dwell time, Tn..:ir· the
raw data vectors are collected. Note that each of raw data vectors contains hack scatter signals from the region covered
hy the triangle at the instant when a pulse was reflected from ground. From the data collected in one scan cycle the
azimuth compression yield output corresponding to a distance on the ground which is covered hy the defined full
beam width TF·This is illustrated by the shaded rectangles for two scan cycles. Two azimuth looks can he formed
hy adding the data corresponding to the overlapping part of the two rectangles. In this way we get 6 looks using 3
range looks.

~~~~I. scan cycle 2. scan cycle
V//////7/////7//////////T////T//Zi

T,.

Figure 5.1 ScanSAR azimuth look generation with 2 scan cycles (n=2))
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AIV = Almax - A/min (6 .3)

Time domain and SPECAN have been implemented for azimuth compression. SPECAN is described e.g, in (Ref7).
SPECAN (64-point FFT) needs about 16 % of the arithmetic operations needed by time domain implementation.
In this estimate interpolation is included after SPEC AN. Since the PRF's in different subswaths are different, interpo
lation in azimuth direction is necessary to get the same pixel spacing. Both methods yield azimuth gain variations
as calculated in Section 3.2 if gain compensation is not performed. Although gain variations arc quite small using
2 scan cycles (0.5 dB) such variations can be observed if the backscattering is quite homogeneous from large sea
areas. Compensation can be done with both methods and the intensity variations will be calculated in Section 6.2
with and without compensation at different erroneous Doppler centroids.

6 IMAGE QUALITY

6.1 Uniform resolution

Since the incidence angle change from approximately 17° lo 43° from near range at suhswath SS I to far range in
suhswath SSS, the range hand width for di ffcrcnt subswaths should be different to achieve a more constant range reso
lution. To achieve uniform resoultion across subswath boundaries, the look bandwidth of the range filters are also
changed in our processor. The variation in range resolution is in this way less than 2 meters if the range resolution
is on the average 98 m. The azimuth resolution is also refined by changing the azimuth filter length within each subs
wath and the variation is less than 2 m.

6.2 Calculation of azimuth intensity variations (AIY)

In Chapter 5 we mentioned two methods for azimuth compression for scanSAR data. In Section 3.2 we calculated
azimuth gain variations. Herc we calculate the intensity variations which occur in the azimuth compressed image.
The expression for the azimuth spectrum intensity in Eq. 4 .2 also takes into account the aliased reflections from the
antenna sidclobes assuming homogeneous scenes. Herc we also include the m as a function dependency. We set
up an equation like that in Eq. 3 .7 for the total processed power (unambiguous+ ambiguous power), but also divide
with the compensation function which is used. If Mern, the compensation is accounted for. If M=O, no compensation
is done. Strictly speaking, Eq. 6. I is only valid for calculation of the power using time domain processing. For SPE
CAN followed by azimuth spectrum compensation, the A( ,M ) function in the denominator in Eq. 6. I should he
outside the integral with the function value in the middle of the integration interval. It may however be shown that
the difference between the estimated total power in the two cases is negligible.

(6. I )

To calculate the azimuth intensity (Al) for a given frequency JR within the return bandwidth interval and a given
Doppler centroid error '1fnc the total processed power (all scan cycles) is divided by the number of looks:

S(j~ , Llfnr., m, M)
11, (6 .2 )

The azimuth intensity variation is then given by the difference between the maximum and minimum value of Eq.
6 .2:

In Fig. 6.1 we have calculated the azimuth intensity variation for some situations. The two upper curves correspond
to ERS-1 normal mode (m=0.65). The curve with M=0.65 corresponds to intensity compensation during or after azi-
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muth compression while the curve with M=O represents the case with no compensation. The two lower curves arc
calculated with m=0.5 which corresponds to ERS-1 roll tilt mode. What we can say is that if the estimated Doppler
centroid is too erroneous, compensation is not favourahlc. For normal mode the two curves cross al about 67 Hz and
for roll tilt mode at 77 Hz. If the Doppler centroid error is less than these values, compensation is favourable and the
azimuth intensity variation is kept lower than if azimuth spectrum intensity is not compensated. Larger Doppler cen
troid errors caused by beam pointing errors arc not very likely lo occur since random beam pointing errors arc assu
med to he less than 0.0 I0 (3cr) (Ref. 12). According to Eq. 7 .4 this corresponds to approximately 45 H1.. In Section
4.1 it was demonstrated that mean Doppler centroids could he estimated to heller than I0 Hz. Hence, intensity com
pensation should be performed. It should he noted that azimuth intensity compensation docs not improve the signal
lo-noisc ratio.

Figure 6.1

m=0.65 M=O.,,,.
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, 00. , 50 200 250

centroid error (Hz)

Azimuth intensity variations (AIV) asfunction of' Doppler cent mid error used in the processor
with (M=m) and without (M=O) azimuth spectrum intensitv compensation. For ERS-1 11or111al
mode m=0.65 andfor roll tilt mode 111;,,0.5

7 SCANSAR PROCESSINGAND SIMULATION

7.1 Simulation of individual beam pointing errors

lt may he shown that the relation between Doppler centroid error. 11.f;)('(k, 11) • is related to a yaw ( Y11) and pitch
(P,i) by (has been used in Refs. I0, 11) :
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- ~ (si1111J,)Y., -t m.1'(0,)/'.,) (7. I ). If,., (A. II)

where V,.,.1 is the relative speed between satellite and a point on the earth. In Eq. 7 . I it is assumed that yaw and
pitch arc small angles. The Doppler centroid error relative to a nominal Doppler centroid (c.g. according to a yaw
steering rule) is zero if the yaw and pitch angles arc 0. The index n in Y,, and P,, indicates the scan cycle. The index
k indicate the range pixel number and ek is the look angle for a given range pixel (k). The yaw and pitch variations
may he of harmonic character with random variations. In this paper we only consider random variations from scan
cycle to scan cycle and may he considered as the electrical beam pointing errors in the bearn forming network. In
this work we assume that Y,, and P,, arc independent Gaussian zero mean random processes, that is E[Y,,]=
E fP,,] = 0, where £[ ] denotes expectation. Assuming zero mean processes the variance of Eq. 7 .1 is:

(7 .2)

E f Y~] • a;. = E fP] (7 .3)

If the variances of yaw and pitch arc equal Eq. 7 .2 can he simplified to:

2 V,,.1
<1 = -- Oi·.111>c A. when o; = ar (7 .4)

Eq. 7 .4 tells us that the standard deviation of the Doppler centroid error is independent of look angle if the standard
deviations on the yaw and pitch arc equal (also assuming that the variation of V,.el over range is small)

Let A,_,,(j) he the azimuth spectrum (where we assume that the Doppler centroid is at f=O) in azimuth line number
k and scan cycle number n. The simulation of individual beam pointing errors is then completed by modulating the
azimuth spectrum (estimated from ERS-1 raw data) in azimuth line k and scan cycle n in the following way:

(
/+.1.1/)c°''·"1)+ Ill CO.I' 271: . /'RI'

A 1)}) = A k.,,if> I + /11 cos (2n ,.~,..) (7 .5)

This operation is pcrfomcd before SPECAN is applied in the azimuth compression. Hence, the modulated azi
muth spectrum given by Eq. 7 .5 is then inverse FFf transformed and then deramped. Finally. one forward FFT
completes the azimuth compression.

7 .2 Examples of scan SAR simulation and processing with ERS-1 data

We now apply the scanSAR simulation and processing algorithm on ERS-1 raw data in both normal mode and roll
tilt mode. Fig. 7.1 shows a scanSAR processed ERS-1 normal mode image. This image has also been compensated
hy using the azimuth spectrum intensity function in Eq. 4 .2. In this image no intensity variations can he seen, hut
if no intensity compensation is performed, the intensity variations can he seen as faint azimuth travelling wave pat
terns which vary as fast as the scan cycles. From Fig. 6.1 we sec that the AIV is approximately 0.5 dB (m=0.65,
M=O) .This image is not shown here since the variations arc quite faint and may be lost during the photo copy process.
In Fig. 7.2 ls shown the same image where the Doppler centroid error is I00 Hz. The wave patterns can now clearly
he seen and the curve (M=m=0.65) in Fig. 6.1 tells us that the azimuth intensity variation is about 1.2 dB. From
Fig. 6.1 we sec that for m=M=0.65 AIV=0.5 dB for Doppler centroid error equal to 50 Hz. That is, if intensity com
pensation is performed a Doppler centroid error of 50 Hz causes 0.5 dB intensity variation. As explained above 0.5
dB may he visible, so that the Doppler centroid error should not he larger than 50 Hz. Using only a few scan cycles
for Doppler centroid estimation or using geometrical Doppler centroid estimators might give such degradations in
the image. The AAR reduction and AGV number can he interpolated from Table 4.1. In Fig. 7.3 is shown a
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Figure 7.1 ScanSAR processed ERS-1 normal mode image, 6 looks, 98 m resolution, azimuth intensity
compensated, Flevoland Netherlands, Orbit 1789, 18. Nov. 1991-21:40:27

Figure 7.2 ScanSAR processed ERS-1 normal mode image, azimuth intensity compensated, and Doppler
centroid error 100Hz
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Figure 7.3 ScanSAR processed ERS-1 normal mode image, intensity compensated, simulation of indivi
dual beam pointing errors, a y = a p = 0 . 016°

Figure 7.4 ScanSAR processed ERS-1 roll tilt mode image, 6 looks, 98 m resolution, intensity compensa
ted, Flevoland Netherlands, Orbit 3767, 4. April 1992-21:52:05





simulation of individual beam pointing errors where the standard deviation of the Gaussian noise process on yaw
and pitch is 0.0 J 60 . A wave pattern with randomly varying intensity can be observed. Such patterns are still weakly
visible (especially in the sea at moderate wind conditions) using pitch and yaw standard deviations of 0.007°. The
individual beam pointing errors arc expected to be kept considerably lower than that. (random beam pointing errors
is expected to he 3cr< 0.0 I0 (Ref. 12)). In fig. 7.4 is shown a scanSAR processed roll tilt image with azimuth inten
sity compensation. Even here the intensity variations arc practically invisible (original image).

7.3 Implementation on CESAR array processor

The current CESAR computer system al Tromse Satellite Station (TSS) is capable of processing a 100 km
x 100 km ERS-1 scene in 8minutes. A new version of the CESAR system (Ref. I) with increased func
tionality has been developped at NDRE. Phase 2 of the ESA study shall he devoted lo implementation on
CESAR of the scanSAR processing algorithm described in this paper. A rough estimate shows that processing of an
ASAR scanSAR scene covering 400 km x 400 km will lake about 16 minutes with one MALU (Multifunctional
Algorithm Unit) and 2 minutes with an 8-MALU system.

8 CONCLUSIONS

This study has demonstrated scanSAR simulation and processing using ERS-1 rawdata in both normal mode and
roll tilt mode. The ERS-1 raw data provided a unique possibility lo study phenomena which arc present in scanSAR
systems like RADARSAT and ASAR. Especially the azimuth intensity variations could he studied using scanSAR
azimuth processing algorithms. The work has assessed different scanning strategics and selected two scan cycles
as favourable with respect lo azimuth ambiguity ratios and azimuth gain variations. The work has also demonstrated
how individual beam pointing errors can he simulated and imposed on ERS-1 data. For azimuth processing SPEC AN
appears to he very efficient and also provides the possibility to compensate remaining azimuth intensity variations
when two azimuth looks arc generated from two different scan cycles. Doppler centroid estimation has been investi
gated with an optimum method for homogeneous scenes and sufficient accuracy may be achieved using data from
many scan cycles. Both Doppler centroid errors and beam pointing errors arc expected to be so small that intensity
compensation is favourable. Uniform azimuth and range resolution can be obtained with variation of2% over 5 subs
waths covering 400 km. The processing time for a 6-look ASAR scanSAR algorithm on the current version of
CESAR will be about 2 minutes with an 8-MALU system.
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ABSTRACT

The first ESA polar platform mission, ENVISA T-1, includes an advanced synthetic aperture
radar (ASAR) within its complement of instruments. At the heart of ASAR is an active phased
array antenna, offering great flexibility in terms of the generation and control of the radar beam.
ASAR is capable of operating in a number of modes to maximise the potential of the instrument.
The ScanSAR imaging technique is utilised in several modes to provide either wide swath
coverage from a number of subswaths, or multi-polarisation imaging of a single swath. The
paper describes the ASAR operating modes which use the ScanSAR technique, and details the
implications for image quality with performance trade-off examples for the current design.
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l INTRODUCTION

Spaceborne synthetic aperture radar systems are capable of providing high quality radar
backscatter images of the Earth's surface. The all-weather, day and night operating capability,
coupled to a spatial resolution of the order of tens of metres offers an enhanced surveillance tool
for many applications compared to other instruments. The continuing operation of ERS-1,
launched on 17th July 1991, and producing extremely reliable and consistent SAR data, further
extends the data provided by earlier, somewhat limited spaceborne missions such as the
SEASAT-A SAR and the shuttle based SIR-A and SIR-B instruments.

In the longer term, continuity of SAR data will be provided by ERS-2, essentially a clone of
ERS-1, due for launch in 1995, and then the polar platform missions, which commence with
ENVISAT-1, intended for launch in 1998. The latter's payload includes an advanced synthetic
aperture radar (ASAR), which is now in its Phase CID development stage. Its basis was the
versatile SAR (YSAR) proposed by the British National Space Centre (BNSC) as an alternative
to the ERS-1 technology based AMI-2 and SAR-C instruments (Reference 1). The ASAR
concept offers greater flexibility and development potential from the active-array antenna design
without compromising the overall mission timescale.



The main objectives of the ASAR instrument are to provide information on both the geosphere
and the hydrosphere through measurements of the radar backscatter. Applications include

Land surf ace composition and soil moisture

Ocean waves and circulation

Sea ice characterisation and extent

Surface topography and snow and ice extent

Clearly such a wide variety of objectives requires an instrument which is flexible in both the
modes of operation and performance capabilities.

2 ASAR DESIGN OVERVIEW

The ASAR instrument (Reference 2) consists mainly of an active-array antenna and a central
electronics unit. The antenna is 10 m x 1.3 m when deployed, but consists of five panels (c.f.
ERS-1), which can be folded up in order to fit into the launch vehicle shroud. Each panel is
subdivided into four tiles, each 1m x 0.67 m, all of which are identical electrical and mechanical
sub-assemblies. The tiles are fully interchangeable and can be tested separately. They represent
the active part of the antenna and are supported by a rigid mounting structure.

Each tile contains 16 transmit/receive (T/R) modules, each of which feeds a row of 26 front-fed
printed patch radiators allowing either horizontal (H) or vertical (V) polarisation signals to be
transmitted or received. The potential to operate ASAR with a full multi-polarisation capability
therefore exists, but the current requirements are only for HH or VV (i.e. the same polarisation
on both transmission and reception) operation. The T/R modules provide the final output power
in the transmit path and the low-noise amplification in the receive path. Full control of both the
amplitude and phase of the signals passing through each module is available. This allows the
two-way radar beam shape to be optimised in terms of both the radiated power onto the target
area (for good radiometric performance) and low sidelobe levels (for good ambiguity
suppression).

The central electronics provide the signal generation, control equipment, data handling, and
power distribution. Digital chip generation is used to provide flexibility. Pulse durations can
be adjusted to vary power consumption, and the bandwidth can be matched to the required
performance (spatial resolution and multiple looks).

3 ASAR OPERATING MODES

The ENVISAT-1 ASAR is capable of operating in five different modes as shown in Table 1.
These range from single swath, high spatial resolution, high data rate imaging through to multiple
subswath, low spatial resolution, low data rate coverage.
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The Image mode utilises a single swath conventional SAR imaging approach. The advantage
over ERS-1 comes from the ability to steer the elevation beam over a range of incidence angles.
Figure l(a) shows the ground coverage extent over Europe for ERS-1, with a 100km swath
width centred on 23° incidence, for 43 orbits (approximately 3 days) out of a repeat cycle of 501
orbits (35days). Over the full repeat cycle complete coverage atmost latitudes (except thepoles)
is possible. However, the ability to steer the beam and select the imaging geometry will reduce
the revisit time to a particular target region (at the expense of coverage of another ground area).

The basic coverage capability of a SAR is determined by the antenna length. In conventional
SAR operation the minimum pulse repetition frequency (PRF) is essentially constrained by the
antenna length, through the need to adequately oversample the Doppler bandwidth being
processed. Generally, this is about the 3-d.Bwidth of the one-way azimuth gain pattern (typically
a Sinc2 function from uniform amplitude illumination along the antenna) and the PRF is selected
some20-25%higherin order to control the suppressionof unwanted azimuth ambiguities. Swath
coverage is then limited by the interpulseperiods available for echoreception as the sameantenna
is used for transmission and reception.

The ASAR coverage space is shown in Figure 2, and the baseline swaths are shown. Seven
swaths (IS1-IS7) are used to cover the complete range of 15-45° incidence utilising two PRF
ranges (1590-1765 Hz and 1996-2149Hz). Individual swath widths vary from 100km at low
incidence down to 56 km at high incidence. The twoPRF setsare necessary to permit continuous
across track coveragewhilst avoidingboth pulse transmissionperiods (solid lines) and the strong
specular nadir returns (dashed lines). Data is produced at a high rate, thereby limiting coverage
within sight of a ground station (unless data relay satellites (DRS) are available).

Wavemode operation is a sampledversion of Imagemode. Up to 2 across track image vignettes
from within any Image mode swath are produced covering a 5 km square region of the Earth's
surface. Along track sampling separation is also selectable. This mode is therefore an enhanced
version of the equivalent ERS-1mode. On-board range compression is used to reduce data rates,
and on-board data recording allows global coverage, with data transmission to ground stations
at a low rate.

Wideswath mode achieves an increase in across track coverage (by a factor of 4) at the expense
of a decrease in spatial resolution along track by a similar factor. The ScanSAR technique (see
Section 4) is utilised to achieve the desired coverage with 5 subswaths (labelled SS1-SS5 on
Figure 2). These provide continuous across track coverage over 17-43° incidence. The
improvement for global coverage can be seen by comparing Figure l(b) which shows the
coverage over Europe for a 400 km wide swath (also from 43 orbits) with the ERS-1 case
(Figure l(a)). Revisit times to particular ground locations are reduced significantly, whilst the
penalty in terms of reduced spatial resolution is not a problem for many applications (e.g. ice
monitoring). Data is produced at a high rate requiring direct transmission to a ground station or
DRS.

The Alternating Polarisation mode provides two images, one at HH and the other at VV
polarisation. Once again the ScanSAR technique is used, but rather than imaging different
subswaths to increase swath coverage, the same swath is imaged using alternate blocks of
transmission and reception at each polarisation. Swath coverage is then the same as for Image
mode (swaths IS1-IS7 on Figure 2), as indeed is the data rate.

The Global Monitoring mode uses the same subswaths as Wideswath mode to achieve good
across track coverage. The low spatial resolution requirement (1km) leads to small data rates
for each subswath, and the on-board data recording permits virtually complete coverage (orbit
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------
SS2
IS3

dependent) before data transmission to the ground. In order to conserve power this mode uses
a reduced number of azimuth imaging periods, but recovers the radiometricperformance through
multiple range looks.

Operating Technique Swath Spatial Data Description/Comments
Mode Coverage Resolution Rate

(km) (m) (Mb/s)

Image Conventional <!:100 :!>30 97.5 Swath widths to be optimised within 20-45'
incidence

Wave Conventional 2x5 S30 1.8 Dual v~ettes, 100 km along track intervals,
within age mode swaths

Wideswath ScanSAR <!:400 SlOO 97.5 Multiple subswaths, continuous across track
coverage

Alternating ScanSAR <!:100 :!>30 97.5 Using Image mode swaths, alternate HH and
Polarisation VV polarisation imaging
Global ScanSAR <!:400 :!>1000 0.9 Using Wideswth mode subswaths, on-board
Monitoring data storage (c.f. Wave mode)

Table 1: ASAR Operational Modes
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2nd Imaging

Period

4 SCANSAR OPERATION

The ScanSAR technique was originally proposed (References 3,4) as a means of broadening the
across track swath coverage of the conventional SAR mode. Individual (continuous) swath
widths are constrained by the need to measure the echo during the interpulse periods. Longer
echo windows imply lower pulse repetition frequencies (PRFs), which in turn must satisfy the
Nyquist samplingrate of the processedDoppler bandwidth. Maintaining imagequality (azimuth
ambiguity suppression) requires long antennas, to provide narrowazimuth beams, but thisentails
associated mass increases.

Multiple subswath imaging also has its problems. The use of a single PRF provides only disjoint
coverage (for broadside imaging) and requires isolation between the signals from each swath.
Solutions include pulse coding (bandwidth limitations) and/or stringent elevation gain pattern
formation (largeantenna height). Continuouscoverage furtherrequires the use ofmultiplePRFs.
Data handling is complex with multiple receive channels.

The ScanSAR technique achieves the wide multiple subswath coverage by imaging a number
of subswaths sequentially. It requires only a single transmit/receive beam pair at any one time
and makes use of a single transmit/receive chain. A beam steering/pointing capability is
necessary, but this is easily achieved with an active-array antenna.

Consider the beam 'footprint' as shown in Figure 3. In a conventional SAR this wouldpass over
all azimuth ground target positions. The optimum spatial resolution is then determined by the
Doppler bandwidth corresponding to the width of the footprint. The corresponding spatial
resolution and coherent integration period are given by

..____ ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~}- - ~-D -1

~ - - - - - - - - - - .- - - - - - - - - - .- - - .- - - - - - - - - -

1st Imaging
Period

1-- Tp ~I
-- Beam footprint at start of imaging
· ~~Beam footprint at end of imaging

.
C•.

Figure 3: ScanSAR Illumination Periods
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..... (1)

where Popi is the optimum azimuth spatial resolution

fA is the broadening factor from the compression weighting

V, is the velocity of the beam over the ground

BF is the full Doppler processing bandwidth

..... (2)

where TF is the full coherent integration period

R is the slant range

V1 is the satellite velocity.

Typically, a conventional SAR uses a bandwidth corresponding to the 3-d.Bbeamwidth of the
one-way azimuth gain pattern (Sinc2 from a uniform amplitude illumination).

Nowconsider the effect of imaging for a shorterperiod, T;. Referring to Figure 3, target A leaves
the footprint, targets Band C remain illuminated forthe wholeduration T;,whilst target D enters
the footprint. To ensure continuity in along track coverage, and ensure that all positions are
illuminated for a time T;, then imagingmust return to this swath at a time Tr after the start of the
previous imaging period. Thus, we have

·····(3)

Note that targetD is then imaged for the full duration T;in the next (2nd) imaging period whilst
targetA would have been imaged fully in the previous (0th) period if it existed. Within this time
T,we are free to image other swaths and so we can increase the across track coverage at the
expense of along track spatial resolution.

From the above equations it is clear that to achieve a given spatial resolution we must increase
the integration period as the slant range increases. Similarly, the beam footprint on the ground
increases in length with increasing slant range. If we assume that we imageN subswaths, then
we have

i=1,N ..... (4)
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Also, we have

..... (5)

Substituting, gives

N
L t; '5:TFj -t,
lc=l

..... (6)i= l,N

In particular this inequality must hold for the subswath with the smallest return time, that is the
subswath (subscript n) closest to the nadir track. If we also assume that we aim to achieve the
same azimuth spatial resolution in each subswath then

..... (7)

This then implies that the imaging periods increase with subswath position. Rearranging leads
to

..... (8)

Thus, the spatial resolution increases at a rate greater than N+1 since R1c ~ R,. for all k. Figure 4
shows the trade-off between swath coverage and azimuth spatial resolution using the ASAR
Wideswath mode subswaths as the baseline.

The preceding analysis has assumed that each subswath is imaged only once during each imaging
cycle which therefore consists of an ordered series of subswaths (e.g. for 4 subswaths we could
have 1/2/3/4 or 1/3/2/4 etc.). As with conventional SAR operation we can split the integration
period up into looks to provide imagery at a lower spatial resolution, but with a better radiometric
resolution. However, we may wish to introduce multiple scan cycles (Reference 5) within each
imaging cycle as shown in Figure 5. Both the top two cycles will give 2 azimuth looks (of the
same spatial resolution corresponding to an integration periodnbut in one case the looks are
adjacent for any particular target, whilst in the other case the looks are separated. If the kth
subswath is imagedm, times in an imaging cycle, then the spatial resolution becomes

..... (9)
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In generalm,will be fixed for all subswaths, but may vary depending upon system performance
capabilities and requirements (it could be traded-off against multiple range looks). In the first
instance we may have [{1/2/3/4}{1/2/3/4}] where { }denotes a scan cycle and [ ] denotes an
imaging cycle. In this example each subswath is imaged twice. Alternatively, we could have
[{1/2/3/4/1/2/3}]. In this example all subswaths are imaged twice except number 4 which is
. imaged only once. Also shown in Figure 5 is the spatial resolution trade-off for a two look
imaging cycle. Note that the total Doppler processing bandwidth or integration period is smaller
for the second case (Figure 5(ii)) when the two looks are separate. Alternatively, the same spatial
resolution could be achieved by using a reduced total processing bandwidth, that is, a smaller
value for TF (see Figure 5 (iii)), but with only one azimuth look.
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The scan cycle must also ensure that every along track position in each subswath is illuminated
continuously for the imaging period necessary to produce the required spatial resolution.
Combining echo data from different imaging periods (e.g. for targets A or Din Figure 3) is not
possible since there is a target position dependent phase discontinuity between adjacent data
blocks.

The azimuth gain pattern is typically non-uniform (e.g. Sine') and so this implies that image
quality parameters such as radiometric resolution (y)or noise equivalent sigma zero (N£00), or
azimuth ambiguity suppressionwill vary in the along track direction. The requirements on such
parameters help to determine the optimum imaging cycle in addition to spatial resolution and
coverage trade-offs. Ambiguity suppression and good NE 00 performance requires small total
processing bandwidths (i.e. small TF), whilst goody values require large bandwidths (i.e. large
TF) to allow multiple looks.

Figure 6 shows the peaks of a number of point targets at different along track positions. The
effect of the azimuth gain pattern can clearly be seen. In this simulation of raw data and block
processing the total Doppler processing bandwidth is some 1340Hz and the look bandwidth
400 Hz. Each image block contains 773 azimuth samples corresponding to a distance of
3.075 km. No correction has been made for the gain pattern effects, and so the point target
impulse response functions will also have a non-uniform (cyclic) shape dependent upon the
relevant portion of the gain pattern. Radiometric corrections could bemade to keep image levels
uniform, but this will still result in a residual variation in signal-to-noise ratio.

Aziauth

Figure 6: ScanSAR Simulation Demonstrating Along Track Cyclic Variation

As mentioned previously, for a ScanSAR system to produce continuous across track coverage
requires the use of multiple PRFs (Figure 2). In general a small overlap between subswaths
should be allowed for in the design to facilitate geometric and radiometric registration of the
overlapping portions of the subswaths. The preceding derivation of spatial resolution has not
included an allowance for beam switching between subswaths. In spaceborne SAR imaging
there are typically 9 or more pulses in flight between the time of one pulse transmission and
reception of the corresponding ground echo. This round trip delay means that the effective
integration period can be smaller than the imaging period, and so the spatial resolution is
proportionally larger. Potentially 'fast switching' of the antenna beam between the two
subswaths, with pulse transmissions into one and echo reception from the other, could be used
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if the two PRFs are suitably linked. This would then reduce the number of lines of 'lost' echo
to only one or two (actually the difference in the subswath ambiguity ranks). Where multiple
subswaths using only two PRFs are involved the scan cycle scheme could be ordered to optimise
the number of PRF changes.

A further consideration is that the fixed integration period for each subswath means that the
azimuth spatial resolution increases across track in proportion to the slant range. This is most
noticeable at lower incidence angles. Two approaches can be considered to accommodate this
effect. Firstly, and the approach adopted for ASAR in Wideswath mode currently, the integration
periods are selected to equalise azimuth spatial resolution at the near edge of each subswath.
Secondly, the integration periods could be made the same thereby giving a smooth transition
between subswaths, but a much larger variation across the full swath coverage. RadarSA T
(Reference 6) adopts an approximation of this approach.

It has been shown that the return time for the subswath nearest to the nadir is the driver in the
imaging cycle. The general ScanSAR timing cycles equations result in different maximum return
times for each subswath. However, if we wish to achieve contiguous imaging of all subswaths
then we must use the minimum return time. That is,

N

T .=T = I. m,,,Tik
rJ r k. =1

j = 1,N ..... (10)

This implies that the full integration period for each subswathwill vary, and will in fact decrease
with increasing slant range.

Also, from a practical operational viewpoint it makes sense to fix all imaging periods to be an
integer multiple of the pulse repetition interval. This will ensure that a regular duty cycle can
be maintained at the subswath boundaries. That is,

Tik = n,/PRF,,, k = 1,N ..... (11)

This will require slight adjustments to the timing cycle.

5 ASAR ScanSAR Modes

In this sectionwe examine the current ASAR design for those operating modes which utilise the
ScanSAR technique.

5.1 Alternating Polarisation Mode
This mode replaces the typical wideswath multiple subswath imaging scheme with a dual
polarisation imaging scheme using a single swath. Since the same swath is imaged
continuously the same PRF is used for both polarisations and there is no loss of data due to
the round trip delay and swath switching. Indeed, the imaging process is the same as for
conventional (Image mode) SAR imaging save for the block nature of the echo (HH and
VV). The timing cycle is set up to produce two distinct azimuth looks (one per imaging
period) at each polarisation.
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The satellite altitude for ASAR varies between 786 km and 813 km around the near-polar
orbit. If the imaging times are allowed tovary around the orbit, the corresponding processing
bandwidthscan bekept essentiallyconstant and the spatialresolutionvariation is thenminimal
(<0.25 m). However, this means that the return time between the same polarisation varies
by about 5% between the two extremes in the orbit altitude, corresponding to a difference in
the number of pulses in the imaging period of about 10. The current ASAR design uses a
fixed number of pulses in each imaging period around the entire orbit. A reduction in the
number of pulses (i.e. smaller T;) leads to poorer azimuth spatial resolution, but improved
azimuth ambiguity suppression as shown in Figure 7. Spatial resolution is worst (largest) at
maximum altitude, whilst ambiguity suppression is poorest at minimum altitude. For the
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example shown, swath IS 1, the current design uses 194 pulses in each imaging period.
Figures 8 and 9 show the variation in NECJ0 and azimuth ambiguity suppression with along
track target position, that is for targets illuminated by different sections of the beam. In this
mode a total processing bandwidth of some 1200-1275Hz is used with individual look
bandwidths of 240-255 Hz.

5.2 Wideswath Mode
Wideswath mode currently uses an imaging cycle which produces two azimuth looks for
four of the subswaths (SS1, SS3-5), but only one for the other subswath (SS2). This timing
cycle is a result of attempting to equalise radiometric performance across the subswaths, after
satisfying the spatial resolution requirements. Radiometric performance (y) can be recovered
by using multiple range looks. The total processing bandwidth varies between 987 Hz (SS1)
down to 838 Hz (SSS), whilst the look bandwidth is 77 Hz. The number of echoes in each
block is some 10-14 less than the number of pulses due to the round trip delay. In this mode
the number of pulses is variable whenever the PRF is changed. Currently, only two PRFs
are used for any one subswath.

5.3 Global Monitoring Mode
This mode uses theWideswath mode subswaths, but with a regular timing cycle. Originally,
a 7 look timing cycle was derived to satisfy the spatial resolution requirements and provide
excellent radiometric performance. However, in order to reduce the power requirements the
timing cycle was reduced to cover just 4 imaging periods for each subswath in the 7 look
timing cycle. Consequently, there are gaps in the pulse transmissions. Radiometric
performance is once again recovered using multiple range looks. Bandwidths are small
(817-684 Hz in total, 8 Hz per look) due to the low resolution (1km). Also, in range the
impulse response function shape is poor due to the small time-bandwidth products and the
impact of Fresnel ripples.

6SUMMARY

The ScanSAR imaging technique has been described. Various design trade-offs have been
highlighted, and the current ASAR approachdetailed. Given the inherent functionality of ASAR
there is on-going potential for adjustment to the operational schedule after launch provided that
flexible processing is available.
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USING THE OVERLAP REGIONS TO IMPROVE SCANSAR CALIBRATION

Anthony P. Luscombe

Spar Aerospace Ud.
Sainte-Anne-de-Bellevue

Qli bee, Canada

ABSTRACT

ScanSAR images are constructed from blocks of pixels from different subswaths in range and from discrete
sets of pulse returns in azimuth. The principal additional calibration errors which arise from ScanSAR
operation are due to variations across each block, leading to discontinuities at the transitions. In the regions
where the adjoining blocks overlap in each dimension, there are two independent backscatter measurements
for the same area. Any difference between these backscatter values contains information about system errors,
and this paper suggests some ways in the overlapping measurements can be used to provide improved
calibration. The principal focus is on radiometric calibration, but the paper also considers briefly how the
same approach can be applied to geometric calibration and phase calibration.

Keywords: ScanSAR, calibration.

1. INTRODUCTION

The signal obtained during ScanSAR imaging differs from that obtained during normal single swath imaging
in that it is divided up into discrete blocks of pulse returns from different subswaths (Ref. 1). Modified
algorithms must therefore be used for processing. Each block of pulses is converted to a section of image
in one subswath, and the final image is pieced together from these various sections and subswaths. Because
of the discrete form of both the raw data and the image sections, calibration has been seen as presenting
more of a problem for ScanSAR than for conventional SAR imaging. This paper suggests some ways in
which the form of the ScanSAR data can actually be used to our advantage in calibration.

Figure 1: Examples of ScanSAR image formation.

/
/

As an illustration of the basic approach, consider the radiometric calibration in range across a SAR image.
In most systems, a major error component is due to uncertainties in beam pattern and pointing, and in
ScanSAR operation this problem is increased because adjoining subswaths are imaged with different beams.
The suggested approach makes use of the data from the overlap regions between these adjoining beams.
Within these regions, two measurements of backscatter arc available, and these are obtained from data when
the area was at the near edge of one beam and the far edge of the other. With knowledge of the likely cause
(in this case, elevation pointing error) of any difference in these measurements, a correction can be applied
not just to equalise levels at the join, but to do so in a manner which can improve calibration accuracy across
the rest of each subswath.
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The first section of this paper describes some of the features of ScanSAR operation and processing which
are related either to the need or the suggested means for additional calibration operations. The outline of
the method given in the previous paragraph was given in terms of radiometric calibration, and specifically
in the range dimension of the image. A similar approach can also, however, be used for calibration in the
azimuth dimension and for other types of calibration (e.g. geometric and phase), and the later sections of
the paper consider these applications.

2. SCANSAR IMAGING AND PROCESSING

In conventional SAR imaging, the raw signal data are obtained in the form of a continuous series of pulse
returns from a single swath swept out by the radar beam footprint. When a SAR system is operating in a
ScanSAR mode, however, the full wide coverage is obtained by switching the beam between a set of
adjoining subswaths. The signal data are generated in the form of discrete blocks of pulse returns from each
of the subswaths in turn. Each block of returns is processed to form a section of image for the corresponding
subswath, and the final image is obtained by combining the various sections in azimuth within each subswath
and by connecting the resulting strips of image from the different subswaths in range. The piecewise
construction of the image, and the consequent need for accurate spatial and radiometric registration of
adjoining segments, is therefore intrinsic to ScanSAR.

Althouch conventional single swath data may also in practice be processed in blocks, there is no inherent
variation requiring correction across the block, as there is with ScanSAR data, and there are no enforced
breaks in the coverage in range. To image a given point with single swath data, the set of returns used in
the processing corresponds to the period while the point to be imaged was within the radar beam: This
interval of returns therefore shifts progressively with the azimuth position of the pixel at the same rate as
the beam sweeps along the ground. For ScanSAR operation, only a subset (or multiple discrete subsets) of
the returns from this interval are available, and data divided in this way require a modified form of
processing. The same block of pulse returns must be used to image a series of points at different along-track
positions, and so there is a progressive shift in the signal Doppler band used in processing, rather than in
the time interval. Since Doppler frequency can be directly related to azimuth angle, this is equivalent to
saying that the angular segment of the beam in azimuth which is used varies across the block of image. If
the characteristics of the beam (principally radiometric, but perhaps also in phase or polarization) are not
known perfectly, any variations across the block can only partially be corrected for. There will therefore be
a residual cyclic relative calibration error (e.g. the 'scalloping' seen in some images). For single swath data,
these relative errors do not occur, even when beam information is inaccurate, because any error effects are
consistent.

The division of the ScanSAR data into discrete blocks of pulse returns from different subswaths therefore
leads to potential variations and discontinuities in both the range and the azimuth dimensions of the image.
Image calibration can, however, include corrections for any known variations, and the residual relative errors
can be reduced to negligible levels if the corrections arc based on sufficiently accurate information. The
regions where any relative errors will be most apparent are the transitions between the image segments: i.e.
between subswaths in range and between areas imaged with diffcrent blocks of pulses in azimuth. The
overlap regions at these transitions also, however, offer an opportunity to measure directly the differences
between the data obtained in the adjoining sections, and the suggested operations described in the following
sections involve corrections made on the basis of measurements in those overlap regions.

3. RADIOMETRIC CORRECTIONS IN RANGE

The artifact of ScanSAR operation which is most likely to be visible in an image is the radiometric
misregistration between adjoining subswaths. The regions on either side of the join will have been imaged
with different beams, and being near the edges of these respective beams they are also in the regions where
gain variations arc generally greatest and so radiometric calibration is likely to be least accurate. Within an
image produced with a single beam, a certain amount of residual radiometric variation in range may not be
visually noticeable. The juxtaposition of two regions with different radiometric errors in a ScanSAR image
will, however, be obvious. In practice, the regions covered by the two adjoining beams must be overlapped
by a small amount to ensure there is no gap in the image. If the radiometric levels arc equalized in this
region, the image will be improved visually. More important than this cosmetic improvement, however, is
the opportunity that this overlap presents for actually determining the required range-dependent corrections
more accurately. The image data from the two beams can be equalized in a variety of ways,but the optimum
method of correction suggested here is based on a knowledge of the likely cause of any radiometric
discrepancy.
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BEAM A BEAM B

The principal range-dependent factors which must be included in the radiometric calibration of all SAR
images are due to the elevation beam pattern and to geometric factors (slant range and incidence angle).
In addition, for ScanSAR data, any differences in operating or processing parameters between different
beams must be taken into account. There may, for example, be a change in the mean transmitted power
between one beam and another because different PRFs are used, and there may be a difference in the
lengths of the blocks of pulse returns used in processing. In the overlap region between beams, all these
factors except one are either common to the data for both beams or are accurately known (and therefore
assumed to be accurately corrected for). Any discrepancy can therefore be attributed to the one remaining
factor, which is the antenna gain pattern. Various types of error can contribute to antenna gain uncertainties,
and three in particular could cause the discrepancy in the overlap region:

an error in the elevation pointing information,
an error in the information about the shapes of the gain patterns in elevation, and
an error in the information on relative overall gains of the two beams.

The form of correction which is applied to equalize levels within the overlap region would be different for
each type of error. For the first, it would involve a pointing adjustment; for the second, a form of radiometric
'rubber-sheeting'; and for the third, a radiometric adjustment of one whole subswath relative to the other.
Although errors of all three types will be present, when the overlap is within the regions where the gain is
falling off at the edges of the beams, it is likely that the pointing uncertainty is the major cause of the error.
(This conclusion may depend partly on the system being considered, and a different form of optimum
equalization might apply in other cases.) Any mechanical pointing error, and a significant part of any
electrical pointing error, will be common to both of the overlapping beams. It can be seen from Figure 2,
which shows the gain patterns for two such beams, that any given radiometric difference in the overlap
region can be converted back to an offset in elevation pointing. If the nominal transition from Beam A to
Beam B occurs at the point where the gains arc equal, then a positive pointing error would raise the level
of the Beam A image relative to B and vice versa. The magnitude of the error can be determined from the
relative gain slopes of the two beams in the overlap region.

transition with
pointing error

+ve -ve

nominal
transition

Elevation Angle

Figure 2: Relative Radiometric Levels in Overlapping Subswaths

If the radiometric corrections for the elevation beam patterns include the pointing adjustment derived in this
way, then there will be no radiometric discontinuity or mismatch at the transition between subswaths. More
importantly, however, this radiometric registration is obtained through a refined elevation pointing data, and
therefore gives a potential improvement in radiometric accuracy across the full swath.

As a means for estimating elevation pointing from signal returns, this method can be related both to 'echo
tracking' and 'null-tracking'. With 'echo-tracking', the pointing is estimated by finding the best fit of the echo
to the beam shape, particularly the edges of the mainlobe (Ref. 2). The method using ScanSAR overlap
regions also involves fitting of beam patterns to signal data, but the effects of backscatter variation are
removed because signals from the same area arc being compared. With 'null-tracking', a beam pattern with
a central null is formed, typically by an inversion of phase across half the antenna width, and the position
of this null is located in the signal return (Ref. 3). This approach, like the ScanSAR overlap method, involves
a comparison of signals from the same area with different beam patterns, although for 'null-tracking' the
signals arc electronically combined in the nulled-pattern, with cancellation at the null. The ScanSAR method
has several advantages. It is not limited to the occasional pulse return. It is based on the actual beam
patterns employed in imaging, rather than on special patterns used only for this purpose. And the
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comparison is in a region of rapid gain variation with angle, making the ratio a sensitive measure of pointing
error. Possible disadvantages: there may be more uncertainty in the relative gains of the two beams than
between the beams from the two halves of the antenna, and the signal levels near the edges of beams are
lower and therefore more susceptible to noise effects.
(Note: The method has been described here for a single overlap between a pair of beams. When the
ScanSAR image covers more than two beams, separate pointing estimates can be obtained for each of the
overlaps, and the radiometric correction can involve a combination of pointing adjustment and either relative
radiometric adjustment between beams or expansion/compression of the beam width. The choice between
these alternatives can be made on the basis of an assessment of the relative magnitudes of the different gain
error factors listed earlier in this section.)

4. RADIOMETRIC CORRECTION IN AZIMUTH

In ScanSAR processing, the same fixed set of pulse returns is used to produce all points within a block of
image. The radiometric variations in azimuth within each image block arise because the segment of the beam
pattern to which the set of returns corresponds depends on the azimuth position of the imaged point. Points
at the beginning of the image block, for example, were at angles in the trailing edge of the beam during the
interval of returns, whereas points at the end of the block were in the leading edge. With perfect information
on the beam pattern and pointing, the form of this radiometric variation could be determined from the
processing parameters, and a correction could be applied. In practice, however, there will be some errors
in both items of information, and so some residual radiometric variation will remain. The technique
described in this section is intended to provide improved information on both beam pattern and pointing
to ensure that residual variations are reduced even further.

The method suggested here is essentially the same as that of Section 3, but applied in the azimuth
dimension. In this case, the overlap regions arc between blocks of image obtained from succcsive sets of
pulse returns within a single subswath, rather than between the different subswaths. When the ScanSAR
switching has been timed to give multiple looks of each area, the image blocks will overlap by at least 50%.
For single-look operation, the switching is only required to ensure that consecutive image blocks adjoin, but
in practice the same set of returns can be processed for a region which is slightly larger in azimuth to ensure
that overlapping data are available (even if not directly used in the final image).

The technique is also modified slightly because the signal returns combined to image a given point cover a
series of different azimuth angles in the beam, but are at essentially a fixed elevation angle. The azimuth
beam patterns which must considered therefore correspond to signals integrated across a sliding segment
of constant width within the beam. (The function also depends on the processing and should take into
account both the length of the set of returns and any weighting applied across the set.)

Within any given block of image processed from one set of pulse returns, the signal level for a uniform scene
would vary in azimuth in accordance with the integrated beam pattern. Ideally, the block would be centrally
placed in this pattern. For a second image block, the same pattern would apply, but displaced in azimuth
by a distance corresponding to the difference in time between the two sets of pulse returns. In the overlap
region between blocks, a comparison of relative levels would remove any backscatter dependence and would
give a measure of the beam position relative to the imaged area at the times of the two sets of pulses. In
Figure 3, for example, the image blocks are displaced from the beam centre, and so the signal levels are not
equal at the nominal transition. This indicates that the Doppler centre frequency used in processing is
inaccurate, and provides a more accurate measurement for use with the next set of pulses. The information
can also be used to determine the point at which to make the transition between one image block and the
next, and to position the correction function to remove the radiometric 'scalloping' within each block.

Figure 3: Radiometric Variations in Azimuth
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The procedure described in the previous paragraph is effectively a means for obtaining a refined beam centre
Doppler frequency estimate (and is very similar to the method based on comparison of mean levels in
different looks of the image (Ref. 4)). It has the advantage over the common spectrum centroid method as
applied to pulse-compressed data in that the estimate is not significantly affected by backscatter variations.
Not only does the suggested method provide this Doppler tracking function, however, it can also provide
information about the form of the required radiometric correction function. This information can be
obtained when the overlaps between successive image blocks are large, particularly when the switching is
sufficiently rapid to give multiple looks at each area. In this case, the relative levels can be measured as a
function of azimuth position across the overlap region; this function corresponds to the difference between
the two sections of the integrated beam patterns. With knowledge of the basic form of the beam pattern,
the difference function can be converted back to the required radiometric correction function.

The suggested method of signal level comparison in the block overlap can potentially therefore provide
improved information about both the shape of the radiometric function and where it should be applied
relative to each block. Together, these two pieces of information should enable any 'scalloping' effects to be
reduced to a minimal, near-negligible level.

5. GEOMETRIC CORRECTIONS

The methods discussed in the previous two sections for radiometric calibration are equally applicable to
geometric calibration in that the images of any point in an overlap region should ideally be coincident, and
any misregistration indicates an error and can potentially be used to characterise and correct that error.
Because the misregistration is likely to vary systematically within the overlap region, the measurements
should be made at several points across the region to characterise the effect fully. In order to detect and
measure any misregistration, some features have to be present to provide a strong peak in the
autocorrelation function. The features need not necessarily be point-like, and could instead be linear, possibly
boundaries between regions. A single point might show directly the two-dimensional displacement, but each
line gives a measure of displacement in the direction perpendicular to it, and so full information on the
displacement will be available from an area containing multiple features.

As with the radiometric measurements, these location misregistrations can be examined both in overlaps
between subswaths and in overlaps between image blocks in a single subswath. Displacements in range and
azimuth in both types of overlap region can result from inaccuracies and approximations in the processing.
Errors in certain items of the auxiliary data used in the processor will also, however, cause particular forms
of displacement. In the overlap region between blocks in one subswath, for example, a Doppler ambiguity
error will cause a misregistration in range, and an error in the Doppler FM rate will cause a misregistration
in azimuth. Indeed, the suggested operations with ScanSAR data are closely related to the look-correlation
methods which have been used for Doppler ambiguity resolution (Ref. 5) and autofocus (Ref. 6).

In ScanSAR imaging, there is a consistent (or, at worst, slowly varying) geometric relationship between the
positions of the successive image blocks that are generated, and a consistent geometry within each block.
In order to avoid the need to repeat processing for a given scene, therefore, I suggest incorporating any
correction determined from misrcgistrations in one overlap region for subsequent image formation for
equivalent regions. Any misrcgistration measurements for these later regions will then be used to track
variations and make any necessary adjustments. If the misregistrations indicate a Doppler ambiguity error
or an FM rate error which could cause significant defocusing, a correction could be applied in the azimuth
processing stage. Otherwise, the corrections required are in scaling and placement of the image blocks.
Because the distortions are likely to be linearly varying within each block, if linear operations (e.g. stretches,
transpositions, rotations) are applied to give registration in the overlap regions, there should also be an
improvement in geometric calibration across the rest of each block.

6. PHASE CORRECTION

Certain algorithms arc particularly appropriate for efficient processing of data divided into discrete blocks
of pulses, such as arc produced in ScanSAR operation. In general, these algorithms have been designed to
produce intensity images and have not been required to be accurate in retaining information about phase.
The phase information is present in the raw ScanSAR signal, however, just as it is in any other SAR data
from the same sensor. In this section of the paper, I make some suggestions as to how phase information
might be obtained from ScanSAR images without a major change in the processing algorithms, and how the
overlap regions might be used to refine the accuracy of these phase data.



The SPECAN processing algorithm, which bas been shown to be effective for ScanSAR data, consists of a
deramping for the Doppler slope followed by a Fast Fourier Transform (Ref. 7). All operations in this (and
any similar) method of processing are mathematically well-defined, and so it should be possible to determine
the form of the phase variation it introduces by analysis of the algorithm (or, at worst, by passing test signals
through the processor and examining the output). For the algorithm described here, it is likely that the phase
variations caused in processing will be linear along each line in azimuth and/or slant range, possibly with
a slope which changes linearly across the block. The precise phase slopes in each dimension may depend
on the exact signal characteristics and processing parameters, but if known variations are removed the
residual part of the processor-induced phase variation should be significantly smaller. The next step in the
suggested scheme for phase calibration is the equivalent of the radiometric and geometric calibration·
operations discussed earlier in this paper. The phases of the data from a series of areas across the overlap
region between two image blocks are compared to determine the residual misregistration of phase. Because
these overlap regions cover at least three, and possibly all four, sides of each block, a two-dimensional phase
correction function giving the required phase registration can be determined. (Any phase unwrapping should
be relatively simple because the most rapid phase variations will have been removed in the correction for
known phase effects.) Since any phase variations will be essentially separable into the two dimensions of the
image, the operation to remove phase misregistration around the perimeter of the block should also be
effective in removing most of the error within the block. Potentially, therefore, this procedure could allow
ScanSAR data to be used in interferometry, for example.

7. SUMMARY

ScanSAR images are formed from blocks and it is this blockwise formation of the image, with discontinuities
between blocks and variations across blocks, which is seen as making it more difficult to achieve good
calibration, particularly relative calibration, for ScanSAR data. The suggested calibration approach is based
on the principle that if an error effect is visible (or otherwise detectable) in the data, it can be measured and
can be used to provide information about the causal error, which can in turn be used to improve the
calibration. With ScanSAR data, there are regions of overlap between successive blocks both in range and
azimuth, and these areas provide the opportunity to measure the discontinuities in radiometric levels,
geometry and phase. This paper suggests that these measurements can be used to enhance the image data,
at worst by removing any discontinuities, but in a number of cases by providing more precise information
about system characteristics which can potentially be used to enhance calibration across the full image. The
principal example considered in the paper concerned derivation of improved elevation pointing information
for radiometric calibration. This measurement supplements any that are available with single swath data;
others, such as Doppler tracking and Doppler ambiguity estimation, may be performed in any case, but may
be particularly convenient in the suggested form.
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Abstract

Due to lack of a standard for modeling the radar echo signal in terms of signal unit and
coordinates as well as lack of a standard in designing the gain factors in each stage of a processor,
absolute radiometric calibration of a SAR system is usually performed by treating the sensor and
processor as one inseparable unit. This often makes the calibration procedure complicated and requiring
the involvement of both radar system engineers and processor engineers in the whole process. This paper
introduces a standard for modeling the radar echo signal and a standard in designing the gain factor of a
ScanSAR processor. In this paper, the radar equation is derived based on the amount of energy instead of
the power received from a backscatterer. These efforts lead to simple and easy-to-understand equations
for radiometric compensation and calibration.

1. INTRODUCTION

This paper describes the radiometric compensation algorithm proposed for the Radarsat
ScanSAR processor. A detailed analysis for the radar signal and noise energy distribution is also given to
facilitate the understanding of the compensation equation. A radiometric calibration procedure similar to
that applied to the Magellan SAR data is then described.

It starts with the discussion of proper scaling for the SAR raw data. It then shows the scale factors
that must be incorporated in each stage of the processing module for designing a unit gain processor.
Signal and noise analysis in terms of energy arc introduced then. It follows by the description of the
radiometric compensation process and calibration steps.

2. UNITS OF SAR SIGNAL AND COORDINATES

The original radar signal is one dimensional with its unit given by voltage. Its instantaneous
power can be formulated by the square of the signal times the reciprocal of the output impedance of the
receiver. The energy over a time period is given by the integration of the instantaneous power over that
period. This can be expressed by

E, = J z-1-S2(r) dr O>
For a SAR system, a SAR processor engineer usually treats its signal as a two-dimensional one

with one coordinate named the fast timer and another coordinate named the slow time t. In this case, the
interpretation of the unit of the SAR signal may require some consideration. A simple approach is to
make a reasonable assumption that the two-dimensional integration of the square of the signal is equal to
the total signal energy. This can be expressed by

E,= JJs'2(1,r) dtdt (2)
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In order for (2) to be consistent with (1), s (t, r) must equal to the product of S(r) and ..JPRF / Z where
PRFis the pulse repetition frequency. Thus, the unit of the SARinput signal becomes (joule·Hz)l/2. Since
digital SARdata is quantized by the quantization level of the AOC, dV , the scale factor for the SARraw
data must also include dV. Therefore, one must convert a SAR input signal by a scale factor of
...fPRF IZ ·a'V before input to the SARprocessor.

3. SARCORRELATIONWilli UNITYGAIN

For a burst mode SAR like the Radarsat ScanSAR,the correlation process involves fast Fourier
correlation in range and azimuth deramp-FFT process. Both processes may introduce additional gain if
they are not properly scaled. To ensure unity gain from SARcorrelation process, the standard process
described below should be followed.

A fast Fourier correlation is an implementation approach for a correlation or convolution process
through the use of FFTalgorithm. In a range compression process, the convolution can be expressed by

R(t) = JC( r) g, (t - r) dt

where Cit) is the range echo data and gr(.) is the range reference function designed for both resolution
compressing and impulse response shaping. Since C(t) is a random process, in order to maintain
J R2(t) dt = J C2 (t) dt , the following condition must be satisfied

f g/(t) dt=l
Also to be noticed is that the gain of the standard FFTis not the same as that of a Fourier transform. A
Fourier transform is given by

S(f) = J S(t) e-J OJ
1dt

In discrete form, it is given by

S(k 6.f) = IS(i llt) e-J 2n i le !J.f t>J llt
I

Aconventional FFTroutine gives a normalized result such that a factor of Lit is ignored, i.e.,

S(k 6.f) =I S(i llt) e-J 2n i le !J.f t>J

I
Therefore, in evaluating the signal power in spectral domain, the gain of the power differs by a

factor of L1t2. Based on this, the following steps must be implemented in the Radarsat ScanSARprocess:

[1] In range compression, after the forward FFT,a factor of Lit must be multiplied to the spectrum,
where Lit is the range sampling interval.

(2) In range compression, after.the inverse FFT,a factor of Lil = lsfNflt must be multiplied to the
spectrum, where Is is the range sampling frequency and Nflt is the range FFT length.
However, standard inverse FFTdocs have a scale factor of 1INfft, therefore, the factor to be
multiplied is Is. It should be noted that the scale factor introduced in step (2)is the reciprocal
of the scale factor introduced in step (1).

[3]In azimuth compression, after FFT,a factor of Lit = 1/PRF must be multiplied to the spectrum.

In azimuth processing for the ScanSARdata, the deramp reference function is the composite
function of the deramp phase function and a weighting function. The dcramp phase function docs not
affect the radiometric gain, but the weighting function could introduce a gain factor.To ensure unity gain
in azimuth processing, the weighting function must be normalized, i.c,
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Lw2ct Af)" !Jf = PRF or
l

N ,p
LW2(k Af)=Np
l

4. SIGNAL ENERGY FROM TARGET

Let the power and duration of a radar pulse given by P1 and 1'P respectively, the energy

contained in a burst of radar pulses is then given by
r'fp

£1 =NP Jo P1 dt = NP P1 1'p

where Np is the number of pulses in the radar burst. The energy of each radar pulse is distributed to all
directions in the space with a percentage proportional to the gain of the antenna pattern. In a SAR system,
the radar beam is pointed to the ground, therefore, this energy is finally distributed to areas within the
antenna footprint. If the burst interval is relatively short, the amount of along-track migration of the
antenna footprint during the burst interval will be small as compared to the dimension of the footprint.
Under this assumption, we may consider that the energy of all Np pulses is distributed to the footprint
with the same distribution function as that of a single pulse. For a small area dA within the footprint, the
amount of energy reflected in a burst of radar pulses is given by

G(0,1/1)
Er =Np P1 1'p ? cosOL dA

4 TC R

where R is the distance between the radar and the target, G(0,1/1) is the antenna gain, and OL is the radar
look angle. Let CJ be the cross section of a point-like target, the energy reflected from this target is then
given by

G(0,1/1)
£1 =NP P1 1'P ,., CJ

4 TC R

If the scatterer is iso-tropic, the energy received by the radar antenna from the signal reflected from dA is
given by

G(0,1/1) Ae
E2 =NP P1 rp 2 ,, CJ (3)

(4 TC R )

, where Ae is the effective antenna area. Since Ae is given by (A.2 /4 TC) G(0,1/1) and the receiver gain can be

expressed by G,, the energy received by the receiver can be rewritten as
G2(0,l/I) A.2

£2 =NP P, 1'P Gr 3 • CJ
(4ir) R

For a distributed target, a cross section is substituted by the integral of the product of the backscattering
coefficient CJo and an infinitesimal area of the target dA, i.e,

f G2(0,l/l)A.2
£2 =NP P1 1'P Gr 3 & CJo dA

A (4ir) R
(4)

5. NOISE ENERGY

The noise power of a radar is usually modeled by
P,. =K Te B Gr

where K is Boltzmann's constant, Te is the equivalent noise temperature, and B is the bandwidth of the
radar receiver. Within a collected burst echoes, the total noise energy is given by

s, = K Te B Gr Np 1'u1io
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The amount of noise energy over a fraction of the echo duration dt and a fraction of the frequency
bandwidth df can be expressed as

En = K T, B Gr NP dt _!!!_ (5)
PRF

In range-Doppler image domain, the amount of area covered by the corresponding window of dt df can
be shown to be dA = dx dy, where cb:= c dr/(2sin 6;) and dy=). R df /<2Vs sin6sq), R is the distance
between the radar and the target, 6; is the incidence angle, and 6sq is the radar squint angle. Equation (3)
can therefore be rewritten as

4V sin 6·sin6
E = K T B G N dx dy 1 1 sq (6)
n ' r P c AR PRF

From the signal and noise energy given in (4)and (6),the signal-to-noise ratio can be formulated as
P1 G2(6,tP)l3(ctp/2) <To PRF

SNR= 3 3 . .
2 (4n) Vs R (K T,B) sm 6; sin 61q

6.GEOMETRICRECTIFICATIONWITTIUNITYGAIN

In burst mode SAR processing, a range-Doppler image is formed after range and azimuth
compression processes. To allow mosaicking for image framelets obtained from SARbursts, geometric
rectification must be made for each range-Doppler image. As shown in section 2, there are conversion
factors between the delay time and the cross-track ground distance and between Doppler frequency and
along-track ground distance. To preserve energy level, these conversion factors must be properly applied
to the rectified framelets. In equation form, it is given by £1 dr df = E2 dx dy. It is obvious that the scale
factor S = Ez/E1should be equal to

dr df 4 V sinO; sin61q
S= -- = s (7)

dxdy cA.R
In Radarsat ScanSARprocessing, two elevation maps will be used; a smooth geode model and a

fine DEM.When a fine DEM is applied, the above scale factor will vary significantly within the radar
footprint such that it must be computed frequently. If a smooth geode is applied, S could be a single
constant for the whole framelet.

In implementation, we may consider to combine this scale factor multiplication with the
radiometric compensation process to reduce the overall computation load. If it is done in the geometric
rectification process, {S instead of S should be used since the signal is still in amplitude instead of
intensity (amplitude square).

7.RADIOMETRICCOMPENSATIONEQUATION

Now we may formulate the radiometric compensation equation under the assumption that (1) the
range and azimuth compression processes are with unity gain, (2) the geometric rectification is already
compensated by the scale factor given in equation (7), and (3) the final image framelet represents the
normalized backscattering coefficient. Then, based on equation (4), the radiometric compensation
equation is

3 4
a (x ) _ 12 x 4n R (S)
o ,y - n ( ,y) rPNPP1GrG2(0,tP)l2

where 1;(x,y) is the square of the frarnelet pixel value in unit of [oulc/rncter/ if the radiometric
compensation process not performed P is the transmitted radar pulse power in watt and G is the net

I t I r
receiver gain which includes gain factors from the antenna down to the ADC.
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To output pixel with value in term of the backscattering coefficient, the gain factor of
4tr3R4(-rpNpP1GrG2(8,f)).2)-l should be multiplied to the SAR framelet data in the radiometric
compensation process which is usually done right before or after the geometric rectification process.

The above equation is useful to come to the understanding of the radiometric compensation, but,
it is difficult to realize due to many unknown factors likeG,, Z, and Pt. A practical approach is to model
all the unknown factors through the radiometric calibration process. This calibration process will be
described below.

8. RADIOMETRICCALIBRATION

When the gain of a SARprocessor is unity, the radiometric calibration can be broken down as the
processes to calibrate the sensor and to verify the processor gain of being unity.

To calibrate the sensor, it may be accomplished by (1) model the gain factor g1 of the link
between the transmitter end and the antenna end which may involve a cable and the antenna itself and
(2) to collect a rechirp from an attenuated echo box directly connected to the transmitter end and to
compute the sensor gain based on the attenuation factor, the transmitter power, the radar pulse width,
and the energy of the collected echo at the end of an ADC. This calibration will give us a constant
representing the product of the uncertain factor of the transmitter power and the receiver gain from the
transmitter end to the ADC digital output. This calibration constant times the product of the estimated
radar power and the gain factorg1 will be used to replace the product of 1/(P1Gr) in equation (8).

To verify that the gain of the processor is unity, we need (1)simulated raw data of either a point
target response or a Gaussian random process, (2)an assumed set of radar parameters including PRFand
range sampling frequency, (3) an assumed set of radar platform parameters including radar position,
velocity, terrain elevation, and radar look angle. The SAR raw data will be processed with a set of
processing parameters derived fromdata given in step (2)and (3).This process will, however, exclude the
radiometric compensation process. To satisfy the verification of processor, the total energy after this
process should be equal to the total energy in the raw data.

9. CONCLUSION

Some scale factors are ignored in the above analysis for simplification. These may include the
scale factors introduced along range as an automatic gain control for the range intensity variation, the
transmitter power variation factor, the receiver gain variation factor, and the atmosphere attenuation
factor.

The radiometric compensation process for Radarsat ScanSARdata is given in this paper. This
process requires a unity gain processor which has the advantage that the signals in all modules are
calibrated such that they can be used formeasuring the amount of energy. The concept of this processor is
simple, clear, and easy for implementation. The sensor calibration requires to collect only one radar pulse
echo reflected from an echo box. This should not be difficult to obtain.
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SEED QUESTIONS

SESSION 1: CALIBRATION REQUIREMENTS

1. Actions from the last workshop

During the previousworkshop it was decided to publish radiometric calibration
needs for different applications and scientificdisciplines.It was also decided to
publish current and planned SAR sensorswith associatedcalibration parameters.

2. New caltbration requirements

New calibration requirements to consider in this meeting are regarding the
followingparameters.

Geometric calibration, DEM accuracies
Polarimetric calibration (e.g. vv-hhphase differences)
Interferometric calibration (e.g. relative phase, phase reference, decorrelation).

3. Calibration requirements derived from geophysicalparameters

The basis for SAR calibration requirements is a relation between the primary
radar measurement (sigmanought,phase difference,decorrelation etc...) and the
geophysical parameter of interest (soil moisture, biomass, ocean wave height
etc...). Is it possible to establish a list of geophysicalparameters observable by
radar, the sensitivity of these w.r.t. the primary radar measurement and the
derived calibration requirement.

SEED QUESTIONS

SESSION 2: CAUBRA TION DEVICES

1. With regard to the costs, is there a need for transponders with very high
phase stability?

2. Considering a limited budget, is there a need for response-shifting
transponders or should we focus on conventional devices?

3. We had onlyveryfewresponds to our inventorylist for calibration devices.
Should we circulate it once more?



4. A question which often comes from universities: do we need further low
cost receivers and transponders with limited accuracy? Maybe for the
purpose of SAR-sensor monitoring?

5. Are there any experiences with radomes used for weather protection of
active devices?

6. If several transponders are deployed, would it be reasonable to have
approximately the same RCS for easier identification or should we keep
an eye on transfer function verification by means of different RCS-values?

7. If we use ground based devices is there a need to measure in-flight
patterns in a few hours?

8. Should we put a significant effort in beam alignment measurement
procedures which deliver a result in a few hours? (absolute and between
frequency bands?)

9. Even in the case of very large and important campaigns like
XSAR/SIR-C there might be some calibration devices which are not
involved. Can they be pooled? It is necessary? Which test site should be
selected?

10. At Munich Tony Freeman suggested that all Calibration Transponders
should be traceable to some fundamental standard, such as a metal plate.
What steps have been taken to implement this?

11. Is there a need for accurate active transponders able to calibrate H.V or
V.H? There are fundamental problems of accuracy generated by the
geometry for the methods used to date.

SEED QUESTIONS

SESSION3: POIARIME1RIC CALIBRATION

1. Radar systemsand image formation models:
what is the impact of a finite point-spread function?
what is the effect of realistic noise models on calibration
procedures?

2. Algorithm selection for calibration
what are the ranges of validityof procedures given realistic
systemperformances and likely satellite capabilities?

3. What impacts do ambiguities have on polarirnetric performance?
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4. Can cover types be defined polarimetric calibration requirements (e.g.
having decorrelated like -and crosspol return, or having known hh-vv phase
differences)?

5. What is the status of any programme to define polarimetric calibration
requirements?

6. What is the status of ASAR dual-polarisation calibration requirements and
procedures?

SEED QUESTIONS

SESSION 4: INfERFEROMETRIC SAR CALIBRATION

1. How should height accuracy be defined or specified for interferometrically
derived products?

2. Definitions of correlation measures:
raw correlation
fringe visibility
normalizations (baseline, surface slope)

What has been your experience with various correlation measures?

3. What is the potential of an ERS-1/ERS-2 tandem mission?
What should one concentrate on?
What baseline, repeat cycle, coverage, mission length should be chosen?

4. What is the potential for better orbit data from ERS-2?

5. What new products (esp. InSAR) does ESA foresee during the ERS-2
timeframe?

6. What are the requirements in terms of Instrument and Processor
performance for the INSAR Technique (Phase Fidelity, etc)?

7. What is the status of INSAR Processing System?
data input (raw data/complex image)
automated registration
automated phase unwrap

8. What are the proposed INSAR experiments/activities for ERS-1 2nd Ice
Phase?
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SEED QUESTIONS

SESSION 7: SAR PROCESSOR CAIJBRATION

SEED QUESTIONS

SESSION 5 & 6: RADIOMETRIC CALIBRATION

What is the appropriate general form for the "SARequation"?

What form should calibrated SAR data be distributed in?

Product nature: calibration data or calibrated data?
Ancillaryquality information requirements: noise, looks, sampling,
resolution, ambiguitylevels,etc. Does the CEOS format handle this
adequately?
How can scene-dependant calibration factors: elevation/slope be
separated from system-dependentfactors?

What are the preferred methods of getting at the in-situ antenna pattern of a
SAR after launch? -azimuth and elevation patterns.

What are the appropriate methods for intercalibration of spaceborne, airborne,
and ground-based RCS measurements?

1. Last year's workshop did not give an answer to the problem of
compensating quantization noise. Is there more knowledgenow?

2. What are the additional calibration requirements for high resolution
complexdata compared to detected images (phase, radiometry precision,
geometry precision, Doppler centroid precision,FM rate precision)?

3. How does resampling/averaging of magnitude detected images affect
calibration accuracy? Is multi-lookinga necessity?

4. Are there further comments/contributions to K. Raney's white paper
presentation on the radar equation from the processor point of view?
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SEED QUESl10NS

SESSION8: SPACEBORNE SAR CALIBRATION

1. What is the recommendation for specificationof future SARswith regard
to calibration and image quality?

2. Are there standard scenes for sensor calibration at several frequencies?
Comment: We have assumed, e.g. that the Amazon is OK. Are there
geographical areas with well-documented coordinates that one or more
users have used that we should select as standards?

3. What is the recommended measurement method for SAR long term
stability?

4. What is the recommended saturation level of A/D converted raw data
under which the SAR is well calibrated?

5. Based on experiences with SIR, ERS-1, and JERS-1, what
recommendations are there for future systemswith respect to calibration?
(Anythingnew since 1992meeting?)

6. Does the use of AGC and STC pose any problems in the calibration of
SAR imagery of systemsemployingthem?

7. It is assumed that the Space Segment, Atmospheric Propagation and
Ground Segment all act linearly on the microwave signals? Is this a
reasonable assumption for spaceborne SARs? How large are the linear
regions for the various systems?

8. What operations should be required of the data user to obtain calibrated
imagery for his science studies or operational utilization of imagery and
which operations should be performed by the supplier of the imagery
products?
Are we expecting too much of the users if we do not give them a
"completely"calibrated product to which they can directly apply their
analysis algorithms?

9. What functionsrelated to calibration shouldbe performed and whichdata
should be supplied by a satellite operator for those users who wish
themselves to process raw data to a calibrated product? Is this a practical
approach?

10. How frequently should calibration operations, using deployment of point
targets, be performed?
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11. Intercalibration of the various processors of a spaceborne SAR.

12. Quality and calibration of low resolution SAR products (low resolution
means spatial resolution between 100 and 200 m). Low resolution SAR
products are often required by ERS-1 users.

SEED QUESTIONS

SESSION9: SCANSARAND CAIJBRATION

1. Standard Performance Measures
Such as radiometric resolution, radiometric error, spatial resolution, geometric
error, ISLR, PSLR, noise equivalent sigma-zero, number of looks and phase
performance.

2. Requirements
What are the requirements from the users of the ScanSARproducts?

3. ScanSARDesign Issues
What are the trade-offsbetweennumber of sub-swath,resolution,and radiometric
performance? What should be the approach for designing the integration time
and number of sub-swaths?

4. Ideal Processor performance
What is the noise equivalent sigma-zero,radiometric resolution, resolution, ISLR,
PSLR, and number of looks.

5. Realistic Processor Performance
Due to pointing error effect.
Due to ephemeris error effect.
Due to antenna pattern error effect.
Due to processing algorithm imperfection.

6. SAR Algorithms
In refining pointing knowledge.
In refining ephemeris knowledge.
SAR Processing.
State of the art algorithms, practical algorithms.

7. ScanSARProcessor Calibration Approach
What must be accomplished in processor calibration?
What are the appropriate steps?

8. ScanSAROutput Measure
Sigma-zero,normalized sigma-zero,gamma, or TBD measures?
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SUMMARY REPORT OF

WORKING GROUP 1

CALIBRATION REQUIREMENTS

Chairman: E. Attema (ESA/ESTEC, The Netherlands)
Co-Chair: M. Borgeaud (ESA/ESTEC, The Netherlands)

Presentation of Papers

A paper was presented by G. D'Urso on the dielectric behaviour of soils and the
importance of a careful description of what is imaged by the radar.

Actions from la."tmeeting

Two actions were taken at the last CEOS meeting. The publication of two papers
in the Canadian Journal of Remote Sensing at the end of September 93. The
working group felt if was very important to have the results of the previous year
available before the next meeting takes place.

Seed questions

Geometric Calibration:

A sub-pixel requirement was discussed as geometric requirement and it was felt
that this is achievable by current sensors and processors. It was noted that not
only the accuracy of the product, but also the delivery time and the cost were
important. For each application a requirement list should be established for the
accuracy and the delivery time.

It was noted that geometric calibration was not only required for geodetic
referencing but also for terrain slope corrections. However it was observed that
for non-flat terrains not only the local incidence angle was important but a model
for the area under observation was required (trees tend to grow vertically, not
perpendicular to the surface on mountain slopes).

Polarimetric calibration

Of the new parameters introduced with radar polarimetry a0vv» a0hh, a0vh and the
phase between hh and vv were felt to be the most important for hydrology,
agriculture and forestry. Before specification of accuracy requirements a better
understanding of the implicationsof these (further signature research) is needed.
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Interferometry

The group thought that it might be too early to specify requirements. Only after
seeing exactly what can be achieved with this new technique requirements should
be defined. It may be more appropriate to have this aspect discussed in the
subgroup on terrain mapping.

Geophysical models

Radiometric calibration requirements were derived from simple regression models
defining the sensitivity of a0 to geophysical parameters (e.g. soil moisture, forest
biomass). This was felt a good first approach, but the next step should be a
refined specification on the basis of more advanced electromagnetic interaction
models describing the underlying physics.

Discussion on Calibration Requirements

Tony Freeman
As far as polarimetric calibration is concerned SIR-C polarimetric calibration
requirements are the baseline for discussion (reference IEEE GRS special issue
on SAR calibration):

SNR requirement 20 dB (open to question: excessive?)
Phase balance of 10 degrees
0.5 dB amplitude balance between channels
30 dB polarisation isolation

Evert Attema
Thank you. Is there anybody who want to challenge these numbers?
No. This means it is the world consensus.

Bob Hawkins
A comment on Tony's own paper.
May be we can relax calibration requirements if more than a single (SAR)
parameter is considered. It is worth keeping this in mind when trying to specify
the requirement for a particular parameter.

Evert Attema
If you need data from other sources one should consider accuracy of those other
data as well as the SAR data because it has an impact on the quality of the final
data product.

S. Tam
How does the phase accuracy play in the physical application? ...because it is
almost impossible to achieve such high requirement (mm scale) on a reflector
deployed in a field under adverse conditions I wonder if we should be considering
phase distribution ...
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E.Attema
We considered your question in the WGL Your suggestion to look at phase
information in a statistical sense in a useful one. I want to ask Tony about this
who has made more progress than us in this field.

T. Freeman
We have a specificationon phase error within 1()° for polarimetry. This number
includes all contributions (e.g. noise imbalance between polarisation channels).
For interferometry the requirement has to come from a height determination
requirement.
All requirements placed on our systems must be related to some sort of
measurable quantity (soil moisture, height or correlation coefficient...).
Bob's comment on that you can relax calibration requirements perhaps if you are
usingmore than one parameter from different measurement systemsbeing radar
or other is quite on the mark.

Using calibration devices to measure phase: it is difficult to do it with a
transponder and probably expensive.A reflector can do it if you keep the edges
very rigid ("concrete" type of reflector for the lifetime of the experiment). My
suggestion is to use a reflector or transponder for early validation experiments
and then after that find a junk of granite that is stable to do the job for you.
Another suggestion is to use a radiotelescope dish.

S. Tam
What is the physicalsignificationof the absolute phase of forest, soil,whatever...
Stating requirements on absolute phase is asking for a meaningless quantity...

E. Attema
It depends on the application: specificapplications in interferometry require this.

T. Freeman
1) In Polarimetry the requirement on phase difference between HH/VV =

1()° is suggested. That does carry a lot of information (e.g. strongest
discriminator between different crop types, flooded versus non flooded
forest etc...).

2) Correlation coefficientand distributionofHH/VV phase often have a one
to one relationship.

3) I believe this is a similar type relationship between correlation coefficients
in interferometric pair and the "interferometricphase" standard deviation.
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SUMMARY REPORT OF WORKING GROUP 2

CALIBRATION DEVICES

Chairman: H. Lena: (INS, Germany)
Co-Chair: A Woode (ESA/ESTEC, The Netherlands)

367

Calibration Standards

The need for traceability of the standards used for calibrating the calibration
deviceswas considered as part of the maturing of the SAR Calibration Working
Group and was something that all participants in calibration campaigns should
now consider. This calibration standard could be a suitably designed flat plate.

It was considered that a flat plate by itself was not enough to obtain correct
calibration, this should be allied to accurate measurements made on a suitable
range. One organization with suitable facilities should be nominated on each
continent able to carry out such calibration.

Interferometric calibration

When using an active transponder for external calibration, very high phase
stabilityof the electronics is not by itself sufficient.The antennas must also have
a very good sidelobe and multipath behaviour to ensure the overall systemphase
stability (requirement < lmm).

Corner reflectors can have good phase stability provided their mechanical
structure is strong enough to withstand temperature variations and wind
influences.

In either case, calibrationdevicesfor interferometric purposes shouldbe mounted
in a very stable manner.

Transponders

Response shifting transponders:
Response shifting transponders are in principle useful provided they are
used within an amplitude correction loop or with an appropriate look up
table.

Transponder RCS during deployment:
For calibration during deployment the use of transponders with the same
radar cross section is the preferred option, they should also all be



calibrated at this same value. This simplifies the response identification in
the image as well as the detection of a malfunction.
Transfer function verification of the SAR can be carried out by its own
internal calibration.

Low cost calibration Devices:
Recommendation for all who intend to contribute but have a very limited
budget. Don't spend your money on devices without matching the accuracy
requirements. At the stage we have now reached it would be more
reasonable to contribute with a good corner-reflector than use of a
transponder /receiver with low accuracy.

Some Technical points

Radomes:
Radomes are necessary under adverse weather conditions. There is very
little experience, especially for the case where the radome is covered with
raindrops. In this situation transponders might suffer from an increase in
antenna coupling. Investigations into the influence of radomes are highly
desired.

Faraday-rotation:
This effect might have an important influence on signal-propagation in L
band. Although the inflight antenna pattern measurements for JERS-1
carried out by INS/DLR revealed no significant faraday-rotation effect
some degradation was expected. It is very important to study this effect
because it might have a significant impact on calibration with polarization
dependent targets.

Transponder Horn Polarisation:
Where transponders are used with a 45° antenna polarisation alignment to
facilitate calibration of VV or HH signals,it is necessarythat this is taken
into account when the error budget is compiled.

Inventory of calibration devices

There was not a very big response to the circulated inventory list of calibration
devices. People who wish to add their devices to the list should contact Derek
Kenward, DRA as soon as possible.

People who have devicesto rent, or would like to rent devicesshould also contact
him.
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Discussion on Calibration Devices

A Woode
There should be an organization responsible for calibrating devices used in
campaigns.

Y-L Desnos
As far as Europe is concerned I think that the Joint Research Centre (Ispra Italy)
of the European Community has the facility to calibrate properly our calibration
devices.

K. Raney
You mentioned transponders shifting in range. Their counter part shift in azimuth
can be achieved by a very low cost doppler modulator and is compatible with
certain isolation between transmit and receive. So I would suggest greater
attention to the doppler shift technique as well as the range shift technique.

A Woode
This was not discussed in the WG. The range shift technique is easy to apply. The
Doppler modulation technique is slightly more difficult.

E. Attema
Did you work out the pointing mechanism for a concrete block?

A Woode
No. The idea is to have this type of corner reflector with a broad polar diagram.

F. Rocca
For the Naples experiment we use corner reflectors in concrete because this is the
cheapest way to get the lmm requirement for interferometry.
My proposal is to set up a single reflector that could be used for both ascending
and descending path as a unique geodetical reference (multifrequency capability).

A Woode
A possible solution is four C.R. corner to corner (as used on ships). If that sort
of structure could be set in concrete that is the solution!!

F. Rocca
If we could arrive to some sort of standardisation of such a C.R. with lmm
stability this could help the expansion of SAR interferometry for practical
application.

G. Keyte
To answer F. Rocca's question such reflectors exist. We use them at Romney
March. They are under test for precisely that purpose, ascending and descending
orbits.
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Another point I think it is important to establishwhat is actually required rather
than to tell us how to do the job. Practical considerationfor example tryingto put
a reflector in concrete and expectingit to remain stable will be very difficult.

A Woode
Requirement:

orthogonality of the plate
flatness of the plate. We are not interested in the actual radiometric
return. We are only interested as a phase center.

E. Attema
This comment about concrete is an implementation question. If somebodycan do
it in another way and achieve it in another way it is even better.

G.Keyte
What is the requirement for interferometry?

is it that you have the reflector stable i.e. non of the phases movemore
than 1 mm

or - is it that the reflector characteristics are known to within 1 mm

T. Freeman
It is that the phase center of the reflector does not move by more than 1 mm.
Now, the requirement that one should place on the edge alignment, and the
movement of the overall reflector are not known currently.

There is some work to be done...

G.Keyte
Are you sayingthe phase difference between HH and VY?

T. Freeman
No, a comer reflector if you look at all the ray paths, in an ideal reflector all the
reflections look as if they come from the same point. That is what I mean by the
phase center. The position of that point should not change by more than lmm.

F. Rocca
The best engineering solution for such a phase stable reflector is something that
has to be studied.

T. Freeman
This is worth a paper. So I would suggestthat someone volunteered to study the
problem and come up with the answer. Requirement can be defined as lmm
precision for the phase center.

F.Rocca
Addingaswideas possibleopening to accept ascendingand descendingorbits and
multifrequencycapability.



E. Attema
Who is going to write the paper?

Tam
Environmental conditions should be taken into account, water, even bird
d . Iroppmg ....

E. Attema
Last meeting we went over the implications of bird dropping extensively and that
is a big problem!

A. Woode
After the war there were a lot of papers written on corner reflectors for both
phase and amplitude: the flatness of the plate and any movements were very
sensitive parameters ...

K..Raney
Comment on Faraday rotation:
1) Faraday rotation can be circumvented by using right circular and left

circular as the orthogonal pair for quadrature polarimetry

2) In the case of +45°/-45° calibration devices you can measure Faraday
rotation by having a pair of Transponders set orthogonally.

T. Freeman
Actually you can measure using only one.
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SUMMARY REPORT OF WORKING GROUP 3

POLARIMETRIC SAR CALIBRATION

Chairman: R Cordey (GEC-Marooni, UK)
Co-Chair: Y. Lou (JP~ USA)

Secretary: S. Quegan (Univ. of Sheffield, UK)

Cahbration models and the point-spread function

Discrepancies between "point" approaches to calibration and integral
methods are expected for some forms of cross-pol antenna patterns in
azimuth. Magnitude is not quantified.

Cahbrationflnterpretation and Noise

Calibration model of Rhodes (Sheffield University) includes a noise
like term. How does this term relate to expected noise for JPL
AIRSAR for which model was run? Not yet known.

Very important to understand noise for the interpretation of
polarimetric data (e.g. in identification of dominant scattering
mechanism).
Freeman (JPL) suggested that suppliers of data should include
information on (range-dependent) noise floor and ambiguity levels.
Range ambiguities may be a very significant source of noise in hv
channel for certain satellite geometries operating interleaved h&v
pulses.

Q: Should complex data be noise-corrected and if so, how?

A: In practice, not needed (probably) because:

(1) For distributed targets only noise power is relevant
(2) For point targets measurements should only be done with

large signal-to-clutter ratio (and hence SNR).

Reference Distnbuted Targets

Modelling using Rice model suggests some slightly-rough targets are
unsuitable for hh-vv phase calibration (ocean at high incidence angle).

Problems include the expected low SNR for slightly rough surfaces.
This gives a reduced coherence and increased phase variance.



Q: Can we identify reference targets for hh-vvphase from historical data
(at JPL in particular)?

Action: JPL to prepare statement on current status as regards reference
surfaces.

Q: Do we have confidence in universal applicabilityof assumption of
<Sii Sij*> =0 used in crosstalk verification?

A: Clearly need to avoid towns and there are difficulties from terrain
effects in knowingappropriate·antenna boresight angle.

The wider validity of <Sii Sij*> =0 was discussed. Significantvalues
have been repeated over agricultural areas but relatively little data
investigated.

Action: Cordey to confirm to Freeman the expected insensitivityof crosstalk
calibration to this assumption.

Calibration Requirements for Polarimetry

Q: How near are we to specifyingapplications requirements?

A: For an explanation of SIR-C requirements, see IEEE TGARS special
issue.

ASAR Polarimetry

SuggestionsconcerningASARmodes (especiallypolarimetric ones) are
probablybest directed through ESA's scienceworkinggroup (Chair: E.
Attema).

Other ISfilles

Explicit discussionof different polarimetric calibration algorithms not
conducted. Remains a possible issue for future discussion?

Recommendations

The point-spread function is ignored in current calibration procedures;
this leads to possible errors if point measurements on images are used.
The likely impact for real radars should be quantified.
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(As in 1992)Data on noise shouldbe supplied to users. Noise levels in
different channels (e.g. as plots vs. range) and ambiguitydata should
be made available.

More work is required to identifyreliable distributed reference targets
for calibration/verification of systems.Existingdatasets shouldbe used
to further:

(a) the identification of phase references for hh-vv phase
verification

(b) the verification of the assumptions of <hh-vv"> =0 for
crosstalk verification.

Developingpolarimetric calibration requirements shouldbe monitored
(possiblyby future CEOS SAR calibration meetings). It is noted that
the definition of requirements is complex and we are less able to
identify requirements on individual parameters than in the case for
single-channelSARs.

Polarimetric modes of ESA's ASAR are of great user interest and
attention should be paid by the appropriate ESA working group to
requirements on polarimetriccalibrationand to verificationtechniques.



Discussion on Polarimmric SAR Calibration

Editor's Note: Due to technical problems the detailed discussion is not reported.

In addition to the discussion on the points raised in the working group report, two
points concerning polarimetry were made by E. Attema:

1. The recommendation that ESA's ASAR working group should be aware of
polarimetric calibration issues was noted and would be acted on.

2. What are the implications/requirements for polarimetry of scansar operation?
This question remains open.
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SUMMARY REPORT OF WORKING GROUP 4:

INTERFEROMETRIC SAR CALIBRATION

Chairman: Dr Steve Coulson (ESRIN, Italy)
Co-Chair: Prof. Fabbio Rocca (POUMI, Italy)

Secretary: Dr Charles L Werner (RSL, Univ. of Zurich, Switzerland)

Our group met to discuss calibration and verification problems associated with
Interferometric SAR (INSAR). We began with a presentation of the current
research topics being addressed by group members in the areas coherence and
change detection, multiple-pass interferometry, both with satellite/aircraft, and
single aircraft systems, and interferometric measurement by surface slope. This
was followed by a guided discussion on aspects of SAR processor design, and
verification, recommendations for Mission operation of ERS-1, ERS-2, Radarsat
and Envisat.

Summary

The presentation by Dr Zakharov from the Russian Academy of Sciences
demonstrated the potential for interferometric processing of Almaz data. Small
test interferogram from the Antarctic region demonstrated that coherence could
be maintained over the 5-day duration between orbits at the design frequency of
the radar of 2.3 GHz. Work is continuing on improved coregistration algorithms.

A presentation by H. Budenbender et al of the German DLR of multiple pass
airborne interferometry with the DLR ESAR instrument over Switzerland
demonstrated the usefulness of active radar calibrators (ARCs) for determination
of platform motion for improved motion compensation of the radar data.
Temporal decorrelation studies are possible with this platform since regions with
varying temporal decorrelation signatures were observed. Other applications the
system will be differential interferometric studies of glaciers, earthquakes and
vulcanism.

Prof. F. Rocca et al of the Politecnico di Milano in Italy proposed an innovative
investigation combining SAR data from the Seasat L-band orbital SAR with
airborne L-band data such as that recorded by the JPL L-band Airsar instrument.
The long time period between the Seasat data acquisition and the current time
requires that only study sites with a slow rate of surface change would maintain
coherence. Death valley in California is suggested as an excellent candidate both
because of the slow rate of surface change in the desert, and because of the
current interest in tectonic related displacements in the Valley. Dr Rocca also
presented recent results in resolution enhancement of SAR data using multiple
pass interf erograms.
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Topographic surface slopes are important parameters whichcan be extracted for
interferograms. Dr C. Werner and associates from the Universityof Zurich and
JPL have developed algorithms for the extraction of surface slope from ERS-1
data. One algorithm does not require phase unwrapping and determines slope
from the interferometric phase gradient. Slope information can be used both for
correction of scattering cross section and temporal decorrelation for resolution
element dimensions in range and azimuth. Results from a test site on the Alaska
North slope were presented as maps of surface backscatter and correlation
coefficient.

Recommendations

Processor Verification:

The importance of processor testing for phase accuracywas stressed. The auto
interferogram test was suggestedbyKeith Raney and Richard Bamler. In this test
the same scene, either simulated or real, is shifted by an integer number of pixels
in range & azimuth and passed through the processingsystem.An interferogram
made with the twoSLCproductswillreveal phase discontinuitiesand phase noise
introduced by the processor. We recommend the following:

adopt the auto interferogram as a standard test for processor phase
performance

develop a set of requirements for phase accuracy and standard
deviation for interferometric SAR Processors

ERS-1. ERS-2. Envisat Radarsat missions

With the second Ice Phase of ERS-1 comingup it is important to quicklyselect
Interferometric test sites. Roll-tilt mode opportunities are also an option. A list
of interferometric baselines for ERS-1 has been produced by Steve Coulson and
is available in hard copy and accessibleby computer networks.

Recommendations

The Radarsat commissioning phase orbit should be chosen to permit
Interferometry.

High accuracyOrbit data (meter error scale) at 30 second intervals are desirable
for automated INSAR processing.

The ASAR instrument can be improvedfor interferometry through the
capabilityfor shiftingthe starting frequencyof the transmit chirp over
a range of 10-20MHz.This is especiallyuseful for lowresolutionwide
swath mapping in order to maintain correlation.
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The ASAR dual polarization mode must function in Pulse interleave
mode for interferometry.

An ERS-2, ERS-1 dual mission is strongly recommended. A l-day
interval between sensor passes is preferred to a 8-day overflight
schedule. This missionwill permit global scale topographic mapping
because the coveragerestrictionof the 3-dayorbit is eliminated. ERS-1
& ERS-2 can be placed in a 35-day repeat orbit during the global
mapping experiment duration.

Discussion on WorkingGroup 4

K. Raney
New recommendation to the Canadian Space Agency that at least during the
commissioningphase Radarsat uses a 3-day repeat orbit.

E. Attema
A roll-tilt mode campaignwasheld inApril 1992.Technicallythere is a possibility
to do another roll-tilt mode campaign, next year around April at the end of the
ice mode. Those interested in repeating some roll-tilt mode operations should let
me know.

F.Rocca
The Working Group recognised the usefulness of a phase stable ARC.
Problems of atmospheric dephasingby ionosphere (proposal of Zakharov) and by
water vapour should be studied.

About ASAR:
check the possibilityof interferometry in the nominal mode
interferometry in SCANSAR (we need a synchronization of the
scanningpatterns, in order to have the same wave number in the two
followingpaths) to be studied
the capability to change the chirp as a function of the orbit position
could relax orbit maintenance requirements
a listing of orbits suitable for interferometry is available for ERS-1
prepared by ESRJN

T. Freeman

a short paper on how to validate the processors for interferometry
should be written providingsimple numbers (i.e. phase accuracyof the
processor, correlation coefficient accuracyof the processor)

- problems like ionosphere, day/night coherence need to be studied but
should not stop us going forward planning systems and designing
systems

- the point of interferometry being represented at this WorkingGroup
meeting is the contact with processor people and calibration devices



people. Issues about terrain mapping validation are the brief of the
Terrain mapping validation group.

C. Werner
Encourage further study on SCANSAR for interferometry

K.Raney
Just a clarification. Just simply because SCANSAR is a wide swath one gets
global coverage every 3 days does not mean it repeats the interferometric
geometry that frequently.

F.Rocca
If you look at the same place from the same angle with the same wave number
why should you not be able to do interferometry.

K. Raney
That ispreciselythe statement and SCANSARdoes not increaseyour opportunity
to have the same position in space at the same angle.

T. Freeman
Recommendation to the Radarsat Project to facilitate interferometry over part of
the missionby a proper repeat orbit. Radarsat's unique contribution is access to
areas not yet covered previouslythrough proper selection of incidence angle.
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SUMMARYREPORT OF WORKING GROUP 5 & 6

RADIOMETRIC CALIBRATION

Chairman: R.K. Hawkins (Canada Centre for Remote Sensing,Canada)
Co-Chair: L Ulander (Chalmers Universityof Technology,Sweden)

Secretary: M. Zink (DLR, Germany)

In the area of radiometric calibration there were 10presentations given:6 in the
Plenary, and 4 minipapers in the working group meeting. As the list below
indicates, a wide range of topicswere covered.Somerepresent incremental results
from on-goingresearch, some reviewof previous results and still others describe
work on new topics. It is clear from the discussionand the range of topics, that
Radiometric Calibration remains an active area of interest and that another
meeting is in order.

It could be observed that in many cases calibration involvescorrection of system
non-linearities. The non-linearity of A/D converters is one example of this.

1. Calibration of DLR's Experimental Airborne SAR System E-SAR
(presented by Zink, DLR)

2. Effect of Doppler Centroid mis-trackingon the Parameter Estimation of
Point Target Complex Signals (presented by Touzi, CMR/CAN)

3. ERS-1 and JERS-1 External Calibration Experiments (presented byZink,
DLR)

4. Antenna Pattern Determination of Japanese SAR using Amazon Rain
Forest (presented by Shimada, NASDA)

5. On the use of Extended Targets for Calibration: results from Maestro-I
Data and Mac-Europe data (presented by Souyris,CNRS)

6. Multi-frequency,Polarimetric Radar Cross Section Measurements of the
Amazon Rain Forest (presented by Freeman, JPL)

7. The STC Function in the CCRS Airborne SAR (presented by Teany,
CCRS)

8. Quality Issues for Low Resolution SAR Imagery (presented by Solaas,
ESA/ESRIN)

9. Azimuth Banding in Airborne SAR Imagery (presented by Hawkins,
CCRS)
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10. Generation of Invisible SAR Targets Using Coded Transponders
(presented by Hounam, DLR)

Followingthe presentations in the workinggroup, there was a discussionon the
nature of the participant's interest in calibration. In general, it appears that two
groups exist: a) those who are interested in calibration in its own right and b)
those for whom calibration is a necessary evil and their interest in calibration
problems stems from the fact that adequately calibrated products did not exist.
The user community interest in calibrated data products is growing and it is
clearly the responsibilityof the data providers to remove the systemerrors as far
as possible from the output product. It is equally clear that the provision of
derived geophysicalproducts is the responsibilityof the users, not the radar data
provider.

A group of "seed"questionwere considered in the discussionwith conclusionsas
follows:

a) What is the appropriate general form for the "SARequation"?

Because a general paper was given in the plenary and in the session on
processor calibrationbyRaney and Bamler, this questionwasnot generally
discussedexcept in relation to the questionsbelow.Awhite paper is being
prepared on the subject and will be included in the proceedings.

A general outcome of the SAR equation discussionwas however that
contrary to common thought, a SAR does not measure normalized radar
backscatteringcoefficient,sigma-0(this quantity can be derived if detailed
knowledge about the local terrain slopes is available, but it is not
intrinsicallymeasured). Insteadwhat is availablefrom the instrument after
radiometric calibration is radar brightness, Beta-0. It was highly
recommended that SARdata products be calibrated to or traceable to this
quantity rather than sigma-0.This recommendation was brought to the
plenary and endorsed to be brought forward to CEOS generally.

(Despite the above recommendationwhichappears to eliminate the need
to know the terrain elevation model in calibrating the data, the terrain
comes into this problem also because it affects the antenna angle viewed
on the ground pixel. Limited knowledgeof the viewinggeometry and the
antenna gain are the largest sources of calibration uncertainty in most
systems).

b) What form should calibrated SAR data be distributed in?

Product nature: calibration data or calibrated data?

Unless the output of the processor is a floating point product, the output
will be as a minimuma scaled amplitude product for which some factors
must be supplied. For products where there is a large dynamic range



across the swath, further range dependent scaling (and offset) factors may
be required. It will be a challenge to supply this in the least user
frustrating mode.

It was generally agreed that SAR image data should be calibrated before
noise subtraction. After scaling and noise subtraction the obtained values
are proportional to radar brightness, Beta-0.

Implementation details is a format question, but there seems to be general
agreement that a common output format is highly desirable and that the
flexibility now offered by the CEOS format was problematic.

Ancillary quality information requirements: noise, number of looks,
sampling, resolution, ambiguity levels, etc ... Does the CEOS format
handle this adequately?

We did not get a chance to consider this question.

How can scene-dependent calibration factors: elevation/slope be
separated from system-dependent factors?

See a) above.

c) What are the preferred methods of getting at the in-situ antenna pattern
of a SAR after launch? -azimuth and elevation patterns.

Several papers in the workshop have dealt with this question adequately.
For satellite SAR use of the Amazon rain forest is yielding highly reliable
data for the elevation pattern and use of ground receivers is the preferred
method of yielding the azimuth pattern.

d) What are the appropriate methods for intercalibration of spaceborne,
airborne, and ground-based RCS measurements?

This question was not addressed due to limitations of time.

Discussion on Working Group 5 & 6

R Bamler
I am very happy that you came back to the sigma 0 divided by the sinus of
incidenceangle (radar brightness)because I am convincedthis is the quantity that
is really measured and that should be delivered.
Is it broad consensus or is it because some people were not there.

B. Hawkins
To measure this consensus can we have a short hands out?
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K. Raney
Let's first give the debate one chance to unfold!

T. Freeman
Imagine you are from a small Universityin an obscure town in the UK and you
have been workingwithERS-1 data in the last year. Suddenlyalong comes a new
format unit sigma 0 divided by sinus theta.
Your software does not work any more your data are let's say 5dB off... you
scratch your head and you wonder why?

K. Raney
The reason is that UK does not want to go metric!...

T. Freeman
An obscure University in Canada then!

B. Hawkins (back on Radar Brightness)
... We seem to be putting out this number for ERS-1 in every PAF. About the
shift in several dB we have seen shift in several dB presented already in PAF's
so users are used to that...

E.Attema
Manyyears ago we asked for sigma 0 and the answerwas you can't get it... The
fundamental discussion is: do we maintain the sigma 0 as a fundamental
parameter or do we change to brightness,gammavalue or something else? What
is put on an image or a tape is a slightlysecondarymatter!

K. Raney
Some comments:
We are working with calibration in this case in the radiometric sense and for
years I think we have been strugglingwith the ambiguities about where the
instrument stops and where terrain interaction begins.
The difficulty with the sigma 0 definition is that it has embedded in it the
assumption that there is prior knowledgeof the terrain (one must know the local
incidence angle)...
1) By moving to radar brightness definition... (/30) it removes the incidence

angle normalisation...
2) None of us had been presenting sigma 0 data. Sigma 0 is an intrinsic

material property like is mass, ... One of the reasons for presenting new
terminologyfor this (radar brightness) is to help clarifyingthe issuewhen
it comes to radiometric calibration.

B. Hawkins
I feel this is important for this group to think in a serious way and ratify. I
recognize the problem of tradition.
We present here a real "philosophic"change in the user communityif we adopt
a new terminologyfor what we are putting out and shift the responsibilityto the
users to deal with these data.
I hope we can endorse this recommendation.
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K. Raney
Bob suggested a poll? Do you want to conduct a poll so I can vote ... The question
is: "shall we recommend that the presentation of our data be in terms of Beta 0
(radar brightness digital number per pixel)"? So the answer will be:

yes if you agree with that change from current sigma 0 to radar
brightness
no if you do not agree with that change

Question: Who is providing the angle?

K. Raney
Nobody provides the angle. The number that is given is radar brightness and
clearly the imaging geometry will be provided but there is no effort to normalize
the data with respect to that angle to first order.

H. Laur
Should I understand your conversation as a theoretical conversation or as a
practical conversation? My job is to try to communicate our thoughts in terms of
calibration to the users who want to get calibrated data. So I have written this
document last year on how to derive sigma 0 in ESA PRI products. Should I call
that how to derive brightness in PRI products?

R. Bamler
But Henri that is exactly what we want to do, this is exactly what you have done
already. You give the ERS-1 data as BetaO data, they are not sigma 0 data and
you tell the user how to convert them to sigma 0 using terrain slope and ellipsoid
and so on.

H. Laur
Not yet!

R. Bander
But then this is not correct, the conversion from betaO to sigmaO is via terrain
slope! In your technical note you are giving betaO.

K. Raney
It is betaO scaled by a fixed angle ...

R. Bamler
What is given in ERS-1 images is beta 0 not sigma 0.

H. Laur
Another thought in ESA, we have products called GTC which terrain corrected
product (produce at D/P AF) and which is including a mask of local incidence
angle. Actually I have some problems to speak about the calibration of such a
product. So generally speaking I think there is a weakness also in our group how
to derive sigmaO from terrain corrected products ...
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R. Bamler
Don't do anything to the data!. ..

K. Raney
The strength of Radar Brightness is that it is what is observed by the radar is its
highest precision. There is no geometrically dependent interpretation attached to
it. In the application you turn radar brightness in a number which is meaningful
to your application in the geometric projection at hand. As an instrument provider
you need to provide a number which is a reliable output of the instrument. ..

S. Tam
What is the difference between betaO and gamma?

R Bamler
Gamma is sigma 0 divided by cosinus of incidence angle and that is the natural
quantity which is measured a CW scatterometer (you have an infinitely long pulse
and the integrated area is limited by the beamwidth). In SAR the integrated area
on ground is limited by the pulse length that is why the natural quantity measured
by a SAR is sigmaO divided by sinus of incidence angle.

K. Raney
... The natural quantity measured by a radar is reflectivity per unit pixel:

gamma is the projection making an assumption about incidence angle
into one plane
SigmaO is a projection of that number based on several assumptions
into another plane
betaO has no incidence angle assumption. It simply reports faithfully the
number measured by the radar.

Let's poll:

Question:

those as representative of the professional SAR community preferring
that the output of radar is being expressed in terms of betaO raise you
hands? (YES) OK
those in favour of retaining the current notation? (NO)
abstention please indicate?

More abstentions than negations, and they were by the eyes of this chair about
5 times as many affirmatives as negatives.

Do people agree with that assessment? Thank you. Let's at least show the sense
of this meeting to that opinion poll and then we will try to decide what to do with
it. Further actions arising from your working group?

B. Hawkins
We have to make sure that format people can accommodate this ... I suggest that
this is brought forward to the format people in a recommendation.



SUMMARY REPORT OF WORKING GROUP 7:

SAR PROCESSOR CALIBRATION

Chairman: R. Bam.ler (DLR, Germany)
Co-chair: J.L Marchand (ESAfESTEC, The Netherlands)

Presentation of papers

H. Budenbender reported on the performance of the ERS-1 interferometry
processor implemented at DLR/INPE.

M. Biagini presented the plan for X-SAR calibration at 1-PAF.

R. Bamler described the implications of sensor parameter variation on processor
gain for X-SAR.

Discussion of seed questions

1 - Revision of SAR signal & noise equations

It was criticised that in the presentation by K. Raney & R. Bamler the graphical
representation of the model was misleading. It should be modified to show more
explicitly the noise pre-filtering and the input of the noise. Concerns have been
raised about the validity of the assumption that range signal and range noise have
the same spectral properties. This will be added to a more complete revision of
the paper.

It was agreed that such basic foundation of the SAR signal & noise equations
should be set up now.

The authors have agreed to circulate the revised version of the paper to the
interested attendants for technical discussion.

It was recommended that in a second step the model is extended to the
polarimetric case.

2 - Errors introduced by ADC

R.B. proposed to use 2 different "gains" describing the effect of ADC behaviour
close to saturation: (1) ratio of output power to input power to describe large
signal attenuation and (2) the differential gain to describe the attenuation of small
signals (noise, point scatterer response) superimposed on strong background
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clutter. K.R. objected that the ADC operates on complex signals rather that on
powers.

No agreement was reached on this point. It was questioned whether the subject
is an important point at all.

Recommendation: Use floating point quantization in future sensors.

3 - Additional Requirements on Single Look Complex data for Possible
Interferometric Use

The paper by R. Touzi raised questions about the meaning of the complex
integration method for phase measurements.
It was concluded that the phase of the peak is one of the important parameters.
Measuringit requires careful resamplingand is subject to errors. The relationship
between the peak value and the more robust integral measure (vis-a-visDopcen)
is not yet fully clear.

It was agreed that coherence (or phase variance) is a primaryqualitymeasure for
a processor. High coherence results also in good geometric resolution. As a
definitionof coherence it wasproposed to use the complexcorrelation coefficient
between the output of the processor to be evaluated and of an ideal (aberration
free) processor.

Under simplifyingassumptions it was shown that this coefficient is equal to the
complexvalue of the normalised impulse response at the expected peak position.

The question was raised for setting up a quantitative standard table of
interferometric processor quality vs. coherence.

A discrepancywas resolved, that appeared in the WG on interferometry: the
coherence and phase standard deviation corresponding to a S/N ratio of 20dB
are:

S/N = 20dB ---> jy I ~ 0.99 ---> a ~ 15.03°
'

The question of estimating coherence was briefly addressed, but not solved (cf.
recommendation).

Recommendations

To include coherence (y) in the standard set of qualitymeasures for SAR
processors. The exact evaluation method for y has to be standardised.



To relate the coherence requirement on the processor to the maximum
coherence (or minimum phase standard deviation) achievable under given
S/N.

4 - Multi-look vs. post-detection averaging

There was a large consensus that post-detection averaging is at least equivalent
to multi-looking. Nevertheless there were doubts on the validity of this statement
for ocean imaging.

Strong concern were raised about the idea of providing the user with SLC only
and letting him/her do the detection/ averaging.

5 - Test data sets

As for interferometry is it feasible to establish a standard test data set for SAR
processors? Several aspects were discussed. Among other it was proposed to stick
with real data.

No conclusion was reached.

Action items

K. Raney & R. Bamler: circulate revised paper on equation set

R. Touzi & S. Quegan: discuss sensitivity results of their methods to
measure the peak phase

F. Rocca & S. Quegan: exchange information on estimator for y and
on pdf [ IY I] and make results available.

Discussion on Working Group 7

K. Raney
Comment about multi-looking in the frequency domain and integration in the
image domain: they are not equivalent, whenever there is the possibility of time
variation in the incoming signal (i.e.: motion compensation, movement of oceanic
surface).
So I would suggest the statement is amended with the proviso about time
variation.

R. Bamler
Is there a reference?
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K. Raney
There are several references.

Action Item
I will provide a list of references.

R. Touzy
One comment, there is a relationship between the phase estimated by the
complex integration method and the "absolute phase" of the point target. Now if
you want test coherence if you admit that for a coherent processor you have to
measure the phase of the peak. .. you don't have to apply the complex integration
method ... but what we showed is that the peak value is very sensitive to zero
doppler offset. .. If you want to have a good measurement of coherence you have
to be sure that the peak value is in good condition so that it can be considered
as a good estimate of phase.

R. Bamler
Yes exactly. We need the value at the peak. The other question is how we
measure it. Of course the integration method is more robust but this is not
enough ...What we want to know is what the value of integration method is with
respect to the peak value specially in the presence of aberration or doppler
centroid variations. I think this was not fully resolved in the discussion.

K.Raney
The suggestion that the peak value of the impulse response is an estimate of the
coherence of the processor is already strong. This makes some assumptions on the
linearity and the spatial stationarity of the processor neither of which a real
processor is completely satisfying. I think one needs to have a test which is
realistic not just a prediction by linear theory.
So I would suggest that the statement itself be subject to further examination as
well as means for testing it.

E. Attema
About the non linearity issue. As much as I enjoy public debate with K. Raney I
tend to agree with the statement that non linearities operate on the complex data
(I, Q) one has to look into that... I was a little bit disappointed about the
recommendation of the group on this point because to say that using floating
point quantization is a solution to this is misleading. Because wether you use
floating point of any other form of coding doesn't really solve the problems of non
linearities.
Keith has earlier put up this week a simplified model of a radar system with a
linear part and a non-linear part being the detector but everybody knows, that it
is an over-simplification, that in the so-called "linear Part" there are non
linearities and they come partly from the ADC and also from the analog part of
the system...
If you are really responsible for a system design: the question is what level of non
linearity can you afford giving all the design constraints?

F.Rocca
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This subject is relevant. Floating point quantization has other problems, for
example:

quantisation noise will be different from point to point. Just that is a
complication. In other words we are gaining on one thing we are
loosing on another. It is worth looking into non linearity problems
because the possibility of reducing by a factor of two (i.e. ERS-1
example) the dispersion is extremely interesting.

So in conclusion the question of non linearity is very important.

K. Raney
From the standpoint of the Chair I think it is worth noting that the importance
of the subject itself should be supported?

H. Laur
I agree with Evert and Prof. Rocca. I am a poor calibration engineer who has to
deal with ADC saturations. We are looking for recommendations from this
community what is the best way to correct these saturations either in the
processor or the products.
I would have liked to see recommendation at this level.

K.Raney
1) Answer to question:What is the appropriate saturation effect? Could not

be answered during time available yesterday.
2) The issue is far more fundamental than that. I consider to be correct on

that we are talking about one extremelylarge ensemble of signals that go
through pulse compression in two dimensions and for which the ADC is
statistically independent between the two I and Q components. This
changes the level of the question...

Those people whohave done simulationsor use classicalreferenceswill find their
results far more pessimisticthan the actual performance of systemsthat are built
that way.
We are all aware about 1/2 bit radars that have rather reliable output dynamic
range and the 2 bit radar ismakingrather good estimates of return power output.
There is an area for active investigationboth theoretically and by simulations. I
would suggest any recommendation in this area to be in.

R. Bamler
Last year we had the same question and no one was really interested in discussing
it... This year we spent almost half an hour, I expect that next year we will have
the solution!...



SUMMARY OF WORKING GROUP SESSION 8:

SPACEBORNE SAR CALIBRATION

Chairman: M. Shimada, NASDA, Japan
Co-Chairman: H. Laur, ESA/ESRIN, Italy
Secretary: T. Lukowski, CCRS, Canada

The session began with four presentations:

J. Sanchez and H. Laur of ESA/ESRIN presented "ERS-1 SAR Products
Validation" giving a summary of their work which is a joint effort between
ESA/ESRIN and the PAFs. Examples of three problems that have arisen with
data presented along with the solutions that were worked out.

D.L. Hurd of Matra Marconi Space UK Limited discussed calibration aspects of
the ASAR in "Planned Radiometric Calibration Scheme for the ENVISAT-1
ASAR Instrument". The design of internal calibration is further advanced than the
ground segment as the hardware design will be the first to be completed.

F.M. Seifert and J.R. Moreira of DLR presented "Determination of Phase Errors
in Spaceborne SAR". Various sources of phase error were discussed along with
a method to determine atmospheric and instrumental phase errors of a
spaceborne SAR. A method of estimation of satellite velocity was presented,

G. Solaas and H. Laur of ESA/ESRIN summarized the necessity of developing
low resolution imagery of high quality for the ERS satellites, stressing the two
most significant parameters (radiometric and spatial resolutions), in "Quality
Issues for Low Resolution SAR Imagery".

These presentations were followed by a short discussion period based on a
number of seed questions. Discussions were able to reflect the experience of those
involved with existing and soon to be launched SAR systems due· to the
participation of representatives of organizations involved with ERS-1, JERS-1,
SIR-C and Radarsat.

From these discussions, it is clear that the investment of time and money in the
planning of calibration is invaluable. The success of a SAR mission depends on
the best possible characterization of the SAR system.

The usefulness of a SAR system demands a close tie between geophysical
requirements and the specification of the system, a relationship that is not easy
to develop.

There is an evolution of SAR systems and phase measurement and stability are
expected to be an important aspect of future SARs.
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A number of lessons can be drawn based on practical experience in calibration
of SARs:

1. The use of distributed targets in the determination of antenna gain
patterns assumes constant y with varying incidence angle. Various areas
that can be considered includeice-shelf(Antarctic) areas and Amazon rain
forest areas. H. Laur has agreed to distribute coordinates of a well
behaved area of the Amazon (from ERS-1 Scatterometer data).
Action: H. Laur

2. The measurement of SAR long-term stability has been carried out using
corner reflectors and ActiveRadar Calibrators. In either case, high cross
sections are required to obtain high signal ratios minimizing the clutter
contribution to the integrated power at the point target location in the
image.
Raw data for calibration containing external point targets should be
acquired as often as possible,but routine calibration operations should be
minimized.This is best carried out by designof a systemrequiring as little
external calibration as possible.

3. The ERS-1 experience has shownthe effects of A/D converter saturation
which must be considered in radiometric calibration.

4. When a spaceborne SAR has been made operational it is believed (by a
number of the participants in this group) that the minimum of changes
should be made that would impact data interpretation or utilization by
users.

5. The systemproducts and ancillaryinformation shouldbe specified in such
a way as to minimize the effort required by users to obtain clutter
backscatter information in a formuseful to them (a0, y, or 130 as discussed
elsewhere in these summaries).

6. The linearityof end-to-endSARsystemsshouldbe verifiedand corrections
performed (if necessary) in the processingchain.

7. For effectiveuse of data by the user community,processor intercalibration
is essential.This ismade difficultbyincompatibilities(e.g.of tape formats)
that must be overcome.

8. As phase behaviour becomes more important, the phase behaviour of
variable gains in the receiver should be well characterized. It would be
preferable to avoid AGC and STC functions in spaceborne SARs, if
possible.

Due to the large number of questions, discussionson each of these topics were
quite brief and could have profited from a longer discussionperiod.. .



Discussion on Working Group 8

E. Attema
About minimizing gain changes during a satellite SAR mission taking ERS-1 as
an example: the possibility exists to set the gain over a wide range before each
individual imaging sequence ... We have set the gain at a specific value after
launch and we have not touched the gain, the advantage of that is to minimize
errors in the processing chain. We could have chosen the other option to optimize
the A/D setting for each average signal level. Was that discussed in the group?

T. Lukowsky
There was little said.

K. Raney
BFPQ is an AGC system!

A Freeman
YOUwill probably have to vary the gain if you are going to look at different
incidence angles over a very wide range of targets. I cannot see how you can
avoid that unless you modulate the antenna pattern which effectively will change
the gain anyway.

T. Lukowsky
Yes, but we want the user to see an identical product, so if there are any changes
they have to be compensated for the users in the processor.

H. Laur
For clarification our suggestion was: after the commissioning phase, the agency
should not touch anymore whatever will make trouble to users (on the condition
that the satellite behaves well).
Typical example: we have seen with ERS-1 in some little cases mainly over sea
we may have some ADC saturation and obviously we could tune the system gain
to avoid that but we are not going to do it simply because it will create much
more trouble for users than the correction itself that is the recommendation.
Evert I am sure that you will agree?

E. Attema
I assume I should answer this as it was addressed to me directly. I think we have
to be careful what we are talking about: ideally, if the on-board gain is changed
and the information is properly communicated to ground processors we don't
create problems to users. I feel I am pessimistic, but I am not completely
confident that the information is timely communicated to everybody so we may
find products on the market to which this correction is not properly applied.

H. Laur
You are right to be pessimistic "ideally" is the perfect world ... to be sure some
corrections will have the same effect in all processors ...
... i.e. adjustment of gain of SLC produced at German PAF has created problems
to users ...
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The problem is to always have the right information to the right people at the
right time.

T. Freeman
I think you guys are very fortunate in having such a stable system with ERS-1 by
design of course as it is reminded me constantly! But with Radarsat, SIR-C we
have variable pointing angles, we have perhaps more of the earth to cover and we
have to change the gain. A recommendation from this group not to change the
gain we can't accept it...
Second comment: I have a question: "Did you change the gain in Roll tilt mode
with ERS-1?"

H. Laur
I don't think so.

T. Freeman
The other question I have is, you are proposing to do a differential gain change
across the image distributed spatially for each data product?
That doesn't square with don't change the gain really.
The two statements are conflicting. ·

K. Raney
The suggestion of the Working Group is a practical one and is meant to be
interpreted for a given mode or a given product don't change the parameters
downstream. And clearly for the larger incidence angle of multimode satellites is
opposed to smaller incidence angle: gain level of the systems have to be different.
But one month later don't throw a curve to the users!

H. Laur
We want the user to have to do as less as possible when doing calibration that is
the idea ...

T. Freeman
I think we agree that we have only to tell system engineer to change the gain.
Your comment earlier suggested we didn't trust the system engineer in the past
they are doubtful.

M.Shimada
I have a comment: JERS-1 SAR has a kind of trouble with saturation of data.
AGC works every scene for every 64 or 128 pulses and input level to the A/D
converter is set a little higher than the design value. Whenever data are acquired
some part of the data are saturated ...
From the view of the users, even if the SAR data is saturated, the data are well
converted to Beta 0 or Sigma 0. My question is: even if the data is saturated can
we find Sigma 0 (or Beta 0) from saturated digital number?

H. Laur
Yes. Perhaps it is something we have to do now... We have to find a proper way
to provide users with a correction of products already processed.
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T. Freeman
If you want to do a linearisation on the data product I would not do it at the PAF
I would recommend that you distribute software to allow the user to do it. May
be not even describe what the algorithm does, just execute it.

H. Laur .
But software available for any kind of SAR product?

T. Freeman
That I don't know.

T. Lukowsky
Tony, by the discussion in this group we would suggest that it is not the answer.
That is adding something else for the user to do.
We were suggesting that we want to keep it as simple as possible.

H. Laur
Tony's suggestion may be good for users who want accurate derivation of SigmaO.
In any case without correction we are within + /- ldB.

E. Attema
Two comments:
1) General consensus is we should try to provide users with Radar brightness

and from time to time technical people try to push problems to the users
and I am not in favour of that. I think there is a consensus that we should
not do that.

2) How to remove non linearities. Statements both in Working Group and
plenary have been made on that. What was suggested is something that is
build in ESA processors: you look at radar brightness presented by the
processor without non linearity corrections, you apply a low path filter on
the image to estimate the loading of the ADC, at the time data was taken
prior to compression and then you can derive correction factors from
that... So I think it is not really a big deal.

T. Freeman
So you are going to have product 2.lA or B product, I wonder which one would
have been corrected after a certain day and which would not have been corrected.
That is the difficulty.

E.Attema
I think if you spread products in the user community without the system
correction it goes against our agreement to keep the things simple for the users.
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SUMMARY REPORT OF WORKING GROUP 9

SCANSAR AND CALIBRATION

Chairman: M. Jin (JPL, USA)
Co-Chair: A Luscombe (Spar, Canada)

Secretary: M. Brown (GEC-Marconi, UK)

.1 Standard Performance Measures

i) It is agreed that one performance figure for each measure is not
sufficient. We suggest that either mean (µ) and worst case (µ ±3a)
values or minimum and maximum values are given. For example point
spread function (IRF) measures such as spatial resolution, PSLR, and
ISLR could use the former approach, whilst measures such as
radiometric resolution, noise equivalent sigma zero, and range
ambiguity ratios could use the latter. Furthermore, full characterization
of ScanSAR mode performance requires values for all subswaths.

ii) Is there anything to be gleaned from the phase information, in
particular for a multiple azimuth look product? If not, is it necessary
to retain it throughout the processing?

2. Requirements

i) What are the main requirements for ScanSAR modes from users?
Potential users of Radarsat ice imagery have requested lOOmspatial
resolution with many looks.

3. ScanSAR Design Issues

i) The number of azimuth looks is determined by the SAR operation
(timing cycle between subswaths). Thus, it is fixed before imaging, and
cannot be selected at the processing stage. It is a selectable process,
but it must be undertaken prior to the SAR operation.

ii) In terms of design trade-offs the following priority was agreed. Firstly,
coverage is most important (giving the number of subswaths). Secondly,
the number of azimuth looks. This will then allow trade-offs between
azimuth spatial resolution and azimuth ambiguity suppression. It is felt
that the same number of looks should be used for each subswath (this
will help to reduce the variation between different subswaths) although
this is ultimately system-dependent.



O/R For ASAR it was felt that the lOOm spatial resolution requirement
should be relaxed to allow the timing cycle to accommodate 2 azimuth
looks in each subswath.

O/R iii) It is preferable that both multiple range look processing and spatial
averaging be available with the processor. Given the choice, a
constant range resolution is preferred to a constant number of
range looks.

4. Ideal Processor performance

0 i) Margins should be included in performance prediction to allow for
processor introduced errors/effects. The level of such margins will be
dependent upon the processing strategy.

5. Realistic Processor Performance

0 i) Antenna pointing errors need to be constrained and tracked during
processing. This applies both for subswath-to-subswath and for block
to-block within each subswath. There will be an impact on performance
and these effects should be budgeted for in the system design.

6. SAR Algorithms

O/R i) PRF /ambiguity determination is still recommended (but is mission
specific).

R ii) The image quality at the joint between subswaths should be equalized.
This will have an impact on the processors.

0 iii) The de-ramp FFT (SPECAN) algorithm is efficient for ScanSAR
processing. It does not give optimum quality, but (based on
Magellan data) the difference is small. This then impacts back to
the error margin allowances for the processor.

0 iv) The requirement for a linear phase correction in the image can be
removed if the block of data is centred on the time origin before
processmg.

7. ScanSAR Processor Calibration Approach

0 i) For the purposes of radiometric calibration, the processor should
ideally be an invisible black box with unity gain (as described in. the
session paper (Jin)).
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..8. ScanSAR Output Measure

R/Q i) There will be a significant radiometric variation across the full
coverage in ScanSAR mode, typically of the order of 2-2~ due to the
incidence angle range (e.g. 20°-45°).We recommend that some form of
incidence angle dependent function be applied (e.g. gamma function
rather than just a 0). However, we request clarification on the preferred
function.
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Nomenclature:

0: Observation
R: Recommendation
Q: Question

Discussion on Working Group 9

A Luscombe
Can I ask a question about phase information in SCANSAR data: "Does anybody
see any application for phase information other than interferometry?"

M. Jin
I'd like to say something about the unity gain processor: For Scansar (burst mode)
processing is quite different from continuous mode ...

K. Raney
I think the question of M. Jin has to do with appropriate SNR equation in
azimuth for Scansar?
Processing gain derives from oversampling by the PRF of the input Spectra. The
other factor in the azimuth processing gain is the number of pulses summed which
in Scansar is shorter than the total aperture available. So both factors are
important:

oversampling factor
number of pulsed summed

For the noise you have already statistical independence pulse to pulse so you have
an azimuth gain for the noise of 1 and you have a non-coherent gain for the noise
which is proportional to the number of pulses summed. So even in Scansar you
find out there is an azimuth processing gain which is proportional to the
oversampling ratio: PRF modulo bandwidth of the input signal.

F.Rocca
If you consider the 3-day global observation orbit and with a proper
synchronization they might be opportunity for an interferometric Scansar. Has
anybody looked at this?
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A Luscombe
Based on discussions I have heard I don't think there has been any question that
in principle Scansar data could be used for interferometry. It has been more a
question of practicality.

B. Hawkins
In Scansar, the switching operation determined the number of looks you can
obtain. If I fold the argument correctly, the operation determine the multilooking
and therefore that is the first parameter you would have to specify. Why don't we
produce everything single-look at the highest resolution, then degrade the data at
the resolution that you want and the number of looks that are required?

A Luscombe
If you try to do a single-look with two beam something like 1/3 of the information
is being thrown away (not used in processing).
If you do 4 looks with 4 beams something like 1/17 of information is not used.
Multiple looking also reduces the radiometric variation, so seems more optimum
form of operation.

K. Raney
In principle there is no limit on the number of looks you can apply in Scansar.
Look extraction in range and azimuth are purely symmetrical. We are in the habit
of thinking of looks only in azimuth but it works both ways: Scansar if well
designed takes advantage of that.

A Luscombe
Discussion took place in our Working Group about alternative ways about getting
range looks either through the processing, separate channel or spatial averaging ...
Within Scansar because we cover such a large range of incidence angles there is
a choice of retaining the same number of looks in range or equalizing the range
resolution and getting effectively a variable number of looks across the swath it
is a design choice ...

K. Raney
A comment: as is done on ASAR you can transfer a pulse with different
bandwidth larger bandwidth for nearer range as for further range which allows
you to have the same image quality across the swath in terms of number of looks
and resolution and also protect SNR.
Radarsat uses the same pulse length from near range to far range that is not
optimum. Adapting range pulse bandwidth to the near range to far range
transition is going in the direction of optimality.

A Luscombe
The advantage of the Radarsat scheme that we are more able to use data rate
capacity efficiently so that we can obtain '500 km with four beams as opposed to
400 km with five beams. So there are trade-offs.

E. Attema
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We had previously statements that for a system like ASAR there was some
interest in the phase difference between HH and VV.
Now nobody seems interested in phase information in Scansar. What is the
difference from an applicationpoint of viewbetween normal mode and Scansar?

A Luscombe
I understood that there mightbe somemore constraintson coordination of timing
so you always look imaging from the same aspect angle for the HH/VV phase
comparison to be valid.

E. Attema
It might be safe to keep the option of the phase fidelityin the processor because
you never knowwhat is going to happen in our next meeting.



Recommendations
for CEOS

CalibrationNalidation
Working Group
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR

CALIBRATIONNAUDATION WORKING GROUP

ByA Freeman, Chairman CEOS Sub-gtoup on SAR Calibration (JP~ USA)

Need to establish straightforward relationships between user requirements
(e.g. for mapping biomass) and calibration requirements.

Calibration should be traceable to a known standard, (e.g. a flat plate).
Need for a single organization within each continent to calibrate these
devices.

Work needs to be done on design of phase-stable calibration devices (with
lmm stability) for interferometry.

Calibration device inventory needs to be completed by SAR Calibration
Sub-group.

Need for further work on validation of processors and quality measures
(e.g. coherence, phase error) for interferometry.

Use of ERS-1 in roll-tilt mode would enable interferometry at large
incidence angles and is recommended.

Recommend orbit repeat phase for Radarsat to enable interferometry over
a reasonable time interval. This would allow interferometry in otherwise
unreachable areas and at different incidence angles.

1-day repeat orbits for ERS-1 and ERS-2 would enable interferometry over
large areas and is recommended.

There is a need for high quality restituted orbits (meter scale) for global
DEM generation using interferometry.

SAR Calibration sub-groups recommends that data be distributed in f3 °
(radar brightness) format.

/3° = F(DN)
a" = p0sin 0;

Recommend that advanced ADC's be studied for future sensors to
minimize non-linearity problems.

SIR-C polarimetric calibration requirements serve as a useful baseline
need to be updated by SAR calibration Sub-group as knowledge advances.



Users should be provided with noise level estimates for SAR data sets.

Stable distributed target sites (e.g. Amazon) need to be located.

Intercalibration of SAR processors is needed for effective use of data on
a global scale.

Paper a S+N equations to be generated by SAR Calibration Sub-group.
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MEETING ACTION ITEMS AND FURTHER S11.JDYAREAS

- Encourage people to fill out inventory on calibration devices (WG2)

- Effects faraday rotation and radomes on calibration devices shall be studied
(WG2).

- JPL to prepare statement on status of reference surfaces for HH/VV phase
calibration (WG3).

Confirmation of the expected insensitivity of crosstalk calibration to the
assumption <Sii Sij*> = 0 (R. Cordey).

Explicit discussion on different polarimetric calibration algorithms is
encouraged (WG3)

- Paper on best engineering solution for a phase stable reflector encouraged
(requirement 1 mm for phase center) (WG4).

- Problems of phase errors due to ionosphere and atmospheric water vapour
should be studied (WG4 ).

- Recommendations regarding change to radar brightness shall be brought to the
attention of the WG on data (WG 5/6).

- Provide list of references regarding time varying phenomena and multi-looking
versus single looking (action K. Raney).

- Circulate revised paper on set of radar equations (K. Raney - R. Bamler).

- Discuss sensitivity of the method to measure the peak phase (R. Touzi and
S. Quegan).

- Exchange information on estimator for gamma and P.D.F. [gamma] and make
results available (F. Rocca - S. Quegan).

- Question of saturation effect shall be studied (WG7).

- Distribute coordinates of amazon rain forest areas suitable for antenna pattern
verification (H. Laur).

- How to find SigmaOor BetaO from saturated digital numbers shall be studied
(WG8).

Interferometric and polarimetric aspects (HH/VV phase difference) of
SCANSAR shall be studied (WG9).
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WORKSHOP CWSING REMARK

Chair: A Freeman
Do people like this format?
The format is OK, exceptwe need shorter presentation in the WG...mini papers
are too long... It should have been 10minutes with 15minutes allowed:
this is a forum to interchange your ideas with your colleagues not to present the
work you have done last year.

What about the timing?
People felt that timing is OK and next September will be a good time to hold
another meeting.

Location
Suggestions: CNES (Toulouse), A.S.F. (Alaska), U.K. and Japan.
Chairman to sollicit offers....

Output of the Meeting: Concrete results of the meeting were:
- recommendations to cal/val WG
- workshop proceedings
- interchange of ideas (difficult to measure but certainly very real).
- CAL/VAL questionnaire circulated.
- expert papers.

Regarding Topics:
Interferometry: I think this is the right place for the dialog between

interferometry, calibration devices and processor people but a lot of the issues
should be tackled under the CEOS terrain mapping subgroup.
. Scansar: should it be a regular group or part of the SAR processor calibration
group?
. Distributed scatterers: part of radiometric calibration or seperate group?

Actions:
- write down output we generated and send that to CAL/VAL WG.
- keep the workshop format with shorter papers in the W.G.

B. Hawkins:
Where do we get information on the output of this group? we should propose to
make a record of results obtained by the CEOS Subgroup on SAR calfval.

A Freeman:
Very good idea, it will be quite simple to generate a copyof all material, pass it
on to the CEOS CAL-VAL and have it included in the newsletter as a list of
available material for distribution.

I'd like to thank you all for attending, for your hard work in listening,presenting
and discussing.
I'd like to thank ESTEC for organizingthisworkshopand I declare the workshop
closed.
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